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I99I BALLARD
AWARD
PRESENTED TO
WILLIAM N.
KINNARD, IB.,
CBE qnd MARY
BETH GECKLER

William N. Kinnard, Jr., CRE lllary Beth Geckler

lf l illiam N. Kinnard, Jr., CRE, and Mary Beth
lll Geckler. co-authors of the article "The Ef-
!U f""t" on Residential Real Estate Prices from

Proximity to Properties Contaminated with Radio-
active Materials," have been named the 1991 recip-
ients of the William S. Ballard Award. The honor,
given annually by the American Society of Real Es-
tate C,ounselors, recognizes the author(s) whose work
best exemplifies the high standards of content main-
tained in Redl Estate fssaes, the Society's profes-
sional journal.

The article, in this edition of the journal, pre-
sents a case study of three adjacent New Jersey towns
that were desigrrated Superfund Sites Areas (SSAs)
in 1984 after concentrations of radon gas and levels
of onsite gamma radiation were found to be well
above regulatory standards. During the research
study, conducted between 1980 and 1989, actual
market sales behavior of buyers and sellers of all
single-family residential property in and around the
three SSAs were identihed, reported and measured.
Both the impact on sales prices and the changes in
the volume of sales transactions were analyzed.

William N. Kinnard, Jr., CRE, is president of
the Real Estate Counseling Group of Connecticut,
Inc., (RECGC). He is professor emeritus in real es-
tate and finance at the University of Connecticut,
and a principal in the Real Estate Counseling Group
of America. Kinnard also testif-res regularly as an
expert witness on methodology for real property and
personal property valuation. He has authored sev-
eral books and articles on rea.l estate appraisal and
other real estate market-related topics. Mary Beth
Geckler, is vice president of RECGC and a licensed
general appraiser in Connecticut. She was a com-
mercial real estate lending officer at regional banks
in Connecticut for nine years after spending nearly
a decade in market research and project advising for
clients ofpublic agencies and educational institutions.

Funding for the William S. Ballard Award, which
carries an honorarium of $500, is provided by the
generous contribution of the William S. Ballard
Scholarship Fund in memory of Ballard, a late CRE
(Counselor of ReaI Estate-a member of the Amer-
ican Society of Real Estate Counselors). Previous
recipients of the award include Lawrence Bacow
(1990), Lynne Sagalyn, CRE (1989), Michael Far-
rell, (1988), A-lexander Bul and Nicholas Ordway
(1987), Joseph O'Connor (1986) and James Graas-
kamp (1985).

Articles for consideration in next year's compe-
tition must be submitted to the Society by August
1, 1992.

If all you see here is mortar
you should read the Journal.

and bricks, maybe
In today's commercial real estat€ market,
the more you know about your special
niche the better equipped you will be to see

the possibilities. After all, isn't, that what
it's all about?

One of the best sources in the industry
for practical and technica.l information is
the Commercial Inuestment Real Estate
J ournal -lhe professionaJ source.

Call 13121 321-4477
to subscribe or for
more information. hfiest rrena
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SPECIAL
EDITION
FOCUSES ON
THE
ENVIRONMENT
I I v frrst introduction to environmental
IUI -hararris 

in reai estate was botn rucie anri
ItI e*pensiuu. Leaking storage tanks from an
adacent property had contaminated the site my
client was developing. As a CRE (Counselor of
ReaI Estate), my responsibility was to identify the
source of the contamination, determine the extent
of the damage and estimate the cleanup costs,
none of which were part of the development plan.
Public health and safety, re-engineering, Iiability
and recovery of damages were uncommon concerns
in real estate transactions 10 to 15 years ago. At
that time, neither I nor my partner had ary
previous experience with this type of problem. The
mitigation measures which ensued took valuable
time from the construction schedule, and costs
soared as scientific testing, legal fees, re-
engineering, redesigrr and interest costs mounted.

In today's real estate market, contamination
issues are pervasive. Consideration of
environmental hazards is the hot topic of the
1990s for anyone in the industry. To address this
concern the Society's Publications Committee
decided to produce a special edition of Real Estate
Issues. This is the f-rrst time an entire edition of
the journal has been devoted exclusively to a
single topic. And although much has been written
and presented on environmental concerns in real
estate, the focus rarely has been on how to deal
with these problems on a transactional basis. To
Counselors, however, a transactional orientation is
more in keeping with the professional role we offer
our clients.

Lastly, I would like to inform you of the recent
passing of a valued colleague. Malcolm Bryce of
Calgary served the Society as a member of the
ReaI Estate Issues Editorial Board, an ollicer arrd
a member of the Board of Governors. Besides his
tireless service to our Society, he will always be
remembered for the friendship he shared with so
many of his fellow members. Malcolm will be
missed by all who knew him.

Editor in chicf
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reduce dependency on overworked arrd bureaucratic
government officials and offer the opportunity for
rapid, creative and cost-effective solutions to reme-
diation ofcontaminated sites. The decision to permit
private sector intervention occurs during a process
known as "risk assessment". This process is per-
formed after rigorous three-dimensional investiga-
tion of the site soils and groundwater by excavations,
borings and chemical and biochemical analyses to
determine the extent and causes ofpollution and the
specific nature and concentration of the contami-
nants. Once these basic facts have been ascertained,
it is vital for the environmental scientist and the
real estate counselor to explore the interplay be-
tween projected site cleanup costs (such costs are
never known until the work is complete) and the
value of alternative potential land uses. It is nec-
essar5r for both parties to engage in a free-flowing,
give-a-nd-take discussion and determine creatively
the true highest and best use of the land in such
complex cases. The participants in this exercise must
be highly qualified and seasoned experts in their
respective fields, and they must be able to provide
sound judgments and reliable, if rough, quantifrca-
tions of cost and value relationships so that a rea-
sonable and appropriate stratery for land use can
be established.

Many real estate investors are aware of horror
stories concerning the zillions of dollars spent for
remediation. The costs of remediation in fact range
from the simply modest to the truly horrendous, and
they depend largely on the nature and degree ofcon-
tamination. For example, costs for air stripping of
certain petroleum volatiles often are in the range of
a few thousand dollars per acre; costs for cleaning
up high concentrations of toxins such as cyanide,
polychlorinated biphenols or mercury, which typi-
cally entails the removal and detoxif-rcation of the
soil and groundwater, can run to tens of millions of
dollars per acre. Costs of remediation also depend
on the nature of the land use. The residential land
use cat€gory demands the highest level of remedia-
tion, but an alternative land use, such as certain
industrial and commertial facilities, may require only
that the soil be sealed with an impervious mem-
brane or a layer of clay.6

Art innovative method of remediation was uti-
lized by the Hackensack Meadowlands Development
Commission to deal with a noxious and odorous
landfrll in the infamous New Jersey Meadowlands.
In this case, the landfrll was "turned into Iields of
wildflowers alter the ground was covered with a
synthetic liner made from regycled bottles".e The
commission presently operates a trash museum and
environmental center immediately adacent to this
once detested landf-rll.

Conclusion
As a society, we are facing limitations on our frnan-
cial resourres. The mounting national debt, now above

$3 trillion; increasing worldwide economic compe-
tition from the Europear Community and the Pa-
cific Rim nations; failures of major banks and
diminishing governmental support for all sectors are
some ofthe unpleasant realities with which we must
grapple. With the increase in our environmental
awareness and the discovery of greater than for-
merly realized soil and groundwater contamination,
we, as a nation, must set rational priorities for our
environmental cleanup elTorts. It is essential to:

r protect uncontaminated groundwater by estab-
Iishing regional groundwater protection districts

r acknowledge hopelessly contaminated or un-
safe urban groundwaters and write these off once
and for all (or until technological advancements
make their cleanup economically viable)

r intensift research into techniques for cost-ef-
fective groundwater and soil decontamination
when the chemistry ofthe responsible pollutant
or the particular situation are appropriate for
remediation

r establish protocols for appropriate land uses on
sites with contaminated soil and groundwater

r encourage the licensing of qualified profes-
sional l-rrms to carry out remediation efforts
economically and efliciently

A Word Of Aduice
As a real estate investor or analyst, do not be fright-
ened or intimidated by the need to address ration-
ally and practically ever more difficult and complex
land valuation situations. Make sure that you have
highly qualifred, practically minded and experi
enced scientists and professionals to help you with
the tough business decisions and tradeoffs which you,
of necessity, will be facing now and in the future.

NOTES
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Other espoused concerns of the populace, such
as "preserving the character of the community" or
NIMBYism (not in my back yard), also are eroding
the rights of property owners. Jack Kemp, Secretary
of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment, recently has documented the inordinate
cost and time burdens associated with often redun-
dant and sometimes extremist environmental reg-
ulations and the degree to which these regulations
inte ere urith the attainment of another vital social
goal-"alfordable housing."r In spite of this govern-
mental outcry, it is unlikely that current trends will
change sigrrilicantly.

Hazardous And Toxic Wastes
An even greater threat dwarfs all other concerns
about the economic use of laad: the linancial liabil-
ity that even an innocent Iandowner assumes with
the purchase of property contaminated by one ofthe
numerous substances on the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's GSEPA) Iong list of hazardous
materials.2 With the invention and widespread use
in the 1970s and 1980s of the atomic mass gas chro-
matograph spectroscope and other state-of-the-art
technolory, it has become possible to detect minute
traces (parts per billion) of substances that may (or
may not) be harmful to mankind. Proving with any
degree of scientihc certainty that a causal relation-
ship exists between the presence of certain sub-
stances and the degradation of community health is
often diffrcult, if not impossible.

Federal and state legislation labels trace amounts
of certain substances as harmful and makes the
landowner financially responsible for cleaaing up
those substances (even if the landowner in no way
contributed to the presence ofthe hazardous or toxic
substances or even knew about it at the time ofpur-
chase ofthe land).3 It is now possible for the USEPA
and state environmental regr-rlators to legally attach
any of the assets of the laldowner as security for
the cleanup costs, even if these costs are many times
the value of the real property itself.

As the truly staggering costs of cleanup opera-
tions are becoming apparent, some members of the
scientific communit5r, cogrrizant of the need for rea-
sonably and rationally prioritizing scarce f-rnancial
resources, are suggesting that a healthy dose of com-
mon sense could save tens of millions of dollars, and
permit dollars spent on costly cleaaup operations to
be reallocated to more urgent needs of much greater
communitlr benefit.r In the highly publicized Wob-
urn case, which USEPA's regional administrator
Julie Belaga called "the single largest settlement in
the history of the Superfund cleanup program," a
$69 million commitment was made by W.R. Grace
and three other companies to an effort for purifying
groundwater on a contaminated sit€ which could take
20 to 50 years.6 However, what public health im-
perative justilies an att€mpt to purify the ground-
water in Woburn, which has been ably and amply
served by other water sources since the groundwater
contamination was identilied in 1979? Further, since
Metropolitan Boston, a region which includes Wob-
urn, eqioys over 40 inches of rainfall aanually and

ca.rr readily serve its static population from the Met-
ropolitan District Commission's (MDC) chain of sur-
face reservoirs, what is the anticipated future use of
Wobum's purified aquifer 20 to 50 years hence? Since
the MDC is presently contemplating costly water
treatment facilities which could be far more rapidly
amortized by a larger usage base, it would be much
more cost effective to connect to the MDC system
those homes in Woburn which, previously had ob-
tained their potable water from municipa.l or private
wells rather than spend $69 million to cleal up an
aquifer which is not vita-l for meeting the needs of
the community. The MDC system could provide
Woburn with totally safe water supplies well into
the 21st Century. Because of MDC's clearly dem-
onstrated water conservation methods and the re-
duction in demand for its water supply from the state's
declining industrial base, MDC's reservoir supply
should be adequate for the foreseeable future.

Rationalizing Groundwater Policy
Hydrogeologists acknowledge that, while the con-
tamination of groundwater is an extremely slow
process (migration of the pollutant plume in the
ground is often calculated in terms of only a few
dozen feet per decade), groundwater pollution, once
it occurs, is virtually irreversible. It is unfortunate
that the American society, through decades and cen-
turies of carelessness, has despoiled most ground-
water resources in its urban areas. However, it is
futile public policy to risk using inherently unsafe
urban gtoundwater or to undertake costly, and no
doubt fruitless, efforts at its cleanup.

Nineteenth century visionaries in cities such as
New York and Boston anticipated problems with
groundwater. By securing, in perpetuity, tens of
thousands of acres of nual land and committing them
exclusively to watershed protection, these vision-
aries created systems that would assure adequate
and safe water supplies for their cities' rapidly grow-
ing populations. It has long been the position of this
author that, in rural areas, where groundwater sup-
plies may be significant and uncontaminated, it is
not only vitally important but also practical to es-
tablish regional aquifer protection districts that will
ensure the quality of critical water resources.6

Recently, the New Jersey Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection (NJDEP) classified its
groundwater resources into four categories. The
lowest category, Class IV, covers extensive, already
contaminated urban and industrial areas with
groundwater that is not frt for human consumption
and that generally is of poor quality. NJDEP pro-
hibits use of Class IV groundwater for at least 50
years, thereby curtailing futile and costly attempts
at its cleanup.? It is hoped that such practical and
cost-effective solutions will become much more
widespread over time.

Rationalizing Priorities For Site
Remediation
Privatization of site remediation, which allows li-
censed and highly qualif-red geotechnical f-rrms to
undertake the cleanup of contaminated sites, will
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/tr eorge M. Lovejoy, Jr.. CRE. chairman and di-
I I rector of Meredith & Grew. Incorporated, Bos-
V torr, has been awarded the 1991 James D.
Landauer Award. He received the award in recog-
nition of his demonstrated outstanding profession-
alism in real estate and for furthering the ideals ol
the American Society of Real Estate Counselors and
its CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) designation.

During his 35-year caneer in rea-l estate, Lovejoy
has acted as a broker, appraiser, manager and con-
sultant. A member ofthe Society since 1969, Lovejoy
served as president in 1982 and has been chairman
of numerous committees. He currently is secretary-
treasurer of the Society's Educational Development
Trust Fund.

In other related activities, Lovejoy is a past pres-
ident of the Greater Boston Real Estate Board, the
Greater Boston Building Owners & Managers As-
sociation and the New England Chapter of the In-
stitute of Rea.l Estate Management. He also is a
member of the International Council of Shopping
Centers and the Urban Land Institute.

In addition to his real estate career, Lovejoy is
dedicated to his great interest in the out-of-doors
and conservation. Much of his time is devoted to
land in New Hampshire which he has assembled
over a 30-year span. The property has been perma-
nently preserved for forestry and wildlife through a
foundation which Lovejoy established. These inter-
ests are further expressed by his chairmanship of
the Fund for Preservation of Wildlife and Natural
Areas and by his presidency of the New England
Aquarium. Lovejoy also serves as a trustee of Rad-
cliffe College and director or trustee of seven Scud-
der mutua-l funds.

The Landauer award is named for the late James
D. Landauer, CRE, who played a key role in the
establishment ofthe Society and the preeminence of
the real estate counseling profession. Other recipi-
ents have included CREs Roland Rodrock Randall
(1986), James E. Gibbons (1987), Roy P. Drachman
(1988), John Robert White (1989) and Boyd T. Bar-
nard (1990).

George M. Lovejoy, Jr., CRE
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I
Lenders' Perspectives on
Environmental Issues
Patricia R. Healy arrd John J. Healy, Jr., CRE

The article summarizes the results of a survey of
mqjor real estate lenders which was performed by
Hanford,iHealy Appraisal Company. The purpose of
the survey was to quantify lenders' perceptions of
environmental risks and the effects of these
perceptions on underwriting policy. The eight
multiple-part questions used in the survey focused
on the lenders' concern about specific issues. The
article also discusses some key enyironmental
issues which furnish insight into lenders'
perceptions of risk.

5
Environmental Counseling Cases
Max J. Derbes, Jr., CRE

Pollution damage to the market value of real
estate comes in many forms. This article discusses
two vastly different forms of pollution in two case
studies. The f-rrst ''\Mhere's the Plume" deals with
an underground water aquifer polluted by leaks
from service stations that affected the market
value of four lots in a commercial, olhce park
subdivision in a small midwest town. The second
case "Noise Pollution" involves noise pollution
from highway tralfrc and its eflect on residential
real estate values.

ll
Landfills Aren't All Bad:
Considerations for Real Estate
Development
Michael L. Robbins, CRE,
Michele Robbim Norman & John P. Norman

Real estate development on a landl-rll is a
challenging venture and a thought-provoking idea
Careful consideration of several development
issues is required. This article overviews modern
landfill design arrd answers six questions of
interest to the rea-l estate developer.

RATIONALIZING
ENVIBON.
MENTAT
CTEANUP

f here is no question that the lives of those who
I establish the potential developmental value of
I tracts of land'have become extremely complex

over the past several years. In determining the
"highest and best use" of land, we must consider not
only traditional market and zoning variables but
also the rapidly eroding "matter-of-right" for the le-
gal use of the land itself. In a sense, the regulatory
climate governing the use of land is in transition.
The ultimate determination of land use is coming
increasingly under the aegis of regulators and the
community, rather than remaining solely at the dis-
cretion ofthe landowner. Although this shift in con-
trol is often diffrcult to reconcile with our society's
assumptions about the vested rights of the land-
owner, it is a reality nonetheless. It is this author's
opinion that, with the heightened public awareness
of often legitimate environmental concerns, individ-
uals'property rights will continue to erode in the
foreseeable future, and this erosion will complicate
the tough economic realities of the 1990s that con-
front both developers and the communities in which
they Btrive to build thet projects.

Environmental Trends
In forecasting the developmental potentials of a large
tract of land over time, the rules by which the de-
velopment game is played are not static but, in fact,
are ever changing. Thus, the pursuit of the highest
and best use of land is much like duck hunting: in
order to hit the target, one must establish an ade-
quate lead and shoot at a point where it is hoped
both the bullet and duck will converge. To establish
such a lead in development planning, one's hnger
must be on the pulse of the regulators and the com-
munity-at-large not only to learn what their atti-
tudes are now but to anticipat€ accurately what those
attitudes are likely to be six months or a year or
more in the future.

Another reality one must acknowledge is the
universality of the environmental movement. Strin-
gent wetlands regulations, initiated in Massachu-
setts in the late 1970s with the Hatch and Jones
Acts, have been adopted in almost every other state,
and many of these same principles have been mir-
rored in federal wetlalds regulations. A review of
two decades of regulation governing the alteration
of wetlands clearly shows a pattern of escalating
stringency: firrst allowing reasonable use, then use
for only limited purposes, then no use and hnally no
use of wetlands ond a substantial fringe buffer zone
ofuplands surrounding the wetlands. Today, serious
discussions are underway to decide whether to re-
strict the use of uplands which some day might be-
come wetlands as ocean tides rise due to global
warming.

Mourice F\ecdnan, CRE, a professional engineer and real
estab counselor, & presidznt of The Freed.man Group, Inc,
a firm epecializi\g it caunseling o^ properties thal haue
difficult dite cond;tions or must eet complea permit re-
quirarna[ls, Buch os uorerfrobls a d mqjor office parhs.

In the dfficult econonlic enuironment of
the 1990s, rational, comnton sense
approaches are needed for determining
when and hout enuironmentally
contaminated sites should be cleaned up.

by Maurice Freedman, CRE
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You have been asked to testify as an expert wit'
ness r€gBrding the diminution in Joe's property value
due to the contamination. Your market research in-
tlicates the following:

1. A mortgage will not be available on the sub-
ject property until cleanup has been completed. SaIe
of the property at the present time requires seller
financing at rates competitive with the general
mortgage market. Such tinancing terms are esti-
mated to be 107o interest, 757o loan to value ,Zi-year
amortization with a frve-year balloon palrnent. An-
nual debt constant is 0.10944.

2. The subject property will suffer mortgage dis-
crimination after the cleanup is complete. Such dis'
crimination is estimated tn be ll2 of 17o interest.
Considering future mortgage discrimination, as well
as other stigma fac{ors, it is reasonable to assume
that a contract buyer will demand at least an 117o

overall capitalization rate versus the market's 10.57o

rat€.

Question
Assumiag that any physical cleanup costs will be
paid as a frst priority by the neighboring property
owners, what is the value of Joe's property?

Solution
Probable price \Yith seller

finaacing:
Net operatirg iDcoEe

(Same aa Case Study C) $101,000
Capitalization rate ll.07o
Indicated selling price:

S101,000 + .11 = S91E,182 Say $920,000
Probable terme:

Cssh dowrr $920,000 x .25 = $230,000
Contract for deed: $920,000 x

.75 = $690,000 priacipal balance
x.1090,14 = annual payment $75,240

In this case, the seller has been forced to substitute
a mortgage rate of l|Vo for his equity yield of L6?a.

In addition, the seller retains a certain amount of
risk due to the contamination itself. A risk premium
of 27o ia eelerl,ed because the risk is minimal; the
subject is not responsible for the contamination it-
self or that of surrounding properties. The total eq-
uity yield, as contarninated, therefore is 187r.

The present worth of the subject property, with its
existing owner, may be measured as follows:

Cash down
5 Yeare of pay'ments @

$7 5,240lyeat x 3.127
(5 year factor @ L87o) =

Present worth of balloon
payment
Prhcipal amount
Principal reduction

@ 0.0584 :
Balloon payment
5 year reversion
fact$ @ l8?o

Cash
Equivalent

$230,000

$235,27 5

$690,000

20
How a Garbage Dump Became a
Post Office
John J. Wallace, CRE

This case study describes negotiations for the
development site of a postal facility on a former
municipal garbage dump located at Albuquerque
International Airport. The study also reviews the
ecanomic justification for the city of Albuquerque
to assume the responsibility for the dump cleanup

25
The Effects on Residential Real
Estate Prices from Proximity to
Properties Contaminated with
Radioactive Materials
William N. Kinnard, Jr., CRE
and Mary Beth Geckler

This research study included all bona fide, arm's-
length sales of single family residences located
within one mile of three Superfund sites in three
adjacent towns in New Jersey between July 1,
1980 and June 30, 1989. Sales properties were
grouped into distance zones, and the effects on
sales prices from proximity to the Superfund sites
were measured after a December, 1983,
announcement that the sites exhibited high levels
of radon gas and gamma radiation.
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44
A Case for an Environmental
Real Estate Market
Donald C. Wilson

The supply and acquisition of property for
conservation by public agencies have increased to
the point that conserved property may constitute a
generally unrecogrized real estate market. The
author articulates terms and concepts to clarify
the nature of conserved property and suggests
possible root causes of public agencies' tendencies
to discourage transactions involving comparable
sales. He also analyzes environmenta-l real estate-
related transactions and transactors.

50
The Valuation of Contaminated
Properties
Peter J. Patchin, CRE

The freld of appraising environmentally impaired
properties has progressed to where hands-on
experiences may be shared in the form of case
studies. In this article the case studies concentrate
on the problems encountered in the appraisal of
"in ground" contamination rather than the
valuation of "in building" contamination with
substances such as asbestos or radon. The
valuation methods used in these case studies
reflect conditions at the present time.
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$283.986
$749,261
$749,000say

Thus:
Unimpaired value $1,000,000
Impaired value $745.000

Indicated dimiaution $251,000

Summary
The foregoing case studies clearly illustrate that the
nature, extent ald circumstances of environmental
contamination have the greatest influence upon the
hnal value of a property. Quite obviously, there is
no quick fix or rule of thumb in estimating the mar-
ket value reduction.

The major problem encountersd in environmen-
tal analysis is the lack of available market data. The
diffrculty in assembling market data is that the sales
that did not occur often are more important than
the ones that did. Knowledge of the reasons why a
particular contaminated property could not be sold
frequently indicates the methodolory for its valua-
tion. As market data expand to include efforts to sell
and/or frnance environmentally contaminated real
estate, more precise valuation techniques will be
developed.
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Current Legal Issues Raised by
Environmental Hazards
Affecting Real Estate
Ralph W. Holmen

Discussed in this article are environmental
problems, conditions and concerns of importance to
those with real estate interests, including owners,
lessees, mortgage lenders and real estate
practitioners. The author specifically focuses on
laws and regulations that have been adopted to
address environmental concerns and the impact of
such laws on real estate interests, usage and
transactions. Regulation of this type is increasing,
and it is likely to have growing sigrrif'rcance on the
freld of real estate.

Rationalizing Environmental
Cleanup
Maurice Freedman, CRE

The scientifrc community is beginning to
acknowledge that it is neither practical nor
necessary to attempt costly and uncertain cleanup
procedures of hazardous or toxic wastes that have
contaminated the soil or groundwater. Instead
they are suggesting common sense restrictions on
land or groundwater use as remediation measures.
This article suggests that public policy arrd
environmental regulations should be modilied to
reflect this scientific thinking.
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,tc ontamination", "the environment", "asbes-
tos" are words seldom heard in real estate
circles 25 years ago. Today they are some

of the most important expressions in our real estate
lexicon. Society's awareness of the environment has
resulted in new laws and the ineyitable legal battles
which follow. These events have added new and con-
fusing components to the real estate equation.

Three Mile Island, the Love Canal, the John
Mansville asbestos case and other major news mak-
ing events not only have heightened our concern of
problems in the environment, but also have made
us quite aware that we are seeing only the tip ofthe
iceberg. The tragedy at Chernobyl and the recent
events in the Eastern BIoc European nations also
have given us a peek at the very, very serious en-
vironmental problems prevailing in that part of the
world.

As a real estate counselor, the CRE has a re-
sponsibility to keep himself and his clients well in-
formed on this important subject. Your editors,
knowing the relevance ofthis topic to the real estate
professional, decided to devote one complete edition
of Real Estate Issup-s t envtonmental problems. The
nine articles selected focus on these concerns from
a practitioner's point of view. While several cite case
studies of real world situations, all have a message
to convey. These topics are not to be taken lightly
nor should they be handled by amateurs.

The Society believes this edition of the journal
can serve as a useful guide and reference to the user
of real estate services, lenders and real estate prac-
titioners. With proper gr-ridance and carefully se-
lected technical assistance, environmental risk can
be mitigated and transactions consummated in a
cleaner, safer world.

Case Study C
About 20 years ago, Joe Jobshop built an industrial
plant to suit the needs ofhis small but growing man-
ufacturing business. His plant was a good quality
industrial building of 40,000 square feet located on
a three-acre site that had been a real bargain-a
former salvage yard site that Joe was able to pur-
chase from a receiver in bankruptry.

Last year, the plaat's neighboring property was
sold arld, under due diligence as required by SARA,
a small amount of groundwater contamination was
found. Further environmental testing revealed that
Joe's property was the source of the contamination.
The nature of the contaminaats intlicated that the
previous salvage yard operation was totally respon-
sible for the contamination. After the nature of the
contamination problem was revea-led in the news
media:

r Joe's business banker informed him that his
credit line for accounts receivalle, inventory and
the like would be discontinued. The banker ex-
pressed fears about contingent liabilities aris-
ing from environmental cleanup costs that cou-ld
possibly bankrupt Joe, whose business was not
particularly good at the time.

! Several of Joe's best customers inquired about
the contamination problem and asked ifJoe could
continue to be a viable supplier. His largest cus-
tomer stopped doing business with him.

r Efforts failed to obtain replacement business fi-
nancing. T\vo bankers responded, in writing, that
environmental concerns were their reason for
refusing.

r Joe has decided to declare bankruptcy.

You have been retained by the receiver in bank-
ruptcy to express an opinion of market value of the
impaired property. Your investigation reveals the
following facts and conclusions:

1. The unimpaired market value is $25.00 per
square foot of gross building area or $1,000,000.

2. Environmental testing indicates that the
cleanup of both Joe's and the neighbor's prop-
erty would cost $2,000,000. The state EPA has
agreed to an alternative, however, that will
allow cleanup efforts to cease at ten times RAL
for a cost of "only" $250,000. (The neighbor's
site would be cleaned to less than one times
RAL.) This cleanup would take about three
years; because the remaining contamination is
ten times RAL, monitoring will have to con-
tinue indehnitely at an estimated cost of $5,000
per year.

3. A survey of lenders indicates that there is lit-
tle, if any, chance of mortgaging the property
now or in the future. Most of the lenders com-
mented that "ten RAL may be OK with the
state EPA but not with us."

4. There is still a strong interest in renting the
subject property at a market net rent of $120,000
per year. The prospective tenants do not want
to be in the chain of title, however.

5. The normal capitalization rate for unimpaired
industrial properties similar to Joe's is
L0 ll27o. As part of this capitalization rate, a
167o equity yield appears to be reasonable. The
property at present has a nonassumable mort-
gage with a balloon paJrment coming due next
year. This mortgage also contains a due-on-sale
clause.

6. The risk premium, inherent in the future own-
ership of this impaired property, is estimated
to be 1Vo. The potential liability to adjoining
property owners is a major factor. It should be
noted that this risk premium is approximately
twice as great as the risk premium in Case
Study B, which did not involve liability to ad-
joining propert5r owners.

Question
What is the value of Joe's plant?

Solution
Unimpated value

40,000 square feet of gross
building area
@ 25.00/square foot $1,000,000
Impaired value

Net rent (per year) $120,000
Less: Vacancy & credit
allowance @ 107o $12.000

Effective net rent $108,00041r.
Lessr Monitoring costs $5,000

management $2.000
Net income $101,000
Capitalization rate

Mortgage OEo x .10 : 0.0000
Equity 10070 x .16 = 0.1600
AppreciatiorVdepreciation 0.0000
Risk premium 0.0500
Indicated overall rate 0.2100

Indicated impaired value:
$101,000 +.21 : $480,952

Less clean-up cost to ten RAL $250.000
Net impaired value $230,952

Say $230,000
The iadicated loss in value may be allocated as follows:

Cost of cleanup $250,000
Stigma factoro $520.000
Total loss in value $770,000

Case Study D
This case study uses the same property that was
described in Case Study C but reverses the positions
of Joe and his neighbor: the neighbor's land is the
source ofcontamination; Joe's property has only small
amounts of contamination.

Joe's business was so strong he had been plan-
ning to move to a larger plant and had sigrred a
purchase agreement for his old property. Everything
was going well until the buyer's due diligence in-
vestigation revealed the contamination. Since then,
the buyer has notifred Joe that the deal was off;
further efforts to sell the property have been unsuc-
cessful; Joe's attorney has f-rled suit against the owner
of the neighboring property.

THE
PRESIDENT
SPEAKS

A SAFER
PTACE TO BE

/r* ,;

Eugene P. Carver, CRE
President
American Society of Real Estate Counselors
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6. Future monitoring costs on Sam's land, as re-
quired by the EPA, are estimated to be $5,000
per year, with no time limit given.

7. Agricultural ground rent is $100 per acre pre
year, with the lessee required to pay taxes.

Question
What is the value of Sam's land, assuming that Super
Charged Electronics will pay for the cleaaup?

Solution
Unimpaired value

50 acres @ $20,000/acre = $1,000,000
Less: Losses in value from the

time delay for development
3 years factor @ 97o = 0.7718

ThuB: 1,000,000 x. 0.7778 : $777,800
Or $1,000,000-$777,800 in time
loss : $222,200)
Monitoring cost @ $5,000/yea!
capitalized @ 97,9ield.gror+.th) ($55,556)
Interim iacome (agriculture)

S0acres @ S100.00@ Syeare
729o faotor or $5,000 x

2.2832 = $11,416
Mortgage discrimination:

Borrowed capital $5,000,000
Difference ia mortgage

constants between 107a

& lO 314% mortgage x .0067
ExtramortSagepaJ.ments $33,500/year
Assume balloon pa5rment

in 10 year8
Present worth of excess

mortgage paJrments @ 1070

mortgage rate lor 10 yearg
$33,500/year x 6.144 6O7o =

lo-year present worth of one/
annum factor. )

Indicated net value of Bite
a.s conta.minated

Indicated loes in value due
primarily to stigma factors

Uoimpaired value

($205.824)

$522,215

647',t ,78r
$1,000,000

Case Study B
This case study deals with a toxic contamination
problem that forces a change in the highest and best
use of undeveloped land.

For purposes of brevity, this case study uses the
same parcel of land that was descriH in Case Study
A. The contamination situation, however, is quite
different and may be described as follows:

1. The source of the contamination is located on
an adjacent property arrd is far more serious
than found in Case Study A. This contamina-
tion source has been desigrrated as a defrnite
public health threat by the state EPA and has
been assigned a hazardous ranking score (HRS)
of 55, which qualifres the neighboring site as a
national Superfund site. (HRS of 28.5 or above
qualil'res a property as a Superfund site).
Cleanup of this property may tale ten years or

more, and it is not clear at this time ifcleaning
the site down to its recommended allowable
limiLs (RAL) is even feasible.

2. Extensive environmental tests on the Sam
Farmer site to date have revealed only trace
amounts of the contaminants found on the ad-
joining Superfund site; all readings have been
below RAL. Because the groundwater flows in
the direction of Sam's land, the state EPA will
require continued monitoring of the site for an
indef-rnite period.

3. All efforts to sell Sam's property to developers
have failed upon mandatory disclosure of the
neighborhood's history. Prospective buyers cite
lack offrnancing for development as well as the
undesirability of locating next to a Superfund
site as reasons for refusing to consider Sam's
property.

4. Inquiries with lenders indicate no interest in
lending on the property. l€nders state that the
possibility of the contaminants migrating un-
der Sam's land is reason enough for not becom-
ing involved.

5. The only interest in the Iand has been ex-
pressed by few local building contractors who
are not willing to buy the land but are willing
to lease it as a building materials storage site,
at a net rent of $1,000 per acre per year.

6. The market capitalization rate, as indicated in
Case Study A, is 9.07o. However, there are ad-
ditional risks of owning this property due to
cleanup costs and market stigma. The owner
of the property from which the contamination
originates is a large, well-l-rnanced corporation,
and it is unlikely to assume cleanup costs. A
review of what little market data exists indi-
cates that after cleanup and financing prob-
lems have been handled, a residual
discrimination of 20Vo to 307a of value remains.

Question
What is the value of Sam's land now?

Solutinn
Unimpaired value

50 acres @ $20,000/aqre =
Impaired value
Net rent (50 &cxes @ $1,000) =

Vacaacy & credit a.llowance
@ r0%

Effective rent
I€88: Monitoring costs

management
Net income
Capitalization rate

Market rate
Risk premium @

257o additional
Impated capitalization rate

Impahed value:
$39,000 + .1125 :

Indicated loss in value due
primarily to atigma factors

$1,000,000

$50,000

TENDERS'
PEBSPECTIVES
ON ENIIIBON.
MEI{TAT
ISSUES

I n the fourth quart€r of 1990, The Hanford,/Healy
! Companies (HHC) conducted a survey of majoi
I real estate lenders. The purpose of the survey
was to quantify lenders' perceptions of environmen-
tal risks and the degree to which these perceptions
aflect underwriting policy. Individuals from 57 in-
stitutions were interviewed, including the largest 25
banks in the country,l the largest 15 banks in Ca1-
ifornia,2 and the largest five foreign bank branches
in the United States.

It should be noted that more than one person
from some of the larger institutions were inter-
viewed, namely, a lending/credit officer and an of-
frcer from the appraisaVenvironmental services area.
The survey percentages reported in this article con-
sequently do not always reflect the number of insti-
tutions contacted. Survey percentages also vary
because some lenders did not have an opinion about
a specif-rc survey question or felt that more than one
response was appropriate or individuals from the
same institution had differing opinions.

The survey consisted of eight questions, each of
which had multiple parts (see Exhibit I).

Questions 1 through 3 of the survey addressed
the lenders' relative concern about specific environ-
mental issues, such as underground storage tanks
and unencapsulated asbestos. Questions 4 and 5 ad-
drcssed environmental audits and the use of outside
environmental consultants. Question 6 linked en-
vironmental issues to the appraisal process, while
the last two questions focused on underwriting
standards.

The results of the survey were compiled in an
indepth report. As it would be impossible to dupli-
cate all of the results herein, this article highlights
some ofthe more significant responses to the survey
questions.

Groundwater Contamination:
The Greatest Concern
Of all banks responding, 417o believed groundwater
conta.mination was the greatest concern among live
specihed environmental issues: underground tanks,
unencapsulated asbestos, encapsulated asbestos,
groundwater contamination and toxic inventories
(Table 1). Unencapsulated asbestos was a distant
second, with \4?o of the banks ranking it as their
prima4r environmental concern. Not one bank ca-
tegorized groundwater contamination as the least

Potricia R- Healg is a principal of The HanfordlHeoly
Compdnies and is a licensed reaL estate broher in the stdte
of California- Her ocademic activities include guesl lectures
at the Uniuercity ofvirginia and the Atuericon Institule of
Bonking and preuious seruice os a faault! member of St.
Mary's College.

John l. Ilealy, Jr., CRE, is a founding principal of The
HanfordlHeal Companies, a national firm specializing in
real estate appraisal, consulling, asset management dnd
adutsory seruices. He holds professional designations
auad,ed by the Appraisal Institute and the American So-
ciety of Real Estate Counselors.

Enuironmental contamination does not
necessarily discourage real estate lending.

by Patricia R. Healy
and John J. Healy, Jr., CRE

o1991: Patricia R. Healy and John J. Healy, Jr., CRE

$5.000
$45,000
$ 5,000
$1,000

$39,000

9.00v.

ll.251c

$346.66?

$653,333
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EXHIBIT I

Hanford,/Healy Companies' Environmental Risk Survey Questions

Would your institution lend on a property knowing it:
a. Had underground storage tanks.
b. Contained unencapsulated asbestos.
c. Contained encapsulated asbestos.
d. Was surrounded by contiguous parcels with environmental problems.
e. Had tenants that might use toxic materials.
f. Previously had some contaminations but has been cleaned up.
On a I to 5 scale, rank the following environmental issues according to their concern, with 1 being the
least worrisome and 5 being the most worisome:
a. Underground tanks.
b. Unencapsulated asbestos.
c. Encapsulated asbestos.
d. Groundwaterconta.mination.
e. A tenant who stored toxic materials.
Regarding the above environmental issues:
a. Which issue is the greatest concern to your institution?
b. Which issue is the least concern to your institution?
In regard to environmental audits:
a. When is a Phase I audit required?
b. Does the lender or borrower order, deliver and pay for the Phase I audit?
c. Ifthe borrower orders a Phase I audit, must the environmental consultant be approved by the lender?
d. If the lender orders the audit, which banking area issues the order and who is responsible for the

interpretation of the audit?
e. Do you have any loans on property where an environmental cleanup is being conducted-other than

property containing asbestos?
f. If so, did your institution lend the money for the cleanup?
Does your institution hire outside consultants to aid in review of envtonmental audits?
a. What types of consultants?
b. When are they retained (under what circumstances)?
c. Do you hire different consultants depending on the nature ofthe environmental problem?
With regard to appraisals:
a. If the presence of contamination has been proved, do you ask appraisers to consider the known

contamination in the appraisal process?
b. Who is responsible for informing the appraisers of the contamination?
c. In your opinion, have appraisals of previously contaminated properties that have been cleaned up

reflect any loss in value?
Are the following underwriting standards on loans adjusted when a property has a potential or an actual
environmental problem?
a. Loan to va-Iue ratio.
b. Borrower indemnification.
c. Personal liability.
d. Interest rates.
Have your underwriting standards been changed since the Fleet Factor court decision?

Exhibit I

Gloseary of Environmental Terminologr

ACM
AEERA
Attenuatinn byer
CERLCA

Envtonmental Consulting
Reports

Class I

Class II

Class UI

EPA
HRS

M ortgag e dis crimination

Impaired ualue
PPB
PPM
PCL
RAL

Remediation
sdl?A

Stigma
Uni red ualue

Efforts to sell the larrd to other developers failed
as aoon as mandatory disclosure of the contamina-
tion was made. Sam therefore retsined the services
of a law frrm to file suit against the Super Charged
Electronics Company for loss in pmperty values. You
are retained to estimate this loss in value.

Your investigation reveals the following facts
ard/or conclusions:

1. The unimpaired value ofthe site is $20,000 per
acre or a total of Sl million.

2. State laws prevent the suMivision of lands that
have a history of toxic contemination until
cleanup has been completed and approved by
the state's EPA.

3. A review of the environmental studies con-
ducted on both Super Charged Electronics
Company property and Sam's land reveals a
substantial cleanup cost which Super Charged
Electronics ha8 agreed to assume as part of the
cleanup of its own site. Engineers' reports in-
dicate that three years is the minimum rea-
Bonsble time that should be allowed for deanup
before the local EPA could be expected to ren-
der its approval.

4. The highest and best use development of Sam's
land will require over $5 million in borrowed

3

I

1

2

7

8

Asbestos containing materials
Asbestos Hazard Emergency R€sponse Act of 1986
A layer of earth between contaminated soils and the drinking water aquifer
Compreheruive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act approved
1980 and called the Superfund Law

The preliminary report that investigates the history of the subject and the
neighborhood
The actual testing of the site which includes the monitoring of wells, probes of
Boil, etc., and their analysis
The engineering study of the means of cor€ction (remediation) of the site, including
estimates of the costs and time involved
Environmental Protection Agenry, may be state or federal
Hazardous ranking score; a means of quantifying the public health risk of
Superfund sites
The reluctance of lenders to become involved with a contaminated property even
after cleanup is completed
The value of a propert5r subject to toxic contamination
Parts per billion; also expressed as micrograms per liter (ugll)
Parts per million; also expressed as milligrams per liter (mg/l)
Pico curies per liter; a measure of radon contamination
Recommended allowable Iimit for a specific contaminant; expressed in PPB or
PPM
The process of contamination cleanup
Superfund Arnendments and Resuthorization Act of 1986; best known for its
innocent purchaser exemption which requires due diligence
Those losses in property value over and above the costs ofcleanup or remediation
The value of the without consideration of its toxic contamination

5

6

disturbing issue. In fact, when rating the five spec-
ihed environmental issues on a scale of 1 (least wor-
risome) to 5 (most worrisome), 87Vo of the baaks
beliwed groundwater contamination rated 4 or above.

Conversely, 464o of the banks believed that en-
capsulated asbestos was the least worrisome uis-d-
uis the other environmental issues. On the 1to 5
scale of risk, TLVo of the banks rated encapsulated
asbestos at 3 or below.

Less than 407o ofthe banks would consider lend-
ing on a prop€rty located contiguous to a parcel that
was environmentally contaminated (Table 2). Not
one of the foreigl banks was interested in lending

to such a borrower, and only 22?o of lhe California
banks would consider lending on a property with
this risk.

While 617o of the banks said they would lend on
a property with an underground storage tank (Table
2), approximately 66Vo gave the caveat that the
properby must pass a Phase I environmental analy-
sis and be on an ongoing monitoring program. (As
an aside,8l7o of the national banks stated they would
lend on property with underground tanks.)

Finally, and of most sigrrificant interest, were
the survey results related to previously contami-
nated property after successful remediation. More

5

capital. The size of the development indicates
that the most likely market for financing would
be larger regional barks and./or insurance com-
panies. A survey of these lenders reveals a
marked reluctance to lend on a property such
as Sam's, even after cleanup has been com-
pleted. It appears that only a few of the qual-
ilied lenders will even consider the project.
Consequently, these lenders will be able to name
their price within reasonable limits. The best
estimates are that lenders will call for about a
3l4Vo risk premium on the loan. The going
mortgage t€rms are 107o interest, 3O-year am-
ortization with a balloon payment in ten years.
The yield for development land in the area is
abott 127a. Market research indicates that the
market va-lue will grow at 1qa per year.
The land yield rate is the tota.l anticipated
investor return. If the sale of the land is de-
ferred for three years, its owners should receive
a price that is 1.033 times current market value.

Thus: 1.033 = 1.0927
x 3 years present 0.7118

worth factor @
l27o
Net deferred facinr 0.7778
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f he vast majority of the literature on the val-
! uation of properties subject to toxic contami-
tl nation deals with regulatory background and

valuation theory.1,2 The field has progressed to the
point that numerous actual hands on valuation cases
have been experienced. It is the objective of this ar-
ticle to share four case studies taken from actual
valuation experience. The cases concentrate on "in
ground" contamination because it is the writer's
opinion that several good "in buildingi' valuation
case studies have been published elsewhere.3

When one enters into the field of environmental
appraising, he encounters a whole new vocabulary
of terminologr. A brief list of environmental ter-
minolos/ is set forth in Exhibit I.

Case Study A
This c€se study deals with a toxic contamination
problem that causes a delay in the utilization of the
highest and best use of undeveloped land.

Sam Farmer, and his father before him, oper-
ated a 60-acre vegetable farm at the outskirts of Big
City, U.S.A., for the last 40 years. About ten years
ago, the Super Charged Electronics Company, a sub-
sidiary of a larger multinational frrm, located a
printed circuit manufacturing plant directly across
the road from Sam's laad. Sam observed his neigh-
bors selling off property over the past few decades
and was well aware of development land values in
his neighborhood. Sam's land was one of the few
remaining larger undeveloped parcels in the
neighborhood.

Last year, he signed a purchase agreement with
a major, well-lina-nced development firm that in-
tended immediately to develop the site. Sam was
pleased with the $20,000 per acre sale price, for a
total price of $1 million for his 50 acres. The devel-
opment compsny, in accordance with the lenders who
would frnance the development, retained an envi-
ronmental consultant in order to comply with the
due diligence requirements of the 1986 Superfund
amendments.

Sam was shocked and dismayed when the de-
velopment company decided not to close the pur-
chase agreement because toxic contamination had
leaked from the printed circuit plant to Sam's land.
Environmental tests disclosed that a combination of
toxic contaminants from Super Charged Electronics
had leaked into the ground water and migrated un-
der about two acres of his land. Sam protested that
this land was only a "little bit contaminated" and
wondered why the buyer couldn't develop the re-
maining 48 acres.

Peter J. Pdtc^in, CRE, is president of Petet J. Patchin &
Assxiatze, Inc, a Minwsota-bscd rcal esbfr appraisal and
consulting firm. He has hod eieDsive eaperbnce in the udL-
udtiin of toria wdste-contaminored properties throughout
the United Stales.

TABLE 1

Issues Identified as Greatest Environmental Concerns by Financial Institutions

Underground
Tanks

Unencapsulated
Asbestos

Encapsulated
Asbestos

Groundwater
Contamination

Toxic
Inventories

All are of
Equal Concern

National
Banks
California
Banl<s
Foreigrr
Banks
Tota]

7o

1t

16

0

L2

7o

27

tt

0

74

Vo

0

6

0

2

Vo

44

28

75

47

7o

8

22

0

t2

7o

16

22

19

THE
VALUATION OF
CONTAMI.
NATED
PROPEBTIES

Source: The Hanford.l EeaLy Companies

TABLE 2

Environmental Issues Allecting Lending

Would your institution lend on a property kaowing it had. . .

Underground storage tanks
Unencapsulated asbestos
Encapsulated asbestos
Contiguous contsmination
Toxic inventories
Ongoing cleanup
Previous contamination

Weighted average

# Institutions Yes No Maybe
Represented Responses Responses Responses

No. Vo 7o Vo

54
56
56
55
55

56
56

61
JO
57
38
45
40
84

11
t6
16

20
8

15
Four case studies reueal the methods of
detennining ualue for properties subject to
toxic contamination. Source: HanfordlHeall Appraisal Company

than 847o of the banls reported that they would have
no problem lending on such a project; the perceived
stigma ofprior contamination consequently does not
appear to be significant.

Phase I Audits A Requirement
Seventy-two percent ofall national banks (and 1007o
of all foreigrr ban}s) would require a Phase I audit
on arry loan secured by real property. While only
227o of the California banks would require a Phase
I audit on any loan for real property, TSVo would
require an audit if contamination were known or
likely. (There may be some bias in these responses
as, on average, the exposure to contaminated prop-
erties by California banks may be limited by their
overall smaller size uis-d-uis foreigrr and national
banks.)

Eighty-one percent of the banks would require
a Phase II audit if the Phase I work indicated that
there might be some environmental concerns. The
remaining banls indicated that they would not un-
dertake further due diligence if a Phase I report was
unfavorable.

The national banks were again the most pro-
gressive in Branting loans on properties that were

being cleaned up (other than those that were re-
moving asbestos). Fifty percent of the national banks
reported their institutions made loans on such prop-
erties, compared with 24Ea of the California banks
and 20Va of the foreigrr institutions. Of those insti-
tutions that had loans on properties under remedia-
tion, 6l?o said that their institutions had lent the
money for the cleanup of some of that property.

It appears that the borrower, not the lender, or-
ders the Phase I audit (687o of all responses), re-
ceives the document (667o) and pays for the audit
(857o). However, 807o of the banks required that the
environments-l consultant conducting the audit be
approved by the lender, atd 579o percent considered
using arr outside consultaat to aid in the audit re-
view. The consultant most often identified was an
engineer, and the engineer most often would be in-
volved when mqjor environmental problems were
present or when special technical expertise was
required.

Appraiser's Role
If the presence of contamination was proved, 619r of
the banks would instruct the appraiser to consider
contamination in the appraisal process. The banks
would not necessarily require the appraisal to assess
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4. When supply is not consistent with demand,
price inflation may be expected.

5. AB with other monetized real estate assets in
markets with stable to increasing demand, en-
vironmental real estate can expect develop-
ment (i.e., the syst€matic application of skills
and capital by organizations to increase reve-
nues and/or market value) and speculation (i.e.,

opportunistic exploitation of supply/demand
relationships by investors).

Implications 2,3,4 and 5 are subjects for
further research because, collectively, they
suggest a real estate asset that is well-suited
to valuation, development, underwriting and
management by traditional real estate princi-
ples of appraisal, ent€rprise science hnance and
investment.

Summary
Increasing acquisitions of environmentally signifi -
cant lands, in particular, negotiated purchases in-
volving public agencies, raise a valuation question:
do they constitute a market? Assuming they do,
properly drawn sales of environmental real estate
involving public agencies should be valid indices of
market value. Further, public agencies'policy ofen-
couraging the use of condemnation valuation meth-
odolory should be stopped, unless public agencies
intend to condemn and sellers acknowledge that the
possibility of condemnation will alter signiftcaatly
their negotiations.

According to aaalysis, environmental real es-
tat€-relat€d transactions and transactors constitut€
a contemporary real estate market because they are
consistent with a basic market definition; they have
identifiable supply and demand; they facilitate pric-
ing and supply; and they are subject to sigrriftcant
governmental regulation arrd subsidy. Essentially,
the environmental real estate market is people and
organizations with money who price and facilitate
the supply of property that will be used for conser-
vation, rehabilitation and introduction of environ'
mentally siglifrcant attributes according to people's
wants but subject to governmental regulation and
subsidy.

Recogrrition of an environmental real estate
market brings with it several sigrri{icant implica-
tions. Comparable sales properly drawn from the en-
vironmental real estate market should constitute
valid indications of the market value of the real es-
tate. There will be a tendency to view environmen-
tal real estate more as a monetized environmental
asset with a sigrrificant market value that is subject
to influences of supply and demand and less as an
aesthetic natural asset with marginal market value.

Ultimately, a perceived scarcity of desired en-
vironmental real estate, plus increasing demand for
it, likely will attract more governmental regulation,
development and speculation to a market process
aimed at supplying demand, attracting revenues and

enhancing market value. For society, public agen-
cies, relevant decision-malers and real estate coun-
selors to assess effectively planning, acquisition and
valuation decisions, it is appropriate to recognize
the environmental real estate market, admit appro-
priate comparable sales involving public agencies
and sensitize participants in the market to the sup-
ply/demand factors that influence the value of en-
vironmental real estate.

NOTES
1. No statistics have been found to indicate the ratio ofconser'

vation lan& acquired by condehnstion vs. those acquired by
negotiat€d purchase.

2. GrasskAmp, Jam€s A. Fundamentals of Redl Estate DeueL-

opmea, (WashinSt n, DC: Urban Land lnstitutc, 1981) 3.

3. Bell, Martin L. Morhaing Concepts and Strote?ies, Srd ed
(New York: Houghton Mifllin Compery, 1979) 108.

4. One submarket might be citizens who acquire wetlands
through public agenciee in Ca-Iifornia. A.nother might be cit'
izeru who acquire largearea ecosysteEu through not-for_proht
corporations in the Upper-Michigan peninsnla- Another might
be diEct acquisitioDs by citizens of wildernesdgrazing hab'
itat nea! Yeuoestone National Park, eta..

5. See an infornative diEcussion of reatoration in Berget, John
J. led.) Enoimnmental. Restorsrion: Science and Stralegies for
Restoing the Earlh Nlashington, DC; lalald Press, 1990).

6. Council on Environmentd Equdity and Int€ragency Com-
mittee on Environmental Trends. Enuironmental Trends
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Omc€, 1989)
8?.

7. Ibid, 100.
8. Ibid., 115.
9. Ibid., 117.

10. Ibid., 116.
11. Ibid., 117.
12. Ibid., 118.
13. Ibid., 118.
r4. Ibid., 119.
15. 468.3 milliou protected acres divided by 720 million federally

owned actea.
16. Wilson, Donald C. "Baaic concepts of en\rironments.l real es_

tate development," Colloquium on Establishing Enoironmen'
tal Valuzs in Land Appraisal (Rapid City, South Dakots:
Western Statls Land Commissioners Association, Summer
1989 Co e!ence).

1?. A.ruding to Icnd Use Digesr (Washington, DC: The Urban
Land lnstitut€, Nov, 1989), land acquisition pr,ogtams are on
the rise natiouwide, as state and locsl Sovernment€ buy prop_

erty and development rights to preserve open epace, provide
more parks and esve farmland from urbanization. Private
land trusts have been growing throughout the 1980s, but the
entry by gDvernrDent agencies is relatively new. Int€rest in
the Northerst ha.8 b€en intense, where ststes and localities
have committ€d over $1 billion in public funds to such p.o-
grams, including Vermont's new $3 million housingand land
conaervation program aid SufTolk County, New York'6 S300
Billion commitment to preserv-in8 watershede. Cslifornia'g
Proposition 70, a $?70 million land acquisition bond issue
that was passed last year, includes t63 million earmarked
for the purchase of agricultursl property rightr. Libert)'viue
Township, Iuinois, hsr acquired more than 700 acres of land
through an open spaca dirtrict. (Califomia Planning and De-
velopment Report, Sept. 1989; Torf Filton Aasoc., 12?5 Sun-
nycleat Avenue, Ventura, CA 93003).

18. "Attractive land parcels gain a powerful ly," Wall Street
Journdl, May 28,1991, S€ctron B, p. l.

19. Hung€rford, Craig D. "Colloquium on establ.ishing environ'
mental values in land appraissl (Rapid City, South Dol(ota:
WesterD States Land Commissionera A.saociation, Summer
1989 Confercnce).

20. Other mqior surges of environmentaliem (or conservation)
occured during the administratio! of Theodore Roosevelt
and on the heels of the Dust Bowls of the 1930s.
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the cost of a cleanup (and its implication on the value
of the property) but the appraisal should indicate
the presence of such contamination in the proPerty
description and note that the appraiser did not as-
sess the impact of the contamination on the prop-
erty's value.

Almost 507o of the banks did not believe there
was any loss in current value on properties that had
been previously contaminated but subsequently had
been cleaned up; 3770 were unsure of the effect on
value or had never been faced with that issue. Again,
contral/ to common perceptions, only 19% of the
institutions perceived that there was a stigma on
property that had been previously contaminated.

Underwriting Standards Adjusted
On properties with an actual or potential environ-
mental problem, 66Vo of the baaks would require
additional indemnifrcation from the borrower; 467o
would consider adjusting the loan to value ratio; 607o
of the institutions would require personal guaran-
tees (or some personal liability). Conversely, only
2lVo wortld, consider an interest rate adjustment.

The Fleet Factor case, which raised uncertainty
about the exemption of a lender from liability for
cleaning up environmental hazards, is considered a
landmark. Nevertheless, survey respondents were
divided on whether it allected underwriting stan-
dards; 47Vo believed the case did aIlect standards
arl'd 457o believed it did not. Effectively 1007o of the
individuals who were aware of the decision believed
that, regardless of the actual impact, the court rul-
ing had heightened the lending community's level
of concern about enyironmental issues.

Summary
The results of the survey demonstrate a sigrrihcant
level ofknowledge about environmental issues among
lenders. Although environmental contamination does
not appear to discount a bank's interest in lending
on a specific property, in all cases it does require a
signif-rcantly more stringent due diligence process.

As is true in most industries, active involvement
in certain aspects of the business results in special-
ization. Clearly, some banks that are more actively
involved in environmental issues have become more
comfortable with environmental risk, perceived or
actual, than others. Nonetheless, the survey shows
that no single enyironmental issue would result in
a blanket rejection ofa loan on a contaminated prop-
erty by an institution. That, in and of itself, appears
to be noteworthy to us.

NOTES
1. The 25 largest banks were identified in the American Bankers

Association 1991 listing of U.S. banks.
2. The 15 largest banks in California did not include banks that

had previously qualilied a.s nationa.l banks in the book of lists
for San Francisco and California.



probably less signihcant number of private individ-
uals and corporations also participate.

Tracking the monies spent on environmental real
estate is a topic for another article, but a few random
observations may provide some perspective. Accord'
ing to Craig D. Hungerford, a consultant specializ-
ing in envimnmentally sigrificant lands: $3.6 billion
of the Federal La.rrd and Water Conservation Fund
has been expended since 1964; California appropri-
ated $770 mil.lion for environmental real estate in
1989; the Nature Conservanry budgeted S29.6 mil'
lion for acquisitions of environmental real estate in
1987; and the Trust for Public Land had convey-
ances of lands totally $362 million in market value
for the 15-year period prior to 1990.re Rhode Island
(a S147 million budget) and Dade County Florida (a

$100 rnillion budget) also are appropriating siglif-
icant monies for parks and open space acquisitions,
as is Michigan, which allocates approximatcly $100
million per year for such acquisitions. The state of
Florida recently appropriated $3 billion dollars for
acquisitions of environmental real estate over the
next ten years.

Organizations active in the environmental real
estate market may acquire properties individually
or in afliance with others. Alliarrces may take the
form of interim buyer/end buyer (a land trust buys
property and resells it to a public agency), cofrnal-
cier (various organizations pool funds) or adjoining
purchases (individual organizations buy individual
parcels of a protected area).

In conclusion, a distingrrishable demand in en-
vironmentsl real estate exists. The demand is large,
increasing and varied in source, like many real es-
tate markets. Unlike most real estate markets, the
dema;rd for environmental real estate ie extraordi-
narily concentrated in the public sector. However,
public sector demand dominates other accepted real
estate markets (e.g., elderly and low-income housing).

Fadlitation Of Priring
A contemporar5r real estate market acts as a pricing
mechanism, i.e., it is a meaas for people with money
and want and people with goods to agree on a price
in a tEnsaction. In a market, transactors allow their
individual notions of the worth of a good to be inllu-
enced by a consensus on price which has been formed
on the basis of a number of recent transactions and
offers for similar goods-in a spatial cont€xt or mar-
ket area.

From the perspective of markets as pricing
mechanisms, transactors of environmental real es-
tate routinely consider what has been paid and of-
fered for other environmental real egtate when
making their transaction decisions. Hence, trans-
act€rs of environmental real estate exhibit behavior
that is typical of transactors in other contemporaqr
real estate markets.

Fadlitatian Of Supply
A contemporary real estate market facilitates sup-
ply, i.e., it varies production of supply according to
scarcity (due to increased demand or perceived de-
crease in unprotected supply), as demand increases

(which tends to stimulate supply) or decreases (which
discourages supply), assuming a constant cost of
production, as one example.

From the perspective of a market as a supply
facilitator, one finds significant evidence that the
supply of environmental real estate (protected at-
tributes of the environment) has increased sigrrili-
cantly since the late 1960s. In the last 30 years,
demand for environmentaf real estate has increased,
along with environmentalism's surge,2o in popular-
ity (see Exhibit 1) and the perception by influential
elements of society that pollution and development
have reduced the smount of unprotected environ-
mental real estste to undesirable levels.

Presence Of Gouernment Regulation And Subsidy
Considerable governmental regulation and subsidy
are tlpical of most contemporar5r real estate mar-
kets. Regulation and subsidy are used by society to
produce a desired supply of real estate at desired
locations and prices under the assumPtion that un-
regulated real estate markets wil] fail to do so within
acceptable time frames.

Environmental real estste-related transactions
arrd transactors are sigrrificantly shaped by regula-
tion that prevents alternative development, which
may otherwise outbid environmental real estat€ uses.
They also are aflected by government subsidy for the
acquisition and use of property as environmental
real estate. Governmental regulation and subsidy of
the market for environmental real estate is analo-
gous to governmental regulation and subsidy of low-
income housing markets: i.e., without regulation,
neither market would produce the desired supply at
desired prices in desired locations; therefore, the
government intervenes to foster, locate, shape and
stimulate the markets.

Implications Of Recognizing An
Environmental Real Estate Market
The body of environmental real estate transactions
frts the def'rnition of a market and exhibits the char-
acteristics of a contemporar5r real estate market. It
follows, therefore, that a comparable sales properly
&awn from the environmental real estate market
constitute valid indications of market va-lue.

Several significant implications beyond admis-
sibility of comparable sales afso flow from recogni-
tion of an environmentaf real estate market. They
are:

1. Environmental real estate probably will be in-
creasingly viewed by society as a monetized en-
vironmental property having significant market
value; it wiII be viewed less as an aesthetic
natural resource having marginal market value.

2. The market value ofenvironmental real estate,
at any given time, will depend signihcantly on
supply and demaad factors in the market as
they are perceived by transactors.

3. As society allocates more money to the conser-
vation ofenvironmental real estate, society can
expect market mechanisms to increase supply
and,/or raise prices.

ENIIIBON.
MEIITAT
COTINSETING
CASES

Case l-Where's The Plume?
I erhaos the stransest reason I ever received an
p assignment o,*"b*r." two service stations
tl had been leaking gasoline into the under-
ground water aquifer of some commercial lots in an
offrce park at a small city distant from New Orleans.
The attorney for one of the service station owners
solicited a prominent local appraiser to assist him
in the defense of the case. Alter rejecting the solic-
itation, the appraiser advised the attorney that there
was, in his judgment, only one appraiser/counselor
who was crazy enough to accept this sort of assign-
ment and then gave the attorney my name.

As can be noted from Figure 1, the two service
stations were located at the intersection of Offrce
Park Road and East-West Road.t Behind the service
station on the northwest corner of this intersection
was a first class motel. The service stations and mo-
tel were at the top of a small hill: the land sloped
downward from this location to Jimmy Road which
was developed with houses. North of the two service
stations was an offrce pa;"k, 509c of which had been
developed with one- and two-story small oflice build-
ings. The shallow, underground aquifer ran diago-
nally across Ints A, B, C and D; however, only a
small amount ofpotential pollution aJlected the rear
of Lot D. At the time of the original contact, the
precise location of the plume was not known.

The fact that contamination from the two ser-
vice stations had infiltrated into the shallow aquifer
was well known, and the scope of the infiltration
was believed to be extensive because strong gasoline
fumes were present in a home at the bottom of the
hill on which the commercial land was located. The
home was purchased by the offending service station
owners soon after the fumes were discovered.

Furthermore, two appraisals by local, desig-
nated appraisers indicated a loss in value to the four
lots that were aIlected by the contamination. One
appraiser even went so far as to place a negative
value on the property for 20 years of taxes, liability
insurance and snow removal costs. The discounted
worth of the annual costs of holding the property
until biodegradation took place produced a negative
value of more than $50,000.

In defense of the property owner's appraisers, it
is likely that they submitted their valuations with-
out knowing the precise location of the plume. The
appraisers had been told that structures could be
built over the contaminated areas provided the
buildings' foundations were properly vented; how-
ever, such projects would be considered highly spec-
ulative in terms of mortgage availability and risky

Mex J. Derbet Jn, CRE, is prcsident of Mat J. Derbes
Appraisers and Real Estate Consultants, Inc., New Orleans,
LA. A pr@ticing real eitale consultant, he has erperience
in dealing with pollution matters iL Teros, I4uisiana, Ioua
and Michigan. He has contibuted ,o Real Estat! lssuee,
the Appraisal Joumal and othet nolianal publbalions. Much
of his cur.ent practice inuolues large industrial ProPerties

Two case studies illustrate how one real
estate appraiser analyzed difficult
enuironmenta.l pollution problems.
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Figure 1. Location of the Serice Stations and
the Affected lots
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in terms of obtaining frre and extended coverage in-
surance. Therefore, based on this knowledge, the ap-
praisers estimated total market value diminution.

By the time I became involved in the aseeaament
of this pollution problem, the two service station
owners, with the cooperation of the state environ-
mental agenry, had begun remedial action. The tanks
and littingn of both service stations had been exca-
vated and replaced, and gasoline was being ex-
tracted. Two points of interest were revealed
concerning fhs ]gnkpge. First, the leaks at Station
No. I were not from the talks but from the frttings
that discharged gasoline every time the pump was
used. Second, the stations handled different kinds of
gasoline, and both kinds were found underground.

With the assistance of a local appraiser, I came
to a preliminary conclusion about the market value
of the four commercial lots as if there were no pol-
lution. As it turned out, this value and the values
grven by the property owner's appraisers were not
substantially different. However, at this point, I was
asked to delay any further action. I presumed the

delay was because the environmental people had not
hnished their studies.

Legal Delays
Actually, the delay was caused because the property
owner's attorney put in a claim for rental of the
properties for the period of 20 years, the period of
time during which biodegradation likely would take
place. After considerable legal proceedings, the
highest court in the stat€ ruled that the measure of
damages was the dimi-nution in market value. The
court ruled out rent for the damage period as a
criterion.

After a considerable time period during which
the attorneys endeavored without success to settle
the matter, I was brought back into the picture. As
I had reported to the service station owner's attor-
ney all along, I was not sure that the results of my
appraisal would be favorable to his client. In spite
of this warning, he wanted me to proceed.

Highest And Best Use Revisited
The obvious highest and best use of the commercial
lots a-ffect€d by the pollution was for the develop-
ment of small oflice buildings. The office park al-
ready contained small- and medium-sized, one- and
two-story buildings. Therefore, the highest and best
use of the property was for the development of one
to four office buildings on the four lots. It was im-
possible to determine if the site would be acquired
for one large building or for two mid-sized or three
or even four smaller buildings. After checking the
building code and the parking requirements, I de-
termined that a total of 100,000 square feet of oflices
would be used in a one-story building and perhaps
as many as 130,000 square feet in a two-story
building.

All of the land in the oflice park was controlled
by one developer, whose pricing policy had been more
or less uniform per square foot; the location, size,
depth or even time of sale did not make much dif-
ference. Because he developed ma.rry of the struc-
tures on a lease-back basis, the developer was also
the purchaser of his own land. The developer had
venture partner€ in some transactions, and his out-
right sales conformed to price patterns. Comparable
sales therefore were considered to be reliable.

These sales indicated a value of about $2.00 per
square foot. I questioned if the narrow frontage of
Lot A and its longer depth should be discounted;
however, lot A could be developed for some higher
usee than oflices since it was close to the intersection
and across from the motel (see Figure 1).

I wondered if selling three or all four lots as a
unit might discount the price per square foot. How-
ever, sale prices per equare foot in the office park
were the same regardless of size.

I also wondered if a discount for the rate of ab-
sorption might not be in order because the rate of
sales in the park was slow. Research indicated that
competition was scarce. There were no other lots in
an organized offrce park area. Isolated sites along

Desigaated inventory has grown significantly
since the late 1960s, as the escalation in acquisitions
of real estate by public agencies BuggBsts and the
proliferation of conservation land trusts implies (see
Exhibit 1). Undesigrrated inventory is dynamic; it
loses acreage to desigrration but gains acreage as
society continues to develop and pollute and, in turn,
create new categories of land that need protection.

Supply in a regulatory context also may be dis-
tinguished as real estate-specific (a specific parcel
like Yellowstone Park is protected) or attribute-spe-
cific (attributes like endangered species' habitats or
ecosysterns are protected wherever they may be found
and so, in effect, is the real estate they occupy).

Supply may be distingr.rished further by classes
of attributes: geographic, hydrologic, biologic, ar-
chaeologic or historic types. Each of these classes
has many subclasses. The biologic class, for exam-
ple, includes species and ecosystems; the hydrologic
includes oceans, lakes, rivers, streams, waterfalls,
groundwater, etc. Within the geographic class are
mountain ranges, canyons, buttes, etc.; within the
archaeologic class are ancient burial grounds, ruins,
etc. The historic class includes battlegrounds, the
birthplaces of famous p€rsons, etc..

Note: Certain tlpes ofenvironmental real estate
supply (e.g., pristine lands or endangered species'
habitats) can be destroyed and lost permanently
(sometimes called the effect of irreversibility). How-
ever, much polluted environmental real estate sup-
ply can be rehabilitated, and many environmentally
sigailicant attributes may be introduced at new
locations.6

While a full quantitative accounting of the en-
vironmental real estate supply is beyond the scope
of this article, partial figures hint at its magrritude:
forests under Forest Sergice management equal 140
million acres;6 privately owned wetlands potentially
subject to regulatory protection total 70.3 million
acres;? the National Park System holds 79 million
acres;6 the National Wilderness Preservation Sys-
tem holds 79 million acres;e National Wildlife Ref-
uges have 90 million acres;ro wild and scenic rivers
extend 7,363 miles;rr marine sanctuaries cover 2,200
square nautical miles;12 the National Estuarine Re-
search Reserve System has approximately 390,000
acres;r3 and the National Historic Register has nearly
47,000 places.ra Excluding the rivers, marine and
estuarine reserves, which may or may not have dis-
posable pmperty rights, and historic places for which
acreage was unavai-lable, a partial inventory of fed-
erally protected environmental real estate totals a
staggering 458.3 million acres or approximately 207o
of the surface area of the United States. If the hab-
itak of endangered species, and lesser holdings of
the Bureau of Reclamations, Bureau of Land Maa-
agement, etc., were tallied, the figure might in-
crease dramatically. States own another 154 million
acres of real estate. Assuming a protection ratio
similar ta that of the federal government (.44),15 state-
owned environmental real estat€ may be as high as
67.8 million acres.

A distinguishable supply of environmental real
estate clearly exists. The supply is massive; it is

increasing in size; and it is segmented into attribute
a.rrd use tSpes by regulations that result in desig-
nated, undesigrrated and tertiary markets. Owner-
ship, although heavily concentrated in agencies of
the federal government, is divided among marry public
and private sector entities. Of course, the federal
government is a sigrrifrcant landowner in more tra-
ditional real estate markets as well.
Distinguishable C haratteristics Of Demand
Demand may be distinguished as al individual need
(e.g., user fees for experiencing parks) or the collec-
tive need of society expressed through acquisitions
by public agencies, land trusts, wildlife organiza-
tions and, to a lesser degree, for-profit corporations
and individuals. These demand sources buy, trade
ald, in the case of public agencies, land trusts and
wildlife organizations, accept donations. Demand
tends to move ownership of environmental real es-
tate not only from the private to the public sector
but also among public agencies (interagency trans-
fers), Iand trusts and wildlife organizations.

Demand may be distingrrished by the intended
use of property. Generic categories of use include
experiencing environmental real estate, preserving
land for a highest and best use to be determined
later, conserving land to maintain the environment
or exploitirg specihc resources such as oil, timber,
gold, etc..re

Demand may be distinguished further by the in-
tended users of property, i.e., individua-l users (hik-
ers), collective users (the government) and future
users.

Individual demald for use ofenvironmental real
estate has escalated rapidly. In 1965, approximately
100 million visitors experienced the national parks.
By 1986, the number of visitors increased to ap-
proximately 350 million. Collective demand appears
to be increasing also,!? although comprehensive lig-
ures of the dollars spent by the government for ac-
quisition of environmental real estate are not
available. The recent defeat of the Big Green iuiti-
ative in California and the Environmental Quality
Bond Act in New York do suggest, however, a limit
to the public's willingness to subsidize the protection
of environmental real estate. Because these propos-
als involved unprecedented sums of money and, in
the case of Big Green, controversial collateral polit-
ical issues, it is unclear whether voters are losing
interest in environmental protection, are alienated
by collateral political issues or simply want govern-
ments to spend less.

Specific public sector organizations that acquire
environmental real estate include federal agencies
(primarily the National Park Service, the Fish and
Wildlife Service and the Forest Service), public
agencies of the 50 states (one or more acquiring de-
partments per state), and thousands of regional dis-
tricts, counties and municipalities. Private sector
orgalizations include over 900 conservation land
trusts operating across the United Stat€s, which own
approximately 2.7 million acres in 48 states,rs cer-
tain wildlife and wilderness organizations and phi-
lanthropic foundations. An undetermined, but
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Exhibit I

Selected Tlende in Environmental Real Estate Acquisition

other highways and mejor streets were available at
variable prices per unit; however, there was com-
petition from commercial users or difl-rculties with
utilities, topography or zoning associated with these
sitee. Further, none of the sitee had the office park's
advantagee of proximity to the interstate highway
combined with an identihable motel. Actually, the
office park was a well-conceived project. The lack of
absorption wag due primarily to limited develop-
ment in this small city.

Problem Solving
When I was called back into the picture, I requested
the attorneye meet with the environmental engi-
neers. Thege engineers, along with the attorneys,
believed that the best Bolution to the situation would
be to convince a typical buyer that buildinga could
be construct€d on the property if the foundations
were ventcd. As indicated above, because of mort-
gage loals and insurarlce problems, I did not believe
thie solution to be feasible. Buyers are leery of prop-
ertie8 that require systems to aasure safety; they
fear a breakdown of any system. Also, inasmuch as
there was eo much land elsewhere where buildings
could be constructed (remember, thie property was
on the edge of town), it would be very unlikely that
anyone would buy these properties if he was re-
quired to vent the foundation of any building built
thereon. Thercfore, I was convinced that the prop-
erlr owner's appraisere likely were correct in their
prediction of a total loss in value, at least for 20
yeans, if this wae the only solution.

I requested the environmental engineers to ex-
plain the circunrstances of the bf tration, the deanup
efforts, etc. During their explanation, I learned that
the actual location of the gasoline plume was limited
to an area extending from southwest to northeast.
Since the two service stations were located on top of
the hill, the gasoline spills actually had traveled
down to the water aquifer to a depth of fmm 15 feet
to 20 feet. The spilled gasoline then had talen the
path of least resistance toward the bottom ofthe hill.
Because gasoline is lighter than water, the gasoline
actually sat on top of the water in the aquifer. Shal-
low wells had reetricted the extent ofthe inhltration
of the gasoline (see Figure 2), with areas to either
side of the plume eompletely free of contamination.

The precise location of the plume provided in-
formation on the parts of the four lots that were free
of contamination and the areas on which construc-
tion could take place. Because the area of infiltra-
tion could be identified, the state environmental
agency would allow unrestricted constmction in areas
that were not affected.

At this junctue, I requested that the attorneys
involve capable architects to ascertain what struc-
tures could be built on the properties. It was later
shown that:

r A building could be built on the rear of L,ot A
and part of Lot B that would be almost as large
as two buildings built on these two lots before
the infrltration. The building would have to be

situated toward the rear of l,ot A with parking
in the front of Lot A and over most of l,ot B.

r Buildings could be built on Lots C and D of the
same eize as bui.ldings built before the infiItra-
tion. Buildings would have to be placed at the
front ofLot C. Because Lot D was almost totally
unallected by the inhltration, buildings could
be located arlywhere.

Alter studying the situation in full, I concluded that
the market value diminution was approdmately ll7o.
This figu.re was based on the restriction in the total
size ofbuildings that could be accommodated on lands
to either side of the gasoline plume. Even allowing
for psychological factors, I believed that the dimi-
nution in market value would not exceed 257o of the
total previous value. This f-rgure assumed that the
cleanup operation would continue until a clean bill
of health was given by the state environmental
agency.

Offers in excess of the diminution estimates al-
ready had been made to the owner. Upon receipt of

Figure 2. Location of the Plume
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my report (I was told), the owner agreed to the prior
settlement offer frgure.

Counseling Lessons
Whenever a gasoline spill is found, the natural in-
clination i8 to presume the worst ald, until proved
otherwise, that the market will react in the same
way. Therefore, it is incumb€nt on all concerned to
determine exactly what can and cannot be done with
the property.

Appraisers for the property owner in this case
were told or presumed that the lands could not be
used for anything for 20 years. This information had
been a condition of their appraisals; however, it
proved to be incorrect.

In light of the actual situation, differences in the
highest arrd best use of the property should have
formed the primary basis of the diminution of mar-
ket value, with the psychological factor of market
perception also taken into account.

In this case, I probed until I had suflicient facts
to meaaure the potential diminution in value of the
properff. For the market reaction factor, I endea-
vored to logically compare the price of the subject
lots with their reskictions against the prices of other
lots in the area and to determine: At what point
wou-ld a buyer be persuaded to buy the subject lots
rather tharr pay the higher unit price for other lots
in the area?

On an overall basis, I estimated that the subject
lots would be a good btry at 757o on the dollar, rea-
soning that this price would provide enough incen-
tive to persuade some buyers to purchase one or mone
of the subject lots rather than other lots. The fact
that only three buildings could be built on the four
lots was not evidence of losg in value. My studies
had indicated that, in all likelihood, purchasers would
buy two of these lots rather than one because most
of the building projects located in the area, to date,
were of this nature.

Case 2-Noise Pollution
Environmental factors in residential neighborhoods
prompted the Department of Transportation and
Development (DOTD) of the State of Louisiana to
undertake an investigative study to determine the
effect, if any, of highway noise on adjacent residen-
tial property values. The department requested that
I formulate a procedure that could be followed rou-
tinely to derive a fair measure on the effect of noise
on property value. The methodolory developed was
as important as the results of the study.

Previous studies had endeavored to measure the
ellect ofnoise pollution by various statistical means.
The frrst study used stepwise multiple regression of
dissimilar sales of property. Proximity to highway
noise was but one of 95 variables tested. Inasmuch
as this study included only 200 bona frde sales in
four study areas, the sample size seemed small and
the number of variables large. The second study used
resale of properties that abutted the highway, those
that were in the impact zone and finally those that

were removed from the source of the noise. Multiple
regressions in this study yielded deviations of less
than 4.9Vo from any data. Furthermore, some data
from this study was contradictory to the general
trend. The third study used the average of sale prices
of properties located near to and far from the noise
source. In this later study, two of five study areas
showed no difference in average prices for homes
abutting the highway compared with prices for homes
near or far removed from the noise source.

It was my judgment that the methodologies used
in the three studies were unacceptable for deriving
conclusions about the impact of highway noise on
property value. The basis of my methodolory was
the view that individual properties proximate to a
highway noise source ofgreater than acceptable lev-
ele should be compared individually and anallti-
cally with similar properties away from the noise
source. A suflicient number of these analy.tical, di-
rect comparisons should produce a meaningful trend.

I also endeavored to measure annual resale per-
entage increases of similar houses, which required
inspecting homes and interviewing their owners to
determine if any alterations or rehabilitation had
been done between the original purchase and the
resale. I did not accept sale prices as va.lid criteria
for resale percentage measurements.

I also believed that rentals of apartments in
buildings abutting highway noise sources should be
compared with the rentals of similar units in build-
ings removed from the noise source. In this connec-
tion, I needed to ascertain if there were more
vacancies or longer rent-up times for apartments near
the noise source. I also inquired how mary times
tenants requested to be moved from an apartment
near the noise source to a less noisy location.

Selection Of Properties
With the assistance of George H. Cramer, II, envi-
ronmenta.l engineer with the Louisiana DOTD, pre-
liminary noise level readings were taken at the rear
of houses and apartments in various locations to de-
termine if noise was above acceptable levels accord-
ing to the Federal Aid Highway Prograrr Manual.
In all cases, noise levels were above acceptable lev-
els for houses or apartments immediately adjacent
to a highway right-of-way; however, no noise levels
above acceptable levels were found for houses or
apartments in the next tier. Noise levels diminished
drastically as the distance from the noise source
increased.

Some interesting observations about highway
noise were revealed during this testing. Motorbikes
and motorcycles tended to produce the highest noise
levels. Second to these were the large tractor/trailer
riga moving at high speeds. The noise level of an
ordinar5r passenger car accelerating just a few feet
away from the test machine produced exceptionally
high noise levels. Because ofthe familiarity with the
parisenger car, the noise levels produced by accel-
eration of these vehicles tend to be ignored.

the fact that public agencies rarely condemn con-
servation lands. Experience suggests that most ac-
quisitions of land for conservation purposes are made
by negotiated purchase, with negotiations open to
corqpetition from other public agencies, lald trusts,
wildlife organizations and for-profit entities.l Fur-
ther, many public agencies openly advocate negoti
ated purchases and frequently will delay a transaction
indeflrnitely rather than incur the political and ft-
nancial costs of condemnation. Finally, land owners
frequently negotiate as ifcondemnation were arr un-
likely possibility.

Given these factors, public agencies' reliance on
condemnation valuation methodologr and their dis-
regard for the use of significant, comparable sales
involving public agencies is inconsistent with real-
ity (public agencies tend to negotiate purchase rather
than condemn), frequently unnecessary (it is based
on policy not law) and likely prone to estimation
error arrd transactor conflict (several buyers and
sellers had litigated for decades over disagreements
concerning the value of conservation properties).

Hence, the only valid reason for many public
agencies to continue their policy is if the lands,
transactions ald transactors involved simply did not
constitute a market. This article asserts the con-
trarSr: i.e., that these lands, transactions and trans-
actors do constitute a market, that the basic condition
for estimating market value-the existence of a
market-is met and that comparable sales properly
drawn from this market constitute valid indications
of market value.

Environmentally Significant Land Defined
Environmentally signif-rcant land or conservation
land are accurate terminologies for land that has
environmentally sigrrificant attributes. The former
term is advocated here, since conservation Iand (i.e.,
land protected as it is) is only one tlpe of environ-
mentally sigrrifrcant land. Other environmentally
signilicaat lands include those protected for reha-
bilitation purposes (e.g., a degraded wetland) or those
protected for the introduction of sigrrificant environ-
mental attributes (e.g., an upland graded and flooded
to mitigate destruction of wetlands elsewhere).

Environmental Real Estate v s. Enuironmentally
Significant Land
Environmentally sigaifrcant lald is a resource; real
estate with envirorynentally significant attributes
is space that has been delineated by man, relative
to a frxed geography, to contain an activity for a
period of time.2 The activity may include conserva-
tion, rehabilitation or introduction of environmen-
tally sigrrif'rcant attributes. The period of time may
be perpetuity or a desigaated number of years.

The distinction between land and real estate is
significant becsuse transactors do not value and
transact for environmentally sigrrif-rcant land; they
value and transact for ownership interests in real
estate encompasEing environmentally sigrrificant
attributes. These may be land, flyways over the land,

antiquities buried in the land, events that once hap-
pened on the land, etc. Interests may be full or par-
tial. Environmental real estate therefore is selected
as a suitable term for property rights to environ-
mentally sigrrificant land.

Erutironmental Real Estate Defined
Environmental real estate is a space-time delinea-
tion (e.9., park days, wetlaad acres in perpetuity,
etc.) relative to a flrxed geography that has been de-
lineated by humans to conserve, rehabilitate or in-
troduce attributes of geographical, biological,
ecological, archaeologic€.I or historical signilicance.
It is a subset of real estate-not exclusive of it.

Further, environmental real estate is a spatial
infrastructure much as transportation, sewers and
utilities. Environmental real estate not only serves
a basic function (providing the consuming public with
the environment it is willing and able to pay for); it
also shapes where and how society lives. As society
once controlled and channeled development with
transportation and utility infrastructure, it now may
use environmental real estate.

The Case For An Environmental Real Estate
Market
For environmental real estate, related transactions
and transactors to constitute a contemporary real
estate market, one would expect to frnd consistency
with a basic definition of a market, distinguishable
characteristics of supply and demand, market facil-
itation of pricing and supply arrd signifrcant govern-
mental regulation and subsidy.

Consistency With A Basic Definition Of A Market
"A market," Martin L. Bell says, "is composed of
people, people with money, people with money want-
ing goods ald services; arrd the basic opportunity in
marketing is to provide these people with want-sat-
isfying gpods and services."3 People, it may be added,
may act individually or through organizations to
satisfy their wants.

Looking at environmental real estate transac-
tions in the United States through the lens of this
very basic defrnition, yields a readily recogrtizable
market. The market is citizens (people) with money
acquiring the environmental real estate they want
through public agencies (ta: monies), private not-
for-profrt corporations (contributions and surpluses
from operations) or directly (typically with user fees,
occasionally with fee simple acquisition) in the space-
time unit they want (e.g., a park day, an acre in
perpetuity, etc.). Many segmentations of sub-mar-
kets also are possible.a

Distinguishable Charatteristics Of Supply
Supply in a regulatory context may be desigrrated
(expressly protected by statut€ or poliry) or unde-
sigrrated (not expressly protected, but likely to be if
traditional development were proposed). Properties
outside of these classifications may be actually or
potentially signilicant, but they may not be put to
such use; therefore, they may be distinguished as
tertiary.
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A CASE FOR
AN ENVIRON.
MENTAL
REAL ESTATE
MABKET

If enuironmental real estate is a
contemporary market, real estate
counselors need to recognize that supply
and. dernand factors influence its ualue.

by Donald C. Wilson

f, s more and more lands with environmentally
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act for the purpose of conservation, a valuation
question arises for real estate counselors: do these
lands, related transactions and transactors consti-
tute a market?

The Significance Of Asserting A Market
If conservation lands, related transactions and
transactors do constitute a market, then counselors
should be able to use comparable sales properly drawn
from the market as valid indications of market value.
If they do not constitute a market, counselors prob-
ably will continue to be asked by public agencies to
appraise these rarely condemned lands by using
condemnation valuation methodology, to ignore
highly comparable sales involving public agencies
ard rely on sales of dissimilar properties bought for
altemative uses in more traditional markets. In short,
counselors will continue to be asked to ignore in
their valuation of conservation lands the most prob-
able use of many properties-conservation-and the
most similar comparable sales-properties pur-
chased for conservation.

Valuation of protected wetlands is an example.
A counselor may be asked to rely on sales of lands
with altemative uses involving private parties, rather
than rely on relatively similar sales of wetlands in-
volvingpublic agencies. The potential for estimation
error, because of reliance on dissimilar comparable
sales, and ensuing transactor conflict is significant.

Pub1ic agencies encourage counselors to apply
condemnation valuation methodolory often because
of policy. This poiiry has four apparent roots:

1. Public agencies have condemnation power; so
even if they are not planning to use it, they appar-
ently think they must follow condemnation va]ua-
tion methods in case they change their minds and
decide to condemn these properties.

2. The historic tendenry ofpublic agencies to use
condemnation po*,er to acquire other types of lands,
particularly for transportation and utility right-of-
ways, has created a habit of valuing other lands in
this way.

3. Public agencies find standardization of ap-
praisal approaches cheaper and easier to deal with;
so they impose condemnation valuation across the
board regardless of its appropriateness.

4. Bureacratic inertia.

None ofthese is a particularly persuasive reason
for continuing the policy, and all fly in the face of

Donakl C.l{ihon is a real estate consultant dt Trerice Toslo
Compdny in Birmingham, Ml. He holds an M.S. degree in
reaL estate and appraisal and inuestment analysis.

Residential subdivisions with similar types of
housing were identified on interstate highways in
the Metairie suburb of New Orleans, in the smaller
sized city ofBaton Rouge and in the relatively small
city of Slidell. In all subilivisions selected, the lots
of the houses backed onto the right-of-way line of
the highway. By searching into sales activity along
the interstate highways in different size cities, I could
determine if there was any variance in the impact
of noise on property values.

The noise levels along the interstate tended to
be higher than along other roads. However, some
local collector roads carry heavy tralfic that is phys-
ically more proximate to the houses fronting them
than to the houses on interstate highways. I selected
a location in New Orleans with homes in the middle
income bracket and another location in Baton Rouge
with low-middle or upper-low income housing. I also
studied garden-t1pe apartment projects along I-10
in both New Orleans and in Baton Rouge because
they offered the opportunity to study rents, occu-
pancy and rent-up time for units next to the high-
way ald identical units to the rear. Furthermore,
the owners/managers were able to provide insight
about any change in these variables over an ex-
tended period of time.

Method Of Comparison-Single Family Homes
Sales of virtually identical home models in a sub-
division were separated by model for purposes of
comparison. Sales of matching models a year before
and a year after the sale of the subject property near
the noise source were used for comparison. Sales were
adjusted for time, using average monthly resale in-
creases in the subdivision. Sales also were adjusted
for lot size differential.

Sales ofthe comparison models were chosen that
had the least amount of difference from sales of sub-
ject property. Generally, about three sales of models
away from the noise source were compared with each
sale of property near the noise source. Differences
in each case were recorded. Individual sales as well
as individual variances and the overall average var-
iances were identified in the report. Anyone \.r'ant-
ing to trouble with the validity of the data or the
comparison method may research the actual sales
used and individua-l comparisons made.2

Method Of Comparison-Apartments
Several garden apartments fronted interstate high-
ways in New Orleans and in Baton Rouge. I re-
searched a number of these to determine if at the
present time or at any time in the past there was a
rent differential between the apartments that fronted
the interstate arld those that were located in the
rear ofthe complexes. Apartment rentals, occupancy
and renters' requests to move were relatively easy
to study because I chose to review apartment com-
plexes that had identical units along the interstate
highway and others far removed from the highway.
If noise was a detrimental factor, it should be re-
flected in rents, occupancies or requests to move in
some or all of the apartment complexes studied.

Conclusions
The study endeavored to find an adverse effect on
property values from highway noise. If I could un-
cover arrd quaatify a diminution noise factor by
sampling individual single family home sa.les and
apartment rentals, this factor would set the limits
of the effect on property values. However, the evi-
dence from the study indicated:

r There tends to be imperfection ofplus or minus
a limit of 1Eo ol the norm of prices in single
family home sales. Some evidence supported a
relatively minor diminution in value of homes
near the noise source; other evidence indicated
homes at the noise source sell for more. I at-
tributed this f'rnding to the imperfection of the
market rather than to any other factor. I con-
cluded that there was no discernible pattern of
dirninution in value as a result of highway noise
in the varied situations studied.

r There was a diminution in value of the houses
that fronted a heavily traveled collector road in
Algiers, a New Orleans westbank suburb. Upon
investigation, I learned that the cause of the
diminution was two fold: (1) In order to get out
of the driveway of the houses, the cars had to
back into heary, fast-moving traffic; and (2) the
street was used by teenagers as a drag racing
strip in the middle of the night.

r Apartments fronting the interstate highway
were often preferred by tenants, particularly
older people. Primarily because of the bright
highway lights and the constant activity, the
tenants found these apartments safer places to
live tharr the rear apartmenk. Many people also
preferred to view traffic rather than other
apartments or parking areas, etc.

Undoubtedly, some people find noise, particularly
high levels of highway noise objectionable. How-
ever, the test on the effect of noise pollution is not
what particular individuals feel or think but what
the market reaction is. The proposition that a home
or apartment located farther from a noise source is
worth more than one abutting the noise source can.
not be supported unless it is reflected in actual mar-
ket transactions.

In the climate of southern Louisiana, people often
are shut off from most outside noise because their
windows are closed while using their air condition-
ing. The terrain in this area typically is flat, which
should produce lower level noise readings than those
produced in hilly country areas in which traffrc noise
can bounce from elevated terrain on the opposite
side of the highway.

Finally, the distance from the rear of the houses
or the walls of the front apartments to the noise
source was such that some extremely high noise lev-
els were partially dissipated by the time the noise
reached the living area. Therefore, noise effect could
occur in other areas where the highway or highway
structure is physically closer to the buildings.
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Therefore, this study is not a total answer to the
assessment of highway noise pollution as it relates
to market value. Nonetheless, within the broad scope
ofthe methodolory used, the study tended to provide
(what I believe to be) reliable indicators of actual
market conditions at the time. More importantly,
the study provided a logical methodology for study-
ing the actual effect of noise on market value. Any-
one can have an opinion or ajudgment, but the true
test ofnoise pollution is market reaction as reflected

by reliable data that has been analyzed in an objec-
tive manner using a logical methodologr.

NOTES
L At the request of my client, some of the information in Case 1

h6s b€en alt€r€d to prot€ct the confidentiality of the parties.
2. "The EIIect of }lighway Noise on Reeidential Property Values
in Louisiana," Report No. FHWA-LA-7&208D, is available to the
public through the National Technical Information Service,
Springfield, VA 22161.

to legal issues associated with environmental con-
tamination and protection. Today some measure of
environmental review or assessment is part of aI-
most every real estate transaction of significant size.
The legal concerns disanssed in this paper are among
the most significant, although undoubtedly other
problems and issues will emerge in years to come.
Anyone with an interest or involvement in real es-
tate matters will benefrt by becoming familiar with
the legal aspects of current and yet-to-be identified
environmental matters.
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contrary, see, Home Not-Sc.Sweet Homq Real Estate Broker
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Has Broker Liability Gone Too Far? 21 Rutgere L.J. 111 (1989).
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hazards such as electromagnetic helds emitted by
nearby power lines. Brokers and their agents can
limit their exposure by adopting regular practices
designed to reveal and disclose to buyers any envi-
ronmental hazards that may be present.

Land Use Restrictions Imposed For
Environmental Purposes
ReaI estat€ and real estate transactions may be af-
fected by legislation that prevents or limits the use
of property, or certa.in kinds of properties, in order
to prevent environmental injury or serve other en-
vfuonmental objectives. Examples of such laws are
coastal or beachfront manag€ment restrictions that
forbid development within a certain proximity to
bodies of water, that impose restrictions or proce-
duree on siting waste (hazardous or non-hazardous)
disposal or repository fscilities or that limit the ex-
tent or nature of development and use of areas des-
igrrated as habitats for endangered species. Perhaps
the moet pervasive and mntroversial legislative
scheme of thie type restricts the use of wetlands.

Wetlands Prctection
Federal protection of wetlands arises primarily from
Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act (also known as the Cleaa Water Act),u which
authorizes the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to is-
sue permits for the discharge of dredged or frll ma-
terials into the wat€rs of the United States, induding
wetlands. Permits issued by the Army Corps of En-
gineers are subject to the approval of the USEPA.
From this authority to issue permits for the devel-
opment or use ofwetlands has emerged an extensive
regulatory program.

Wetlande are the familiar areas adiacent to
oceans, lakes, rivers and streams, but they also may
include areas subject to periodic but not continual
inundation. Wetlands gerve a number of important
and useful ecological functions, including water pu-
rifrcation, groundwater supply recharge, flood con-
trol and wildlife refuge. Incrreasing concern about
the continued destruction or alteration of wetlands
has collided squarely with increasing pressures for
development of residential, commercial and indus-
trial areaa, roads and other public arrd private fa-
cilities needed to support an expanding American
Bociety. President George Bush announced in 1988
a "no net loss" poliry applicable to wetlands. This
policy encouraged preservation of wetlands or the
establiahment of new wetlands aress to r€place those
that were altered or destroyed.

ReaI estate interests quit€ obviously are aJlect€d
by restrictions imposed on development so wetlands
areaa can be preserved. Questions about the need
and appropriateness of such limitations have gen-
erated response in several areas:

r In 1989 the Corps of Engineers, USEPA,, SoiI
Coneervation Service and the Fish and Wildlife
Service jointly adopted the Federal Manual for
Identifuing ond Delineating Wetlands. As the
title imp[es, this manual is used to determine

the boundaries of wetlands for regrlatory pur-
poses. The manual provides for each regulatory
agency a uniform means of identifying the pres-
ence of wetlands.

Many property owners and others subject to
wetlands regulation have asserted that the 1989
manual inappropriatcly expands the definition
of wetlands, resulting in an expansion of the
types of properties that are subject to wetlands
limitations and regulation. Hearings were held
in 1990 to air concerns about the expansion of
wetlands jurisdiction, and at least one lawsuit
is challenging the validity of the manual. Re-
visions have been developed for the manual and
are expected to be published for public comment
soon. Although these revisions are not yet final,
observers b€lieve that they will reduce the scope
of the delinition of wetlands and the number of
property owners subject to the wetlands regu.
lation by the Army Corps of Engineers and
USEPA.

r Several court cases have raised the issue of
whether denial of a wetlands development per-
mit by the Corps of Engineers or USEPA con-
stitutea a "tsking" of property which, under the
Fifth Amendment, is unconstitutional urrless the
property owner is compensated. One case, Lov-
eladies Harbor v. United States,12 held that de-
nial of a permit constitutes a taking of property
which requires compensation. That case is on
app€al in the Court of Appeals for the Federal
Ciranit, and an appesl to the U.S. Supreme Court
may follow.

r At least two pieces of legislation have been in-
troduced in Congress that seek to eliminate or
modify the Section 404 wetlands regr.rlatory
program and improve wetlands regulation. Rep.
Hayes (D-IL) has proposed a bill that would re-
place the cunent regulatory program with a
scheme requiring wetlande to be classified ac-
cording to their value and ecological impor-
tance. This bill would permit expedient
devel.opment of wetlands that provide little or
no ecological benefits, and it would require
compensation to be paid to owners of wetlands
that were too valuable to be altered or de-
stroyed. Rep. Hayes has Becured a Iarge number
of cosigners for this legislation, and a similar
bill may soon be proposed in the Senate.

Rep. Thomas (D-GA) has proposed a less radical
reform plan which would revise existing wet-
laads regulation by statutorily embracing the
"no net lose" policy, proyiding for wetlands de-
Iineation by a rulemaking process, allowing for
wetJands mitigation banking in connection with
permit applications, requiring mapping of wet-
lands and me[hods for assessing their functions
and values.

Conclusion
Real estate practitioners, owners, lenders and users
can no longer fail to be cognizant of and responsive

LANDFILTS
ABENT AII
BAD:
CONSIDEB.
ATIONS TOB
BEAL ESTAIE
DEVETOPMENT

llf hat? Real estate development on a landfill!
lllr Are you crazy? Well. maybe. Building near
UU or eJpecially"on a landf-ril is a challJnging

idea that requires csreful consideration of complex
issues such as site use, architectural modifrcation,
safety and liability. After describing the basic com-
ponents of a modern lantlfrll and discussing some
common misconceptions about landhll development,
this article addresses issues of interest to the real
estate developer by answering the following
questions:

I Why consider development on a landfill site?
! What types of development work on a landhll?
t When in the Iife of a Iandfill is the best time

for development?
r What architectural issues need to be addressed?
! What liability comes with owning a laadhll

property?
r What does the future hold for landfrlls and their

subsequent development?

Components Of A Modern Landfill
The term "modern landfiLl" refers to a facility that
has been engineered so waste may be disposed on
land at reasonable cost artd with minimum environ-
mental impact. A modern landfiIl dillers greatly from
an open dump because of its planned, engineered
desiga and the daily compaction and covering of waste
materials (see Figure 1).

Solid wastes placed in a landhll undergo a num-
ber of simultaneous biological, physical and chemi-
cal changes that result in the decay of organic matter.

Gases and liquids are generated throughout the
decomposition of organic matter. A modern landfrll
is designed to control these decomposition byprod-
ucts and minimize their envimnmental impacts. The
following paragraphs discuss the tlpical manner in
which gases and liquids in a landfill are controlled.

Gases
Carbon dioxide and methane are the principal gases
produced by the decomposition of orgaaic waste. These
gases are vented to the atmosphere in small landfrlls
or collect€d for use as an energr' source, which is
economical only for large landfills. The movement
of landfrll gases typically is controlled by installing
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Modern landfill sites can be transformed
from unwanted pieces of property into
assets for their surrounding communities.
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FIGIJRE T:

Cross-Section of a Modern Landlill
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vents made of materials that are more permeable
than the surrounding soils. Gas vent tubes release
the gases that are generated within the landhll, and
gravel barrier trenches surrounding the landfill vent
arry laterally moving gas that may migrate off the
site (Figure 1).

Liquids
The Iiquid found in landfills is called "leachate," and
it arises from the decomposition ofwastes and liquid
that has entered the landfill from extetnal sources
such as surface drainage, percolation from rainfall
and groundwater. Leachate usually contains a num-
ber of chemical constituents that can pollute
groundwater; therefore, a modern landf-rll is de-
sigrred to minimize artd contain leachate.

The frnal cover on a larrdfrll is a system of soils
that minimizes leachate generation by limiting per-
colation through the top of the landfiIl. The frnal
cover typically consists of topsoil which supports
vegetation, a middle layer which provides additional
rooting depth and a clay layer which protects roots
from freezing and thawing.

Under normal conditions, leachate is found in
the bottom of landfrlls; so this is where the major
leachate containment measures are constructed. A
primary liner of several feet of compacted clay on
the base and sidewalls of a landf-rll reduces or elim-
inates the percolation of leachate into groundwater.

A layer of drainage material (e.g., sandy gravel)
is placed over the primary liner, and a leachate col-
lection system consisting ofperforated pipes is built
into this material. The leachate collection pipes usu-
ally are sloped so the leachate will collect in one low
point to facilitate treatment and disposal.

Drainage ditches collect excess surface water and
divert it away from the landfrll to minimize poten-
tial leachate generation. Water monitoring wells
around a landfrll site are tested regularly to ensure
that leachate has not leaked into groundwater,

Common Misconceptions

Refuse Does Not Decompose
Many people believe that waste is simply stored in
a landf-rll and that it does not decompose. Landfrlls
are heterogeneous; decomposition occurs in mi-
croenvironments within the landfrll (some of which
are more conducive to decomposition than others).
While it is possible to find isolated pockets of refuse
that have not decomposed, the vast majority of ref-
use in a lanilfill does decompose. Evidence of decom-
position includes the generation of gas, changes in
Ieachate which has percolated through the refuse
and contains suspended or dissolved waste and the
composition of refuse. Studies have shown that the
extent of decomposition is directly related to the
amount of moisture il the environment.l Thus, waste
in landhlls in dry, alid climates tends to decompose
more slowly than waste in Iandfills located in tem-
perate or wet climates. It is also importaat to realize
that refuse does not degrade completely because re-
fuse is the result of modern manufacturing tech-
niques which frequently combine degradable
materials with non-degradable substances.

Odor
Odor is another attribute that many people associ-
ate with completed landfills. However, properly
maintained landf-rlls emit little odor. Refuse in a
modern laatlfrll is encapsulated within a clay layer,
which serves as a protective barrier between the de-
composing refuse and the surrounding area and keeps
odors within the landfrll. Gas vent tubes positioned
at regular intervals over a landlill's surface allow
methane and carbon dioxide to vent freely. The min-
imal amount ofodor emanating from these vents can
be reduced further by placing burners on the vent
tubes.

UgLiness
Many people expect a completed landfill to be ugly.
However, Iandfrlls typically look like hills with short
vegetative cover. Gas vent tubes, gas piping leading
to a small building, the occasional pump truck and
water monitoring wells usually are the only visible
features of a completed landfill.

If landf-rll gas is being collected for use as an
enerry source, a network of pipes will lead from the
landhll to a small building on the site in which the
gas will be drawn, compressed and directed to a
pipeline. The piping network may be above or below
ground. Modern landfills have an underground
leachate collection system which must be emptied
periodically. The collection system empties the
leachate into underground storage tanks or directs
it to a nearby sewer system. The only visible aspect
of leachate collection is the pump truck that regu-
larly collects the liquid. Water monitoring wells sur-
round the landhll area to determine whether leachate
is escaping through the clay base layer and contam-
inating the groundwater. These wells consist of
nothing more than some polywinyl chloride (PVC)
pipe sticking out of the ground.

In Roberts v. Estate of Barbagello, the court held
a real estate lirm and its agent liable nol for failing
to disclose the known or suspected presence of an
environmental hazard (in this case, urea-formalde-
hyde foam insulation) but for failiag to advise the
buyer about the possible effects of the insulation.
The court reasoned that this duty was necessarJr be-
cause the broker's failure to disclose the effects of
the insulation would "prevent (the buyer) from in-
vestigating the insulation in the house prior to sign-
ing the agreement of sale or the closing" and that
the buyer would investigat€ if she was advised. The
court did not limit this duty to circumstances in which
the real estate agent knew or even "should have
known" that urea formaldehyde foam iruulation was
present.

The facts of the Roberts ca6e narrow the appar-
ently wide scope of the court's ruling. The agent had
asked the seller about the insulation and had been
told that the t5rpe of insulation was not known but
that it had been blown in. The agent's real estate
f-rrm was aware of the following: the Consumer
Product Safety Commission's ban aga.inst installa-
tion of urea forrnaldehyde foam insulation (which
was later invalidated by a federal court); the rec-
ommendation of the National Association of R€al-
tore and the loc€l board of Realtors that information
about this type of insulation should be provided to
buyers; and an advisory of the county health de-
partment that specif'red levels of formaldehyde gas
could cause eye, nose and throat irritation. Despite
this knowledge, the firm had adopted a poliry of zol
providi-ng buyers with information about urea for-
maldehyde foam insulation. Thus, although the
court's decision appears to impose a rather heavy
burden on real estate agents to disclose information
about hypothetical envimnmental concerns, the facts
of the case suggest that the firm or agent was aware
of information that constitut€d a "red flag'' for the
presence and the perceived dangers of urea formal-
dehyde foam insulation.

Brock v. Tarant also involves an agent's al-
leged failure to disclose the presence of urea for-
maldehyde foam insulation in the home. In this case,
the sellers were a$,are of the elevated levels of for-
maldehyde gas in the home and had instituted liti
gation against those who had sold and installed the
insulation. The sellere neverthelees represented to
the agent that the property did not require repairs,
that it had no structural defects and that the lawsuit
(the nature of which was not revealed to the agent)
would "defrnitely not alfect" a purchaser's interests.
The court in this case held that the agent was not
liable because he had no reason to suspect that the
sellers' statements were false, and therefore he did
not breach the stendard of care "to take reasonable
steps to avoid disseminating to the buyer false in-
formation. (and to) employ a reasonable degree of
effort and professional expertise to confirm or refute
information from the seller which he knows, or should
know is pivotal to the transaction from the buyers
perspective."6

Finally, Smith v. Renaut also held that when a
real estate agent has no knowledge of the presence
of an environmental hazard nor any basis to suspect
its presence, he is not liable for failing to disclose
information about the hazard. Smith involved both
termite damage to the property as weII as the pres-
ence of chlordane, a toxic insecticide that is no longer
in use, in the property's well water. The agent was
found liable for advising the buyer not to worry about
the minor termite damage on the property because
there was, in fact, signifrcant t€rmite damage. The
court found that the agent was not liable, however,
for failing to disclose the presence of chlordane in
the well water, because neither the agent nor the
seller was aware of the problem, and because the
agent made no Btat€ment about the condition of the
weIl.

The latter two csses apply essentially the same
standard of liability as that employed in cases in-
volvi-ng more familiar, non-environmental property
defects. That standard requires disclosure of defects
such as environmental hazards of which the broker
has actual knowledge or a reasonable basis for sus-
picion. These cases also suggest that a broker may
rely on information provided by the seller unless he
has a reason to believe that information may be in-
correct. Even the Roberts case, when construed nar-
rowly in Iight of its facts, is consistent with this
analysis if one males the quite reasonable assump-
tion that the owner's statement about the insulation
being "blown in" may be considered a "red flag'' for
the presence of urea formaldehyde foam insulation.

Several commentators have suggested that the
proper standard of cane concerning environmental
matters might be one based on Easton v.
Strassburgere and would require the broker to per-
form a reasonable investigation for signs ofenviron-
mental hazards and disclose the results to the buyer.lo
It also has been suggested by some commentators
that a form of the due diligence investigation obli-
gation established by the innocent purchaser excep-
tion to Superfund liability ultimately may be applied
to brokers and agents in determining their duty to
inspect property for environmental flaws. Fairness
and reason require that, whatever standard by which
brokers and agents are to be judged, they should be
expect€d to identify only those signs of environmen-
tal hazards which their training as real estate
professionals makes them qualified to recognize.

Whether the broker's duty to inspect for and dis-
close information about environmental hazards in a
particular jurisdiction does, in fact, require the in-
spection suggested by Easton or is the somewhat
more limited duty indicated by Tarrant and Smith,
prudent real estate agents are well advised to be
prepared to recogrrize the red flags of common envi'
ronmental hazards and point them out to clients and
customers. As suggested above, such concerns may
include radon, urea formaldehyde foam insulation,
asbestos, pesticide use, underground storage tanks
and lead paint. They also could be extended to other,
still-to-be identified sources of environmental
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Property containing underground storage tanks
subjects the owner to a plethora of maintenance re-
quirements as well as liability for the environmen-
tal damage that leakage from a tank may cause.
Owners or potential purchasers of such property
therefore must be careful to consider, understand
and comply with these requirements.

Lead
Another potentially harmfirl substance to which many
Americans may be exposed il the environment is
lead. It enters the human body by inhalation or
ingestion and accumulates in the blood, bones and
soft tissues. Excessive concentrations of lead in the
body can Beriously damage the central nervous sys-
tem, brain, kidneys, red blood cells and in some cases
cause death. Children, pregnant women and their
fetuses are particularly susceptible to the damaging
effects of lead, suffering adverse effects from low
concentrations of lead in the body.

Two common sources of lead exposure are resi-
dential drinking water and house paint. l,ead gets
into residential drinking water by leaching from lead-
containing pipes or other plumbing materials, in-
cluding the solder used to join pipes. Although the
use of lead and lead-based plumbing materials is
now prohibited, many residences contain lead pipes
or solder that were installed prior to 1986 when that
prohibition was adopted.

Although use of lead-based paint was banned in
1978, a recent government survey shows that it is
still contained in many homes built before 1980. It
is believed to be a hazard primari.ly to children who
ingest chips of Ilaking paint. However, the U.S. De-
partment of Health and Human Services and USEPA
recently identified house dust tainted with lead paint
particles as a major source of lead exposure. [,ead-
based paint chalks over time and may be released
into the air from painted surfaces subject to frequent
contact, such as window frames and wells. Scraping
or sanding paint during remodeling projects also
generates lead-paint dust.

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urbaa De-
velopment has established a program for reducing
or eliminating lead-based paint in public housing,
and USEPA has undertaken efforts to reduce ex-
posure to lead. Among the pieces of legislation in-
troduced in Congress to reduce exposure to lead is a
comprehensive bill that will require sellers, lessors
and./or real estste brokers to test for and disclose the
presence of lead-based paint in residential proper-
ties prior to sale.

This recent legislative and regulatory emphasis
on the dangers of lead poisoning make it clear that
concern about this problem is likely to increase, and
owners, lessors, investors and real estate profession-
als involved with properties that may be the source
of lead exposure will be subject to increased
regulation.

Disclosure Statutes
Several states have adopted legislation that applies

specifically to the environmental condition of prop-
erty involved in a real estate transaction. The states
of California, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana and Or-
egon impose disclosure obligations in connection with
transactions of certain tSrpes of commercial or in-
dustrial properties that may be environmentally
contaminated. New Jersey has enacted a sigrrifi-
cantly more rigorous statute, requiring that prop-
erty containing "industrial establishments" be
certifred as clean or that any environmental con-
tamination be eradicated, before sale ofthe property
may be completed.

Several states, including Florida, Massachu-
setts, Montana and New Hampshire, have codified
in law the obligation to disclose the presence of or
general information about various environmental
hazards common to residential properties, such as
radon, urea formaldehyde foam insulation, lead paint
or underground storage tanks. Two states, Maine
and California, have focused specifically on the bro-
ker's role in the sale of residential property that
potentially may be allected by environmental prob-
lems. These states expressly require real estate agents
to disclose to buyers ofresidential properties specific
tlryes of information provided by the seller, includ-
ing known environmental characteristics or prob-
lems. In California, a statutorily prescribed form,
which includes certain items relating to environ-
mental matters, must be completed by the seller and
delivered to the buyer. Maine does not mandate the
use of a particular disclosure form but does set forth
by regulation those aspects of the property, includ-
ing specihed environmental matters, that must be
addressed by such disclosure.

Real estate transaction-invoked environmental
disclosure statutes are becoming more widespread,
arrd they are being considered in numerous jurisdic-
tions which have not yet adopted them. Whether
such a statute has been enacted and, ifso, its specific
requirements should be reviewed by those engaging
in real estate transactions.

Common Law Disclosure Responsibility Of
Real Estate Professionals
In virtually every state, caveat emptor has been dis-
canded even in real estate transactions. As a result,
real estate brokers and agents have a statutory, reg-
ulatory or common law obligation to disclose any
property defects of which they are aware. Such de-
fects may include environmental problems with the
property. Because real estate agents ordinarily lack
expertise in technical environmental matters, they
olten are not aware ofthe presence of such problems
unless they are advised by the seller. Whether an
agent has an allirmative obligation to identify ac-
tual or suspected environmental problems with the
property, in spite ofthe lack ofexpertise in technical
environmental matters, is not clear. Somewhat sur-
prisingly, few court cases have addressed the bro-
ker's duty to discover or disclose environmental
problems which may be present on the property.s-7

Why Consider Development On A
Landfill Site?
Landfills constitut€ a temporary use of land. When
carefully constructd, frlled and covered, they can
become valuable, developed sites. Developers should
seriously consider landfill sites for two basic rea-
sons: their location and land cost.

l,acatian
When they are originaJly constructed, landfills t1p-
ically are located on the fringe of urban areas, far
enough away to be out of the sight and mind of the
general public but close enough to ensure allordable
transportation of wastes. By necessity, landfrlls are
connected with the surrounding community by a
network of transportation, utilities and other serv-
ices; other vacant parcels of land in the area may
not have theee connectione.

As urban areas expand along existing infra-
structure, landfill sites often fall in the path of growth
and as a result become attractive properties- For
example, as a city grows, low density developments
and eventually housing extend beyond the urban
fringe. While the landhll is in operation, most avail-
able surrounding land may be developed for ancil-
lary uses such as shopping malls, churches and parks.
As residential density increases, a market may form
for an additional shopping center. A{ter waste has
decomposed and the landhll has stabilized, the land-
fill site provides a large parcel of land with trans-
portation, utilities and other linkages.

Views are an important attribute of any real
estate development, and the view from the top of a
completed Iandfrll should not be disregarded. The
landfill siting process is such a time-consuming, la-
borious and politically ugly process that communi-
ties want to go through the procedure as few times
as possible. Therefore, communities maximize the
life of a landfrll by frlling it with as much refuse as
possible. More garbage can be placed on a site ifthe
elevation of the landfrll is increased while the re-
quired side slopes (which vary by region) are main-
tained. The end result ofa landfrll at capacity (using
modern tmhniques) is a meatloaf-shaped hill rather
than a relatively mounded piece of property that
blends in with the topography. Consequently, a com-
pleted laldfill often provides a distant and encom-
passing view of the fiea.
Land Cost
As urban land use expands near a landlill, the den-
sity of development increases, and land prices rise.
At the same time, the availability of vacant land
declines. t andfills are considered less desirable than
other vacant land and therefore are available at much
lower priees. Buyers usually are not interested in
landfrll property because of fears of liability, con-
cerns about public perception, lack of krowledge
about landfrll desigrr and refuse decomposition, etc.
However, the cost of land is reason enough to con-
sider development of a landlill site as a potential
opportunity. AII real estate development is risky,
and development on a landfill is no exception. How-
ever, the money saved on land costs may be used to

desigrr and construct a project that takes into ac-
count development factors and additional chal-
lenges. Consider the following examples:

r In the San Francisco area, land costs range from
$500,000 to $750,000 per acre. A developer in
Mountain View, California, recently paid ap-
proximately $25,000 per acre for a ?00-acre par-
cel that had been the lardflrlling site for San
Fraacisco's garbage for 13 years. The developer
has turned the land into Shoreline Park, which
includes a golfcourse, amphitheater and sailing
pond. R€venues from greens fees, theater ticket
sales and other park uses are being supple-
mented by the sale of methane to utility
companies.2

r Near Columbus, Ohio, a developer is transform-
ing an 80-acre site that includes a 22-acre com-
pleted landhll into an industrial park. The
proximity of the site to an interstate highway
and airport mal<e it an attractive industrial lo-
cation. Rather than allow the property to re-
main unused, the city favors development ofthe
landfrll site a.rrd is contemplating the extension
of a road arrd construction of a bridge to make
the property even more accessible to the air-
port. The developer paid the city $400,000 for
the 80 acres ($5,000 per acre) and has nearly
recovered his larrd cost by selling nine acres to
an auto parts warehouse operation for $345,000
($38,000 per acre). Nearby industrial lard is
selling for between $62,000 and $65,000 per
acre.3

Just because larrdfrll sites can be purchased for much
less cost than nearby property does not necessarily
mean that a landhll site is a bargain. Several costs
must be considered when acquiring a landhll site,
such as the costs of environmenta-l studies, possible
cleanup and architectura.l modifrcations. Only if the
gap between the price of an alternative property and
the landlill is larger than these anticipated addi-
tional costs will landf-rll development be advanta-
geous (see Figure 2). It also must be kept in mind
that the cost advantage must be large enough to
reduce significantly the potential risks associated
with landfill property development.

What llpes Of Development Work On A
Landlill?
Dev elopment C onstraint s
When contemplating landhll development, govern-
ment regulations, waste type and landfill desigrr and
condition must be considered. When a landlill is
closed, it is covered with layers of soil to form a cap.
For decomposition to occur as planned, the cap and
the under\ring refuse cells must remain intact. Ac-
cordingly, the purpose of government regulation of
closed landlills is to preserve the integrity of the
site. In most cases, government agencies require ap-
proval of any use of the site other than undisturbed
refuse decomposition. Some uses, such as building
structures on the site, require special approval by
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government agencies. Recently, however, govern-
ments have been approving a variety of develop-
ments on landf-tll sites.

The type of waste deposited in a landfrll also
determines the options available for reuse of the site.
Municipal waste is subject to biological decomposi-
tion within a landfrll. During this process, methane
is generated by micro-organisms as they break down
orgaaic material. Methane migrates to permeable
areas, and if allowed to collect in those areas, the
gas may become explosive. Municipal waste also is
subject to settlement. As refuse degrades, the lald-
frll site will settle between 1Vo and lSVo.In cases of
poorly compacted refuse, landfrll sites have settled
as much as 507o.r Most settling occurs in the land-
fill's frrst five years (in moist climates); however,
long-term settling also occurs. Different parts of a
landfill are created at different times; so various areas
may be undergoing different stages ofdecomposition
simulteleously. These varying stages of decompo-
sition can cause differential settlement.

Other types of waste pose fewer potential devel-
opment problems. Landfrlls created with foundr5/
sand, fly ash and demolition debris may be suitable
for sophisticated development for two principal rea-
sons. These landfrlls contain wastes that consist of
tightly compacted materials; therefore, they are more
stable and less susceptible to settlement, and they
have good load-bearing capacities for structures. Also,
because the waste they contain has low organic com-
position, the landfrlls do not produce methane gas.

Finally, the design and condition of a landfill
affect its end use. A real estate developer is always
interested in decreasing exposure to risk. One of the
most basic forms of risk reduction is to gain more

knowledge of the situation. Uncertainty can be re-
duced if the developer understands the desigrr, con-
struction a]ld maintenance of a landf-rll site. With
an understanding of the desigr and refuse compo-
sition of a particular landlill, a developer can elim-
inate non-conforming uses and recognize the
modifications (and their associated costs) that may
be needed for alternative uses.

Various Landfill End Uses
The most common uae of a former municipal waste
landfrll is as open space, olten v/ith light recrea-
tional facilities such as walking and biking trails,
softball and soccer frelds arrd golf courses. Because
settlement of a landfrll is uneven in the frrst few
years following completion, initial development
should require non-permanent and yielding mate-
rials. After waste has stabilized, which may take ten
years or more, development may include paved areas
for parking lots, outdoor storage, tennis courts and
roads. The shape of the landf l may be transformed
by massive grading and berming efforts using flrll so
as not to disrupt the integrity of the landfrll. Ski
hills and toboggan runs have been constructed on
tra-nsformed landf'rll sites.

Buildings for residential and commercial use may
be constructed on such sites after the land has sta-
bilized and the waste has finished decomposing and
ceased producing methane. Depending on the cli-
mate, landhll design and other factors, it may take
up to 25 years or more for full decomposition.

Buildings may be constructed on a r€cently closed
landfill using one of two methods (see Figure 3).
First, pilings may be driven down through the land-
f-rll to support the structure. Because the pilings will
disrupt the integrity of the site, government ap-
proval for development ald guidance during con-
struction is necessary. Second, virgin soil on which
to build may be maintained within the landfill area.
This method requires the developer and/or landfill
designer to choose the specific area for the devel-
opment and create the landf-rll around it.

When building on a recently closed landhll, de-
velopers must give serious consideration to land set-
tlement and methane generation. The following is
an exciting example of landfill reuse.
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real estate professional who qualifies as a PRP be-
cguse he is an owner or operator of a contaminated
site, has caused or permitted contaminants to be re-
leased on the site or has transported or arranged for
the transport of the contaminants to the site. None
of these activities, of course, is typical conduct of
most real estate professionals.

One reported court case has addressed the po-
tential liability of a real estate broker under Super-
fund. In Tanglewood East Homeowners v. Charles-
Thomas, Inc.,s the plaintiffs sued a number of par-
ties involved in the development of a housing sub-
division, including the real estate brokerage hrm
that handled the sale of the homes, to recover costs
incurred in clealing up toxic wastes found on the
property. The court held that the defendants, in-
cluding the brokers, could be liable under Superfund
as transporters of the contaminating waste because
of grading and other related development work.
However, this case does zol provide a basis for im-
posing Superfund liabfity on real estate brokers that
act solely as brokers ald merely market a property.
According to this case, only if brokers are involved
in property development can they be held liable un-
der Superfund.

State Superfund Laws
Numerous state legislatures have adopted Super-
fund-like statutes that give states the authority to
clean up contaminated 6ites and claim reimburse-
ment from certain parties for the cleanup costs in-
curred. Although a variety of permutations and
peculiarities exist among the various statutes, most
are modeled after Superfund. Like the federal stat-
ute, "little Superfund" statutes do not extend liabil-
ity to real estate professionals who act only in their
brokerage capacity.

A number of states have added a twist to their
Superfund-like statutory schemes, however. Federal
Superfund and similar statutes in at least 21 states
allow a lien to be imposed against property for the
costs of environmental cleanup. Some statutes ex-
tend this lien to other property within the state that
is owned by the same party. In 16 states, this lien
is an ordinary one, subject to prior liens; however,
in f-rve states (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire and New Jersey), the lien is a so-
called Superlien, which ta.kes precedence over all
other prior liens. In three of these states (Connect-
icut, Massachusetts and New Jersey), the Superlien
acts as a regular priority lien in the case of residen-
tial property; nevertheless, in all frve states, the lien
has hrst priority over any other security interests
in the property that is subject to cleanup.

Underground Storage Tanks
USEPA estimates that there fie severaf million un-
derground storage tanks containing petroleum or
hazardous chemicals in the United States. The ma-
jority ofthese tanks and their piping ale constructed
of unprotected steel; therefore, they are subject to
lealage resulting from corrosive decay. I-eakage from

undergtound storage tanks can cause hres or explo-
sions, and it can contaminate underground water
systems. As a result of concern about the dangers
ard environmentel damage produced by this leak-
age, Congress in 1984 and again in 1986 acted to
regr.rlate underground storage tanks; many states
and even some local jurisdictions also have adopted
legislation governing these potential environmental
hazards.

The objective of federal legislation covering un-
derground storage tan.ks4 is to prevent, detect and
correct leaks and spills ald the corresponding en'
vironmental damage they create and to require
owners and operators of underground storage tanks
to meet certain standards ofhnancial responsibility.
Tanks installed after December 1988 must meet
standards of construction designed to preyent or re-
sist decay from corrosion and to prevent spills and
overflows. Because much tank leakage arises not in
the tank itself but in the associated piping, the pip-
ing also must meet such standards. In addition, new
tanks and piping must be equipped with a leak de-
tection system, and they must be monitored for leaks
at least monthly.

Existing tanks must be improved by adding cor-
rosion protection and leak detection features that
satisfy the requirements for new tanks. The dead-
line for making these improvements depends on the
tank's age; tanks installed before 1965 must meet
these requirements sooner than tanks that were in-
stalled later. By December 1993, all tanks must be
equipped with leak detection systems, and by 1998,
all tsnks must have corrosion, spill and overflow
protection.

In addition to these requirements regarding the
quality of tanks and their leakage monitoring sys-
tems, USEPA regulations require any suspected or
confirmed leak or release and the action taken to
correct any damage to be reported to federal or ap-
propriate state authorities.

Closure, or cessation of the use of underground
storage tanks, on a temporary or permanent basis,
also is regulated by federal Iaw. If use of a tank is
to be terminated permanently, the owner ofthe tank
must inspect for and clean up arry damage caused
by leakage; empty and clean the tank of all remain-
ing liquid, vapors or sludge, and remove the tank or
fiIl it with a stable inactive substance such as sand.
If a tank is to be closed t€mporarily, the leak detec-
tion system must be in operation as long as the tank
contains materials:

Some undergtound storage tar*s are exempt from
these requirements. The most sigaifrcant exemp-
tions are for farm or residential tanks that hold fewer
than 1,100 gallons of motor fuel for noncommercial
purposes and tanks that store heating oil for use on
the premises. However, even tanks that are exemPt
from federal regulation may be subject to rigorous
state or local regulation.
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Liability Act of 1980r (also known as Superfund or
CERCI"A) which imposes liability for the costs of
cleaning up seriously contaminated proPerty on per-
song who ate or have been i-nvolved with the prop'
erty (often referred ln as potenlially responsiblz pafties
or PRPs). PRPs include owners who had no involve-
ment in, control over or even knowledge of the re-
lease of environmental contaminants or individuals
who acquired the properby alter it became contam-
inated but had no knowledge of the contamination
at the time of purchase.

The Superfund law is administ€red and enforced
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA); it empowers USEPA to order the owner
of property that has been severely contaminated by
hazardous wastes to clean up the sit€ or to conduct
the cleanup and secure reimbursement of the cost of
doing so from the PRPs. They may be held strictly
Iiable for such costs, which often are of a staggering
magnitude measured in millions or tens of millions
of dollare.

There are, however, two important exemptions
to Superfund liability, both of which are the subject
of coneiderable debate and activity. Superfund ex-
empts from liability persons who, without partici-
pating in the management of a facility, hold indicia
ofownership primarily to protect a security interest.
Although this provision was intended to benefit real
estate mortgage lenders, its scope has been nar-
rowed dramatically by judicial interPretation of its
language. Court decisions have held a lender to be
liable for Superfund cleanup expenses if the lender
temporarily becomes the owner of a contaminated
property through foreclosure. In addition, in U.S. v
Fleet Factors Corp.2 the court held that a lender
could be liable if it had the copacify to influence the
property owner's treatment of wast€s or contami-
nants on the property whether or not it exercised
that power. Although at least one Eubsequent court
decision reached a contradictory conclusion, lenders
understandably have become cautious about mak-
ing loans secured by real estate unless the environ-
mental condition of the properby has been determined.
L,enders also have become unwilling or reluctant to
foreclose on property which is or may be contami-
nated. They also hesitate to manage the affairs of a
delinquent borrower whose loan is secured by con-
taminated real estat€, for fear of neg'ating the se-
cured lender exemption to Superfund liability.

Several attempts to conect this problem are un-
derway. U.S. Rep. LaFalce (D-NY), Owens (D-Utah)
and Weldon (R-PA) and Sen. Garn (R-Utah) have
introduced legislative proposals that would (1) ex-
pressly prescribe the actions lenders may undertake
to prot€ct their collateral without voiding Super-
fund's secured lender exemption and (2) establish
li-rnite on lenders' liability for cleanup costs. In ad-
dition, USEPA has released for public comment a
rule that describes specifrcally the extent to which
a secured lender may participate in the allairs of a
borrower whose loan is seo:red by contaminated real

estate. This proposed rule also itemizes the circum-
stances under which a lender may foreclose on and
liquidate its interest in a contaminated property
without incurring liability for Superfund cleanup
expenses. The rule further exempts from liability
government entities that involuntarily succeed to
ownership or control of contaminated property. This
provision is particularly important to the Resolution
Trust Corporation (RTC), Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) and other government agencies
that are or may become owners of a large irrventory
of properties previously secured by loans made by
failed f'rnancial institutions.

Superfund also exempts from liability innocent
purchasers, that is, individuals who acquired prop-
erty v'ithout knowing or having any reason to k-now
that the property was contaminated. To establish
that one did not have reason to know of the contam-
ination and thus qualify for this exemption, Super-
fund requires a purchaser to demonstrate that he
had undertaken at the time of acquisition, all ap-
propriate inquiry into the previous ownership and
uses of the property consistent with good commer-
cial or customary practice. Thus, one must conduct
an adequate inspection or examination of the prop-
erty-often referred to as due diligence-to be en-
titled to this exemption from liability. Unfortunately,
neither the Superfund statute nor its regulations
prescribe the nature or extent of the due diligence
investigation that would be required. Potential pur-
chasers consequently are uncertain of the degree of
inspection that will allow them to claim this ex-
emption for a property that subsequently is discov-
ered to be contaminated.

To f-rll this void, the American Society for Test-
ing and Materials (ASTM), a private standard-set-
ting organization, has initiated an effort to establish
an appropriate standard of investigation that will
allow property purchasers to qualify for the exemp-
tion. A variety of private and public sector concerns
are involved in this effort, including representatives
from lending institutions, real estate organizations,
corporate property owners, and government and en-
vironmental consultants. Although the standard
ASTM intends to adopt through this process will be
voluntary and therefore not bind courts or admin-
istrative agencies such as USEPA, compliance with
the standard nevertheless may be viewed as persua-
sive evidence that the statutory "all appropriate in-
quiry" requirement has been satisfied. It is
anticipated that this standard will be f-rnalized and
adopted in 1992. In addition, the legislation intro-
duced by Reps. Owens arld Weldon also includes pro-
visions desigrred to define statutorily the investigation
that is necessa4z to qualify for the innocent land-
owner exemption to Superfund liability.

Although of great concern to real estate owners,
buyers, sellers or lenders, Superfund has virtually
no direct application to real estate brokers, agents
or other real estate professionals because their ac-
tivities do not bring them within Superfund's deh-
nition of PRPs. Superfund liability applies only to a

r In Albany, New York, a new public works com-
plex was built on a completed landfrll using the
piling method noted above. The $7 million proj-
ect consists of a 15,000-square'foot offrce build-
ing and a{oining 49,000-squarefmt garage- The
complex was built on the south side of the land-
Iill where construction and demolition debris
had been deposited. Early borings showed that
the landfrll was 20 to 25 feet deep and bedrock
was encountered at 30 feet. The short distance
to bedrock and the inert nature of the hll made
this project feasible.

To prepare the site, contractors leveled and
compacted the rubble, using a crane to drop 20-
ton weights from a height of 60 feet. The weights,
dropped ten times in each location, formed a 20-
foot grid of approximately ten'foot craters
Bulldozers then packed down two feet of gravel
before an ironing compaction pass with wider
weights further compressed the upper [-rve feet.
The foundation was set with 12'inch diameter
concrete piles tlriven 30 feet down to bedrock.

Constructing the public works complex on the
laadfrll solved two major problems for the city
of Albany. First, the cost of the new complex
absorbed the $1 million required to close and
cap the landfrll. Second, the landfill site pro-
vided the necessary acreage and linkageE to the
surrounding area. For years, the department of
public works had maintained scattered olfice
space requiring public vehicles to park all over
the city. As part of its ongoing capital improve-
ments, Albany sought a new state-of'the-art
home for the public works department in an
ideal location for service to the city.

When In The Life Of A Landfill Is The Best
Time For Development?
The decomposition process within a laadfrll suggests
that there is no "best time" to develop a landf-rll site.
In general, landfill development should be post-
poned until the site has been completely capped ald
vegetation has grown. Good vegetative cover con-
trols erosion and minimizes leachate by allowing the
plants to utilize moisture on the landfrll's surface
ihrough evapotranspiration. Vegetation also rnakes
the completed Landfrll more visually mmpatible with
the surrounding area.

The time to develop such a site depends on the
ty'pe ofdevelopment and the type ofwaste contained
in the landfrll. Parks and projects that can with'
stand settlement can pay less attention to timing
than more complicated developments. Inert waste
(fly ash, foundry sand and demolition debris) may
begin soon after landfrll closure because these land-
frlls do not settle or generat€ methane. With mu-
nicipal waste, however, timing of development is a
more di{Iicult issue.

In a municipal waste landfill, waste must undergo
several stages of decomposition before methane is
generated, creating a lag phase of about six months
to two or three years. The duration of active gas

generation appears to range from f-rve years in warm,
moist climates to 20 years in dry climates.6 To be as
safe as possible, a project should not be started until
methane generation has ceased and the refuse is
stable. However, these conditions are diffrcult tojudge
and may take several decades to occur.

E s t i mati n g D e co mp o sition
Two methods may be used to estimate the 6tate of
decomposition in a landfill: gas pump tests and cel-
lulose to figrrin ratios. Together, these analyses de-
termine how quickly a landhll can be developed for
a particular end use.

The gas pump test measures changes in pres-
sure in gas that has been pumped from a landfill to
evaluate the potential ofthe refuse to produce meth-
ane or to determine how much more methane the
refuse is expected to generate. Data from the pump
test must be extrapolated into the future for inter-
pretation, and they are subject to wide variability.

Refuse stability is determined by calculating the
cellulose to lignin ratio of refuse samples collected
from many different locations and depths in a land-
fill. Celtulose and ligrrin are specifrc organic mate-
rials that ocgur simultaneously in nature and are
present in fresh refuse. Cellulose (in the form of pa-
per and paper-related products) is the major chem-
ically identifrable constituent of municipal refuse.
Recently, data on the chemical composition of refuse
have been published, and these data have been used
in a mass balance analysis to cslculate a methane
potential for each chemical constituent. The results
indicate that cellulose and its related hemicellulose
fraction account for 97?o of the methane potential.?
Cellulose, therefore, can be expected to degrade dur-
ing the decomposition process and convert to meth'
ane. Liglin does not degrade under the anaerobic
(without free oxygen) conditions required for meth-
ane production; therefore, the ratio of cellulose to
ligrrin changes with time as waste decomposition oc-

curs. Studies that analyzed refuse samples from
landlills across the United States revealed that the
cellulose to ligrrin ratio decreased with time as the
waste decomposed. The ratio was approximately 4.0
for fresh refuse, 0.9 to 1.2 for active and partially
stabilized Iandfill and 0.2 for relatively well-stabi-
lized larrdf-rll.8

A Iandfrll site can be developed in stages that
take into account the decomposition process and its
associated side effects. The following example shows
how this method may be used.

r SaIt Meadows Park in Fairf'reld, Connecticut, is
being constructed in stages on 300 acres that
contain a wastewater treatment facility, two
landfrlls, a public works garage and a refuse
trarsfer station. The fust stage of development
involves constructing walking and bicycling
paths (with gravel and stone dust) and picnic
areas on the undulating terrain of one of the
landfill sites. The next stage involves an out-
door amphitheater that will be terraced with
fairly steep, gently sloping and somewhat level
gr€rssy areas. Years into the future when the
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landfill becomes more stable, a stage, band-
shell, dressing rooms, storage rooms and rest-
rooms will be added to the amphitheater.e

What Architectural Issues Need To Be
Addressed?
Any type of development on a landfill requires an
architectural desigrr that specifically addresses the
characteristics and limitations of the site. Architec-
tural designs must consider such issues as methane
generation, settlement, water runoff and long-term
care of the site.

Methane
Gases normally diffuse upward. However, since the
landfiIl cover is relatively impermeable due to its
high clay content, good compaction arrd possible wet
or frozen conditions, gases travel laterally until they
reach arl escape location. To prevent methane from
moving into structures built on a landfill site, gas
barriers and gas channeling devices must be con-
structed. These gas protection measures may simply
involve building a structure on a plastic liner that
is positioned over a layer of gravel. Because gravel
is permeable, it captures methane that is traveling
toward the building. The plastic liner prevents
metha-ne in the gravel layer from seeping upward.
Gas protection measures also may be quite sophis-
ticated as is shown in the following example.

r The Albany Public Works Complex (mentioned
previously) has a unique design for protecting
aga.inst the release of methane gas. The 15,000-
square-foot ollice area has been mnstructed over
a four-foot crawl space plenum (a space in which
the air pressure is greater than that of the out-
side atmosphere) for venting any methane gas
that may escape from the landfill. Gas buildup
in the plenum can be detected by manually
checking gas detectors. More importantly, a
methane concentration that reaches 207o of the
gas' explosive limit sounds an alarm and trig-
gere automatic aeration of the plenum to re-
move the methane within five minutes. Not since
the building opened on June 8, 1990, or at any
time before, has it been necessary to clear the
plenum of gas.

A three-fold system protects the 49,000-square-
foot garage area of the complex. Under the ga-
rage's concrete floor is a layer of sand that cov-
ers a geotextile fabric (a non-woven PVC barrier
layer). Below the fabric is a pipe system that
colleck methane from a one-foot layer of smooth,
washed stones. Gas sensors in the layer of stones
detect the concentration of methare, and they
will sound an alarm if methane reaches 20?o of
its lower explosive limit. Positive pressure
blowers or negative pressure suction then will
evacuate the gas within 30 minutes. Beneath
the stones is a PVC gas barrier membrane that
can stretch 7007o before it tears. The PVC layer
prevents methane from moving upward. A ring
of gas vents at the building's periphery vents
any gas that moves laterally.ro

Settlement
Landhll settlement is another issue that must be
adilressed in the architectural desigr of a develop-
ment. Two foundation methods (piles and the use of
virgin soil) for building structures, without waiting
for settlement to cease, were described previously.
Ifdevelopment can be postponed until the refuse has
stabilized, floating foundations may be used. Also,
because connections of utilities are subject to shear-
ing from differential settlement, utility couplings
must be flexible-

Water Runoff
Water that runs off buildings and parking lots con-
structed on a landhll should be collected and routed
to the sewer system. If not collected and rerouted,
the water will slowly seep through the landfill's cap
and into the refuse to create excess leachate which
is costly to treat and dispose and increases the po-
tential for groundwater contamination.
l,ang-Tenn Care
Developments on landfills must be designed and
constructed so as not to interfere with the long-term
care operations of the site. Tlpically in the United
States a lantlfrll must be monitored and maintained
for a 20- to 3O-year period after closure. Long-term
care involves monitoring groundwater, collecting ald
treating leachate, monitoring and controlling gas
migration as long as necessary and maintaining the
slope of and vegetation on the final cover. Devel-
opment projects must be designed to allow access to
particular areas of the landfill, such as leachate
st rage tanks, wat€r monitoring wells a.rrd gas vents,
so the long-term cere ofthe landfrll can be performed.

What Liability Comes With Owning Landfill
Property?
Landfrlls are designed to accept certain types of ref-
use. A landf-rll may accept relatively inert material,
such as fly ash or foundry sand, or it may accept
only hazardous (or potentially hazardous) materials.
Most landfrlls fall between these two extremes ald
receive norma.l community refuse. Today's modern
landfrlls are engineered specilically for the t1'pres of
waste they receive, and they are designed to mini-
mize potential hazards to the surrounding environ-
ment. However, no matter how well-desigrred and
operated, a landfrll still may cause surface and sub-
surface contamination. Waste contained in a prop-
erly maintained landf-rll is not inherently hazardous
but may become so under certain circumstances (e.g.,
excessive settling may cause leachate collection pipes
to crack or break, allowing leachate to contaminate
the area). If contamination occurs, some party will
be held responsible for repair and cleanup costs. Two
federal laws are most relevant to the potential lia-
bility involved with the investment in, operation on
or development of a landhll site.
Resource Conser "-ation And Recouery Act
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA), administered by the U.S. Enyironmental
Protection Agency (USEPA), regulates the genera-
tion, transportation, storage and disposal of hazard-
ous wastes. The purpose ofthis legislation is to prot€ct
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llf ollowing two centuries of industrial, commer-
]' cial. reiidential and even recreationa.l misuse
I of America's natural environment and re-
sources, the last several decades have seen signifr-
cant public concern for protecting the environment
fmm continuing degradation. Federal, state and even
local governments have recognized and responded
to this concern with a variety of legislative and reg-
ulatory programs intended to preserve envilonmen-
tal quality. While much ofthie effort seeks to ensure
clean air and water, a signifrcant amount of envi-
ronmental regulation seeks to clean up or prevent
further contamination of land. Owners, lessors, les-
sees, buyers, sellers, lenders and brokers of real es-
tate as well as others involved in real estate
transactions mr:st cope not only with the hmlth risks
and hazards of environmentally allected real estate,
but also with the laws that govern environmentally
contaminated and protected property.

A variety of environmental hazards may affect
real estate. Commercial and industrial facilities most
often are environmentally contaminated by sub-
stances that have been inadvertently or canelessly
discharged onto property. These facilities, for ex-
ample, may contain asbestos in the form of insula-
tion or flrreproohng materials, or they may overlie
abandoned or operational underground storage tanks
that are sources of soil or groundwater contamina-
tion. Residential properties may be environmentally
contaminated by insulation, carpeting or building
materials that emit radon, lead, asbestos particles
or formaldehyde gas or by materials employed by a
previous commercial user. R.esidential properties also
may be environmentally threatened by under-
ground storage tanks arld by electromagnetic fields
emalating from electric transmission and distribu-
tion Iines and other power sources. Residential or
commerciaUindustrial properties may be limited in
their development by environmental interests in
preserving coastal areas, endangered species' habi-
tats or wetlands.

As one might expect, legislative measures
adopted to address environmental problems, and the
ways in which these laws may a1lect real estate, are
numerous and complex. The purpose of this article
therefore is to identify the most prominent environ-
mental problems addressed by legislative and/or
regu.latory schemes.

Superfund
Perhaps the most infamous environmental issue af-
fecting real estate originated with the Comprehen-
sive Environmental Response, Compensation and
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The data sets were subjected to a series of sta-
tistical tests to provide a basis for reaching judg-
ments about: (1) whether proximity to a known SSA
had a negative effect on residential property values
in any of the three towns; (2) how far away from the
SSA any nega.tive price effect was felt; and (3) how
persistently aly such negative effect was felt over
time. Three ststistical procedures were employed:

r Simple comparisons of averages resulted in
graphs depicting the movement of average
ADISPSF in different distarce zones.

r Percentage changes were calculated by com-
paring averages of ADJSPSF before and after
January l, 1984. Tlends in sales volume were
similarly tested and compared. In addition,
changes in the percentage mix of sales by zone
for each year within each town were compared.

r Multiple regression analysis received major
emphasis. ADJSPSF was the focal dependent
variable.

Within MRA, the standard Hedonic Pricing
Model was applied using two time measures: (1) deed
date, a continuous variable; and (2) before-after Jan-
uary 1, 1984, a binary variable. The coefficients for
all reported distance zones represented incremental
differences from the price of the most distant zone
(G) which served as a control.

Finally, the Hedonic Pricing Model was modi-
[-red to incorporate time-distance interactions ofboth
deed date and before-a.fter time in combination with
distance zone.

Conclusions
The results of the statistical tests and their f-rndings
led to the following conclusions.

Only in Town B was there any systematic, sig-
nificant negative effect on ADJSPSF ond on sales
volume for properties close to the SSA. In Towns A
and C, where remefiation and cleanup were com-
pleted promptly, no syst€matic or sigrrif-rcant nega-
tive effect was evident except in sales volume in
1989. The period ofthis decline in sales was too brief
to provide a basis for generalization.

After Ja-nuar5r 1, 1984, patterns of negative ef-
fects on ADJSPSF were spotty, un-systematic and
generally insigrrificant. The only consistent nega-
tive impacts appeared in Town B, in Zones S, A, B
and D. Even there, negative interactive time-dis-
taace variables were not signilicaat. Most consistent
was a lower rate of increase in average ADJSPSF
in Zone S generally and in Zones A and B in Town
B.

Sales volumee in the distance zones closest to
the SSAs did not decline perceptibly in the years
immediately following the December, 1983,
announcement. Aly decreases that did occur were
quite temporary. In 1988 and 1989, however, when

the general level of residential sales volume de-
creased throughout the market area, the declines
were much sharper in Zones S, A and B. No direct
association with proximity to the SSAs was dem-
onstrated, however.

No measurable negative impact beyond the SSA
was evident in Towns A and B. Even there, the post-
announcement effects lyere not signif-rcant. In Town
B, on the other hand, negative price (and sales vol-
ume) effects were found with properties located at
least 500 feet from the outer boundary of the SSA
through Zone B. It is arguable that the negative
impact extended through Zone D (1,500 feet away
from the SSA) in Town B, even though the measur-
able effects in intervening Zone C was posiriue.

Standard MRA using the Hedonic Pricing Model
supported and clarilied these conclusions based on
comparisons of averages and comparisons of trends.
Nega.tive statistically significant coefficients asso-
ciated with location were found in Town B only. There
the coefficients for Zones S, A and B were both neg-
ative and statistically sigrrificant. There was no such
impact in Town A or Town C.

The foregoing conclusions also were reinforced
when interactive time-distance variables were in-
corporated into the Hedonic Pricing Model. The neg-
ative impacts noted in Zones S, A and B in Town B
were generally not signifrcant; nevertheless, there
was a continuing negative impact associated with
property locations in Zones S, A and B after January
1, 1984, in Town B only, through at least June, 1989.

Any continuing, significant negative price im-
pacts associated with proximity to an SSA were lim-
ited to Town B. The SSA within Town B was the
site within which barrels of radioactive soil were
prominently stored in the open for more than two
years with attendant continuing publicity. Several
contaminated properties in this town were fenced
off, and danger signs warning of radiation hazards
were prorninently displayed.

The Superfund sites in Towns A and C, on the
other hand, were cleaned up expeditiously, and they
had none of the adverse publicity that persisted in
Town B. As a result, their potential negative im-
pacts were effectively eliminated. Accordingly, no
sigrificant negative effects on A-DJSPSF or sales
volume emerged. Indeed, with the exception ofprop-
erties within the Superfund site itself in 1988 and
1989, no negative price effect was identihed in Towns
A arrd C.

Therefore, the market response to proximity to
a known SSA was a direct function of the speed and
appar€nt effectiveness of any remediation or cleanup
effort. These results were generally consistent with
findings from other, similarly desigrred and exe-
cuted statistical studies in other states.

human beings from the dangers of illega-l dumping
of hazardous waste. The act applies primarily to
busi.nesses that deal with hazardous materials on a
daily basis. Under this law, only landfills approved
by the USEPA may be used for hazardous waste
disposal.

Superfund
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Com-
pensation and Liability Act (CERCI"A), also known
as Superfund, was enact€d in 1980 (and revised in
the Superfr:nd Amendments and Reauthorization Act
ISARAI of 1986) to provide funds that state govern-
ments and the USEPA can use, in emergency situ-
ations, to contain and cleanup hazardous wast€
contamination. The act authorizes the USEPA to
impose cleanup (or remedial action) responsibility
on property owners and,/or operators. If the cleanup
order is ignored, the USEPA can perform the cleanup
itself and bill responsible parties for the cost. If
cleanup is necessary and the responsible parties
cannot be found or forced to do the cleanup at their
own expense, the site is placed on the USEPA's Na-
tional Priority List. Sites on this list are cleaned up
in order as determined by the potential harm and
human health risk they impose.

Three forms of liability for site remediation ex-
ist. Strict liability always exists and is imposed on
any entity (e.g., person, partnership or corporation)
related to the property as an owner, operator, trans-
porter of or generator of hazardous material. The
liability is imposed regardless of whether the entity
knew of the problem or waa even at fault. If more
than one party is responsible, joint liability is im-
posed. The USEPA can require cleanup costs to be
covered by any of the involved parties, including
lenders. Ifa lender has participated in the operation
of (or continues to operate aller foreclosure) a prop-
erby that is named by the USEPA, the lender will
be a likely target for reimbursement of cleanup costs.
This fact has caused marry lenders to rethink com-
mercial and industrial loan underwriting policies.
Finally, liability is retroactive in that all previous
owners and operators of a property may be held li-
able, even if the problem occurred before the enact-
ment of CERCI-A.

Exceptions to Superfund's strict liability are
limited. The three exceptions (also known as the
"Third Party Defense") are summarized as follows:

1. If the contamination was csused solely by an
act of God or war.

2. If contamination "was caused solely by an act
or omission of a third party other tharr an em-
ployee or agent of the new owner or other than
one whose act or omission occurs in connection
with a contractual relationship, existing di-
rectly or indirectly with the new owner."

3. If the nev/ owner "establishes by a preponder-
ance of the evidence that he exercised due care
with respect to the hazardous substance con-
cerned, taking into consideration the charac-
teristics of such hazardous substance in light
of all relevant facts and circumstances, and he

took precautions against foreseeable acts or
omissions of any such third party and the con-
sequences that could foreseeably result from
such acts or omissions."l r

Given the limited legBl defenses against liability,
anyone contemplating the purchase or use of a land-
fill site must do everything possible to protect him-
self before committing to anlthing.
Suggestions For Risk Reduction
Risk has been defrned as the difference between ex-
pectations and realizations.l2 Expectations are based
on assumptions. The obvious method for reducing
the risk of liability is to do everything within legal,
frnancial and time limitations to "assume" as little
as possible. In the case of landhll development, the
site itself holds a set of specialized assumptions that
must be confronted. Therefore, the frrst step is to
learn as much as possible about the assumptions
associated with a landhll site. The following is a list
of suggested actions.

I. Research the site history.
A. Who were the previous owners?
B. What were the previous uses? Check to

see if any previous use involved the gen-
eration, storage (including underground
tanks) or disposal of hazardous material
listed by the USEPA. If so, were all op-
erations performed according to govern-
ment regulations? Are there any records
of contamination? If so, how was the sit-
uation remediated?

II. Find out if the property or surrounding prop-
erty is (or may be) designated by USEPA or
the state as a cleanup site.

III. Review landlill desigrr and construction.
A. Desigrr.

1. Who designed the landfrll? What is their
track record?

2. Was the landfill desigrred according to
regulations? Were any exceptions made
for special conditions?

3. What type of waste was the landl'rll de-
signed to handle?

B. Construction.
1. Who constructed the landfill? What is

their track record?
2. Did the construction ofthe larrdl-rll fol-

Iow the desigrr? Were any design re-
visions necessary?

IV. Review the owner and management history
of the site.
A. Has the owner or manager been cited for

aly violations regarding the operation or
safety of the landhll? For example:
1. Groundwater contamination?
2. Improper daily cover?
3. Complaints about odors?
4. Violations for accepting wastes other

than those types approved for the site
(e.g., a municipal landfill taking haz-
ardous waste)?

B. Are management practices well
documented?
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C. What is the owner's and the manager's
track record? Have they owned or man-
aged other landfrlls? If so, how have they
performed in the past?

V. Determine long-term care responsibility: Who
is currently maintaining the site? Will they
continue to do so?

VI. Assess the frt of the project to:
A. Physical attributes: Is the site suitable for

the development, considering such factors
as size, shape, slope, topography, soil con-
ditions and drainage characteristics?

B. l,eeaupolitical attributes: Is the property
zoned for the intended use? If not, what is
the potential for changing the zoning
classification? Is there likely to be oppo-
sition to the proposed development?

C. Linkage attributes; Does the site have the
necessary access and utilities?

D. Environmental attributes: How will the
proposed project affect the landfrll and the
surrounding environment? For example,
will excees weight disturb the cap? Will
runolf from a parking lot overload the
surrounding drainage systems?

E. Dynamic attributes (people's perception):
How will the community respond to the
proposed development? How will the in-
tended market react to a landf-rll site?

VII. Hire a qualified environmentsl engineer to
address the following issues:
A. Does contamination exist on (or near) the

pmperty in the soil, water or air?
B. If not, what is the potential for contami-

nation from the landfrll site and neigh-
boring properties?

C. If so, what would be the cost of repair ac-
cording to federal, state and local
specifrcations?

As a frnal precaution, indemnification clauses,
dralted by a lawyer familiar with environmental lit-
igation, should be included in development con-
tracts. Although indemnification clauses do not
release owners and operators of the property from
the strict liability mentioned above, these clauses
cs.n be enforced to recover the cost of cleanup.

What Does The Future Hold For Landfills
And Their Subsequent Development?
The function of a landfrll will change in the near
future due to the practice of integrated waste man-
agement, which involves the coordinated use of waste
reduction, recycling, treatment and disposal sys-
tems to minimize envhonmental impact and maxi-
mize resource utilization at a reasonable cost.ls One
result of int€grat€d wast€ management is that a
la-ndhll will no longer be considered a final resting
place for alJ material but a waste decomposition
system.

Landfills will always be a necessarlr component
of the integrated waste management system, be-
cause there always will be a residue that cannot be
recycled, burned or composted. Estimates indicate

that if waste were reduced by all possible methods,
50?o of lhe landhll volume still would be needed.l!

Up to this point, landfrlls have progressed from
the old town dump to today's modern, sanitary land-
fills beause of reactions to environmental problems.
It is anticipated that future land{-rll desigr will be
proactive in nature. Research on refuse decomposi-
tion has revealed two principal methods for enhanc-
ing decomposition.

I*arhate Recycling
Leachate recycling collects leachate from the base
of a landfrll and pumps it to the landfill's surface
where it ie injected into the cap. This method main-
tains a high moisture content throughout the land-
frll, increasing the rate of waste decomposition. It is
expected that Ieachate recycling will greatly reduce
the time necessary for complete decomposition of
landhll waste. As a result, development of a landfill
site may be possible in 10 to 15 years instead of 20
or 30 years.

Waste Segregation
Some tJrp€s of waste are more conducive to degra-
dation in a landfil than others. For this reason, fu-
ture landfrlls may specialize in sprecific tpes of waste.
One kind of landhll may contain inert matter, while
another may be Iike a reactor in which "refuse is
kept moist, allowed to decompose, and eventually is
dug up and used as compost."r6

While these enhancement methods have been
used in laboratories, they have not yet been applied
to full-scsle landf-rlls for long.term monitoring and
direct evaluation of results. Strict government reg-
ulations and liability issues in the United States are
impediments to testing and practicing these inno-
vative concepts in la-ndfill disposal. For this reason,
Europe is far ahead of the United States in applying
modern landfrlling techniques and ideas. The lack
of research and development funding from federal
and state governments and private industry also has
curtailed the trial of new ideas regarding decom-
position enhancement. Curent research and devel-
opment efforts have improved past design problems,
and more rigorous design standards have been de-
veloped. Sti[, future landfill desigrrs (most likely
from Europe) will treat landf-rlls as reactors for
quickly degrading refuse, promoting gas use, reduc-
ing environmental impacts and allowing for faster
development of a completed landfill site.

Conclusion
As wellJoceted, developable urban parcels become
scarce, landlill sites grow more desirable. Problems
associated with the development of landf l sites, such
as market perception, lender uncertainty, govern-
ment regulation and oversight and exposure to lia-
bility, are not iasurmountable.

This article proposes that modern landfills are
temporary land uses and that, following an appro-
priate period ofutilization, redevelopment ofa land-
fiII site is not only possible but desirable. Technolog,
is having a signihcant impact on the duration of the

TABLE 8

Comparison of MRA Coeftrcients and t values Time-Distance Interactions: Before-After January 1, 19841

Variable
Three-Town

Total
Town

A
Town

B
Town

C

SFLIVAREA

AGE

BEFAtr"I

GARSTAI,S

LOTSIZE

Zone S

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

Zone D

Zone E

Zone F

S'BEFAT"I

A*BEFATT

BIBEFAtr"T

CTBEFAtr"I

D*BEFAT"T

E*BEFAFT

FIBEFA.F'T

R-Squared
F Ratio
Standard Error
of Estimate
Durbin-Watson
Number of Sa]es

- 0.01
(13.78)t*
- 0.10

( - 2.36)r
30.00
(9.12).t
5.88

(4.14).r
.0008

(15.19)r*
- 4.94

( - r.19)
- 1.99

( - 0.36)
-7.29

( - r.34)
- 2.02

(- 0.42)
- 8.75

( - 1.76)
- 7.37

( - 0.34)
- 3.43

( - 0.85)
7 .72

(7.47)
2.25

(0.36)
9.33
0.47)
10.35
( 1.81)
11.62
(2.02)l
L.32

(0.28)
5.81

(1.18)
0.47

43.37
24.60

1.70
1,403

- 0.01
( - 7.01)**
- 0.23

( - 3.54)'*
25.94
(6.79)'*
6.90

(2.93)r*
.0008

(7.22\'*
- 19.78
(- 2.'t)r
- 11.80
( - 1.13)

- 17.58
( - 1.41)
- 9.63

( - 1.35)

- 9.84
(- 1.29)

- 6.00
(- 1.13)

- 7.87
(- t.42)
- 1.08

(- 0.1u
- 0.39

( - 0.03)
- 1.51

( - 0.11)
10.51
( 1.13)

-2.62
( - 0.28)

0.09
(0.01)
3.45

(0.50)
0.51

15.22
24.L0

- 0.03
(- 11.41)**

- 0.09
( - 1.18)

26.69
(3.63)'.
8.23

(3.43)t*
.0011

(14.58)**

- 4.30
( - 0.44)

0.30
(0.03)

- 4.01
( - 0.45)
- 0.15

( - 0.02)
- 5.41

( - 0.57)
-7.35

( - 0.81)
- 6.65

( - 0.68)
4.59

(0.43)
0.22

(0.02)
L2.02
(L.27)
8.43

(0.84)
16.78
(1.63)
6.04

(0.62)
10.70
(0.95)
0.58

2t.47
24.51

1.96
485

1.66
445

1.95
473

1. ADJSPSF is dzpendent uori4ble. 2. Nutubers in parenthes$ are t ualues

' = Significant at the .05 leuel

" = Stgaificanl at the .01 leuel

enhance or exacerbate any negative effects that a
location close to the SSA in Town B already had on
ADJSPSF,

Summary
A total data set of 1 ,423 usable sales of single-family
residential properties in three towns in northern New
Jersey was studied over the period July 1, 1980,

through June 30, 1989. Detailed property and sales
transaction information was gathered from public
records, published sources and lield inspections. The
Iocation of each sales property was identihed by dis-
tance zone from the boundaries of a Superfund site
(SSA) in each town. Sales within the SSAs them-
selves, both before and after January 1, 1984, also
were included.
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- 0.01
( - 5.30)*.
- 0.10

(- r.24)
30.36
(5.06)*r
0.94

(0.38)
.0009

(4.40)**
-7.74(- r.22)
-2.94

( - 0.37)
- 3.11

( - 0.30)
- 1.87

( - 0.21)
- 5.98

( - 0.67)
- 0.02

( - 0.00)
- 3.29

(- 1.22)
13.58
(r.89)

7 .69
(0.86)
8.96

(0.75)
11.21
(1.06)
8.74

(0.84)
3.05

(0.37)
8.38

(1.03)
0.49

15.34
22.L8



TABLE 7

Comparison of MRA Coeflicients and t Values Time-Distance Interaqtionsl

temporary nature of a modern landhll. As the tem-
porary use period is reduced (from 25 or 30 years to
less than l0 years), the adaptive reuse considera-
tions of a Iandfrll site fall within the normative time
horizone of most large-scale development plans.

With insight, cane and craltsman-like diligence,
a modern landfill site csn be transformed from al
underutilized mound of dirt and refuse to an eco-
nomically effrcient real estate asset that is beneli-
cial to the consumer, the community and the
developer.
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Three-Town

Total
Town

A
Town

B
Town

C

- 0.01
(14.67)+r

- 0.16
(- 4.47)*'

8.30
(15.04)rr

.0007
(l6.01)**

6.64
(5.56)'*

- 60.55
( - 0.88)
- 29.59
( - 0.34)

18.66
(0.22)

- 0.05
( - .0007)

- 100.61
(- L.27)
-76.04
( - 1.14)

- 79.97
(- r.r1)

0.71
(0.88)
0.35

(0.35)

- 0.23
( - 0.23)

0.03
(0.04)
1.16

0.25)
0.90

(1.15)
0.95
(r.r2)
0.62

80.91
20.75

- 0.01
( - 6.85)**
- 0.16

(-2.49)r
8.14

(9.21)*r
.0008

(4.66)**
2.60

(r.37)
- 95.68
( - 1.06)

- 87.86
( - 0.76)

- 111.46
( - 0.78)

15.78
(0.r2)

- 215.06
( - r.53)

- 162.86
( - 1.57)

- 234.42
( - 2.11)*

1.13
(1.07)
1.09

(0.81)
1.36

(0.81)

- 0.12
( - 0.08)

2.55
(r.55)
1.96

( 1.61)
2.77
(2.r3).
0.69

35.80
t7 .29

- 0.01
( - 6.56)r'*
-0.25

(-4.40)*r
7 .14

(9.51)* *
.0007

(7.68)* *

5.66
(2.7 4)**

- rr3.72
( - 0.66)

49.55
(0.26)

- 160.13
( - 0.64)

- 132.78
( - 0.90)
151.70

(1.08)

- 111.82
( - 1.08)

- 36.98
( - 0.35)

1.13
(0.55)

- 0.60
( - 0.32)

1.68
(0.58)
1.54

(0.88)

- 1.91
(- 1.16)

7.27
(r.04)
0.38

(0.31)
0.62

24.25
2L.14

- 0.03
( - 12.49)*',r

- 0.16
( - 2.56)*

7.97
( 7.39)'l *

.0011
( 15.55)* *

9.99
(5.07)+l

- 51.23
( - 0.37)
- 51.03
( - 0.34)

50.16
(0.42)
32.48
(0.26)

- 163.19
( - 1.30)

- 7 4.62
( - 0.61)

- 5.23
( - 0.04)

0.58
(0.36)
0.59

(0.33)

- 0.56
( - 0.39)
- 0.36

( - 0.25)
1.94

(1.33)
0.84

(0.59)
0.09

(0.05)
0.71

39.18
20.19

1.54
1,403

r.79
485

1.58
445

1.83
473

These interactive variable findings showed a clear
and reasonably consistent pattern. Any negative ef-
fects that could be identified and measured in as-
sociation with proximity to one of the SSAs ofer
January 1, 1984, were conl-rned to Town B. Even the
negative effects in Town B were not statistically

sigrrihcaat, however; they could easily have oc-
curred by chance. In Towns A and C, no measurable
or discernible negative effect from proximity to the
SSA was indicated, especially after Januar5r 1, 1984.
Moreover, the interactive model results indicated that
the passage of time after the announcement did not
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AGE

DDATE

LOTSIZE

GARSTALS

Zone S

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

7.one D

Zorre E

Zone F

STDDATE

ATDDATE

B'DDATE

C*DDATE

DIDDATE

EIDDATE

F*DDATE

R-Squared
F Ratio
Standard Error
of Estimate
Durbin-Watson
Number of Sales
1. Time ia deed d,ale: ADJSPSF is the d.zpcnd.ent uoriable. 2. Numbers in panntheses drz t-ua.lues
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HOW A
GANBAGE
DI'MP BECAII,IE
A POST OFFICE

A fiue-acre municipal dutnp proued to be
an enuironmentally and econornically
responsible site for an air mail facilities
building.

by John J. Wallace, CRE

f he assignment: to acquire five acres of Iand for
I the U.S. Postal Service at Albuquerque Inter-
I national Airport. The problems: ihe only avail-

able site was fr.lled with 40 feet and 30 years ol
accumulation of municipal garbage; the Postal Ser-
vice was unwilling to assume liability for environ-
mental contamination of unknown dimensions, nor
to spend more for the use of the land than the worth
of its surface rights. Although the assigrment was
seemingly impossible at the time, a major postal [a-
cility sits on that hve-acre site today, Completion of
this assigrrment may provide a model for cleaning
up and reusing similarly polluted properties.

The Assignment
In early 1987, at the time of the Albuquerque as-
signment, our hrm (Wallace & Steichen, Inc.) al-
ready had extensive experience with the Postal
Service. This experience provided us with a detailed
understanding of the Postal Service's site and facil-
ity requirements and acquisition procedures. We also
had a strong working relationship with the staff of
the Postal Service's real estate, facilities and envi-
ronmental divisions. A close and trusting consul-
tant-client relationship is important to the success
of any consulting assignment, but it is crucial to the
success of the really diflicult jobs. We soon were to
learn that this job would be a diffrcult one.

Air Mail Facilities
Air Mail Facilities, usually referred to in Postal Ser-
vice lingo as AMFs, are located at major airports
that serve an area through which all mail moving
by air must pass. The Albuquerque AMF serves the
entire state of New Meico. Any mail in the air mail,
Iirst class, overnight, special delivery or priority cat-
egories that is sent to or from the state of New Mex-
ico likely will pass through the Albuquerque AMF.
Third a-nd fourth class mail which travels by air on
a space-available basis also may pass through this
AMF.

AMFs have unique site requirements that are
often diffrcult to meet. First, the site must be located
within al airport's security fence to provide direct
access to flight ramps so air cargo containers from
airlines that have contracts with the Postal Service
may be picked up and delivered directly.

Second, the site must possess direct vehicular
access to public streets so that Postal Service vehi-
cles can collect and distribute mail to major postal
facilities throughout the state.

Third, the site must be relatively large; space
must be allowed for adequate exterior secured paved

John ,1. llollace, CRE, is a principaL and president of Wal-
lo4 & Steichen, Inc., a real estate consulting compan! lo-
c:atcd in Palo Alto, CA Duing his 20-year real eswe cateer,
he has serued. in a number of capacities, incLuding senior
real estate economisl with SRI ltternational.

properties in Zone S. The small numbers of sales in
individual zones in each town in each year made it
both diffrcult and potentially misleading to draw
further general conclusions.

M ultiple R egre s sion Analy sis
The dependent variable used in all MRA models was
inflation-a{iusted sales price per square foot of liv-
ing area (ADISPSF). T\vo time variables were em-
ployed: DDATE (date of deed: year and month) and
BEFAI"I, which indicated whether the deed was re-
corded before January l, 1984, or aft,er December
3f, 1983. If the recording occurred after December
31, 1983, BEFAI'T was assigned a value of 1; if the
sale occurred prior to January 1, 1984, the value of
BEFA-FT was 0.

The price influence of all reported distance zone
locations was compared with that of Zone G, the
most distant zone from each SSA. Therefore, the val-
ueg or coefficients for each ofthe reported seven zone
variables (S and A through F) represent dollar dif-
ferences in comparison with the price effects of a
Zone G location. A negative coefficient meant that
the dollar level of price influence for the zone in
question was lorler than that for Zone G. A positive
coeflicient meant that iL w* higher than that for
Zone G.

Adjusted Sales Price Per Square Foot As The
Dependent Variable. MRA was applied separately to
the three-town total data set and to the Town A,
Town B and Town C data subsets.

The results were impressive statistically. The
coefficient of multiple determination (R-squared),
which indicated the percent of variance in ADJSPSF
explained by the independent variables, was at ac-
ceptable to high levels. Moreover, the high F ratios
in the models mean that it was almost totally un-
likely that the results occurred by chance.

Both DDATE and BEFAtr"I were highly signif-
icant andposlliue, which indicated a continuing (im-
plicitly linear) increase in ADJSPSF over the entire
study period. Lot size and square feet of living area
were next most sigrrifrcant, followed by number of
garage stalls ald age at the time of sale.

In Town A, none of the zone variables was sta-
tistically signifrcant. Moreover, they all were pos-
itive. In Town B, on the other hand, all zone
coeffrcients were negative. Coeffrcients for Zones S,
B arrd D were statistically sigrrificant. These results
indicated a probable negative influence on ADISPSF
associated with Zones S, B and D (and possibly Zone
A) Iocations relative to Zone G.

In Town C, as in Town A, none of the zone var-
iables was statistically signifrcant. The Zone S coef-
hcient was negative in both time models, but there
was a high probability that this was a chaace
occurTence.

In summar5r, there was no evidence of negative
price impacts from locations in Zones S, A and B in

Town A; there was a small but almost totally insig-
nifrcant negative impact in Zone S in Town C. In
Town B, on the other hand, the negative influences
of proximity to the Superfund site (Zones S, A and
B as well as D) were both apparent and statistically
sigrrifrcant.

Time-Distance Interartions. The MRA models
discussed above took into consideration the separate
price influences of both time and distance from the
pertinent SSA in each town. Other property and
transaction characteristics also were included in the
analysis with ADJSPSF as the dependent variable.

RECGC made further t€sts in an attemPt to
identify a:ed measure lhe combined orTbjn! effects
of time and distance zone location on ADJSPSF.
Special emphasis was placed on "time" after Janu-
ary 1, 1984.

In MR.A models, any existing joint or combined
effect can be identihed and measured through the
use of an interactive variable. In this instance, the
interactions of the time and locstion variables were
calculated and tested.

(Table 7 shows the interactions of the deed date
with each of the distaace zone indicators to produce
the seven time-distance interactive variables in-
cluded in the models. Similarly, Table 8 shows the
results of using before-after/distance zone interac-
tive variables. Tables 7 and 8 identi$ the same highly
sigrrifrcant variables: DDATE or BEFAI"I, SFLI-
VARE and LOTSIZE. AGE and GARSTAI,S also are
signifrcant.)

All of the distance zone variables were not sig-
nificant in the three-town total data set. Similarly,
all the time-distance interactive variables were not
sigrrificant except for D/BEFAFT (which was pos-
itive). Only the interactive variable for Zone B in
Table 7 was negative; all the others in both models
were positive. For the three-town total data set,
therefore, no post-announcement negative effect of
any consequence on ADJSPSF was associated with
proximity to the SSAs.

Very similar results were found for Town A. Only
the Zone C/DDATE interactive variable in Table 7
was negative. All others, especially for Zones S, A
and B, werepositiue. Moreover, only the positive in-
teractive variable for Zone F in Table 7 was statis-
tically signifrcant. None of the BEFAFI interactions
was statistically sigrrifrcant.

In Town B, on the other hand, the interactive
variables for Zones A and D in Table 7 and for Zones
S, A, B and D in Table 8 were all zegotiue. AII others
were positive. None of the interactive variables for
Town B was statistically sigrriftcant, however.

In Town C, only the interactive variables for
Zones B and C in Table 7 were negative, but both
zones were quite insigrrifrcant. All interactive var-
iables were positive in Table 8. No interactive var-
iable was statistically sigrificant in either Table 7
or 8.
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TABLE 6

Number of Sales as a Percentage of Each Year's Total (by Zone)

areas for cargo and postal vehicle parking and ma-
neuvering, an air cargo container storage area, un-
secured employee parking areas and a one-story
building of about 30,000 square feet.

Finaily, an AMF must have vehicular access and
parking to provide the retail postal customer with
24-hour service.

Albuquerque International Airport
At the time we accepted this assigrrment, the Al-
buquerque AMF was il desperate need of more space.
Because of the lack of space, mailbags often were
left outside on the airport tarmac, covered only with
tarps when rainfall was imminent. The AMF was
operating out of a 5,000-square-foot building on a
36,000-square-foot site. Our assignment was to
identify and acquire a 220,000-square-foot site on
which a 30,000-square-[oot building could be built
and later expanded to 45,000 square feet or more.
To complicate matters, the airport was in the process
of its own major expansion program. The existing
AMF consequently was slated for demolition; al-
ready, giant earth moving equipment was operating
within 50 feet of the AMF.

We discovered that the airport expansion plans
made no provision or a-llowance for the Postal Ser-
vice's needs. That the $120 million Albuquerque air-
port expansion program did not include space for a
postal facility was not unusual. Increased need for
airport land, caused by the rapid growth ofair travel
and restricted airport locations due to urban en-
croachment, have created tight space conditions at
airports throughout the United States. In addition,
airport planners often have placed the needs of com-
mercial air carriers and air cargo companies ahead
ofthe Postal Service's needs. The Postal Service does
not own or operate its own planes, while United Par-
cel Service, Emery and Federal Express own and
operate their own aircraft. Thus the Postal Service
is in the unique position of needing access to airline
ramp areas even though it does not operate aircraft.

Two other factors made site selection and ac-
quisition difllcult. The runways at Albuquerque In-
ternational Airport are used jointly by commercial
carriers and U.S. Air Force planes from Kirkland
Air Force Base, an active, secured military estab-
lishment. It is not uncommon for takeoff of a com-
mercial jetliner to be followed by the simultaneous
takeoff of a pair ofjet fighters. Because Kirkland
Air Force Base controls about half of the airport
property and adjacent land, many nearby sites were
offlimits for all but military uses.

The airport is located on the western edge of a
mesa. Steep dropoffs to the west and southwest made
expansion diflicult in these directions. Thus, site se-
lection for a Postal Service AMF at Albuquerque
Airport was hampered by urban growth, the pres-
ence of a secured military facility and natural
topography.

The Assignment Changes
At my initial meeting with airport offrcials, I was
told not only that there were no sites available for

a new AMF but that within six months the Postal
Service would have to vacate its existing AMF. This
news was unexpected and serious in its implications
on our work. Without the existing facility, no matter
how inadequate it was, how could the Postal Service
fulfrll the needs ofthe residents ofNew Mexico? The
news set off alarm bells at the Postal Service's West-
ern Regional Headquarters in San Bruno, Califor-
nia, and changed our number-one priority from
hnding a site for a new AMF to keeping the existing
facility in operation.

The Postal Service was leasing the lard and
building for the present AMF from a private real
estate investor who had a master ground lease from
the city of Albuquerque which owned the fee prop-
erty rights. AII terms alld conditions of the land and
building leases were reviewed with a hne-tooth comb,
not only by our f-rrm but by the Postal Service's real
estate arrd legal stalf at Western Regional Head-
quarters. The leases subsequently were sent to the
legal stalI at the Postal Service's national head-
quarters in Washington, DC. Review of the leases
indicated that: (1) because the leases had no provi-
sion for early termination, the Postal Service had
the right to use the existing AMF for another five
years, (2) because the Postal Service had options to
extend the lease for six additional five-year terms,
it had the right to operate its AMF at the same
location for almost 30 more years. Legal review also
demonstrated that the cihr's eminent domain powers
could not be used to take over land leased by a fed-
eral agency.

The Postal Service decided to affirm to the city
of Albuquerque, in the most clear, direct and une-
quivocal terms possible, the following: (1) the valid-
ity ofthe Postal Service's lease and the lessor's master
ground lease; (2) the Postal Service's intention to
defend its leasehold interest through legal action at
the highest levels, extending even to Washington,
DC, if necessary; and (3) the Postal Service's inten-
tion to continue to operate at the existing location
until a suitable new location was acquired.

I suggested that it might be wise for Postal Ser-
vice employees to operate the existing facility 24
hours a day to ensure that the structure was not
"mistakenly" demolished by an errant earth mover
in the middle of the night. Although I offered this
suggestion partly in jest, I was aware of more than
one case in which demolition or destruction of real
property improvements or natural amenities (trees,
for example) rendered lease provisions, even with
court protection, moot. If the AMF were mistakenly
damaged or demolished, a lawsuit to recover mon-
eta4r damages would drag on for years; in the mean-
time, the Postal Service would be without an
operating AMF. I also knew that airport officials
were motivated to assist the Postal Service in find-
ing a site for a new facility in order to eliminate the
existing one which put a monkey wrench in the air-
port's $120 million expansion plans.

Three-Town Total
Zone

Year S A B D E G AllC F

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
r989
AIl

L6.257o
17.31
L5.24
18.06
L2.43
L2.39
14.03
19.14
13.43
12.90
14.90

8.7570
5.77
5.77
6.25
8.65

11.50
12.22

8.02
11.94

1.61
8.92

8.21
12.90

7.38

7L.257a
6.73

10.48
9.72
3.78
7 .52

10.41
8.02
8.21

16.13
8.57

8.759o
9.62
6.67
6.t,r'
5.95

11.50
11.76
11.73
14.18
6.45
9.91

75.00?o
11.54
17 .t4
17.36
14.59
14.60
13.57
15.43

8.21
tt.2g
14.05

8.75?o
8.65
4.76
4.86
7.03
7.08
9.05
5.56

13.7 1Vo

23.08
20.95
13.89
23.24
19.03
14.03
16.05
17.16
19.35
77 .92

17 .50Vo
17.31
19.05
27.53
24.32
16.37
14.93
16.05
18.66
19.35
18.34

100.007c
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Town A
Zone

Year S A B C D E F G All
1980
1981
7982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

A11

32.14?o
33.33
41.18
26.87
19.70
18.42
25.35
32.76
27 .78
36.36
26.69

l0.7L%o
12.82
5.88
8.96
9.09

l7.l l
14.08
8.62

12.96
0.00

11.50

3.5710
5.13

11.76
1.49
6.06
3.95
4.29
7.72
7 .41
9.09
4.52

l0.7lVo
0.00
5.88
7.46
1.52
6.58
9.86
6.90
5.56
9.09
6.16

L0.77Vo
17.95
23.53
10.45
25.76
15.79
12.68
13.79
14.81
27 .27
16.02

14.29Ea
7.69
5.88

25.37
16.67
15.?9
14.08
13.79
9.26
9.09

14.78

14.29Vo
15.38
0.00

13.43
15.15
10.53
14.08
72.07
16.67
9.09

13.14

100.007c
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

7
5
5
t

11
5

57?c
69
88
97
06
84
63

10.34
5.56
0.00
7 .79

Town B
Zone

Year S A B C D E F G All
1980
198r
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
Alt

1.72

5.26
6.94
2.70
0.00
4.r7
4.01

3.859o
tl.54
5.36
8.62
5.77
6.58
5.56

10.81
4.55
0.00
6.46

7 .697o
0.00
3.57
3.45
3.85
6.58
6.94
5.41

13.64
0.00
5.t2

Ll.54Vo
3.85

10.71
8.62
L.92
6.58

11.11
5.41
0.00
8.33
7.35

3.8570
19.23

1.79
10.34

3.85
6.58

13.89
5.41
9.09
8.33
8.02

Town C
Zone

15.38Vo
23.08
23.27
12.07
27.15
19.74
79.44
29.73

20.83
20.27

0.00Vo
0.00
5.36

26.92Va
19.23
23.2t
18.97
25.00

19.44
18.92
18.18
20.83
21.38

30.7 7Va

23.08
26.79
36.21
32.69
26.32
16.67
21.62
3r.82
37.50
27.39

100.007c
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Year S A B C D E F G All
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
All

LL.54Vo
5.13

18.75
L5.79
10.45
12.16
11.54
11.94
3.45

14.81
r0.88

7 .69Vo
2.56
9.38
5.26

11.94
10.81
15.38
8.96

10.34
3.70
9.86

ll.54Vo
15.38
12.50
2r.05

7 .46
9.46

10.26
10.45
73.79
25.93
72,LL

19.23Vo
5.13

15.63
10.53

7 .46
16.22
15.38
L6.42
24.74

7.4r
L4.37

75.38Vo
7 .69

72.50
5.26
7 .46
8.11
7 .69
8.96
7.72
3.70
7.60

3.857o
30.77
15.63
10.53
19.40
18.92
10.26
16.42
18.97
14.81
16.63

7 .69?o
15.38
15.63
5.26

26.87
72.16
14.10
16.42
15.52

7 .4L
15.20

100.007o
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

32

23.08Vo
17.95
0.00

26.32
8.96

12.16
15.38
10.45
t2.07
22.22
13.35
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A Search Goes Nowhere
The Postal Service's letter served its purpose; the
city of Albuquerque agreed that the existing AMF
would not have to be vacated. With the AMF now
protected, our search for a permanent site shifted
into high gear. Because we had virtually no suitable
site leads, we decided to leave no stone unturned. In
addition to airport officials, we contacted most ofthe
owners of nearby property (even owners of property
that did not have direct airport access) and tenants,
including the mmmander of Kirkland Air Force Base.

We undertook investigations (legal, engineer-
ing, site planning, environmental, appraisal) of a
number of properties that offered at least the pros-
pect ofbeing workable. However, each property pos-
sessed one or more major problems, and the most
likely prospects conflicted with the airport's long
range plans. Still, we persisted in an attempt to make
at least one of these sites work. The Postal Service's
Iegal staIl in Washington, DC, even dusted off its
condemnation powers, a right the Postal Service sel-
dom threatened and had not invoked in at least a
decade.

The Garbage Dump
It was during this period that airport oflicials first
offered the site which our acquisition team there-
alter refered to simply as the "Dump Site." I was
introduced to the "Dump Site" as a passenger during
an airport vehicle tour of potential site locations for
the new AMF. My guide's brief description of the
site f-rt the Postal Service's site criteria perfectly.
However, the guide's description ended with the ob-
servation: ". . . Oh by the way, it's a fill site; previ-
ously, it was a garbage dump." As we approached
the site, I suggested, in the most diplomatic way
possible, that we not even stop or turn offthe engine,
because there was no chance in hell that the Postal
Service would locate a post office on a garbage dump.
I had worked with the Postal Service long enough
to know how careful it was in accepting any site and

how even the smallest toxic hazard or environmen-
tal blemish was reason enough to remove an oth-
erwise excellent site from consideration. In this case,
the potential for liability and constraints on build-
ing was enormous.

We soon learned that every bit of the more than
hve-acre "Dump Site" had been frlled with garbage,
in some spots up to 4O-feet deep, and the site had
been covered with a thin layer of noncompacted fill.
The site was generating signilicant quantities of
methane gas that was migrating beyond the land-
fill's boundaries. Natural soils below the landlill had
been contaminated. The surface of the site looked
like a moonscape; its topography varied because of
uneven settling of the noncompacted fill. Foot-wide
pipes, for draining off methane gas, shot six feet up
from the ground throughout the site. In its current
state, the site was unable to support any building
foundations. Its highest and best use seemed to be
its current use: as an exterior storage area for con-
struction materials and a rough parking area for the
construction workers who were involved in the air-
port expansion.

It was widely known that the site had been used
as a municipal garbage dump for the city of Albu-
querque from the early 1940s through the 1960s.
Given the absence ofenvironmental controls and ad-
equate methods of disposal of toxic materials during
that period, we feared there was much more than
municipal garbage on the site, even though recent
soil tests conhrmed the nonindustrial nature of the
fill.

Our wildest, though unfounded, fears centered
on the possibility ofradioactive contamination ofthe
site because of its proximity to the areas in which
the frrst atomic weapons were developed and tested.
Los Alamos is located 60 miles north of the site.
Iluring the late 1940s and 1950s, Kirkland At Force
Base was home to the Armed Forces Special Weap-
ons Command and an atomic test squadron that took
part in the 12 nuclear test series conducted in Ne-
vada and the Pacif-rc. In addition, nuclear weapons
research laboratories located in and around Albu-
querque assisted in the atomic weapons programs.
With this information as background, I told airport
officials that he]l would freeze over before the Postal
Service would accept this site, even if it was pro-
vided free of charge.

What It Takes To Make An Unusable Site
Usable?
Airport offrcials did not back off this site as I had
hoped, and soon were pushing it even harder. I was
frustrated. I knew at the time that it would be fool-
ish for the Postal Service to accept the site. It was
my opinion that the city of Albuquerque was trying
to pass off on Uncle Sam not only an unusable site
but ar enormous potential liability as well.

To convince airport olficials that the site had
been d'iligently and thoroughly considered, the Postal
Service set into writing the precise conditions under
which it would accept the site. We did not expect

TABLE 4

Inllation-Adjusted Sales Prices per Square Foot (by Zone) Before 1/84 and After 12183

fime S A F G

Three-Town Total (1,423 Salee)
Zone

BCDE All
Before
Alter
Percent
Change

fime

$ 53.53
82.91

$ 50.41
86.91

$ 45.75
84.79

+72 +55 +85

S A B

$ 50.21 $ 43.25
89.49 85.57

+78 +98
Town A (487 Sales)

Zone
CD

+70 +74

E F

+76 +75

G Ail

$ 48.87
83.32

$ 45.48
79.35

$ 44.10
/ I.OO

s 47.45
83.09

Before
After
Percent
Chance

fime

$ 60.82
97 .23

$ 56.78
101.37

+ll +60 +79

$ 61.67 $ 50.55
97.27 93.13

+58 +84
Tovn B (449 Salee)

Zone

$ 60.94
89.97

$ 48.18
79.76

$ 47 .64
86.16

$ 54.36
91_73

+48 +81 +66 +69

S A B C D E F G All
Before
After
Percent
Change

$ 36.28
64.26

+77

$ 42.79
69.58

$,{6.40
68.54

$ 44.t4 s 4r.64
89.43 68.28

+ 103 +64
Town C ({87 Sales)

Zone

s 44.09
74.13

$ 42.7 4
71.33

$ 43.41
73.19

$ 46.04
76.21

+48 +63 +66 +68 + 6'.7 +69

fime S A B C D E F G All
Before
AIIer
Percent
Change

s 48.95
77 .05

$ ,14.03
74.53

$ 42.73
83.68

s 49.50
85.65

$ 41.31
u.r2

$ 44.42
79.28

$ 43.40
83.79

+93

$ 44.24
82.82

+87+57 +69 +96 +73 + L23 +104 +78

TABLE 5

Number of Usable Sales (by Zone) Before 1/84 and Alter 12183

Three-Town Total
Zone

fime S A B C D E F G .\l I

Before
After
Percent Change

fime

139
+36

4t
81

+98
Town A

28
99

+ 253

28

+ 175

36
105

+ t92
178

+ 131

67
133

+99

433
990

+ 129

Zone

S A B C D E F G Att
Before
AJter
Percent Change

fime

47
83

+77

6
16

+ 767

I
2L

+ 133
Town B

l5
4t

+ 173

9
26

+ 189

2l
57

+ 171

19
45

+ 137

151
ddo

+ 723

25
47

+88

Zone

S A C D E F G Alt
Before
After

Percent Change

Time

L2
77

+42

4
l4

+250

15
18

13
23

+77

30
6r

+ 103

50
73

+46

6
77

+ 183

Jt,
60

166
283

+70+20
Town C

+67

Zone

s A C D E F G All
Before
After
Percent Change

74
56

+ 300

20
61

+ 205

View of property prior to rehabilitation.
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L4
39

+ 179
4t

+486

18
47

+ 161

t7
42

+ 747

72
25

+ 108

14
60

+ 328

116
371

+ 220

$ 54.45
96.18

$ 40.05
89.16

83
178

+ 115

B

B
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TABLE 3

Average Inflation-Adusted Sa]es Price per Square Foot (by Year, by Zone)

these demands to be met but thought that by stating
these requirements the site could be totally and
completely eliminated as an alternative. The two
most important conditions were: (1) the airport would
remove all landfirll material from the site and refiII
and rehabilitate the site with ltll that met U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency and Postal Service
envtonmental and engineering standards; and (2)

the site would be ground leased to the Postal Service
for 40 years at fair market rental value.

These conditions, which were fair and logical from
the Postal Service's perspective, were like asking for
Albuquerque's frrst born in terms of their economic
implications. Fair market ground lease annual rental
was estimated to be $0.50 per square foot of surface
area based on a l\Vo return on an estimated land
value of $5.00 per square foot. However, for every
surface foot of land, there were up to 40 cubic feet
of garbage, fill or contaminated soil that had to be
removed and replaced with clean hll. The cost of
removing the fill, rehabilitating the site and relo-
cating and extending utilities and roads to the site
was expected to cost more than the property's land
value and 10 to 20 times the annual rental revenue.
Thus, the airport would receive at best a below mar-
ket return on the site preparation costs and no re-
turn on the land.r

You've Got To Be Kidding!
Astoundingly, within a few weeks airport offrcials
agreed to meet the Postal Service's requirements,
with only minor clarifications and modifications. Our
initial reactions included both surprise and cyni-
cism. We knew there had to be a Trojan horse some-
where in the city's offer. We never found it.

Negotiations were concluded in early 1988: The
rent was set at $116,000 annually for 20 years (based

on a L|?o return on $5.20/per square foot of land

value). An option extended the lease for an addi-
tional 20 years with the rent adjusted on the basis
of a reappraisal of the property.

Over the next two years, an estimated 150,000
cubic yards of frII were removed. A plastic polyvinyl
chloride liner was placed on the bottom and sides of
the excavation to protect against the migration ol
methane gas from surrounding dump properties. The
site was re-engineered with clear f-rll and delivered
to the Postal Service in buildable condition in late
summer, 1990. The Postal Service completed con-
struction of its building in May, 1991 and moved
into its new AMF in June, 1991. LJltimately, the cost
to the airport exceeded $1.4 million for a site with
an appraised market value of about $1.1 million.

Why Spend More To Rehabilitate A Site
Than The Site Is Worth?
Although my client acquired a suitable site at fair
market value under very di{ficult conditions, I was
puzzled by the outcome. I was bothered by the seem-
ingly uneconomic terms airport officials ultimately
accepted: Throughout my career, I have advocated
reaching fair deals in which both parties win. I won-
dered if the Postal Service's ability to block the air-
port expansion was the ultimate reason for the
offrcials' decision, or if other factors also were at
work.

Although still unsure of airport officials' moti-
vation, I have concluded that they acted in an en-
vironmentally responsible and economically logical
manner. I base my conclusion on the following two
guidelines:

t. A particular piece of real proPerty should not
always have to bear the full burden of cleaning
up environmental pollution even though that
polution is located entirely within the bound-
aries of the property.

A regional airport of necessity must include many
elements and uses, including runways, Passenger
terminals, air cargo facilities, aircraft service facil-
ities, public parking, etc. An AMF is just one ele-
ment that must be accommodated at a regional
airport such as Albuquerque International. In this
case, the airport had insulficient land to accommo-
date all its necessary uses unless it reclaimed some
of the "Dump Site." Responsibility for reclamation
of the "Dump Site" rested with the airport, not with
the tenant who ultimately leased the site. The cost
of the dump site cleanup might therefore be consid-
ered as a capital cost that should be spread over the
entire airport property. Thus, the cleanup cost of
$6.36/per square foot (1.4 million + 220,000 square
feet) for the hve-acre site is reduced to $0.016 per
square foot when spread over the entire 2,000-acre
airport property.

This conclusion may be extended to any real es-
tat€ project, either new development or redevelop-
ment. Today, some portion of many large properties
on which development has been proposed has been
polluted and must be cleaned up. Unless the cleanup
is considered to be a capital cost ofthe entire project,

Year
1980
1981
7982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
All

Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
AIt

Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
r988
1989
All

S

$ 48.66
52.78
49.40
50.27
56.53
7t.25
90.25

102.50
t12.75
97.50
74.X4

S

$ 46.28
58.67
48.59
45.86
51.48
64.33
76.L2

104.80
98.67
86.21
69.63

A

$ 55.30
57.58
45.88
54.56
57.87
66.75
92.25

103.87
100.8r
92.42
76.43

A

$ 63.79
61.49
57.35
59.35
76.74
80.23

109.48
r22.80
110.61

B

$ 37.15
48.59
49.80
47.81
61.85
72.02
87.55

103.29
106.19
90.49
74.38

B

$ 48.01
49.19
64.17
65.97
62.89
90.10

r23.57
158.01
115.97
107.37
89.21

$ 65.80

38.25
63.87

132.60
66.26

102.00
108.46
114.13
8?.36
86.55

$ 51.75
45.02
45.08
55.78
55.29
82.89

t04.47
113.99
117.50

E

$ 41.49
45.19
48.91
57.31
55.32
64.86
89.99

101.43
116.73
729.34
72.92

E

$ 39.68
55.64
53.38
79.66
63.78
80.05
97 .28

109.06
126.36
108.08

82.75

F

$ 48.15
40.35
u.74
47 .r8
62.t2
68.97
8r.60
94.06
98.92

107.77
68.00

F

s 43.57
42.73
47 .87
49.46
61.00
79.86

102.05
101.02
99.69
92.81
72.78

G

s 39.37
39.99
53.64
42.46
54.22
63.40
78.98

104.57
101.41
98.12
66.99

G

s 46.78
45.60

50.53
52.44
65.59
83.83

103.02
95.12

119.30
70.39

All
$ 45.90

46.38
47 .64
48.94
56.89
67.31
8?.59

100.37
t07.7L
104.39

72.24

Ail
$ 57.42

52.79
53.42
56.7 4
62.88
78.62

101.37
108.30
112.06
r06.02
80.14

Three-Town Total
Zone

CD
s 54.04 $ 45.83
49.68 45.47
43.37 36.65
53.39 49.74
61.20 51.86
66.75 68.60
97.49 85.8r
94.97 97.93

106.90 tt2.54
103.25 100.32
76.29 74.77

Town A
CD

E
$ 41.61

C
$ 45.86

23.58
43.38

BS
$ 22.99

35.36
40.36

87.48

A
$ 62.83

A

$ 35.05
38.02
47 .86
56.51
46.37
57.46
83.17
95.28
93.85
92.42
70.09

Town B
Zone

D
$ 30.64

47 .81
43.56
38.00
48.87
47 .6L
80.42
70.49
86.54
58.19
58.66

Town C
Zone

D

$ 47.69
40.27
33.58
36.89
50.32
66.62
84.07
94.16

1 15.19
t42.44

79.34

39.70
50.75
46.16
51.79
54.79
91.14
97 .67
81.61

136.38
64.89

F
$ 40.31

43.70
44.67
45.51
62.7L
61.18
69.84
82.79
96.97

108.23
64.23

G
$ 37.49

30.21
54.60
39.85
46.38
65.44
65.82
89.91
99.12

100.74
59.71

Alt
$ 41.13

38.87
47 .85
42.t7
51.35
59.64
78.54
88.17
92.66

106.46
62.18

59.06
63.63

B

s 35.34
48.4L

43.65
67 .64
70.47
82.22
92.15

100.60
92.92
72.34

37.05
45.08
55.09
67.77
87 .42
84.85

$ 40.23
50.46
48.87
62.07
78.73

126.54

48.14
44.78
75.97
96.04
83.41

52.68 62.77
124.95
68.84

E

s 45.99
41.38
40.57
40.41
47 .78
64.07
79.87
98.27

122.50
136.49
73.55

F

$ 60.56
31.31
44.20
20.13
63.29
66.68
74.94

105.43
104.80

78.44
67.98

G

$ 32.09
44.t7
50.76
24.65
62.61
56.92
88.92

t16.23
108.89

75.73
76.15

100.25
109.36
101.88

73.63

Alt
$ 44.74

44.99
44.22
42.06
55.29
63.58
83.39

$ 50.46
54.03
44.64
46.85
50.21
60.51
95.00
90.57

104.19
99.32
75.24

Photograph of the site being compacted with clean
fill. Polyvinyl chloride liner can be seen around
the edges of the site.
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S

$ 52.31
55.89
53.97
54.68
6r.89
81.47

103.65
104.71
116.49
108.79
81.09

37.16
39.21
47 .20
46.57
79.56
82.32
91.84

82.L8

C

I

Year
1980
r981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
All
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View ofrear of the new air mail facilities building
at Albuquerque International Airport in the weeks
before occupanry.

development of these properties would seem to be
prohibitively expensive and economically unfeasi
ble.

2. The entity reponsible for the pollution and those
who may have benefited from a dump site should
be responsible for the cost of the cleanup.

The city of Albuquerque did nothing illegal, uneth-
ical, immoral or anti-environmental by operating a
municipal dump at the site over a 30-year period.
For health and safety reasons, a solid waste dump
was necessar)r to accommodate the needs of the res-
idents and businesses ofthe city. The location of the
dump on this site was appropriate.

However, the city owned and operated the dump.
Albuquerque International Airport. a department of
the city, managed the dump property for two dec-
ades. The residents and taxpayers of Albuquerque
benel-rted from the dump. Ali lingers, therefore,
pointed to the city of Albuquerque as the entity re-
sponsible for the pollution and the entity that

benefited from the dump site. (Determining envi-
ronmental responsibility is far more difficult when
the polluters have long since disappeared and the
property has changed hands. )

Conclusion
We did not plan this outcome; we tripped over it,
Yet the oukome proved better thar we had envi-
sioned. The Postal Service has a new facility; the
airport met its mission in an economically logical
manner; ard in the process a dump site has been
cleaned up.

Prior to the conclusion ofthis assignment, I, like
most of my real estate colleagues, would have au-
tomatically eliminated from consideration any prop-
erty that had potentially signihcant environmental
pollution or liability. We should not do this.

A property's environmental pollution or liability
problems should be evaluated as any other cost fac-
tor that affects the parcel's use or value. This eval-
uation should involve: (1) a detailed assessment of
the pollution by an experienced engineering or en-
vironmental expert; (2) a determination of the cost
of remedying the situation; (3) a determination of
the property owner's exposure to continuing pollu-
tion liability, if any; and (4) identification of others
who may help to offset the cost of the cleanup (e.g.,
sellers, past users or local governments that may
provide more generous zoning of a particularly ob-
noxious property in need of cleanup). Only after all
this information is compiled should real estate
professionals proceed with the economic anaJysis for
the property's acquisition or development.

NOTE
L A shortag€ of land did not raise the price of the land lor the

rent) until demand and supply for the land were in equilib-
rium. Because the airport holds a monopoly position on prop-
erty with airport aeess and because it acts as a public service,
the airport sets rent levels and land prices based on an analy-
sis of similar iDdustrial properties in the extended market
area located outside ol the airport.

sale did not help explain the generally lower aver-
age ADISP in Zones S, A and B.

Lot Size (Square Feet Of Land Area). The aver-
age lot size for the three-town data set was 10,?00
square feet. Throughout each ofthe three towns a-nd
in the three-town total, lot sizes in Zones S, A and
B were consistently smaller on average; the smallest
average sizes usually were in Zone S.

Therefore, in Zones S, A and B (especially Zone
S), average house sizes were smallest, and these
smaller houses were located on smaller lots. The
combination of smaller houses on smaller lots helped
to explain in part the lower average ADJSP found
in Zones S, A and B both before and alter the De-
cember, 1983, announcement.

These observable and measurable size and age
differencee suggestd strongly that simple compar-
isons of averages by zone over time probably would
fail to capture enough of the influence of proximity
to an SSA on ADJSP. That is why comparisons of
averages and of trends were supplemented with
multiple regression analysis.

Sales Volume (Number Of Sales). One hdicator
of changing market conditions is a change in the
number of saleg that occurs in a given area or zone
over a specifred time period. This reflects changing
buyer attitudes toward owning and living in that
location. One important way for potential buyers to
react negatively to a given market eituation is to
withdraw from the market and refrain from
purchasing.

The sales data in the study showed an overall
decline in residential real estate market activity in
all three towns (and in the county) after 1985. This
is the context within which sales volumes in the
three study areas were examined and analyzed.

There was an across-the-board decrease in res-
idential property sales volume a{ter 1985, but there
was no perceptible or measurable decrease in sales
volume in 1984 and 1985, the two years immedi-
ately following the December, 1983, announcement.
This suggested that there was no negative reaction
to residential property purchase in the three-town
total. Moreover, gales volume actually increased in
Zones A and B in 1984 and 1985. There was a very
modest decline in sales in Zone S in 1984, but sales
recovered aga.in in 1985. In 1989, ssles volumes in
Zones S, A and B declined more than in the more
distant zones.

Buyer reactions to proximity to the three SSAs
apparently varied considerably from one town (and
SSA) to another. Prodmity to the Town B SSA ap-
peared to b€ more of a deterrent to would-be buyers
than was prodmity to the SSA in either Town A or
Town C.

Inflation-Adjusted, Sales Prices Per Square Foot
Of Liuing Area. Table 3 shows average inflation-
adjusted sales price per Bquare foot of living area
(ADJSPSF) by zone and by year for each town stud-
ied and for the three-town total data set.

For the three-town total, levels and trends of
average ADJSPSF in Zones A through D were
roughly similar. Averages were higher in Zone E,
especially in 1988 and 1989. The average for Zone
S followed essentially the same pattern as that for
eYery zone except E.

In the individual towns, there was considerably
more variation in average ADJSPSF by zone from
year to year. There also were gaps for those zones
in which no sales occurred during the given years.

The total pattern of levels and yariations in av-
erage AD"ISPSF by zone suggested that some mea-
surable nega.tive impact probably occurred in Zones
S, A and B in Town B and possibly in Town C; no
such nega.tive impact occurred in Town A.
Before-After Changes
Comparisons of average AI)JSPSF and of sales vol-
ume by zone and by town before and alter January
1, 1984, helped to clarify whether any discernible
negative impact on average ADJSPSF or sa-les vol-
ume was evident after the announcement. (The re-
sults of these comparisons are presented in Tables
4, 5 arrd 6.)

Auerage ADJSPSF By Zone, Before And After
January l, 1984. Table 4 shows the percentage
changes in average A-DJSPSF by zone.

For the three-town total set ofusable sales, Zone
A exhibited the lowest percentage increase, sug-
gesting some possible negative impact. The per-
centage increase in average ADJSPSF for Zone S
was approximately equal to the average for all study
areas.

Virtually the same patt€rn in average ADISPSF
by zone was exhibited in Towns A and B. In Town
C, on the other hand, the percentage increase after
January 1, 1984, was lowest in Zone S. This linding
indicated a possible further negative impact.

Number Of SaLes By Zone, Before And After
January 1, 1984. A different pattern was shown for
changes in sales volume (Table 5). For the three-
town total, the smallest percentage increase was
found in Zone S. The largest percentage increase in
sale volume occurred in Zone A, and the third high-
est percentage increase ocsurred in Zone B.

A spotty pattern of percentage increase in sales
volume by zone appeared when before and aJter sales
volumes were compared from town to town. This
pattern suggested that any negative market re-
sponse was confined to the SSAs themselves.

Percentage Distribution Of Number Of Sales, By
Zone And By Year. Table 6 expresses the number of
sa.les in each zone as a percentage of total sales for
that year.

For the three-town total, no consistent pattern
of relative change emerged among the zones closest
to the SSAs. That inconsistency became even more
evident when data for the indiyidual towns were
considered. There was substantial variation over time
by zone from town to town. Moreover, the evidence
suggested a short-tem (198,1-1985) avoidance of
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TABLE 2

Summary of Salee Data Screening Process (by Town, by Reason)

Total unscreened sales
Less: Outside limits of

property characteristic
paralneters
Located beyond 1 mile
Bought before 7/1/80
More than 5,500 square feet
Not a single-family dwelling
Subtotal: Outside limits

Balance
Less: Record data missing

Square foot of living area
Year built
Number of families
Subtotel: Data missing

Screened, usable sales

13
1

28
316
358

70
0
5

347
422

98
1

668
804

1513

71,
15
2

88
t425

L n December 1. 1983. the U.S. Environmental
f I Protection Asencv (USEPAI and the New Jer-
V ."y Departmint 6f Environmental Protection
(NJDEP) jointly announced that concentrations of
radon gas and levels ofonsite gamma radiation were
well above regulatory standards in three residential
neighborhoods in three adjacent towns in northern
New Jersey. The elevated levels of radon and gamma
radiation resulted from the presence of radium-con-
taminated [-rll materia] on many lots in the neigh-
borhoods.

The three neighborhoods were placed on the Na-
tional Priorities List and included in the Superfund
program in October, 1984. These three Superfund
Site Areas (SSAs) are referred to in this article as
Towns A, B ald C.

Extensive remediation programs were initiated
promptly in Towns A and C; these programs were
mmpleted during 1985. In Town B, on the other hand,
a program to excavate contaminated hll material
(and later to replace the material with clean fill) was
only partially completed before it was abandoned in
September, 1985. Because a disposal site was not
available, NJDEP was forced to place the excavated
firll material in sealed drums, which were stored
openly on the lawns of vacated houses.

The initial announcement of the elevated radon
and gamma radiation on the sites received wide-
spread publicity in both print and electronic media.
There also was continuous, daily publicity about the
open storage of the contaminated fill material. Dan-
ger! Radiation signs and radiation warning symbols
were displayed on a fence surrounding the sites on
which the drums were stored. The drums of contam-
inated materials were removed in September, 1987,
which also generated considerable publicity, and they
eventually were shipped out ofstate. Not until June,
1990, was a USEPA remediation program approved.

Property owners seeking to sell or lease prop-
erties within the three SSAs were required by state
Iaw to reveal the most recent radon readings (if any)
to any potential buyer or tenant.
T he Re s e arc h As signment
In October, 1989, the Real Estate Counseling Group
of Connecticut, Inc., (RECGC) was retained to con-
duct a market research study of all single-family
residential property sales within the three SSAs. In

William N. Kinnard, Jt, CRE, is president of the Real
Estote Counseling Group of Connecticut, 1nc., (RECGC). He
is professor emeitus in redl estate and finance ot the Uni-
uersity of Con\ecticut and a pincipal in the Real Estate
Counseling Group of Ameica. He also testifics regularly as
an ezpert uitness on methodology for real pmperty and per-
sonoJ properl)t valuation.

Mary Beth Gccklet is oice prestdent of RECGC and a li-
censed. genercl appraiser it Connecticut. She uas a com'
mercial real estate lehding ofr.cer at regiondl bonhs in
Connecticut for nine lears after spending nearly a decade
in marhet researth and project a.duising for clients ofpublic
agencie$ and educational institutions.

THE
EFEECTS ON
RESIDENTIAT
BEAL ESTATE
PRICES FBOM
PBOXIMITY TO
PBOPEBTIES
CONTAIT'IINATED
WITH
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIATS

Town A Town B Town C Total

541 831 945 23t7

15
0
4

2t
7
0

26

28

515

487 449

0
I

The SRIA reports include both one-family and
two-family properties in the "2" property coding for
sales transactions. As Table 2 shows, 668 two-family
(or other non-one-family) sales had to be removed.

Finally, no property was included in the frnal
data set if one of three major characteristics was
outside the 997o confidence interval around the mean
for that characteristic; square feet of living area, age
at the time of sale, and lot size. This eliminated
another 37 sales as non-representative outliers.

Table 2 shows that the final total usable data
set for all three towns contained 1,425 sales. The
sales were almost evenly divided among the three
towns, with 487 usable sales in both Towns A and
C and 449 sales in Town B.

Vaiables For Multiple Regression Analysis.
MRA requires the identification ofboth a dependent
variable and the independent variables that will be
used in the analysis. The dependent variable used
in this study was inflation-adjusted sales price per
square foot of living area (ADJSPSF). In each MRA
run, only one time variable was used: either the date
of deed (DDATE) or before-after January 1, 1984
(BEFAI'I). Figure I identihes, explains and lists
the dependent variable and independent variables
that were used in the MRA models.

Research Findings
Auerage Propefir Characteristics
Average of property and transaction characteristic
values provided a basis for comparison as well as
indicstions ofwhat is tlpical or representative ofthe
market.

Inflation-Adjusted Sales Price (ADJSP). The av-
erage ADJSP in each zone for each year was com-
pared within the three-town usable sales data set
and the data set for each town. A notably consistent

pattern of f-rndings emerged. First, during the years
1980-83 Gefore the announcement), the average
ADJSP in Zones S (the SSAS), A and B was typically
lou.rer than the average ADISP in more dist€nt zones.
Some exceptions were found in Zone B. Although
there was no absolute decrease in average ADJSP,
rates of increase in Zones S, A and B were lower
than those in the other zones after 1984. ADJSP in
general was lower in 1989, regardless of zone.

Size Of Dwelling (Square Feet Of Liuing Area).
In the three-town total, the houses in Zones S, A
and B were tlpically smaller than those in other
zones both before and aIter January 1, 1984. In Town
A, the smallest houses were in Zones S, A and B. In
Town B, the houses in Zones S and A also averaged
the smallest. In Town C as well, the houses in Zones
S, A and B were well below average in size. Part of
the explanation for lower average ADJSP in Zones
S, A and B is the smaller (below-average) size of
houses in those zones in each of the three towns.
This was true both before and after the December,
1983, announcement.

AAe Of Dwelline At The Time Of Sale. The study
areas in the three towns tended to be concentrated
in older neighborhoods. The average age of dwell-
ings at the time of sale for the 1,423 total usable
sales was 64 years. The loruest average age of dwell-
ing at time of sale was in Zones S and A.

The same general pattern of average age distri-
butions appeared in each of the three towns. Gen-
erally, the houses in Zones S, A and B averaged 60
years old or less. Average ages tended to increase
for houses that were more distant from a Superfund
site. The one exception was in Town C, where the
lowest average ages at the time ofsale were in Zones
F and G. However, age of dwelling at the time of

A case study of three Superfund sites in
New Jersey and hou thqt were affected by
single-family residential property sales
prLces.

by William N. Kinnard, Jr., CRE,
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addition, RECGC was asked to study aII residential
property sales within a larger study area that ex-
tended one mile beyond the outer Iimits ofeach SSA.

The study period extended from July 1, 1980,
through June 30, 1989, and it included 67 months
of post-announcement sales experience. The analy-
sis identihed, reported and measured the actual
market sales behavior of buyers arrd sellers. Both
the impact on sales prices and the changes in the
volume of sales transactions were analyzed.

Questions To Be Addressed
Statistical tests were conducted on the assembled
residential property sales transaction data to an-
swer the following questions:

r What was the pattern of inllation-a4iusted sales
prices per square foot of single-family resi-
dences in each town, within each SSA and within
select€d distance zones up to one mile from the
SSA? What was the pattern in the 41 months
preceding the public announcement of the ex-
istence of radioactive contamination within the
SSAs? What was the pattern in the 67 months
that followed the announcement?

r What drangEs in levels ofinflation-adusted sales
prices per square foot of living area were iden-
tifrable ald measurable after the announce-
ment? How did these prices compare with levels
of inflation-adusted unit sales prices before the
announcement?

r What patterns of sales volumes of single-family
residential properties were observed during the
41 months before the announcement and over
the 67 months allerward? What changes in those
patterns occurred before and after the
announcement?

r How far distant from the outer boundar5r of an
SSA did a residential sales property have to be
before there was no measurable negative im-
pact on the inflation-adjusted sales price per
square foot of living area or on the volume of
sales associated with proximity to the SSA?

Research Project Design
Analytical Models
Three categories of analytical, statistical models were
utilized. They provided comparisons of inflation-ad-
justed price levels and of rates of change in those
price levels for single-family properties at varying
distances from the three SSAs beforc a.nd after Jan-
uary 1, 1984. They also provided comparisons of sales
volumes within the study areas.

. Compaison Of Averages. Arithmetic means of
inflation-adjusted prices were calculated and
compared by year for each distance zone.

a Trends. Percentage changes in levels of infla-
tion-adjusted prices and in volume of sales were
calculated and compared.

t Multiple Regression. Sa.les data were assembled
into four data sets: one for each of the three
towns and one for the combined total. Depen-
dent and independent variables were entered

into regression models in the standard Hedonic
Pricing Model format to test the influence and
statistical significance of time, location (dis-
tance from an SSA) and property characteris-
tics on the inflation-adjusted sales price per
square foot of living area. Multiple Linear
Regression Ana-lysis (MRA) often is used to
identify, measure and evaluate the influence,
relative importarce and statistical signilicance
of all property, trensaction and location char-
acteristics that influence sales prices. In this
study, it was usd to isolate, measure and test
the significance of both distance from an SSA
by zone ond the likely effects of post-announce-
ment awareness of radon gas and gamma ra-
diation concentrations within the SSAs.

Data Requirements
Certain categories of information were required to
apply the analytical models.

t Sales Pice Data. Every transaction had to have
a recorded sales price to be used in the study.
Sales prices were deflated to December, 1983,
dollars through the use ofthe AII Urban House-
holds Consumer Price Index. The result of this
deflation was the adjusted sales price (ADJSP).
Because size (square feet of living area) is one
of the most important determinants of sales price,
the ADJSP was refrned to incorporate square

FIGURE 1

List of Variables for Multiple Regression Analysis

Dependent Yariables
Inflation-adjusted sales price per (ADJSPSF)

square foot

footage. The adjusted sales price per square foot
(ADJSPSF) was the dependent variable used in
this study.

t Time. The date of sale was recorded for every
sales transaction by year and month. Two mea-
sures of time and its possible inlluence on ADISP
or ADISPSF were employed. The hrst was the
date of the deed (DDATE), which indicated the
year and month of the execution. The second
measure of time (BEFAFT) indicated whether
the deed was recorded before or affer Jantary
l, 1984. For the purposes ofthis study, any deed
recorded during December, 1983, was excluded
because it did not represent a sale that was af-
fected by the announcement.

. Property Choracteistics. All properties in the
study were single-family residences. Two ofthe
most important influences on the sales prices of
residential properties are size (square feet of
living area) and age (in years) at the time of
sale. Data on size and age therefore were gath-
ered on all sales transactions. Aly sales traas-
action for which either the 6ize or the age ofthe
residence could not be obtained from an oficia]
source was excluded from further analysis.

Because it was not possible to identify retroac-
tively the condition of the property at the time of
sale, age at the time of sale served as a proxy for
the condition of the property. In addition, data on
lot size, type of garage, number of parking stalls,
number of stories of residence and exterior hnish
were obtained. Data were not available on the num-
ber of rooms, number of bedrooms or number of
bathrooms.

. l,ocation: Distance From The Superfund Site
Area. The focus of the research project was to
ascertain any impact from or effect of proximity
to the SSAs on sales prices (adjusted for infla-
tion and size). Therefore, particular attention
was paid to the location and distance from an
SSA for each sales transaction property. The
measure of distance was obtained by identify-
ing the distance zone in which each sales prop-
erty was located.

Data Collection And Data Recording

Data Sources. Listings of all property sales coded as
residential were obtained for each fiscal year (July
lJune 30) from 1980-81 through 1988-89. These
data came from SRIA forms on which local assessors
report all bona [-rde, arm's-length real estate sales
transactions for the year.

Additional information came from Real Estate
Data Incorporated (REDI). This subscription service
summarizes sales transaction data within commu-
nities in northern New Jersey quarterly and monthly.
REDI listings provided the street addresses of most
sales properties, which were correlated with the block
and lot number provided in the SR1A summaries.

The mqjor source of information was assessor's
property cards for each of the three townships. The
property cards frequently provided corroboration of

data obtained from other sources as well. If critical
information was missing from the assessor's prop-
erty cards and could not be obtained from other
sources, the property was not included in the data
base.

Finally, visual inspections of the exterior of all
sales properties were conducted to check and verify
(or correct, as necessary) the information obtained
from REDI and the assessor's property cards.

Mapping And Distance Zone ldentification. The
distance of each sales transaction prop€rty from the
pertinent Superfund site in its town had to be iden-
tifred. Since the Town B Superfund site extends into
Town C, some properties that are relatively distant
from the Town C Superfund site are actually rela-
tively close to the Town B Superfund site.

To identify distance from or proximity to each
SSA, distance zones were established. (The zone def-
initions are summarized in Table 1) Every sales
transaction property was mapped, and its zone lo-
cation was recorded.

Data Screening And Usable Data Sets.
A total of 2,31? sales were identihed from the SR1A
forms as likely candidates for analysis. It was nec-
essarSr, however, to eliminate those sales transac-
tions and properties that did not meet the eligibility
standards of the research study.

First, a complete data f-rle was necessarJr for the
sales transaction to be included in the study. Any
Iile without data on square feet of living area, date
of construction of the dwelling (to provide age at the
time of sale) or the number of families (only single-
family residential property sales were usable) had
to be eliminated. Table 2 shows that 88 sales trans-
actions were eliminated because of unavailable re-
cord data-

Ninety-eight sales were eliminated because more
precise measurement on large-scale maps revealed
that they were located more than one mile from an
SSA. One sale that occurred prior to July 1, 1980,
also was elirninated.

TABLE T

Identif-rcation of Distance Zones

Zone Distance from SSA|

Independent Variables
Deed date Qrear, month)
After January 1984 (Yes-No)
Square feet of living area
Square feet of lot area
Age in years at time of sale
Number of stories of residence
Shingle/wood siding CYes-No)
Brick exterior frnish (Yes-No)
Stucco exterior finish (Yes-No)
Stone exterior finish (Yes-No)
Number of garage/carport stalls
Attached garage (Yes-No)
Detached garage (Yes-No)
Carport (Yes-No)
Basement garage (Yes-No)
Within Zone A (Yes-No)
Within Zone B ffes-No)
Within Zone C (Yes-No)
Within Zone D (Yes-No)
Within Zone E (Yes-No)
Within Zone F (Yes-No)
Within Superfund site (Yes-No)

(DDATE)
(BEFAT'T)
(SFLIVARE)
(LOTSIZE)
(AGE)
(#Stories)
(SHINGLES)
(BRICK)
(STUCCO)
(STONE)
(GARSTAIS)
(ATTACHED)
(DETACHED)
(CARPORT)
(BASE GAR)
(A ZONE)
(B ZONE)
(C ZONE)
(D ZONE)
(E ZONE)
(F ZONE)
(S ZONE)

Inside SSA
1-250 feet

251-500 feet
501-1000 feet

1001-1500 feet
1501-2500 feet
2501-3500 feet
3501-5280 feet

I

S
A
B
C
D
E
F
G (Control area)

'D*la.ruz lmn the SSA is tfu linzor distan t of thz neu?st pottbn of
tfu sdlzs t\]lso.'tion propetll to tha oulzt boundrly ofria cbsesf SSA
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addition, RECGC was asked to study aII residential
property sales within a larger study area that ex-
tended one mile beyond the outer Iimits ofeach SSA.

The study period extended from July 1, 1980,
through June 30, 1989, and it included 67 months
of post-announcement sales experience. The analy-
sis identihed, reported and measured the actual
market sales behavior of buyers arrd sellers. Both
the impact on sales prices and the changes in the
volume of sales transactions were analyzed.

Questions To Be Addressed
Statistical tests were conducted on the assembled
residential property sales transaction data to an-
swer the following questions:

r What was the pattern of inllation-a4iusted sales
prices per square foot of single-family resi-
dences in each town, within each SSA and within
select€d distance zones up to one mile from the
SSA? What was the pattern in the 41 months
preceding the public announcement of the ex-
istence of radioactive contamination within the
SSAs? What was the pattern in the 67 months
that followed the announcement?

r What drangEs in levels ofinflation-adusted sales
prices per square foot of living area were iden-
tifrable ald measurable after the announce-
ment? How did these prices compare with levels
of inflation-adusted unit sales prices before the
announcement?

r What patterns of sales volumes of single-family
residential properties were observed during the
41 months before the announcement and over
the 67 months allerward? What changes in those
patterns occurred before and after the
announcement?

r How far distant from the outer boundar5r of an
SSA did a residential sales property have to be
before there was no measurable negative im-
pact on the inflation-adjusted sales price per
square foot of living area or on the volume of
sales associated with proximity to the SSA?

Research Project Design
Analytical Models
Three categories of analytical, statistical models were
utilized. They provided comparisons of inflation-ad-
justed price levels and of rates of change in those
price levels for single-family properties at varying
distances from the three SSAs beforc a.nd after Jan-
uary 1, 1984. They also provided comparisons of sales
volumes within the study areas.

. Compaison Of Averages. Arithmetic means of
inflation-adjusted prices were calculated and
compared by year for each distance zone.

a Trends. Percentage changes in levels of infla-
tion-adjusted prices and in volume of sales were
calculated and compared.

t Multiple Regression. Sa.les data were assembled
into four data sets: one for each of the three
towns and one for the combined total. Depen-
dent and independent variables were entered

into regression models in the standard Hedonic
Pricing Model format to test the influence and
statistical significance of time, location (dis-
tance from an SSA) and property characteris-
tics on the inflation-adjusted sales price per
square foot of living area. Multiple Linear
Regression Ana-lysis (MRA) often is used to
identify, measure and evaluate the influence,
relative importarce and statistical signilicance
of all property, trensaction and location char-
acteristics that influence sales prices. In this
study, it was usd to isolate, measure and test
the significance of both distance from an SSA
by zone ond the likely effects of post-announce-
ment awareness of radon gas and gamma ra-
diation concentrations within the SSAs.

Data Requirements
Certain categories of information were required to
apply the analytical models.

t Sales Pice Data. Every transaction had to have
a recorded sales price to be used in the study.
Sales prices were deflated to December, 1983,
dollars through the use ofthe AII Urban House-
holds Consumer Price Index. The result of this
deflation was the adjusted sales price (ADJSP).
Because size (square feet of living area) is one
of the most important determinants of sales price,
the ADJSP was refrned to incorporate square

FIGURE 1

List of Variables for Multiple Regression Analysis

Dependent Yariables
Inflation-adjusted sales price per (ADJSPSF)

square foot

footage. The adjusted sales price per square foot
(ADJSPSF) was the dependent variable used in
this study.

t Time. The date of sale was recorded for every
sales transaction by year and month. Two mea-
sures of time and its possible inlluence on ADISP
or ADISPSF were employed. The hrst was the
date of the deed (DDATE), which indicated the
year and month of the execution. The second
measure of time (BEFAFT) indicated whether
the deed was recorded before or affer Jantary
l, 1984. For the purposes ofthis study, any deed
recorded during December, 1983, was excluded
because it did not represent a sale that was af-
fected by the announcement.

. Property Choracteistics. All properties in the
study were single-family residences. Two ofthe
most important influences on the sales prices of
residential properties are size (square feet of
living area) and age (in years) at the time of
sale. Data on size and age therefore were gath-
ered on all sales transactions. Aly sales traas-
action for which either the 6ize or the age ofthe
residence could not be obtained from an oficia]
source was excluded from further analysis.

Because it was not possible to identify retroac-
tively the condition of the property at the time of
sale, age at the time of sale served as a proxy for
the condition of the property. In addition, data on
lot size, type of garage, number of parking stalls,
number of stories of residence and exterior hnish
were obtained. Data were not available on the num-
ber of rooms, number of bedrooms or number of
bathrooms.

. l,ocation: Distance From The Superfund Site
Area. The focus of the research project was to
ascertain any impact from or effect of proximity
to the SSAs on sales prices (adjusted for infla-
tion and size). Therefore, particular attention
was paid to the location and distance from an
SSA for each sales transaction property. The
measure of distance was obtained by identify-
ing the distance zone in which each sales prop-
erty was located.

Data Collection And Data Recording

Data Sources. Listings of all property sales coded as
residential were obtained for each fiscal year (July
lJune 30) from 1980-81 through 1988-89. These
data came from SRIA forms on which local assessors
report all bona [-rde, arm's-length real estate sales
transactions for the year.

Additional information came from Real Estate
Data Incorporated (REDI). This subscription service
summarizes sales transaction data within commu-
nities in northern New Jersey quarterly and monthly.
REDI listings provided the street addresses of most
sales properties, which were correlated with the block
and lot number provided in the SR1A summaries.

The mqjor source of information was assessor's
property cards for each of the three townships. The
property cards frequently provided corroboration of

data obtained from other sources as well. If critical
information was missing from the assessor's prop-
erty cards and could not be obtained from other
sources, the property was not included in the data
base.

Finally, visual inspections of the exterior of all
sales properties were conducted to check and verify
(or correct, as necessary) the information obtained
from REDI and the assessor's property cards.

Mapping And Distance Zone ldentification. The
distance of each sales transaction prop€rty from the
pertinent Superfund site in its town had to be iden-
tifred. Since the Town B Superfund site extends into
Town C, some properties that are relatively distant
from the Town C Superfund site are actually rela-
tively close to the Town B Superfund site.

To identify distance from or proximity to each
SSA, distance zones were established. (The zone def-
initions are summarized in Table 1) Every sales
transaction property was mapped, and its zone lo-
cation was recorded.

Data Screening And Usable Data Sets.
A total of 2,31? sales were identihed from the SR1A
forms as likely candidates for analysis. It was nec-
essarSr, however, to eliminate those sales transac-
tions and properties that did not meet the eligibility
standards of the research study.

First, a complete data f-rle was necessarJr for the
sales transaction to be included in the study. Any
Iile without data on square feet of living area, date
of construction of the dwelling (to provide age at the
time of sale) or the number of families (only single-
family residential property sales were usable) had
to be eliminated. Table 2 shows that 88 sales trans-
actions were eliminated because of unavailable re-
cord data-

Ninety-eight sales were eliminated because more
precise measurement on large-scale maps revealed
that they were located more than one mile from an
SSA. One sale that occurred prior to July 1, 1980,
also was elirninated.

TABLE T

Identif-rcation of Distance Zones

Zone Distance from SSA|

Independent Variables
Deed date Qrear, month)
After January 1984 (Yes-No)
Square feet of living area
Square feet of lot area
Age in years at time of sale
Number of stories of residence
Shingle/wood siding CYes-No)
Brick exterior frnish (Yes-No)
Stucco exterior finish (Yes-No)
Stone exterior finish (Yes-No)
Number of garage/carport stalls
Attached garage (Yes-No)
Detached garage (Yes-No)
Carport (Yes-No)
Basement garage (Yes-No)
Within Zone A (Yes-No)
Within Zone B ffes-No)
Within Zone C (Yes-No)
Within Zone D (Yes-No)
Within Zone E (Yes-No)
Within Zone F (Yes-No)
Within Superfund site (Yes-No)

(DDATE)
(BEFAT'T)
(SFLIVARE)
(LOTSIZE)
(AGE)
(#Stories)
(SHINGLES)
(BRICK)
(STUCCO)
(STONE)
(GARSTAIS)
(ATTACHED)
(DETACHED)
(CARPORT)
(BASE GAR)
(A ZONE)
(B ZONE)
(C ZONE)
(D ZONE)
(E ZONE)
(F ZONE)
(S ZONE)

Inside SSA
1-250 feet

251-500 feet
501-1000 feet

1001-1500 feet
1501-2500 feet
2501-3500 feet
3501-5280 feet

I

S
A
B
C
D
E
F
G (Control area)
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TABLE 2

Summary of Salee Data Screening Process (by Town, by Reason)

Total unscreened sales
Less: Outside limits of

property characteristic
paralneters
Located beyond 1 mile
Bought before 7/1/80
More than 5,500 square feet
Not a single-family dwelling
Subtotal: Outside limits

Balance
Less: Record data missing

Square foot of living area
Year built
Number of families
Subtotel: Data missing

Screened, usable sales

13
1

28
316
358

70
0
5

347
422

98
1

668
804

1513

71,
15
2

88
t425

L n December 1. 1983. the U.S. Environmental
f I Protection Asencv (USEPAI and the New Jer-
V ."y Departmint 6f Environmental Protection
(NJDEP) jointly announced that concentrations of
radon gas and levels ofonsite gamma radiation were
well above regulatory standards in three residential
neighborhoods in three adjacent towns in northern
New Jersey. The elevated levels of radon and gamma
radiation resulted from the presence of radium-con-
taminated [-rll materia] on many lots in the neigh-
borhoods.

The three neighborhoods were placed on the Na-
tional Priorities List and included in the Superfund
program in October, 1984. These three Superfund
Site Areas (SSAs) are referred to in this article as
Towns A, B ald C.

Extensive remediation programs were initiated
promptly in Towns A and C; these programs were
mmpleted during 1985. In Town B, on the other hand,
a program to excavate contaminated hll material
(and later to replace the material with clean fill) was
only partially completed before it was abandoned in
September, 1985. Because a disposal site was not
available, NJDEP was forced to place the excavated
firll material in sealed drums, which were stored
openly on the lawns of vacated houses.

The initial announcement of the elevated radon
and gamma radiation on the sites received wide-
spread publicity in both print and electronic media.
There also was continuous, daily publicity about the
open storage of the contaminated fill material. Dan-
ger! Radiation signs and radiation warning symbols
were displayed on a fence surrounding the sites on
which the drums were stored. The drums of contam-
inated materials were removed in September, 1987,
which also generated considerable publicity, and they
eventually were shipped out ofstate. Not until June,
1990, was a USEPA remediation program approved.

Property owners seeking to sell or lease prop-
erties within the three SSAs were required by state
Iaw to reveal the most recent radon readings (if any)
to any potential buyer or tenant.
T he Re s e arc h As signment
In October, 1989, the Real Estate Counseling Group
of Connecticut, Inc., (RECGC) was retained to con-
duct a market research study of all single-family
residential property sales within the three SSAs. In

William N. Kinnard, Jt, CRE, is president of the Real
Estote Counseling Group of Connecticut, 1nc., (RECGC). He
is professor emeitus in redl estate and finance ot the Uni-
uersity of Con\ecticut and a pincipal in the Real Estate
Counseling Group of Ameica. He also testifics regularly as
an ezpert uitness on methodology for real pmperty and per-
sonoJ properl)t valuation.

Mary Beth Gccklet is oice prestdent of RECGC and a li-
censed. genercl appraiser it Connecticut. She uas a com'
mercial real estate lehding ofr.cer at regiondl bonhs in
Connecticut for nine lears after spending nearly a decade
in marhet researth and project a.duising for clients ofpublic
agencie$ and educational institutions.

THE
EFEECTS ON
RESIDENTIAT
BEAL ESTATE
PRICES FBOM
PBOXIMITY TO
PBOPEBTIES
CONTAIT'IINATED
WITH
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIATS

Town A Town B Town C Total

541 831 945 23t7

15
0
4

2t
7
0

26

28

515

487 449

0
I

The SRIA reports include both one-family and
two-family properties in the "2" property coding for
sales transactions. As Table 2 shows, 668 two-family
(or other non-one-family) sales had to be removed.

Finally, no property was included in the frnal
data set if one of three major characteristics was
outside the 997o confidence interval around the mean
for that characteristic; square feet of living area, age
at the time of sale, and lot size. This eliminated
another 37 sales as non-representative outliers.

Table 2 shows that the final total usable data
set for all three towns contained 1,425 sales. The
sales were almost evenly divided among the three
towns, with 487 usable sales in both Towns A and
C and 449 sales in Town B.

Vaiables For Multiple Regression Analysis.
MRA requires the identification ofboth a dependent
variable and the independent variables that will be
used in the analysis. The dependent variable used
in this study was inflation-adjusted sales price per
square foot of living area (ADJSPSF). In each MRA
run, only one time variable was used: either the date
of deed (DDATE) or before-after January 1, 1984
(BEFAI'I). Figure I identihes, explains and lists
the dependent variable and independent variables
that were used in the MRA models.

Research Findings
Auerage Propefir Characteristics
Average of property and transaction characteristic
values provided a basis for comparison as well as
indicstions ofwhat is tlpical or representative ofthe
market.

Inflation-Adjusted Sales Price (ADJSP). The av-
erage ADJSP in each zone for each year was com-
pared within the three-town usable sales data set
and the data set for each town. A notably consistent

pattern of f-rndings emerged. First, during the years
1980-83 Gefore the announcement), the average
ADJSP in Zones S (the SSAS), A and B was typically
lou.rer than the average ADISP in more dist€nt zones.
Some exceptions were found in Zone B. Although
there was no absolute decrease in average ADJSP,
rates of increase in Zones S, A and B were lower
than those in the other zones after 1984. ADJSP in
general was lower in 1989, regardless of zone.

Size Of Dwelling (Square Feet Of Liuing Area).
In the three-town total, the houses in Zones S, A
and B were tlpically smaller than those in other
zones both before and aIter January 1, 1984. In Town
A, the smallest houses were in Zones S, A and B. In
Town B, the houses in Zones S and A also averaged
the smallest. In Town C as well, the houses in Zones
S, A and B were well below average in size. Part of
the explanation for lower average ADJSP in Zones
S, A and B is the smaller (below-average) size of
houses in those zones in each of the three towns.
This was true both before and after the December,
1983, announcement.

AAe Of Dwelline At The Time Of Sale. The study
areas in the three towns tended to be concentrated
in older neighborhoods. The average age of dwell-
ings at the time of sale for the 1,423 total usable
sales was 64 years. The loruest average age of dwell-
ing at time of sale was in Zones S and A.

The same general pattern of average age distri-
butions appeared in each of the three towns. Gen-
erally, the houses in Zones S, A and B averaged 60
years old or less. Average ages tended to increase
for houses that were more distant from a Superfund
site. The one exception was in Town C, where the
lowest average ages at the time ofsale were in Zones
F and G. However, age of dwelling at the time of

A case study of three Superfund sites in
New Jersey and hou thqt were affected by
single-family residential property sales
prLces.

by William N. Kinnard, Jr., CRE,
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View ofrear of the new air mail facilities building
at Albuquerque International Airport in the weeks
before occupanry.

development of these properties would seem to be
prohibitively expensive and economically unfeasi
ble.

2. The entity reponsible for the pollution and those
who may have benefited from a dump site should
be responsible for the cost of the cleanup.

The city of Albuquerque did nothing illegal, uneth-
ical, immoral or anti-environmental by operating a
municipal dump at the site over a 30-year period.
For health and safety reasons, a solid waste dump
was necessar)r to accommodate the needs of the res-
idents and businesses ofthe city. The location of the
dump on this site was appropriate.

However, the city owned and operated the dump.
Albuquerque International Airport. a department of
the city, managed the dump property for two dec-
ades. The residents and taxpayers of Albuquerque
benel-rted from the dump. Ali lingers, therefore,
pointed to the city of Albuquerque as the entity re-
sponsible for the pollution and the entity that

benefited from the dump site. (Determining envi-
ronmental responsibility is far more difficult when
the polluters have long since disappeared and the
property has changed hands. )

Conclusion
We did not plan this outcome; we tripped over it,
Yet the oukome proved better thar we had envi-
sioned. The Postal Service has a new facility; the
airport met its mission in an economically logical
manner; ard in the process a dump site has been
cleaned up.

Prior to the conclusion ofthis assignment, I, like
most of my real estate colleagues, would have au-
tomatically eliminated from consideration any prop-
erty that had potentially signihcant environmental
pollution or liability. We should not do this.

A property's environmental pollution or liability
problems should be evaluated as any other cost fac-
tor that affects the parcel's use or value. This eval-
uation should involve: (1) a detailed assessment of
the pollution by an experienced engineering or en-
vironmental expert; (2) a determination of the cost
of remedying the situation; (3) a determination of
the property owner's exposure to continuing pollu-
tion liability, if any; and (4) identification of others
who may help to offset the cost of the cleanup (e.g.,
sellers, past users or local governments that may
provide more generous zoning of a particularly ob-
noxious property in need of cleanup). Only after all
this information is compiled should real estate
professionals proceed with the economic anaJysis for
the property's acquisition or development.

NOTE
L A shortag€ of land did not raise the price of the land lor the

rent) until demand and supply for the land were in equilib-
rium. Because the airport holds a monopoly position on prop-
erty with airport aeess and because it acts as a public service,
the airport sets rent levels and land prices based on an analy-
sis of similar iDdustrial properties in the extended market
area located outside ol the airport.

sale did not help explain the generally lower aver-
age ADISP in Zones S, A and B.

Lot Size (Square Feet Of Land Area). The aver-
age lot size for the three-town data set was 10,?00
square feet. Throughout each ofthe three towns a-nd
in the three-town total, lot sizes in Zones S, A and
B were consistently smaller on average; the smallest
average sizes usually were in Zone S.

Therefore, in Zones S, A and B (especially Zone
S), average house sizes were smallest, and these
smaller houses were located on smaller lots. The
combination of smaller houses on smaller lots helped
to explain in part the lower average ADJSP found
in Zones S, A and B both before and alter the De-
cember, 1983, announcement.

These observable and measurable size and age
differencee suggestd strongly that simple compar-
isons of averages by zone over time probably would
fail to capture enough of the influence of proximity
to an SSA on ADJSP. That is why comparisons of
averages and of trends were supplemented with
multiple regression analysis.

Sales Volume (Number Of Sales). One hdicator
of changing market conditions is a change in the
number of saleg that occurs in a given area or zone
over a specifred time period. This reflects changing
buyer attitudes toward owning and living in that
location. One important way for potential buyers to
react negatively to a given market eituation is to
withdraw from the market and refrain from
purchasing.

The sales data in the study showed an overall
decline in residential real estate market activity in
all three towns (and in the county) after 1985. This
is the context within which sales volumes in the
three study areas were examined and analyzed.

There was an across-the-board decrease in res-
idential property sales volume a{ter 1985, but there
was no perceptible or measurable decrease in sales
volume in 1984 and 1985, the two years immedi-
ately following the December, 1983, announcement.
This suggested that there was no negative reaction
to residential property purchase in the three-town
total. Moreover, gales volume actually increased in
Zones A and B in 1984 and 1985. There was a very
modest decline in sales in Zone S in 1984, but sales
recovered aga.in in 1985. In 1989, ssles volumes in
Zones S, A and B declined more than in the more
distant zones.

Buyer reactions to proximity to the three SSAs
apparently varied considerably from one town (and
SSA) to another. Prodmity to the Town B SSA ap-
peared to b€ more of a deterrent to would-be buyers
than was prodmity to the SSA in either Town A or
Town C.

Inflation-Adjusted, Sales Prices Per Square Foot
Of Liuing Area. Table 3 shows average inflation-
adjusted sales price per Bquare foot of living area
(ADJSPSF) by zone and by year for each town stud-
ied and for the three-town total data set.

For the three-town total, levels and trends of
average ADJSPSF in Zones A through D were
roughly similar. Averages were higher in Zone E,
especially in 1988 and 1989. The average for Zone
S followed essentially the same pattern as that for
eYery zone except E.

In the individual towns, there was considerably
more variation in average ADJSPSF by zone from
year to year. There also were gaps for those zones
in which no sales occurred during the given years.

The total pattern of levels and yariations in av-
erage AD"ISPSF by zone suggested that some mea-
surable nega.tive impact probably occurred in Zones
S, A and B in Town B and possibly in Town C; no
such nega.tive impact occurred in Town A.
Before-After Changes
Comparisons of average AI)JSPSF and of sales vol-
ume by zone and by town before and alter January
1, 1984, helped to clarify whether any discernible
negative impact on average ADJSPSF or sa-les vol-
ume was evident after the announcement. (The re-
sults of these comparisons are presented in Tables
4, 5 arrd 6.)

Auerage ADJSPSF By Zone, Before And After
January l, 1984. Table 4 shows the percentage
changes in average A-DJSPSF by zone.

For the three-town total set ofusable sales, Zone
A exhibited the lowest percentage increase, sug-
gesting some possible negative impact. The per-
centage increase in average ADJSPSF for Zone S
was approximately equal to the average for all study
areas.

Virtually the same patt€rn in average ADISPSF
by zone was exhibited in Towns A and B. In Town
C, on the other hand, the percentage increase after
January 1, 1984, was lowest in Zone S. This linding
indicated a possible further negative impact.

Number Of SaLes By Zone, Before And After
January 1, 1984. A different pattern was shown for
changes in sales volume (Table 5). For the three-
town total, the smallest percentage increase was
found in Zone S. The largest percentage increase in
sale volume occurred in Zone A, and the third high-
est percentage increase ocsurred in Zone B.

A spotty pattern of percentage increase in sales
volume by zone appeared when before and aJter sales
volumes were compared from town to town. This
pattern suggested that any negative market re-
sponse was confined to the SSAs themselves.

Percentage Distribution Of Number Of Sales, By
Zone And By Year. Table 6 expresses the number of
sa.les in each zone as a percentage of total sales for
that year.

For the three-town total, no consistent pattern
of relative change emerged among the zones closest
to the SSAs. That inconsistency became even more
evident when data for the indiyidual towns were
considered. There was substantial variation over time
by zone from town to town. Moreover, the evidence
suggested a short-tem (198,1-1985) avoidance of
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TABLE 3

Average Inflation-Adusted Sa]es Price per Square Foot (by Year, by Zone)

these demands to be met but thought that by stating
these requirements the site could be totally and
completely eliminated as an alternative. The two
most important conditions were: (1) the airport would
remove all landfirll material from the site and refiII
and rehabilitate the site with ltll that met U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency and Postal Service
envtonmental and engineering standards; and (2)

the site would be ground leased to the Postal Service
for 40 years at fair market rental value.

These conditions, which were fair and logical from
the Postal Service's perspective, were like asking for
Albuquerque's frrst born in terms of their economic
implications. Fair market ground lease annual rental
was estimated to be $0.50 per square foot of surface
area based on a l\Vo return on an estimated land
value of $5.00 per square foot. However, for every
surface foot of land, there were up to 40 cubic feet
of garbage, fill or contaminated soil that had to be
removed and replaced with clean hll. The cost of
removing the fill, rehabilitating the site and relo-
cating and extending utilities and roads to the site
was expected to cost more than the property's land
value and 10 to 20 times the annual rental revenue.
Thus, the airport would receive at best a below mar-
ket return on the site preparation costs and no re-
turn on the land.r

You've Got To Be Kidding!
Astoundingly, within a few weeks airport offrcials
agreed to meet the Postal Service's requirements,
with only minor clarifications and modifications. Our
initial reactions included both surprise and cyni-
cism. We knew there had to be a Trojan horse some-
where in the city's offer. We never found it.

Negotiations were concluded in early 1988: The
rent was set at $116,000 annually for 20 years (based

on a L|?o return on $5.20/per square foot of land

value). An option extended the lease for an addi-
tional 20 years with the rent adjusted on the basis
of a reappraisal of the property.

Over the next two years, an estimated 150,000
cubic yards of frII were removed. A plastic polyvinyl
chloride liner was placed on the bottom and sides of
the excavation to protect against the migration ol
methane gas from surrounding dump properties. The
site was re-engineered with clear f-rll and delivered
to the Postal Service in buildable condition in late
summer, 1990. The Postal Service completed con-
struction of its building in May, 1991 and moved
into its new AMF in June, 1991. LJltimately, the cost
to the airport exceeded $1.4 million for a site with
an appraised market value of about $1.1 million.

Why Spend More To Rehabilitate A Site
Than The Site Is Worth?
Although my client acquired a suitable site at fair
market value under very di{ficult conditions, I was
puzzled by the outcome. I was bothered by the seem-
ingly uneconomic terms airport officials ultimately
accepted: Throughout my career, I have advocated
reaching fair deals in which both parties win. I won-
dered if the Postal Service's ability to block the air-
port expansion was the ultimate reason for the
offrcials' decision, or if other factors also were at
work.

Although still unsure of airport officials' moti-
vation, I have concluded that they acted in an en-
vironmentally responsible and economically logical
manner. I base my conclusion on the following two
guidelines:

t. A particular piece of real proPerty should not
always have to bear the full burden of cleaning
up environmental pollution even though that
polution is located entirely within the bound-
aries of the property.

A regional airport of necessity must include many
elements and uses, including runways, Passenger
terminals, air cargo facilities, aircraft service facil-
ities, public parking, etc. An AMF is just one ele-
ment that must be accommodated at a regional
airport such as Albuquerque International. In this
case, the airport had insulficient land to accommo-
date all its necessary uses unless it reclaimed some
of the "Dump Site." Responsibility for reclamation
of the "Dump Site" rested with the airport, not with
the tenant who ultimately leased the site. The cost
of the dump site cleanup might therefore be consid-
ered as a capital cost that should be spread over the
entire airport property. Thus, the cleanup cost of
$6.36/per square foot (1.4 million + 220,000 square
feet) for the hve-acre site is reduced to $0.016 per
square foot when spread over the entire 2,000-acre
airport property.

This conclusion may be extended to any real es-
tat€ project, either new development or redevelop-
ment. Today, some portion of many large properties
on which development has been proposed has been
polluted and must be cleaned up. Unless the cleanup
is considered to be a capital cost ofthe entire project,

Year
1980
1981
7982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
All

Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
AIt

Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
r988
1989
All

S

$ 48.66
52.78
49.40
50.27
56.53
7t.25
90.25

102.50
t12.75
97.50
74.X4

S

$ 46.28
58.67
48.59
45.86
51.48
64.33
76.L2

104.80
98.67
86.21
69.63

A

$ 55.30
57.58
45.88
54.56
57.87
66.75
92.25

103.87
100.8r
92.42
76.43

A

$ 63.79
61.49
57.35
59.35
76.74
80.23

109.48
r22.80
110.61

B

$ 37.15
48.59
49.80
47.81
61.85
72.02
87.55

103.29
106.19
90.49
74.38

B

$ 48.01
49.19
64.17
65.97
62.89
90.10

r23.57
158.01
115.97
107.37
89.21

$ 65.80

38.25
63.87

132.60
66.26

102.00
108.46
114.13
8?.36
86.55

$ 51.75
45.02
45.08
55.78
55.29
82.89

t04.47
113.99
117.50

E

$ 41.49
45.19
48.91
57.31
55.32
64.86
89.99

101.43
116.73
729.34
72.92

E

$ 39.68
55.64
53.38
79.66
63.78
80.05
97 .28

109.06
126.36
108.08

82.75

F

$ 48.15
40.35
u.74
47 .r8
62.t2
68.97
8r.60
94.06
98.92

107.77
68.00

F

s 43.57
42.73
47 .87
49.46
61.00
79.86

102.05
101.02
99.69
92.81
72.78

G

s 39.37
39.99
53.64
42.46
54.22
63.40
78.98

104.57
101.41
98.12
66.99

G

s 46.78
45.60

50.53
52.44
65.59
83.83

103.02
95.12

119.30
70.39

All
$ 45.90

46.38
47 .64
48.94
56.89
67.31
8?.59

100.37
t07.7L
104.39

72.24

Ail
$ 57.42

52.79
53.42
56.7 4
62.88
78.62

101.37
108.30
112.06
r06.02
80.14

Three-Town Total
Zone

CD
s 54.04 $ 45.83
49.68 45.47
43.37 36.65
53.39 49.74
61.20 51.86
66.75 68.60
97.49 85.8r
94.97 97.93

106.90 tt2.54
103.25 100.32
76.29 74.77

Town A
CD

E
$ 41.61

C
$ 45.86

23.58
43.38

BS
$ 22.99

35.36
40.36

87.48

A
$ 62.83

A

$ 35.05
38.02
47 .86
56.51
46.37
57.46
83.17
95.28
93.85
92.42
70.09

Town B
Zone

D
$ 30.64

47 .81
43.56
38.00
48.87
47 .6L
80.42
70.49
86.54
58.19
58.66

Town C
Zone

D

$ 47.69
40.27
33.58
36.89
50.32
66.62
84.07
94.16

1 15.19
t42.44

79.34

39.70
50.75
46.16
51.79
54.79
91.14
97 .67
81.61

136.38
64.89

F
$ 40.31

43.70
44.67
45.51
62.7L
61.18
69.84
82.79
96.97

108.23
64.23

G
$ 37.49

30.21
54.60
39.85
46.38
65.44
65.82
89.91
99.12

100.74
59.71

Alt
$ 41.13

38.87
47 .85
42.t7
51.35
59.64
78.54
88.17
92.66

106.46
62.18

59.06
63.63

B

s 35.34
48.4L

43.65
67 .64
70.47
82.22
92.15

100.60
92.92
72.34

37.05
45.08
55.09
67.77
87 .42
84.85

$ 40.23
50.46
48.87
62.07
78.73

126.54

48.14
44.78
75.97
96.04
83.41

52.68 62.77
124.95
68.84

E

s 45.99
41.38
40.57
40.41
47 .78
64.07
79.87
98.27

122.50
136.49
73.55

F

$ 60.56
31.31
44.20
20.13
63.29
66.68
74.94

105.43
104.80

78.44
67.98

G

$ 32.09
44.t7
50.76
24.65
62.61
56.92
88.92

t16.23
108.89

75.73
76.15

100.25
109.36
101.88

73.63

Alt
$ 44.74

44.99
44.22
42.06
55.29
63.58
83.39

$ 50.46
54.03
44.64
46.85
50.21
60.51
95.00
90.57

104.19
99.32
75.24

Photograph of the site being compacted with clean
fill. Polyvinyl chloride liner can be seen around
the edges of the site.
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55.89
53.97
54.68
6r.89
81.47

103.65
104.71
116.49
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81.09

37.16
39.21
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46.57
79.56
82.32
91.84
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A Search Goes Nowhere
The Postal Service's letter served its purpose; the
city of Albuquerque agreed that the existing AMF
would not have to be vacated. With the AMF now
protected, our search for a permanent site shifted
into high gear. Because we had virtually no suitable
site leads, we decided to leave no stone unturned. In
addition to airport officials, we contacted most ofthe
owners of nearby property (even owners of property
that did not have direct airport access) and tenants,
including the mmmander of Kirkland Air Force Base.

We undertook investigations (legal, engineer-
ing, site planning, environmental, appraisal) of a
number of properties that offered at least the pros-
pect ofbeing workable. However, each property pos-
sessed one or more major problems, and the most
likely prospects conflicted with the airport's long
range plans. Still, we persisted in an attempt to make
at least one of these sites work. The Postal Service's
Iegal staIl in Washington, DC, even dusted off its
condemnation powers, a right the Postal Service sel-
dom threatened and had not invoked in at least a
decade.

The Garbage Dump
It was during this period that airport oflicials first
offered the site which our acquisition team there-
alter refered to simply as the "Dump Site." I was
introduced to the "Dump Site" as a passenger during
an airport vehicle tour of potential site locations for
the new AMF. My guide's brief description of the
site f-rt the Postal Service's site criteria perfectly.
However, the guide's description ended with the ob-
servation: ". . . Oh by the way, it's a fill site; previ-
ously, it was a garbage dump." As we approached
the site, I suggested, in the most diplomatic way
possible, that we not even stop or turn offthe engine,
because there was no chance in hell that the Postal
Service would locate a post office on a garbage dump.
I had worked with the Postal Service long enough
to know how careful it was in accepting any site and

how even the smallest toxic hazard or environmen-
tal blemish was reason enough to remove an oth-
erwise excellent site from consideration. In this case,
the potential for liability and constraints on build-
ing was enormous.

We soon learned that every bit of the more than
hve-acre "Dump Site" had been frlled with garbage,
in some spots up to 4O-feet deep, and the site had
been covered with a thin layer of noncompacted fill.
The site was generating signilicant quantities of
methane gas that was migrating beyond the land-
fill's boundaries. Natural soils below the landlill had
been contaminated. The surface of the site looked
like a moonscape; its topography varied because of
uneven settling of the noncompacted fill. Foot-wide
pipes, for draining off methane gas, shot six feet up
from the ground throughout the site. In its current
state, the site was unable to support any building
foundations. Its highest and best use seemed to be
its current use: as an exterior storage area for con-
struction materials and a rough parking area for the
construction workers who were involved in the air-
port expansion.

It was widely known that the site had been used
as a municipal garbage dump for the city of Albu-
querque from the early 1940s through the 1960s.
Given the absence ofenvironmental controls and ad-
equate methods of disposal of toxic materials during
that period, we feared there was much more than
municipal garbage on the site, even though recent
soil tests conhrmed the nonindustrial nature of the
fill.

Our wildest, though unfounded, fears centered
on the possibility ofradioactive contamination ofthe
site because of its proximity to the areas in which
the frrst atomic weapons were developed and tested.
Los Alamos is located 60 miles north of the site.
Iluring the late 1940s and 1950s, Kirkland At Force
Base was home to the Armed Forces Special Weap-
ons Command and an atomic test squadron that took
part in the 12 nuclear test series conducted in Ne-
vada and the Pacif-rc. In addition, nuclear weapons
research laboratories located in and around Albu-
querque assisted in the atomic weapons programs.
With this information as background, I told airport
officials that he]l would freeze over before the Postal
Service would accept this site, even if it was pro-
vided free of charge.

What It Takes To Make An Unusable Site
Usable?
Airport offrcials did not back off this site as I had
hoped, and soon were pushing it even harder. I was
frustrated. I knew at the time that it would be fool-
ish for the Postal Service to accept the site. It was
my opinion that the city of Albuquerque was trying
to pass off on Uncle Sam not only an unusable site
but ar enormous potential liability as well.

To convince airport olficials that the site had
been d'iligently and thoroughly considered, the Postal
Service set into writing the precise conditions under
which it would accept the site. We did not expect

TABLE 4

Inllation-Adjusted Sales Prices per Square Foot (by Zone) Before 1/84 and After 12183

fime S A F G

Three-Town Total (1,423 Salee)
Zone

BCDE All
Before
Alter
Percent
Change

fime

$ 53.53
82.91

$ 50.41
86.91

$ 45.75
84.79

+72 +55 +85

S A B

$ 50.21 $ 43.25
89.49 85.57

+78 +98
Town A (487 Sales)

Zone
CD

+70 +74

E F

+76 +75

G Ail

$ 48.87
83.32

$ 45.48
79.35

$ 44.10
/ I.OO

s 47.45
83.09

Before
After
Percent
Chance

fime

$ 60.82
97 .23

$ 56.78
101.37

+ll +60 +79

$ 61.67 $ 50.55
97.27 93.13

+58 +84
Tovn B (449 Salee)

Zone

$ 60.94
89.97

$ 48.18
79.76

$ 47 .64
86.16

$ 54.36
91_73

+48 +81 +66 +69

S A B C D E F G All
Before
After
Percent
Change

$ 36.28
64.26

+77

$ 42.79
69.58

$,{6.40
68.54

$ 44.t4 s 4r.64
89.43 68.28

+ 103 +64
Town C ({87 Sales)

Zone

s 44.09
74.13

$ 42.7 4
71.33

$ 43.41
73.19

$ 46.04
76.21

+48 +63 +66 +68 + 6'.7 +69

fime S A B C D E F G All
Before
AIIer
Percent
Change

s 48.95
77 .05

$ ,14.03
74.53

$ 42.73
83.68

s 49.50
85.65

$ 41.31
u.r2

$ 44.42
79.28

$ 43.40
83.79

+93

$ 44.24
82.82

+87+57 +69 +96 +73 + L23 +104 +78

TABLE 5

Number of Usable Sales (by Zone) Before 1/84 and Alter 12183

Three-Town Total
Zone

fime S A B C D E F G .\l I

Before
After
Percent Change

fime

139
+36

4t
81

+98
Town A

28
99

+ 253

28

+ 175

36
105

+ t92
178

+ 131

67
133

+99

433
990

+ 129

Zone

S A B C D E F G Att
Before
AJter
Percent Change

fime

47
83

+77

6
16

+ 767

I
2L

+ 133
Town B

l5
4t

+ 173

9
26

+ 189

2l
57

+ 171

19
45

+ 137

151
ddo

+ 723

25
47

+88

Zone

S A C D E F G Alt
Before
After

Percent Change

Time

L2
77

+42

4
l4

+250

15
18

13
23

+77

30
6r

+ 103

50
73

+46

6
77

+ 183

Jt,
60

166
283

+70+20
Town C

+67

Zone

s A C D E F G All
Before
After
Percent Change

74
56

+ 300

20
61

+ 205

View of property prior to rehabilitation.
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39

+ 179
4t

+486

18
47

+ 161

t7
42

+ 747

72
25

+ 108

14
60

+ 328

116
371

+ 220

$ 54.45
96.18

$ 40.05
89.16

83
178

+ 115
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TABLE 6

Number of Sales as a Percentage of Each Year's Total (by Zone)

areas for cargo and postal vehicle parking and ma-
neuvering, an air cargo container storage area, un-
secured employee parking areas and a one-story
building of about 30,000 square feet.

Finaily, an AMF must have vehicular access and
parking to provide the retail postal customer with
24-hour service.

Albuquerque International Airport
At the time we accepted this assigrrment, the Al-
buquerque AMF was il desperate need of more space.
Because of the lack of space, mailbags often were
left outside on the airport tarmac, covered only with
tarps when rainfall was imminent. The AMF was
operating out of a 5,000-square-foot building on a
36,000-square-foot site. Our assignment was to
identify and acquire a 220,000-square-foot site on
which a 30,000-square-[oot building could be built
and later expanded to 45,000 square feet or more.
To complicate matters, the airport was in the process
of its own major expansion program. The existing
AMF consequently was slated for demolition; al-
ready, giant earth moving equipment was operating
within 50 feet of the AMF.

We discovered that the airport expansion plans
made no provision or a-llowance for the Postal Ser-
vice's needs. That the $120 million Albuquerque air-
port expansion program did not include space for a
postal facility was not unusual. Increased need for
airport land, caused by the rapid growth ofair travel
and restricted airport locations due to urban en-
croachment, have created tight space conditions at
airports throughout the United States. In addition,
airport planners often have placed the needs of com-
mercial air carriers and air cargo companies ahead
ofthe Postal Service's needs. The Postal Service does
not own or operate its own planes, while United Par-
cel Service, Emery and Federal Express own and
operate their own aircraft. Thus the Postal Service
is in the unique position of needing access to airline
ramp areas even though it does not operate aircraft.

Two other factors made site selection and ac-
quisition difllcult. The runways at Albuquerque In-
ternational Airport are used jointly by commercial
carriers and U.S. Air Force planes from Kirkland
Air Force Base, an active, secured military estab-
lishment. It is not uncommon for takeoff of a com-
mercial jetliner to be followed by the simultaneous
takeoff of a pair ofjet fighters. Because Kirkland
Air Force Base controls about half of the airport
property and adjacent land, many nearby sites were
offlimits for all but military uses.

The airport is located on the western edge of a
mesa. Steep dropoffs to the west and southwest made
expansion diflicult in these directions. Thus, site se-
lection for a Postal Service AMF at Albuquerque
Airport was hampered by urban growth, the pres-
ence of a secured military facility and natural
topography.

The Assignment Changes
At my initial meeting with airport offrcials, I was
told not only that there were no sites available for

a new AMF but that within six months the Postal
Service would have to vacate its existing AMF. This
news was unexpected and serious in its implications
on our work. Without the existing facility, no matter
how inadequate it was, how could the Postal Service
fulfrll the needs ofthe residents ofNew Mexico? The
news set off alarm bells at the Postal Service's West-
ern Regional Headquarters in San Bruno, Califor-
nia, and changed our number-one priority from
hnding a site for a new AMF to keeping the existing
facility in operation.

The Postal Service was leasing the lard and
building for the present AMF from a private real
estate investor who had a master ground lease from
the city of Albuquerque which owned the fee prop-
erty rights. AII terms alld conditions of the land and
building leases were reviewed with a hne-tooth comb,
not only by our f-rrm but by the Postal Service's real
estate arrd legal stalf at Western Regional Head-
quarters. The leases subsequently were sent to the
legal stalI at the Postal Service's national head-
quarters in Washington, DC. Review of the leases
indicated that: (1) because the leases had no provi-
sion for early termination, the Postal Service had
the right to use the existing AMF for another five
years, (2) because the Postal Service had options to
extend the lease for six additional five-year terms,
it had the right to operate its AMF at the same
location for almost 30 more years. Legal review also
demonstrated that the cihr's eminent domain powers
could not be used to take over land leased by a fed-
eral agency.

The Postal Service decided to affirm to the city
of Albuquerque, in the most clear, direct and une-
quivocal terms possible, the following: (1) the valid-
ity ofthe Postal Service's lease and the lessor's master
ground lease; (2) the Postal Service's intention to
defend its leasehold interest through legal action at
the highest levels, extending even to Washington,
DC, if necessary; and (3) the Postal Service's inten-
tion to continue to operate at the existing location
until a suitable new location was acquired.

I suggested that it might be wise for Postal Ser-
vice employees to operate the existing facility 24
hours a day to ensure that the structure was not
"mistakenly" demolished by an errant earth mover
in the middle of the night. Although I offered this
suggestion partly in jest, I was aware of more than
one case in which demolition or destruction of real
property improvements or natural amenities (trees,
for example) rendered lease provisions, even with
court protection, moot. If the AMF were mistakenly
damaged or demolished, a lawsuit to recover mon-
eta4r damages would drag on for years; in the mean-
time, the Postal Service would be without an
operating AMF. I also knew that airport officials
were motivated to assist the Postal Service in find-
ing a site for a new facility in order to eliminate the
existing one which put a monkey wrench in the air-
port's $120 million expansion plans.

Three-Town Total
Zone

Year S A B D E G AllC F

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
r989
AIl

L6.257o
17.31
L5.24
18.06
L2.43
L2.39
14.03
19.14
13.43
12.90
14.90

8.7570
5.77
5.77
6.25
8.65

11.50
12.22

8.02
11.94

1.61
8.92

8.21
12.90

7.38

7L.257a
6.73

10.48
9.72
3.78
7 .52

10.41
8.02
8.21

16.13
8.57

8.759o
9.62
6.67
6.t,r'
5.95

11.50
11.76
11.73
14.18
6.45
9.91

75.00?o
11.54
17 .t4
17.36
14.59
14.60
13.57
15.43

8.21
tt.2g
14.05

8.75?o
8.65
4.76
4.86
7.03
7.08
9.05
5.56

13.7 1Vo

23.08
20.95
13.89
23.24
19.03
14.03
16.05
17.16
19.35
77 .92

17 .50Vo
17.31
19.05
27.53
24.32
16.37
14.93
16.05
18.66
19.35
18.34

100.007c
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Town A
Zone

Year S A B C D E F G All
1980
1981
7982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

A11

32.14?o
33.33
41.18
26.87
19.70
18.42
25.35
32.76
27 .78
36.36
26.69

l0.7L%o
12.82
5.88
8.96
9.09

l7.l l
14.08
8.62

12.96
0.00

11.50

3.5710
5.13

11.76
1.49
6.06
3.95
4.29
7.72
7 .41
9.09
4.52

l0.7lVo
0.00
5.88
7.46
1.52
6.58
9.86
6.90
5.56
9.09
6.16

L0.77Vo
17.95
23.53
10.45
25.76
15.79
12.68
13.79
14.81
27 .27
16.02

14.29Ea
7.69
5.88

25.37
16.67
15.?9
14.08
13.79
9.26
9.09

14.78

14.29Vo
15.38
0.00

13.43
15.15
10.53
14.08
72.07
16.67
9.09

13.14

100.007c
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

7
5
5
t

11
5

57?c
69
88
97
06
84
63

10.34
5.56
0.00
7 .79

Town B
Zone

Year S A B C D E F G All
1980
198r
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
Alt

1.72

5.26
6.94
2.70
0.00
4.r7
4.01

3.859o
tl.54
5.36
8.62
5.77
6.58
5.56

10.81
4.55
0.00
6.46

7 .697o
0.00
3.57
3.45
3.85
6.58
6.94
5.41

13.64
0.00
5.t2

Ll.54Vo
3.85

10.71
8.62
L.92
6.58

11.11
5.41
0.00
8.33
7.35

3.8570
19.23

1.79
10.34

3.85
6.58

13.89
5.41
9.09
8.33
8.02

Town C
Zone

15.38Vo
23.08
23.27
12.07
27.15
19.74
79.44
29.73

20.83
20.27

0.00Vo
0.00
5.36

26.92Va
19.23
23.2t
18.97
25.00

19.44
18.92
18.18
20.83
21.38

30.7 7Va

23.08
26.79
36.21
32.69
26.32
16.67
21.62
3r.82
37.50
27.39

100.007c
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Year S A B C D E F G All
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
All

LL.54Vo
5.13

18.75
L5.79
10.45
12.16
11.54
11.94
3.45

14.81
r0.88

7 .69Vo
2.56
9.38
5.26

11.94
10.81
15.38
8.96

10.34
3.70
9.86

ll.54Vo
15.38
12.50
2r.05

7 .46
9.46

10.26
10.45
73.79
25.93
72,LL

19.23Vo
5.13

15.63
10.53

7 .46
16.22
15.38
L6.42
24.74

7.4r
L4.37

75.38Vo
7 .69

72.50
5.26
7 .46
8.11
7 .69
8.96
7.72
3.70
7.60

3.857o
30.77
15.63
10.53
19.40
18.92
10.26
16.42
18.97
14.81
16.63

7 .69?o
15.38
15.63
5.26

26.87
72.16
14.10
16.42
15.52

7 .4L
15.20

100.007o
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

32

23.08Vo
17.95
0.00

26.32
8.96

12.16
15.38
10.45
t2.07
22.22
13.35
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HOW A
GANBAGE
DI'MP BECAII,IE
A POST OFFICE

A fiue-acre municipal dutnp proued to be
an enuironmentally and econornically
responsible site for an air mail facilities
building.

by John J. Wallace, CRE

f he assignment: to acquire five acres of Iand for
I the U.S. Postal Service at Albuquerque Inter-
I national Airport. The problems: ihe only avail-

able site was fr.lled with 40 feet and 30 years ol
accumulation of municipal garbage; the Postal Ser-
vice was unwilling to assume liability for environ-
mental contamination of unknown dimensions, nor
to spend more for the use of the land than the worth
of its surface rights. Although the assigrment was
seemingly impossible at the time, a major postal [a-
cility sits on that hve-acre site today, Completion of
this assigrrment may provide a model for cleaning
up and reusing similarly polluted properties.

The Assignment
In early 1987, at the time of the Albuquerque as-
signment, our hrm (Wallace & Steichen, Inc.) al-
ready had extensive experience with the Postal
Service. This experience provided us with a detailed
understanding of the Postal Service's site and facil-
ity requirements and acquisition procedures. We also
had a strong working relationship with the staff of
the Postal Service's real estate, facilities and envi-
ronmental divisions. A close and trusting consul-
tant-client relationship is important to the success
of any consulting assignment, but it is crucial to the
success of the really diflicult jobs. We soon were to
learn that this job would be a diffrcult one.

Air Mail Facilities
Air Mail Facilities, usually referred to in Postal Ser-
vice lingo as AMFs, are located at major airports
that serve an area through which all mail moving
by air must pass. The Albuquerque AMF serves the
entire state of New Meico. Any mail in the air mail,
Iirst class, overnight, special delivery or priority cat-
egories that is sent to or from the state of New Mex-
ico likely will pass through the Albuquerque AMF.
Third a-nd fourth class mail which travels by air on
a space-available basis also may pass through this
AMF.

AMFs have unique site requirements that are
often diffrcult to meet. First, the site must be located
within al airport's security fence to provide direct
access to flight ramps so air cargo containers from
airlines that have contracts with the Postal Service
may be picked up and delivered directly.

Second, the site must possess direct vehicular
access to public streets so that Postal Service vehi-
cles can collect and distribute mail to major postal
facilities throughout the state.

Third, the site must be relatively large; space
must be allowed for adequate exterior secured paved

John ,1. llollace, CRE, is a principaL and president of Wal-
lo4 & Steichen, Inc., a real estate consulting compan! lo-
c:atcd in Palo Alto, CA Duing his 20-year real eswe cateer,
he has serued. in a number of capacities, incLuding senior
real estate economisl with SRI ltternational.

properties in Zone S. The small numbers of sales in
individual zones in each town in each year made it
both diffrcult and potentially misleading to draw
further general conclusions.

M ultiple R egre s sion Analy sis
The dependent variable used in all MRA models was
inflation-a{iusted sales price per square foot of liv-
ing area (ADISPSF). T\vo time variables were em-
ployed: DDATE (date of deed: year and month) and
BEFAI"I, which indicated whether the deed was re-
corded before January l, 1984, or aft,er December
3f, 1983. If the recording occurred after December
31, 1983, BEFAI'T was assigned a value of 1; if the
sale occurred prior to January 1, 1984, the value of
BEFA-FT was 0.

The price influence of all reported distance zone
locations was compared with that of Zone G, the
most distant zone from each SSA. Therefore, the val-
ueg or coefficients for each ofthe reported seven zone
variables (S and A through F) represent dollar dif-
ferences in comparison with the price effects of a
Zone G location. A negative coefficient meant that
the dollar level of price influence for the zone in
question was lorler than that for Zone G. A positive
coeflicient meant that iL w* higher than that for
Zone G.

Adjusted Sales Price Per Square Foot As The
Dependent Variable. MRA was applied separately to
the three-town total data set and to the Town A,
Town B and Town C data subsets.

The results were impressive statistically. The
coefficient of multiple determination (R-squared),
which indicated the percent of variance in ADJSPSF
explained by the independent variables, was at ac-
ceptable to high levels. Moreover, the high F ratios
in the models mean that it was almost totally un-
likely that the results occurred by chance.

Both DDATE and BEFAtr"I were highly signif-
icant andposlliue, which indicated a continuing (im-
plicitly linear) increase in ADJSPSF over the entire
study period. Lot size and square feet of living area
were next most sigrrifrcant, followed by number of
garage stalls ald age at the time of sale.

In Town A, none of the zone variables was sta-
tistically signifrcant. Moreover, they all were pos-
itive. In Town B, on the other hand, all zone
coeffrcients were negative. Coeffrcients for Zones S,
B arrd D were statistically sigrrificant. These results
indicated a probable negative influence on ADISPSF
associated with Zones S, B and D (and possibly Zone
A) Iocations relative to Zone G.

In Town C, as in Town A, none of the zone var-
iables was statistically signifrcant. The Zone S coef-
hcient was negative in both time models, but there
was a high probability that this was a chaace
occurTence.

In summar5r, there was no evidence of negative
price impacts from locations in Zones S, A and B in

Town A; there was a small but almost totally insig-
nifrcant negative impact in Zone S in Town C. In
Town B, on the other hand, the negative influences
of proximity to the Superfund site (Zones S, A and
B as well as D) were both apparent and statistically
sigrrifrcant.

Time-Distance Interartions. The MRA models
discussed above took into consideration the separate
price influences of both time and distance from the
pertinent SSA in each town. Other property and
transaction characteristics also were included in the
analysis with ADJSPSF as the dependent variable.

RECGC made further t€sts in an attemPt to
identify a:ed measure lhe combined orTbjn! effects
of time and distance zone location on ADJSPSF.
Special emphasis was placed on "time" after Janu-
ary 1, 1984.

In MR.A models, any existing joint or combined
effect can be identihed and measured through the
use of an interactive variable. In this instance, the
interactions of the time and locstion variables were
calculated and tested.

(Table 7 shows the interactions of the deed date
with each of the distaace zone indicators to produce
the seven time-distance interactive variables in-
cluded in the models. Similarly, Table 8 shows the
results of using before-after/distance zone interac-
tive variables. Tables 7 and 8 identi$ the same highly
sigrrifrcant variables: DDATE or BEFAI"I, SFLI-
VARE and LOTSIZE. AGE and GARSTAI,S also are
signifrcant.)

All of the distance zone variables were not sig-
nificant in the three-town total data set. Similarly,
all the time-distance interactive variables were not
sigrrificant except for D/BEFAFT (which was pos-
itive). Only the interactive variable for Zone B in
Table 7 was negative; all the others in both models
were positive. For the three-town total data set,
therefore, no post-announcement negative effect of
any consequence on ADJSPSF was associated with
proximity to the SSAs.

Very similar results were found for Town A. Only
the Zone C/DDATE interactive variable in Table 7
was negative. All others, especially for Zones S, A
and B, werepositiue. Moreover, only the positive in-
teractive variable for Zone F in Table 7 was statis-
tically signifrcant. None of the BEFAFI interactions
was statistically sigrrifrcant.

In Town B, on the other hand, the interactive
variables for Zones A and D in Table 7 and for Zones
S, A, B and D in Table 8 were all zegotiue. AII others
were positive. None of the interactive variables for
Town B was statistically sigrriftcant, however.

In Town C, only the interactive variables for
Zones B and C in Table 7 were negative, but both
zones were quite insigrrifrcant. All interactive var-
iables were positive in Table 8. No interactive var-
iable was statistically sigrificant in either Table 7
or 8.
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TABLE 7

Comparison of MRA Coeflicients and t Values Time-Distance Interaqtionsl

temporary nature of a modern landhll. As the tem-
porary use period is reduced (from 25 or 30 years to
less than l0 years), the adaptive reuse considera-
tions of a Iandfrll site fall within the normative time
horizone of most large-scale development plans.

With insight, cane and craltsman-like diligence,
a modern landfill site csn be transformed from al
underutilized mound of dirt and refuse to an eco-
nomically effrcient real estate asset that is beneli-
cial to the consumer, the community and the
developer.
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Three-Town

Total
Town

A
Town

B
Town

C

- 0.01
(14.67)+r

- 0.16
(- 4.47)*'

8.30
(15.04)rr

.0007
(l6.01)**

6.64
(5.56)'*

- 60.55
( - 0.88)
- 29.59
( - 0.34)

18.66
(0.22)

- 0.05
( - .0007)

- 100.61
(- L.27)
-76.04
( - 1.14)

- 79.97
(- r.r1)

0.71
(0.88)
0.35

(0.35)

- 0.23
( - 0.23)

0.03
(0.04)
1.16

0.25)
0.90

(1.15)
0.95
(r.r2)
0.62

80.91
20.75

- 0.01
( - 6.85)**
- 0.16

(-2.49)r
8.14

(9.21)*r
.0008

(4.66)**
2.60

(r.37)
- 95.68
( - 1.06)

- 87.86
( - 0.76)

- 111.46
( - 0.78)

15.78
(0.r2)

- 215.06
( - r.53)

- 162.86
( - 1.57)

- 234.42
( - 2.11)*

1.13
(1.07)
1.09

(0.81)
1.36

(0.81)

- 0.12
( - 0.08)

2.55
(r.55)
1.96

( 1.61)
2.77
(2.r3).
0.69

35.80
t7 .29

- 0.01
( - 6.56)r'*
-0.25

(-4.40)*r
7 .14

(9.51)* *
.0007

(7.68)* *

5.66
(2.7 4)**

- rr3.72
( - 0.66)

49.55
(0.26)

- 160.13
( - 0.64)

- 132.78
( - 0.90)
151.70

(1.08)

- 111.82
( - 1.08)

- 36.98
( - 0.35)

1.13
(0.55)

- 0.60
( - 0.32)

1.68
(0.58)
1.54

(0.88)

- 1.91
(- 1.16)

7.27
(r.04)
0.38

(0.31)
0.62

24.25
2L.14

- 0.03
( - 12.49)*',r

- 0.16
( - 2.56)*

7.97
( 7.39)'l *

.0011
( 15.55)* *

9.99
(5.07)+l

- 51.23
( - 0.37)
- 51.03
( - 0.34)

50.16
(0.42)
32.48
(0.26)

- 163.19
( - 1.30)

- 7 4.62
( - 0.61)

- 5.23
( - 0.04)

0.58
(0.36)
0.59

(0.33)

- 0.56
( - 0.39)
- 0.36

( - 0.25)
1.94

(1.33)
0.84

(0.59)
0.09

(0.05)
0.71

39.18
20.19

1.54
1,403

r.79
485

1.58
445

1.83
473

These interactive variable findings showed a clear
and reasonably consistent pattern. Any negative ef-
fects that could be identified and measured in as-
sociation with proximity to one of the SSAs ofer
January 1, 1984, were conl-rned to Town B. Even the
negative effects in Town B were not statistically

sigrrihcaat, however; they could easily have oc-
curred by chance. In Towns A and C, no measurable
or discernible negative effect from proximity to the
SSA was indicated, especially after Januar5r 1, 1984.
Moreover, the interactive model results indicated that
the passage of time after the announcement did not
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B'DDATE

C*DDATE

DIDDATE

EIDDATE

F*DDATE

R-Squared
F Ratio
Standard Error
of Estimate
Durbin-Watson
Number of Sales
1. Time ia deed d,ale: ADJSPSF is the d.zpcnd.ent uoriable. 2. Numbers in panntheses drz t-ua.lues
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C. What is the owner's and the manager's
track record? Have they owned or man-
aged other landfrlls? If so, how have they
performed in the past?

V. Determine long-term care responsibility: Who
is currently maintaining the site? Will they
continue to do so?

VI. Assess the frt of the project to:
A. Physical attributes: Is the site suitable for

the development, considering such factors
as size, shape, slope, topography, soil con-
ditions and drainage characteristics?

B. l,eeaupolitical attributes: Is the property
zoned for the intended use? If not, what is
the potential for changing the zoning
classification? Is there likely to be oppo-
sition to the proposed development?

C. Linkage attributes; Does the site have the
necessary access and utilities?

D. Environmental attributes: How will the
proposed project affect the landfrll and the
surrounding environment? For example,
will excees weight disturb the cap? Will
runolf from a parking lot overload the
surrounding drainage systems?

E. Dynamic attributes (people's perception):
How will the community respond to the
proposed development? How will the in-
tended market react to a landf-rll site?

VII. Hire a qualified environmentsl engineer to
address the following issues:
A. Does contamination exist on (or near) the

pmperty in the soil, water or air?
B. If not, what is the potential for contami-

nation from the landfrll site and neigh-
boring properties?

C. If so, what would be the cost of repair ac-
cording to federal, state and local
specifrcations?

As a frnal precaution, indemnification clauses,
dralted by a lawyer familiar with environmental lit-
igation, should be included in development con-
tracts. Although indemnification clauses do not
release owners and operators of the property from
the strict liability mentioned above, these clauses
cs.n be enforced to recover the cost of cleanup.

What Does The Future Hold For Landfills
And Their Subsequent Development?
The function of a landfrll will change in the near
future due to the practice of integrated waste man-
agement, which involves the coordinated use of waste
reduction, recycling, treatment and disposal sys-
tems to minimize envhonmental impact and maxi-
mize resource utilization at a reasonable cost.ls One
result of int€grat€d wast€ management is that a
la-ndhll will no longer be considered a final resting
place for alJ material but a waste decomposition
system.

Landfills will always be a necessarlr component
of the integrated waste management system, be-
cause there always will be a residue that cannot be
recycled, burned or composted. Estimates indicate

that if waste were reduced by all possible methods,
50?o of lhe landhll volume still would be needed.l!

Up to this point, landfrlls have progressed from
the old town dump to today's modern, sanitary land-
fills beause of reactions to environmental problems.
It is anticipated that future land{-rll desigr will be
proactive in nature. Research on refuse decomposi-
tion has revealed two principal methods for enhanc-
ing decomposition.

I*arhate Recycling
Leachate recycling collects leachate from the base
of a landfrll and pumps it to the landfill's surface
where it ie injected into the cap. This method main-
tains a high moisture content throughout the land-
frll, increasing the rate of waste decomposition. It is
expected that Ieachate recycling will greatly reduce
the time necessary for complete decomposition of
landhll waste. As a result, development of a landfill
site may be possible in 10 to 15 years instead of 20
or 30 years.

Waste Segregation
Some tJrp€s of waste are more conducive to degra-
dation in a landfil than others. For this reason, fu-
ture landfrlls may specialize in sprecific tpes of waste.
One kind of landhll may contain inert matter, while
another may be Iike a reactor in which "refuse is
kept moist, allowed to decompose, and eventually is
dug up and used as compost."r6

While these enhancement methods have been
used in laboratories, they have not yet been applied
to full-scsle landf-rlls for long.term monitoring and
direct evaluation of results. Strict government reg-
ulations and liability issues in the United States are
impediments to testing and practicing these inno-
vative concepts in la-ndfill disposal. For this reason,
Europe is far ahead of the United States in applying
modern landfrlling techniques and ideas. The lack
of research and development funding from federal
and state governments and private industry also has
curtailed the trial of new ideas regarding decom-
position enhancement. Curent research and devel-
opment efforts have improved past design problems,
and more rigorous design standards have been de-
veloped. Sti[, future landfill desigrrs (most likely
from Europe) will treat landf-rlls as reactors for
quickly degrading refuse, promoting gas use, reduc-
ing environmental impacts and allowing for faster
development of a completed landfill site.

Conclusion
As wellJoceted, developable urban parcels become
scarce, landlill sites grow more desirable. Problems
associated with the development of landf l sites, such
as market perception, lender uncertainty, govern-
ment regulation and oversight and exposure to lia-
bility, are not iasurmountable.

This article proposes that modern landfills are
temporary land uses and that, following an appro-
priate period ofutilization, redevelopment ofa land-
fiII site is not only possible but desirable. Technolog,
is having a signihcant impact on the duration of the

TABLE 8

Comparison of MRA Coeftrcients and t values Time-Distance Interactions: Before-After January 1, 19841

Variable
Three-Town

Total
Town

A
Town

B
Town

C

SFLIVAREA

AGE

BEFAtr"I

GARSTAI,S

LOTSIZE

Zone S

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

Zone D

Zone E

Zone F

S'BEFAT"I

A*BEFATT

BIBEFAtr"T

CTBEFAtr"I

D*BEFAT"T

E*BEFAFT

FIBEFA.F'T

R-Squared
F Ratio
Standard Error
of Estimate
Durbin-Watson
Number of Sa]es

- 0.01
(13.78)t*
- 0.10

( - 2.36)r
30.00
(9.12).t
5.88

(4.14).r
.0008

(15.19)r*
- 4.94

( - r.19)
- 1.99

( - 0.36)
-7.29

( - r.34)
- 2.02

(- 0.42)
- 8.75

( - 1.76)
- 7.37

( - 0.34)
- 3.43

( - 0.85)
7 .72

(7.47)
2.25

(0.36)
9.33
0.47)
10.35
( 1.81)
11.62
(2.02)l
L.32

(0.28)
5.81

(1.18)
0.47

43.37
24.60

1.70
1,403

- 0.01
( - 7.01)**
- 0.23

( - 3.54)'*
25.94
(6.79)'*
6.90

(2.93)r*
.0008

(7.22\'*
- 19.78
(- 2.'t)r
- 11.80
( - 1.13)

- 17.58
( - 1.41)
- 9.63

( - 1.35)

- 9.84
(- 1.29)

- 6.00
(- 1.13)

- 7.87
(- t.42)
- 1.08

(- 0.1u
- 0.39

( - 0.03)
- 1.51

( - 0.11)
10.51
( 1.13)

-2.62
( - 0.28)

0.09
(0.01)
3.45

(0.50)
0.51

15.22
24.L0

- 0.03
(- 11.41)**

- 0.09
( - 1.18)

26.69
(3.63)'.
8.23

(3.43)t*
.0011

(14.58)**

- 4.30
( - 0.44)

0.30
(0.03)

- 4.01
( - 0.45)
- 0.15

( - 0.02)
- 5.41

( - 0.57)
-7.35

( - 0.81)
- 6.65

( - 0.68)
4.59

(0.43)
0.22

(0.02)
L2.02
(L.27)
8.43

(0.84)
16.78
(1.63)
6.04

(0.62)
10.70
(0.95)
0.58

2t.47
24.51

1.96
485

1.66
445

1.95
473

1. ADJSPSF is dzpendent uori4ble. 2. Nutubers in parenthes$ are t ualues

' = Significant at the .05 leuel

" = Stgaificanl at the .01 leuel

enhance or exacerbate any negative effects that a
location close to the SSA in Town B already had on
ADJSPSF,

Summary
A total data set of 1 ,423 usable sales of single-family
residential properties in three towns in northern New
Jersey was studied over the period July 1, 1980,

through June 30, 1989. Detailed property and sales
transaction information was gathered from public
records, published sources and lield inspections. The
Iocation of each sales property was identihed by dis-
tance zone from the boundaries of a Superfund site
(SSA) in each town. Sales within the SSAs them-
selves, both before and after January 1, 1984, also
were included.
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- 0.01
( - 5.30)*.
- 0.10

(- r.24)
30.36
(5.06)*r
0.94

(0.38)
.0009

(4.40)**
-7.74(- r.22)
-2.94

( - 0.37)
- 3.11

( - 0.30)
- 1.87

( - 0.21)
- 5.98

( - 0.67)
- 0.02

( - 0.00)
- 3.29

(- 1.22)
13.58
(r.89)

7 .69
(0.86)
8.96

(0.75)
11.21
(1.06)
8.74

(0.84)
3.05

(0.37)
8.38

(1.03)
0.49

15.34
22.L8



The data sets were subjected to a series of sta-
tistical tests to provide a basis for reaching judg-
ments about: (1) whether proximity to a known SSA
had a negative effect on residential property values
in any of the three towns; (2) how far away from the
SSA any nega.tive price effect was felt; and (3) how
persistently aly such negative effect was felt over
time. Three ststistical procedures were employed:

r Simple comparisons of averages resulted in
graphs depicting the movement of average
ADISPSF in different distarce zones.

r Percentage changes were calculated by com-
paring averages of ADJSPSF before and after
January l, 1984. Tlends in sales volume were
similarly tested and compared. In addition,
changes in the percentage mix of sales by zone
for each year within each town were compared.

r Multiple regression analysis received major
emphasis. ADJSPSF was the focal dependent
variable.

Within MRA, the standard Hedonic Pricing
Model was applied using two time measures: (1) deed
date, a continuous variable; and (2) before-after Jan-
uary 1, 1984, a binary variable. The coefficients for
all reported distance zones represented incremental
differences from the price of the most distant zone
(G) which served as a control.

Finally, the Hedonic Pricing Model was modi-
[-red to incorporate time-distance interactions ofboth
deed date and before-a.fter time in combination with
distance zone.

Conclusions
The results of the statistical tests and their f-rndings
led to the following conclusions.

Only in Town B was there any systematic, sig-
nificant negative effect on ADJSPSF ond on sales
volume for properties close to the SSA. In Towns A
and C, where remefiation and cleanup were com-
pleted promptly, no syst€matic or sigrrif-rcant nega-
tive effect was evident except in sales volume in
1989. The period ofthis decline in sales was too brief
to provide a basis for generalization.

After Ja-nuar5r 1, 1984, patterns of negative ef-
fects on ADJSPSF were spotty, un-systematic and
generally insigrrificant. The only consistent nega-
tive impacts appeared in Town B, in Zones S, A, B
and D. Even there, negative interactive time-dis-
taace variables were not signilicaat. Most consistent
was a lower rate of increase in average ADJSPSF
in Zone S generally and in Zones A and B in Town
B.

Sales volumee in the distance zones closest to
the SSAs did not decline perceptibly in the years
immediately following the December, 1983,
announcement. Aly decreases that did occur were
quite temporary. In 1988 and 1989, however, when

the general level of residential sales volume de-
creased throughout the market area, the declines
were much sharper in Zones S, A and B. No direct
association with proximity to the SSAs was dem-
onstrated, however.

No measurable negative impact beyond the SSA
was evident in Towns A and B. Even there, the post-
announcement effects lyere not signif-rcant. In Town
B, on the other hand, negative price (and sales vol-
ume) effects were found with properties located at
least 500 feet from the outer boundary of the SSA
through Zone B. It is arguable that the negative
impact extended through Zone D (1,500 feet away
from the SSA) in Town B, even though the measur-
able effects in intervening Zone C was posiriue.

Standard MRA using the Hedonic Pricing Model
supported and clarilied these conclusions based on
comparisons of averages and comparisons of trends.
Nega.tive statistically significant coefficients asso-
ciated with location were found in Town B only. There
the coefficients for Zones S, A and B were both neg-
ative and statistically sigrrificant. There was no such
impact in Town A or Town C.

The foregoing conclusions also were reinforced
when interactive time-distance variables were in-
corporated into the Hedonic Pricing Model. The neg-
ative impacts noted in Zones S, A and B in Town B
were generally not signifrcant; nevertheless, there
was a continuing negative impact associated with
property locations in Zones S, A and B after January
1, 1984, in Town B only, through at least June, 1989.

Any continuing, significant negative price im-
pacts associated with proximity to an SSA were lim-
ited to Town B. The SSA within Town B was the
site within which barrels of radioactive soil were
prominently stored in the open for more than two
years with attendant continuing publicity. Several
contaminated properties in this town were fenced
off, and danger signs warning of radiation hazards
were prorninently displayed.

The Superfund sites in Towns A and C, on the
other hand, were cleaned up expeditiously, and they
had none of the adverse publicity that persisted in
Town B. As a result, their potential negative im-
pacts were effectively eliminated. Accordingly, no
sigrificant negative effects on A-DJSPSF or sales
volume emerged. Indeed, with the exception ofprop-
erties within the Superfund site itself in 1988 and
1989, no negative price effect was identihed in Towns
A arrd C.

Therefore, the market response to proximity to
a known SSA was a direct function of the speed and
appar€nt effectiveness of any remediation or cleanup
effort. These results were generally consistent with
findings from other, similarly desigrred and exe-
cuted statistical studies in other states.

human beings from the dangers of illega-l dumping
of hazardous waste. The act applies primarily to
busi.nesses that deal with hazardous materials on a
daily basis. Under this law, only landfills approved
by the USEPA may be used for hazardous waste
disposal.

Superfund
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Com-
pensation and Liability Act (CERCI"A), also known
as Superfund, was enact€d in 1980 (and revised in
the Superfr:nd Amendments and Reauthorization Act
ISARAI of 1986) to provide funds that state govern-
ments and the USEPA can use, in emergency situ-
ations, to contain and cleanup hazardous wast€
contamination. The act authorizes the USEPA to
impose cleanup (or remedial action) responsibility
on property owners and,/or operators. If the cleanup
order is ignored, the USEPA can perform the cleanup
itself and bill responsible parties for the cost. If
cleanup is necessary and the responsible parties
cannot be found or forced to do the cleanup at their
own expense, the site is placed on the USEPA's Na-
tional Priority List. Sites on this list are cleaned up
in order as determined by the potential harm and
human health risk they impose.

Three forms of liability for site remediation ex-
ist. Strict liability always exists and is imposed on
any entity (e.g., person, partnership or corporation)
related to the property as an owner, operator, trans-
porter of or generator of hazardous material. The
liability is imposed regardless of whether the entity
knew of the problem or waa even at fault. If more
than one party is responsible, joint liability is im-
posed. The USEPA can require cleanup costs to be
covered by any of the involved parties, including
lenders. Ifa lender has participated in the operation
of (or continues to operate aller foreclosure) a prop-
erby that is named by the USEPA, the lender will
be a likely target for reimbursement of cleanup costs.
This fact has caused marry lenders to rethink com-
mercial and industrial loan underwriting policies.
Finally, liability is retroactive in that all previous
owners and operators of a property may be held li-
able, even if the problem occurred before the enact-
ment of CERCI-A.

Exceptions to Superfund's strict liability are
limited. The three exceptions (also known as the
"Third Party Defense") are summarized as follows:

1. If the contamination was csused solely by an
act of God or war.

2. If contamination "was caused solely by an act
or omission of a third party other tharr an em-
ployee or agent of the new owner or other than
one whose act or omission occurs in connection
with a contractual relationship, existing di-
rectly or indirectly with the new owner."

3. If the nev/ owner "establishes by a preponder-
ance of the evidence that he exercised due care
with respect to the hazardous substance con-
cerned, taking into consideration the charac-
teristics of such hazardous substance in light
of all relevant facts and circumstances, and he

took precautions against foreseeable acts or
omissions of any such third party and the con-
sequences that could foreseeably result from
such acts or omissions."l r

Given the limited legBl defenses against liability,
anyone contemplating the purchase or use of a land-
fill site must do everything possible to protect him-
self before committing to anlthing.
Suggestions For Risk Reduction
Risk has been defrned as the difference between ex-
pectations and realizations.l2 Expectations are based
on assumptions. The obvious method for reducing
the risk of liability is to do everything within legal,
frnancial and time limitations to "assume" as little
as possible. In the case of landhll development, the
site itself holds a set of specialized assumptions that
must be confronted. Therefore, the frrst step is to
learn as much as possible about the assumptions
associated with a landhll site. The following is a list
of suggested actions.

I. Research the site history.
A. Who were the previous owners?
B. What were the previous uses? Check to

see if any previous use involved the gen-
eration, storage (including underground
tanks) or disposal of hazardous material
listed by the USEPA. If so, were all op-
erations performed according to govern-
ment regulations? Are there any records
of contamination? If so, how was the sit-
uation remediated?

II. Find out if the property or surrounding prop-
erty is (or may be) designated by USEPA or
the state as a cleanup site.

III. Review landlill desigrr and construction.
A. Desigrr.

1. Who designed the landfrll? What is their
track record?

2. Was the landfill desigrred according to
regulations? Were any exceptions made
for special conditions?

3. What type of waste was the landl'rll de-
signed to handle?

B. Construction.
1. Who constructed the landfill? What is

their track record?
2. Did the construction ofthe larrdl-rll fol-

Iow the desigrr? Were any design re-
visions necessary?

IV. Review the owner and management history
of the site.
A. Has the owner or manager been cited for

aly violations regarding the operation or
safety of the landhll? For example:
1. Groundwater contamination?
2. Improper daily cover?
3. Complaints about odors?
4. Violations for accepting wastes other

than those types approved for the site
(e.g., a municipal landfill taking haz-
ardous waste)?

B. Are management practices well
documented?
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landfill becomes more stable, a stage, band-
shell, dressing rooms, storage rooms and rest-
rooms will be added to the amphitheater.e

What Architectural Issues Need To Be
Addressed?
Any type of development on a landfill requires an
architectural desigrr that specifically addresses the
characteristics and limitations of the site. Architec-
tural designs must consider such issues as methane
generation, settlement, water runoff and long-term
care of the site.

Methane
Gases normally diffuse upward. However, since the
landfiIl cover is relatively impermeable due to its
high clay content, good compaction arrd possible wet
or frozen conditions, gases travel laterally until they
reach arl escape location. To prevent methane from
moving into structures built on a landfill site, gas
barriers and gas channeling devices must be con-
structed. These gas protection measures may simply
involve building a structure on a plastic liner that
is positioned over a layer of gravel. Because gravel
is permeable, it captures methane that is traveling
toward the building. The plastic liner prevents
metha-ne in the gravel layer from seeping upward.
Gas protection measures also may be quite sophis-
ticated as is shown in the following example.

r The Albany Public Works Complex (mentioned
previously) has a unique design for protecting
aga.inst the release of methane gas. The 15,000-
square-foot ollice area has been mnstructed over
a four-foot crawl space plenum (a space in which
the air pressure is greater than that of the out-
side atmosphere) for venting any methane gas
that may escape from the landfill. Gas buildup
in the plenum can be detected by manually
checking gas detectors. More importantly, a
methane concentration that reaches 207o of the
gas' explosive limit sounds an alarm and trig-
gere automatic aeration of the plenum to re-
move the methane within five minutes. Not since
the building opened on June 8, 1990, or at any
time before, has it been necessary to clear the
plenum of gas.

A three-fold system protects the 49,000-square-
foot garage area of the complex. Under the ga-
rage's concrete floor is a layer of sand that cov-
ers a geotextile fabric (a non-woven PVC barrier
layer). Below the fabric is a pipe system that
colleck methane from a one-foot layer of smooth,
washed stones. Gas sensors in the layer of stones
detect the concentration of methare, and they
will sound an alarm if methane reaches 20?o of
its lower explosive limit. Positive pressure
blowers or negative pressure suction then will
evacuate the gas within 30 minutes. Beneath
the stones is a PVC gas barrier membrane that
can stretch 7007o before it tears. The PVC layer
prevents methane from moving upward. A ring
of gas vents at the building's periphery vents
any gas that moves laterally.ro

Settlement
Landhll settlement is another issue that must be
adilressed in the architectural desigr of a develop-
ment. Two foundation methods (piles and the use of
virgin soil) for building structures, without waiting
for settlement to cease, were described previously.
Ifdevelopment can be postponed until the refuse has
stabilized, floating foundations may be used. Also,
because connections of utilities are subject to shear-
ing from differential settlement, utility couplings
must be flexible-

Water Runoff
Water that runs off buildings and parking lots con-
structed on a landhll should be collected and routed
to the sewer system. If not collected and rerouted,
the water will slowly seep through the landfill's cap
and into the refuse to create excess leachate which
is costly to treat and dispose and increases the po-
tential for groundwater contamination.
l,ang-Tenn Care
Developments on landfills must be designed and
constructed so as not to interfere with the long-term
care operations of the site. Tlpically in the United
States a lantlfrll must be monitored and maintained
for a 20- to 3O-year period after closure. Long-term
care involves monitoring groundwater, collecting ald
treating leachate, monitoring and controlling gas
migration as long as necessary and maintaining the
slope of and vegetation on the final cover. Devel-
opment projects must be designed to allow access to
particular areas of the landfill, such as leachate
st rage tanks, wat€r monitoring wells a.rrd gas vents,
so the long-term cere ofthe landfrll can be performed.

What Liability Comes With Owning Landfill
Property?
Landfrlls are designed to accept certain types of ref-
use. A landf-rll may accept relatively inert material,
such as fly ash or foundry sand, or it may accept
only hazardous (or potentially hazardous) materials.
Most landfrlls fall between these two extremes ald
receive norma.l community refuse. Today's modern
landfrlls are engineered specilically for the t1'pres of
waste they receive, and they are designed to mini-
mize potential hazards to the surrounding environ-
ment. However, no matter how well-desigrred and
operated, a landfrll still may cause surface and sub-
surface contamination. Waste contained in a prop-
erly maintained landf-rll is not inherently hazardous
but may become so under certain circumstances (e.g.,
excessive settling may cause leachate collection pipes
to crack or break, allowing leachate to contaminate
the area). If contamination occurs, some party will
be held responsible for repair and cleanup costs. Two
federal laws are most relevant to the potential lia-
bility involved with the investment in, operation on
or development of a landhll site.
Resource Conser "-ation And Recouery Act
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA), administered by the U.S. Enyironmental
Protection Agency (USEPA), regulates the genera-
tion, transportation, storage and disposal of hazard-
ous wastes. The purpose ofthis legislation is to prot€ct
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llf ollowing two centuries of industrial, commer-
]' cial. reiidential and even recreationa.l misuse
I of America's natural environment and re-
sources, the last several decades have seen signifr-
cant public concern for protecting the environment
fmm continuing degradation. Federal, state and even
local governments have recognized and responded
to this concern with a variety of legislative and reg-
ulatory programs intended to preserve envilonmen-
tal quality. While much ofthie effort seeks to ensure
clean air and water, a signifrcant amount of envi-
ronmental regulation seeks to clean up or prevent
further contamination of land. Owners, lessors, les-
sees, buyers, sellers, lenders and brokers of real es-
tate as well as others involved in real estate
transactions mr:st cope not only with the hmlth risks
and hazards of environmentally allected real estate,
but also with the laws that govern environmentally
contaminated and protected property.

A variety of environmental hazards may affect
real estate. Commercial and industrial facilities most
often are environmentally contaminated by sub-
stances that have been inadvertently or canelessly
discharged onto property. These facilities, for ex-
ample, may contain asbestos in the form of insula-
tion or flrreproohng materials, or they may overlie
abandoned or operational underground storage tanks
that are sources of soil or groundwater contamina-
tion. Residential properties may be environmentally
contaminated by insulation, carpeting or building
materials that emit radon, lead, asbestos particles
or formaldehyde gas or by materials employed by a
previous commercial user. R.esidential properties also
may be environmentally threatened by under-
ground storage tanks arld by electromagnetic fields
emalating from electric transmission and distribu-
tion Iines and other power sources. Residential or
commerciaUindustrial properties may be limited in
their development by environmental interests in
preserving coastal areas, endangered species' habi-
tats or wetlands.

As one might expect, legislative measures
adopted to address environmental problems, and the
ways in which these laws may a1lect real estate, are
numerous and complex. The purpose of this article
therefore is to identify the most prominent environ-
mental problems addressed by legislative and/or
regu.latory schemes.

Superfund
Perhaps the most infamous environmental issue af-
fecting real estate originated with the Comprehen-
sive Environmental Response, Compensation and
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Court of fupeals for the Fed2ral Ci,tuit, the U,S. District
Court for the Nodhern District of lllinois and the bar of the
Statz of lllinois,

Real estate inuestors and pra.ctitioners
need to comply with regulations and laws
gouerning the sale and naintenance of
enuironrnentally contaminated or protected
properties.
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Liability Act of 1980r (also known as Superfund or
CERCI"A) which imposes liability for the costs of
cleaning up seriously contaminated proPerty on per-
song who ate or have been i-nvolved with the prop'
erty (often referred ln as potenlially responsiblz pafties
or PRPs). PRPs include owners who had no involve-
ment in, control over or even knowledge of the re-
lease of environmental contaminants or individuals
who acquired the properby alter it became contam-
inated but had no knowledge of the contamination
at the time of purchase.

The Superfund law is administ€red and enforced
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA); it empowers USEPA to order the owner
of property that has been severely contaminated by
hazardous wastes to clean up the sit€ or to conduct
the cleanup and secure reimbursement of the cost of
doing so from the PRPs. They may be held strictly
Iiable for such costs, which often are of a staggering
magnitude measured in millions or tens of millions
of dollare.

There are, however, two important exemptions
to Superfund liability, both of which are the subject
of coneiderable debate and activity. Superfund ex-
empts from liability persons who, without partici-
pating in the management of a facility, hold indicia
ofownership primarily to protect a security interest.
Although this provision was intended to benefit real
estate mortgage lenders, its scope has been nar-
rowed dramatically by judicial interPretation of its
language. Court decisions have held a lender to be
liable for Superfund cleanup expenses if the lender
temporarily becomes the owner of a contaminated
property through foreclosure. In addition, in U.S. v
Fleet Factors Corp.2 the court held that a lender
could be liable if it had the copacify to influence the
property owner's treatment of wast€s or contami-
nants on the property whether or not it exercised
that power. Although at least one Eubsequent court
decision reached a contradictory conclusion, lenders
understandably have become cautious about mak-
ing loans secured by real estate unless the environ-
mental condition of the properby has been determined.
L,enders also have become unwilling or reluctant to
foreclose on property which is or may be contami-
nated. They also hesitate to manage the affairs of a
delinquent borrower whose loan is secured by con-
taminated real estat€, for fear of neg'ating the se-
cured lender exemption to Superfund liability.

Several attempts to conect this problem are un-
derway. U.S. Rep. LaFalce (D-NY), Owens (D-Utah)
and Weldon (R-PA) and Sen. Garn (R-Utah) have
introduced legislative proposals that would (1) ex-
pressly prescribe the actions lenders may undertake
to prot€ct their collateral without voiding Super-
fund's secured lender exemption and (2) establish
li-rnite on lenders' liability for cleanup costs. In ad-
dition, USEPA has released for public comment a
rule that describes specifrcally the extent to which
a secured lender may participate in the allairs of a
borrower whose loan is seo:red by contaminated real

estate. This proposed rule also itemizes the circum-
stances under which a lender may foreclose on and
liquidate its interest in a contaminated property
without incurring liability for Superfund cleanup
expenses. The rule further exempts from liability
government entities that involuntarily succeed to
ownership or control of contaminated property. This
provision is particularly important to the Resolution
Trust Corporation (RTC), Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) and other government agencies
that are or may become owners of a large irrventory
of properties previously secured by loans made by
failed f'rnancial institutions.

Superfund also exempts from liability innocent
purchasers, that is, individuals who acquired prop-
erty v'ithout knowing or having any reason to k-now
that the property was contaminated. To establish
that one did not have reason to know of the contam-
ination and thus qualify for this exemption, Super-
fund requires a purchaser to demonstrate that he
had undertaken at the time of acquisition, all ap-
propriate inquiry into the previous ownership and
uses of the property consistent with good commer-
cial or customary practice. Thus, one must conduct
an adequate inspection or examination of the prop-
erty-often referred to as due diligence-to be en-
titled to this exemption from liability. Unfortunately,
neither the Superfund statute nor its regulations
prescribe the nature or extent of the due diligence
investigation that would be required. Potential pur-
chasers consequently are uncertain of the degree of
inspection that will allow them to claim this ex-
emption for a property that subsequently is discov-
ered to be contaminated.

To f-rll this void, the American Society for Test-
ing and Materials (ASTM), a private standard-set-
ting organization, has initiated an effort to establish
an appropriate standard of investigation that will
allow property purchasers to qualify for the exemp-
tion. A variety of private and public sector concerns
are involved in this effort, including representatives
from lending institutions, real estate organizations,
corporate property owners, and government and en-
vironmental consultants. Although the standard
ASTM intends to adopt through this process will be
voluntary and therefore not bind courts or admin-
istrative agencies such as USEPA, compliance with
the standard nevertheless may be viewed as persua-
sive evidence that the statutory "all appropriate in-
quiry" requirement has been satisfied. It is
anticipated that this standard will be f-rnalized and
adopted in 1992. In addition, the legislation intro-
duced by Reps. Owens arld Weldon also includes pro-
visions desigrred to define statutorily the investigation
that is necessa4z to qualify for the innocent land-
owner exemption to Superfund liability.

Although of great concern to real estate owners,
buyers, sellers or lenders, Superfund has virtually
no direct application to real estate brokers, agents
or other real estate professionals because their ac-
tivities do not bring them within Superfund's deh-
nition of PRPs. Superfund liability applies only to a

r In Albany, New York, a new public works com-
plex was built on a completed landfrll using the
piling method noted above. The $7 million proj-
ect consists of a 15,000-square'foot offrce build-
ing and a{oining 49,000-squarefmt garage- The
complex was built on the south side of the land-
Iill where construction and demolition debris
had been deposited. Early borings showed that
the landfrll was 20 to 25 feet deep and bedrock
was encountered at 30 feet. The short distance
to bedrock and the inert nature of the hll made
this project feasible.

To prepare the site, contractors leveled and
compacted the rubble, using a crane to drop 20-
ton weights from a height of 60 feet. The weights,
dropped ten times in each location, formed a 20-
foot grid of approximately ten'foot craters
Bulldozers then packed down two feet of gravel
before an ironing compaction pass with wider
weights further compressed the upper [-rve feet.
The foundation was set with 12'inch diameter
concrete piles tlriven 30 feet down to bedrock.

Constructing the public works complex on the
laadfrll solved two major problems for the city
of Albany. First, the cost of the new complex
absorbed the $1 million required to close and
cap the landfrll. Second, the landfill site pro-
vided the necessary acreage and linkageE to the
surrounding area. For years, the department of
public works had maintained scattered olfice
space requiring public vehicles to park all over
the city. As part of its ongoing capital improve-
ments, Albany sought a new state-of'the-art
home for the public works department in an
ideal location for service to the city.

When In The Life Of A Landfill Is The Best
Time For Development?
The decomposition process within a laadfrll suggests
that there is no "best time" to develop a landf-rll site.
In general, landfill development should be post-
poned until the site has been completely capped ald
vegetation has grown. Good vegetative cover con-
trols erosion and minimizes leachate by allowing the
plants to utilize moisture on the landfrll's surface
ihrough evapotranspiration. Vegetation also rnakes
the completed Landfrll more visually mmpatible with
the surrounding area.

The time to develop such a site depends on the
ty'pe ofdevelopment and the type ofwaste contained
in the landfrll. Parks and projects that can with'
stand settlement can pay less attention to timing
than more complicated developments. Inert waste
(fly ash, foundry sand and demolition debris) may
begin soon after landfrll closure because these land-
frlls do not settle or generat€ methane. With mu-
nicipal waste, however, timing of development is a
more di{Iicult issue.

In a municipal waste landfill, waste must undergo
several stages of decomposition before methane is
generated, creating a lag phase of about six months
to two or three years. The duration of active gas

generation appears to range from f-rve years in warm,
moist climates to 20 years in dry climates.6 To be as
safe as possible, a project should not be started until
methane generation has ceased and the refuse is
stable. However, these conditions are diffrcult tojudge
and may take several decades to occur.

E s t i mati n g D e co mp o sition
Two methods may be used to estimate the 6tate of
decomposition in a landfill: gas pump tests and cel-
lulose to figrrin ratios. Together, these analyses de-
termine how quickly a landhll can be developed for
a particular end use.

The gas pump test measures changes in pres-
sure in gas that has been pumped from a landfill to
evaluate the potential ofthe refuse to produce meth-
ane or to determine how much more methane the
refuse is expected to generate. Data from the pump
test must be extrapolated into the future for inter-
pretation, and they are subject to wide variability.

Refuse stability is determined by calculating the
cellulose to lignin ratio of refuse samples collected
from many different locations and depths in a land-
fill. Celtulose and ligrrin are specifrc organic mate-
rials that ocgur simultaneously in nature and are
present in fresh refuse. Cellulose (in the form of pa-
per and paper-related products) is the major chem-
ically identifrable constituent of municipal refuse.
Recently, data on the chemical composition of refuse
have been published, and these data have been used
in a mass balance analysis to cslculate a methane
potential for each chemical constituent. The results
indicate that cellulose and its related hemicellulose
fraction account for 97?o of the methane potential.?
Cellulose, therefore, can be expected to degrade dur-
ing the decomposition process and convert to meth'
ane. Liglin does not degrade under the anaerobic
(without free oxygen) conditions required for meth-
ane production; therefore, the ratio of cellulose to
ligrrin changes with time as waste decomposition oc-

curs. Studies that analyzed refuse samples from
landlills across the United States revealed that the
cellulose to ligrrin ratio decreased with time as the
waste decomposed. The ratio was approximately 4.0
for fresh refuse, 0.9 to 1.2 for active and partially
stabilized Iandfill and 0.2 for relatively well-stabi-
lized larrdf-rll.8

A Iandfrll site can be developed in stages that
take into account the decomposition process and its
associated side effects. The following example shows
how this method may be used.

r SaIt Meadows Park in Fairf'reld, Connecticut, is
being constructed in stages on 300 acres that
contain a wastewater treatment facility, two
landfrlls, a public works garage and a refuse
trarsfer station. The fust stage of development
involves constructing walking and bicycling
paths (with gravel and stone dust) and picnic
areas on the undulating terrain of one of the
landfill sites. The next stage involves an out-
door amphitheater that will be terraced with
fairly steep, gently sloping and somewhat level
gr€rssy areas. Years into the future when the
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government agencies. Recently, however, govern-
ments have been approving a variety of develop-
ments on landf-tll sites.

The type of waste deposited in a landfrll also
determines the options available for reuse of the site.
Municipal waste is subject to biological decomposi-
tion within a landfrll. During this process, methane
is generated by micro-organisms as they break down
orgaaic material. Methane migrates to permeable
areas, and if allowed to collect in those areas, the
gas may become explosive. Municipal waste also is
subject to settlement. As refuse degrades, the lald-
frll site will settle between 1Vo and lSVo.In cases of
poorly compacted refuse, landfrll sites have settled
as much as 507o.r Most settling occurs in the land-
fill's frrst five years (in moist climates); however,
long-term settling also occurs. Different parts of a
landfill are created at different times; so various areas
may be undergoing different stages ofdecomposition
simulteleously. These varying stages of decompo-
sition can cause differential settlement.

Other types of waste pose fewer potential devel-
opment problems. Landfrlls created with foundr5/
sand, fly ash and demolition debris may be suitable
for sophisticated development for two principal rea-
sons. These landfrlls contain wastes that consist of
tightly compacted materials; therefore, they are more
stable and less susceptible to settlement, and they
have good load-bearing capacities for structures. Also,
because the waste they contain has low organic com-
position, the landfrlls do not produce methane gas.

Finally, the design and condition of a landfill
affect its end use. A real estate developer is always
interested in decreasing exposure to risk. One of the
most basic forms of risk reduction is to gain more

knowledge of the situation. Uncertainty can be re-
duced if the developer understands the desigrr, con-
struction a]ld maintenance of a landf-rll site. With
an understanding of the desigr and refuse compo-
sition of a particular landlill, a developer can elim-
inate non-conforming uses and recognize the
modifications (and their associated costs) that may
be needed for alternative uses.

Various Landfill End Uses
The most common uae of a former municipal waste
landfrll is as open space, olten v/ith light recrea-
tional facilities such as walking and biking trails,
softball and soccer frelds arrd golf courses. Because
settlement of a landfrll is uneven in the frrst few
years following completion, initial development
should require non-permanent and yielding mate-
rials. After waste has stabilized, which may take ten
years or more, development may include paved areas
for parking lots, outdoor storage, tennis courts and
roads. The shape of the landf l may be transformed
by massive grading and berming efforts using flrll so
as not to disrupt the integrity of the landfrll. Ski
hills and toboggan runs have been constructed on
tra-nsformed landf'rll sites.

Buildings for residential and commercial use may
be constructed on such sites after the land has sta-
bilized and the waste has finished decomposing and
ceased producing methane. Depending on the cli-
mate, landhll design and other factors, it may take
up to 25 years or more for full decomposition.

Buildings may be constructed on a r€cently closed
landfill using one of two methods (see Figure 3).
First, pilings may be driven down through the land-
f-rll to support the structure. Because the pilings will
disrupt the integrity of the site, government ap-
proval for development ald guidance during con-
struction is necessary. Second, virgin soil on which
to build may be maintained within the landfill area.
This method requires the developer and/or landfill
designer to choose the specific area for the devel-
opment and create the landf-rll around it.

When building on a recently closed landhll, de-
velopers must give serious consideration to land set-
tlement and methane generation. The following is
an exciting example of landfill reuse.
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real estate professional who qualifies as a PRP be-
cguse he is an owner or operator of a contaminated
site, has caused or permitted contaminants to be re-
leased on the site or has transported or arranged for
the transport of the contaminants to the site. None
of these activities, of course, is typical conduct of
most real estate professionals.

One reported court case has addressed the po-
tential liability of a real estate broker under Super-
fund. In Tanglewood East Homeowners v. Charles-
Thomas, Inc.,s the plaintiffs sued a number of par-
ties involved in the development of a housing sub-
division, including the real estate brokerage hrm
that handled the sale of the homes, to recover costs
incurred in clealing up toxic wastes found on the
property. The court held that the defendants, in-
cluding the brokers, could be liable under Superfund
as transporters of the contaminating waste because
of grading and other related development work.
However, this case does zol provide a basis for im-
posing Superfund liabfity on real estate brokers that
act solely as brokers ald merely market a property.
According to this case, only if brokers are involved
in property development can they be held liable un-
der Superfund.

State Superfund Laws
Numerous state legislatures have adopted Super-
fund-like statutes that give states the authority to
clean up contaminated 6ites and claim reimburse-
ment from certain parties for the cleanup costs in-
curred. Although a variety of permutations and
peculiarities exist among the various statutes, most
are modeled after Superfund. Like the federal stat-
ute, "little Superfund" statutes do not extend liabil-
ity to real estate professionals who act only in their
brokerage capacity.

A number of states have added a twist to their
Superfund-like statutory schemes, however. Federal
Superfund and similar statutes in at least 21 states
allow a lien to be imposed against property for the
costs of environmental cleanup. Some statutes ex-
tend this lien to other property within the state that
is owned by the same party. In 16 states, this lien
is an ordinary one, subject to prior liens; however,
in f-rve states (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire and New Jersey), the lien is a so-
called Superlien, which ta.kes precedence over all
other prior liens. In three of these states (Connect-
icut, Massachusetts and New Jersey), the Superlien
acts as a regular priority lien in the case of residen-
tial property; nevertheless, in all frve states, the lien
has hrst priority over any other security interests
in the property that is subject to cleanup.

Underground Storage Tanks
USEPA estimates that there fie severaf million un-
derground storage tanks containing petroleum or
hazardous chemicals in the United States. The ma-
jority ofthese tanks and their piping ale constructed
of unprotected steel; therefore, they are subject to
lealage resulting from corrosive decay. I-eakage from

undergtound storage tanks can cause hres or explo-
sions, and it can contaminate underground water
systems. As a result of concern about the dangers
ard environmentel damage produced by this leak-
age, Congress in 1984 and again in 1986 acted to
regr.rlate underground storage tanks; many states
and even some local jurisdictions also have adopted
legislation governing these potential environmental
hazards.

The objective of federal legislation covering un-
derground storage tan.ks4 is to prevent, detect and
correct leaks and spills ald the corresponding en'
vironmental damage they create and to require
owners and operators of underground storage tanks
to meet certain standards ofhnancial responsibility.
Tanks installed after December 1988 must meet
standards of construction designed to preyent or re-
sist decay from corrosion and to prevent spills and
overflows. Because much tank leakage arises not in
the tank itself but in the associated piping, the pip-
ing also must meet such standards. In addition, new
tanks and piping must be equipped with a leak de-
tection system, and they must be monitored for leaks
at least monthly.

Existing tanks must be improved by adding cor-
rosion protection and leak detection features that
satisfy the requirements for new tanks. The dead-
line for making these improvements depends on the
tank's age; tanks installed before 1965 must meet
these requirements sooner than tanks that were in-
stalled later. By December 1993, all tanks must be
equipped with leak detection systems, and by 1998,
all tsnks must have corrosion, spill and overflow
protection.

In addition to these requirements regarding the
quality of tanks and their leakage monitoring sys-
tems, USEPA regulations require any suspected or
confirmed leak or release and the action taken to
correct any damage to be reported to federal or ap-
propriate state authorities.

Closure, or cessation of the use of underground
storage tanks, on a temporary or permanent basis,
also is regulated by federal Iaw. If use of a tank is
to be terminated permanently, the owner ofthe tank
must inspect for and clean up arry damage caused
by leakage; empty and clean the tank of all remain-
ing liquid, vapors or sludge, and remove the tank or
fiIl it with a stable inactive substance such as sand.
If a tank is to be closed t€mporarily, the leak detec-
tion system must be in operation as long as the tank
contains materials:

Some undergtound storage tar*s are exempt from
these requirements. The most sigaifrcant exemp-
tions are for farm or residential tanks that hold fewer
than 1,100 gallons of motor fuel for noncommercial
purposes and tanks that store heating oil for use on
the premises. However, even tanks that are exemPt
from federal regulation may be subject to rigorous
state or local regulation.
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Property containing underground storage tanks
subjects the owner to a plethora of maintenance re-
quirements as well as liability for the environmen-
tal damage that leakage from a tank may cause.
Owners or potential purchasers of such property
therefore must be careful to consider, understand
and comply with these requirements.

Lead
Another potentially harmfirl substance to which many
Americans may be exposed il the environment is
lead. It enters the human body by inhalation or
ingestion and accumulates in the blood, bones and
soft tissues. Excessive concentrations of lead in the
body can Beriously damage the central nervous sys-
tem, brain, kidneys, red blood cells and in some cases
cause death. Children, pregnant women and their
fetuses are particularly susceptible to the damaging
effects of lead, suffering adverse effects from low
concentrations of lead in the body.

Two common sources of lead exposure are resi-
dential drinking water and house paint. l,ead gets
into residential drinking water by leaching from lead-
containing pipes or other plumbing materials, in-
cluding the solder used to join pipes. Although the
use of lead and lead-based plumbing materials is
now prohibited, many residences contain lead pipes
or solder that were installed prior to 1986 when that
prohibition was adopted.

Although use of lead-based paint was banned in
1978, a recent government survey shows that it is
still contained in many homes built before 1980. It
is believed to be a hazard primari.ly to children who
ingest chips of Ilaking paint. However, the U.S. De-
partment of Health and Human Services and USEPA
recently identified house dust tainted with lead paint
particles as a major source of lead exposure. [,ead-
based paint chalks over time and may be released
into the air from painted surfaces subject to frequent
contact, such as window frames and wells. Scraping
or sanding paint during remodeling projects also
generates lead-paint dust.

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urbaa De-
velopment has established a program for reducing
or eliminating lead-based paint in public housing,
and USEPA has undertaken efforts to reduce ex-
posure to lead. Among the pieces of legislation in-
troduced in Congress to reduce exposure to lead is a
comprehensive bill that will require sellers, lessors
and./or real estste brokers to test for and disclose the
presence of lead-based paint in residential proper-
ties prior to sale.

This recent legislative and regulatory emphasis
on the dangers of lead poisoning make it clear that
concern about this problem is likely to increase, and
owners, lessors, investors and real estate profession-
als involved with properties that may be the source
of lead exposure will be subject to increased
regulation.

Disclosure Statutes
Several states have adopted legislation that applies

specifically to the environmental condition of prop-
erty involved in a real estate transaction. The states
of California, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana and Or-
egon impose disclosure obligations in connection with
transactions of certain tSrpes of commercial or in-
dustrial properties that may be environmentally
contaminated. New Jersey has enacted a sigrrifi-
cantly more rigorous statute, requiring that prop-
erty containing "industrial establishments" be
certifred as clean or that any environmental con-
tamination be eradicated, before sale ofthe property
may be completed.

Several states, including Florida, Massachu-
setts, Montana and New Hampshire, have codified
in law the obligation to disclose the presence of or
general information about various environmental
hazards common to residential properties, such as
radon, urea formaldehyde foam insulation, lead paint
or underground storage tanks. Two states, Maine
and California, have focused specifically on the bro-
ker's role in the sale of residential property that
potentially may be allected by environmental prob-
lems. These states expressly require real estate agents
to disclose to buyers ofresidential properties specific
tlryes of information provided by the seller, includ-
ing known environmental characteristics or prob-
lems. In California, a statutorily prescribed form,
which includes certain items relating to environ-
mental matters, must be completed by the seller and
delivered to the buyer. Maine does not mandate the
use of a particular disclosure form but does set forth
by regulation those aspects of the property, includ-
ing specihed environmental matters, that must be
addressed by such disclosure.

Real estate transaction-invoked environmental
disclosure statutes are becoming more widespread,
arrd they are being considered in numerous jurisdic-
tions which have not yet adopted them. Whether
such a statute has been enacted and, ifso, its specific
requirements should be reviewed by those engaging
in real estate transactions.

Common Law Disclosure Responsibility Of
Real Estate Professionals
In virtually every state, caveat emptor has been dis-
canded even in real estate transactions. As a result,
real estate brokers and agents have a statutory, reg-
ulatory or common law obligation to disclose any
property defects of which they are aware. Such de-
fects may include environmental problems with the
property. Because real estate agents ordinarily lack
expertise in technical environmental matters, they
olten are not aware ofthe presence of such problems
unless they are advised by the seller. Whether an
agent has an allirmative obligation to identify ac-
tual or suspected environmental problems with the
property, in spite ofthe lack ofexpertise in technical
environmental matters, is not clear. Somewhat sur-
prisingly, few court cases have addressed the bro-
ker's duty to discover or disclose environmental
problems which may be present on the property.s-7

Why Consider Development On A
Landfill Site?
Landfills constitut€ a temporary use of land. When
carefully constructd, frlled and covered, they can
become valuable, developed sites. Developers should
seriously consider landfill sites for two basic rea-
sons: their location and land cost.

l,acatian
When they are originaJly constructed, landfills t1p-
ically are located on the fringe of urban areas, far
enough away to be out of the sight and mind of the
general public but close enough to ensure allordable
transportation of wastes. By necessity, landfrlls are
connected with the surrounding community by a
network of transportation, utilities and other serv-
ices; other vacant parcels of land in the area may
not have theee connectione.

As urban areas expand along existing infra-
structure, landfill sites often fall in the path of growth
and as a result become attractive properties- For
example, as a city grows, low density developments
and eventually housing extend beyond the urban
fringe. While the landhll is in operation, most avail-
able surrounding land may be developed for ancil-
lary uses such as shopping malls, churches and parks.
As residential density increases, a market may form
for an additional shopping center. A{ter waste has
decomposed and the landhll has stabilized, the land-
fill site provides a large parcel of land with trans-
portation, utilities and other linkages.

Views are an important attribute of any real
estate development, and the view from the top of a
completed Iandfrll should not be disregarded. The
landfill siting process is such a time-consuming, la-
borious and politically ugly process that communi-
ties want to go through the procedure as few times
as possible. Therefore, communities maximize the
life of a landfrll by frlling it with as much refuse as
possible. More garbage can be placed on a site ifthe
elevation of the landfrll is increased while the re-
quired side slopes (which vary by region) are main-
tained. The end result ofa landfrll at capacity (using
modern tmhniques) is a meatloaf-shaped hill rather
than a relatively mounded piece of property that
blends in with the topography. Consequently, a com-
pleted laldfill often provides a distant and encom-
passing view of the fiea.
Land Cost
As urban land use expands near a landlill, the den-
sity of development increases, and land prices rise.
At the same time, the availability of vacant land
declines. t andfills are considered less desirable than
other vacant land and therefore are available at much
lower priees. Buyers usually are not interested in
landfrll property because of fears of liability, con-
cerns about public perception, lack of krowledge
about landfrll desigrr and refuse decomposition, etc.
However, the cost of land is reason enough to con-
sider development of a landlill site as a potential
opportunity. AII real estate development is risky,
and development on a landfill is no exception. How-
ever, the money saved on land costs may be used to

desigrr and construct a project that takes into ac-
count development factors and additional chal-
lenges. Consider the following examples:

r In the San Francisco area, land costs range from
$500,000 to $750,000 per acre. A developer in
Mountain View, California, recently paid ap-
proximately $25,000 per acre for a ?00-acre par-
cel that had been the lardflrlling site for San
Fraacisco's garbage for 13 years. The developer
has turned the land into Shoreline Park, which
includes a golfcourse, amphitheater and sailing
pond. R€venues from greens fees, theater ticket
sales and other park uses are being supple-
mented by the sale of methane to utility
companies.2

r Near Columbus, Ohio, a developer is transform-
ing an 80-acre site that includes a 22-acre com-
pleted landhll into an industrial park. The
proximity of the site to an interstate highway
and airport mal<e it an attractive industrial lo-
cation. Rather than allow the property to re-
main unused, the city favors development ofthe
landfrll site a.rrd is contemplating the extension
of a road arrd construction of a bridge to make
the property even more accessible to the air-
port. The developer paid the city $400,000 for
the 80 acres ($5,000 per acre) and has nearly
recovered his larrd cost by selling nine acres to
an auto parts warehouse operation for $345,000
($38,000 per acre). Nearby industrial lard is
selling for between $62,000 and $65,000 per
acre.3

Just because larrdfrll sites can be purchased for much
less cost than nearby property does not necessarily
mean that a landhll site is a bargain. Several costs
must be considered when acquiring a landhll site,
such as the costs of environmenta-l studies, possible
cleanup and architectura.l modifrcations. Only if the
gap between the price of an alternative property and
the landlill is larger than these anticipated addi-
tional costs will landf-rll development be advanta-
geous (see Figure 2). It also must be kept in mind
that the cost advantage must be large enough to
reduce significantly the potential risks associated
with landfill property development.

What llpes Of Development Work On A
Landlill?
Dev elopment C onstraint s
When contemplating landhll development, govern-
ment regulations, waste type and landfill desigrr and
condition must be considered. When a landlill is
closed, it is covered with layers of soil to form a cap.
For decomposition to occur as planned, the cap and
the under\ring refuse cells must remain intact. Ac-
cordingly, the purpose of government regulation of
closed landlills is to preserve the integrity of the
site. In most cases, government agencies require ap-
proval of any use of the site other than undisturbed
refuse decomposition. Some uses, such as building
structures on the site, require special approval by
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FIGIJRE T:

Cross-Section of a Modern Landlill
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vents made of materials that are more permeable
than the surrounding soils. Gas vent tubes release
the gases that are generated within the landhll, and
gravel barrier trenches surrounding the landfill vent
arry laterally moving gas that may migrate off the
site (Figure 1).

Liquids
The Iiquid found in landfills is called "leachate," and
it arises from the decomposition ofwastes and liquid
that has entered the landfill from extetnal sources
such as surface drainage, percolation from rainfall
and groundwater. Leachate usually contains a num-
ber of chemical constituents that can pollute
groundwater; therefore, a modern landf-rll is de-
sigrred to minimize artd contain leachate.

The frnal cover on a larrdfrll is a system of soils
that minimizes leachate generation by limiting per-
colation through the top of the landfiIl. The frnal
cover typically consists of topsoil which supports
vegetation, a middle layer which provides additional
rooting depth and a clay layer which protects roots
from freezing and thawing.

Under normal conditions, leachate is found in
the bottom of landfrlls; so this is where the major
leachate containment measures are constructed. A
primary liner of several feet of compacted clay on
the base and sidewalls of a landf-rll reduces or elim-
inates the percolation of leachate into groundwater.

A layer of drainage material (e.g., sandy gravel)
is placed over the primary liner, and a leachate col-
lection system consisting ofperforated pipes is built
into this material. The leachate collection pipes usu-
ally are sloped so the leachate will collect in one low
point to facilitate treatment and disposal.

Drainage ditches collect excess surface water and
divert it away from the landfrll to minimize poten-
tial leachate generation. Water monitoring wells
around a landfrll site are tested regularly to ensure
that leachate has not leaked into groundwater,

Common Misconceptions

Refuse Does Not Decompose
Many people believe that waste is simply stored in
a landf-rll and that it does not decompose. Landfrlls
are heterogeneous; decomposition occurs in mi-
croenvironments within the landfrll (some of which
are more conducive to decomposition than others).
While it is possible to find isolated pockets of refuse
that have not decomposed, the vast majority of ref-
use in a lanilfill does decompose. Evidence of decom-
position includes the generation of gas, changes in
Ieachate which has percolated through the refuse
and contains suspended or dissolved waste and the
composition of refuse. Studies have shown that the
extent of decomposition is directly related to the
amount of moisture il the environment.l Thus, waste
in landhlls in dry, alid climates tends to decompose
more slowly than waste in Iandfills located in tem-
perate or wet climates. It is also importaat to realize
that refuse does not degrade completely because re-
fuse is the result of modern manufacturing tech-
niques which frequently combine degradable
materials with non-degradable substances.

Odor
Odor is another attribute that many people associ-
ate with completed landfills. However, properly
maintained landf-rlls emit little odor. Refuse in a
modern laatlfrll is encapsulated within a clay layer,
which serves as a protective barrier between the de-
composing refuse and the surrounding area and keeps
odors within the landfrll. Gas vent tubes positioned
at regular intervals over a landlill's surface allow
methane and carbon dioxide to vent freely. The min-
imal amount ofodor emanating from these vents can
be reduced further by placing burners on the vent
tubes.

UgLiness
Many people expect a completed landfill to be ugly.
However, Iandfrlls typically look like hills with short
vegetative cover. Gas vent tubes, gas piping leading
to a small building, the occasional pump truck and
water monitoring wells usually are the only visible
features of a completed landfill.

If landf-rll gas is being collected for use as an
enerry source, a network of pipes will lead from the
landhll to a small building on the site in which the
gas will be drawn, compressed and directed to a
pipeline. The piping network may be above or below
ground. Modern landfills have an underground
leachate collection system which must be emptied
periodically. The collection system empties the
leachate into underground storage tanks or directs
it to a nearby sewer system. The only visible aspect
of leachate collection is the pump truck that regu-
larly collects the liquid. Water monitoring wells sur-
round the landhll area to determine whether leachate
is escaping through the clay base layer and contam-
inating the groundwater. These wells consist of
nothing more than some polywinyl chloride (PVC)
pipe sticking out of the ground.

In Roberts v. Estate of Barbagello, the court held
a real estate lirm and its agent liable nol for failing
to disclose the known or suspected presence of an
environmental hazard (in this case, urea-formalde-
hyde foam insulation) but for failiag to advise the
buyer about the possible effects of the insulation.
The court reasoned that this duty was necessarJr be-
cause the broker's failure to disclose the effects of
the insulation would "prevent (the buyer) from in-
vestigating the insulation in the house prior to sign-
ing the agreement of sale or the closing" and that
the buyer would investigat€ if she was advised. The
court did not limit this duty to circumstances in which
the real estate agent knew or even "should have
known" that urea formaldehyde foam iruulation was
present.

The facts of the Roberts ca6e narrow the appar-
ently wide scope of the court's ruling. The agent had
asked the seller about the insulation and had been
told that the t5rpe of insulation was not known but
that it had been blown in. The agent's real estate
f-rrm was aware of the following: the Consumer
Product Safety Commission's ban aga.inst installa-
tion of urea forrnaldehyde foam insulation (which
was later invalidated by a federal court); the rec-
ommendation of the National Association of R€al-
tore and the loc€l board of Realtors that information
about this type of insulation should be provided to
buyers; and an advisory of the county health de-
partment that specif'red levels of formaldehyde gas
could cause eye, nose and throat irritation. Despite
this knowledge, the firm had adopted a poliry of zol
providi-ng buyers with information about urea for-
maldehyde foam insulation. Thus, although the
court's decision appears to impose a rather heavy
burden on real estate agents to disclose information
about hypothetical envimnmental concerns, the facts
of the case suggest that the firm or agent was aware
of information that constitut€d a "red flag'' for the
presence and the perceived dangers of urea formal-
dehyde foam insulation.

Brock v. Tarant also involves an agent's al-
leged failure to disclose the presence of urea for-
maldehyde foam insulation in the home. In this case,
the sellers were a$,are of the elevated levels of for-
maldehyde gas in the home and had instituted liti
gation against those who had sold and installed the
insulation. The sellere neverthelees represented to
the agent that the property did not require repairs,
that it had no structural defects and that the lawsuit
(the nature of which was not revealed to the agent)
would "defrnitely not alfect" a purchaser's interests.
The court in this case held that the agent was not
liable because he had no reason to suspect that the
sellers' statements were false, and therefore he did
not breach the stendard of care "to take reasonable
steps to avoid disseminating to the buyer false in-
formation. (and to) employ a reasonable degree of
effort and professional expertise to confirm or refute
information from the seller which he knows, or should
know is pivotal to the transaction from the buyers
perspective."6

Finally, Smith v. Renaut also held that when a
real estate agent has no knowledge of the presence
of an environmental hazard nor any basis to suspect
its presence, he is not liable for failing to disclose
information about the hazard. Smith involved both
termite damage to the property as weII as the pres-
ence of chlordane, a toxic insecticide that is no longer
in use, in the property's well water. The agent was
found liable for advising the buyer not to worry about
the minor termite damage on the property because
there was, in fact, signifrcant t€rmite damage. The
court found that the agent was not liable, however,
for failing to disclose the presence of chlordane in
the well water, because neither the agent nor the
seller was aware of the problem, and because the
agent made no Btat€ment about the condition of the
weIl.

The latter two csses apply essentially the same
standard of liability as that employed in cases in-
volvi-ng more familiar, non-environmental property
defects. That standard requires disclosure of defects
such as environmental hazards of which the broker
has actual knowledge or a reasonable basis for sus-
picion. These cases also suggest that a broker may
rely on information provided by the seller unless he
has a reason to believe that information may be in-
correct. Even the Roberts case, when construed nar-
rowly in Iight of its facts, is consistent with this
analysis if one males the quite reasonable assump-
tion that the owner's statement about the insulation
being "blown in" may be considered a "red flag'' for
the presence of urea formaldehyde foam insulation.

Several commentators have suggested that the
proper standard of cane concerning environmental
matters might be one based on Easton v.
Strassburgere and would require the broker to per-
form a reasonable investigation for signs ofenviron-
mental hazards and disclose the results to the buyer.lo
It also has been suggested by some commentators
that a form of the due diligence investigation obli-
gation established by the innocent purchaser excep-
tion to Superfund liability ultimately may be applied
to brokers and agents in determining their duty to
inspect property for environmental flaws. Fairness
and reason require that, whatever standard by which
brokers and agents are to be judged, they should be
expect€d to identify only those signs of environmen-
tal hazards which their training as real estate
professionals makes them qualified to recognize.

Whether the broker's duty to inspect for and dis-
close information about environmental hazards in a
particular jurisdiction does, in fact, require the in-
spection suggested by Easton or is the somewhat
more limited duty indicated by Tarrant and Smith,
prudent real estate agents are well advised to be
prepared to recogrrize the red flags of common envi'
ronmental hazards and point them out to clients and
customers. As suggested above, such concerns may
include radon, urea formaldehyde foam insulation,
asbestos, pesticide use, underground storage tanks
and lead paint. They also could be extended to other,
still-to-be identified sources of environmental
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hazards such as electromagnetic helds emitted by
nearby power lines. Brokers and their agents can
limit their exposure by adopting regular practices
designed to reveal and disclose to buyers any envi-
ronmental hazards that may be present.

Land Use Restrictions Imposed For
Environmental Purposes
ReaI estat€ and real estate transactions may be af-
fected by legislation that prevents or limits the use
of property, or certa.in kinds of properties, in order
to prevent environmental injury or serve other en-
vfuonmental objectives. Examples of such laws are
coastal or beachfront manag€ment restrictions that
forbid development within a certain proximity to
bodies of water, that impose restrictions or proce-
duree on siting waste (hazardous or non-hazardous)
disposal or repository fscilities or that limit the ex-
tent or nature of development and use of areas des-
igrrated as habitats for endangered species. Perhaps
the moet pervasive and mntroversial legislative
scheme of thie type restricts the use of wetlands.

Wetlands Prctection
Federal protection of wetlands arises primarily from
Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act (also known as the Cleaa Water Act),u which
authorizes the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to is-
sue permits for the discharge of dredged or frll ma-
terials into the wat€rs of the United States, induding
wetlands. Permits issued by the Army Corps of En-
gineers are subject to the approval of the USEPA.
From this authority to issue permits for the devel-
opment or use ofwetlands has emerged an extensive
regulatory program.

Wetlande are the familiar areas adiacent to
oceans, lakes, rivers and streams, but they also may
include areas subject to periodic but not continual
inundation. Wetlands gerve a number of important
and useful ecological functions, including water pu-
rifrcation, groundwater supply recharge, flood con-
trol and wildlife refuge. Incrreasing concern about
the continued destruction or alteration of wetlands
has collided squarely with increasing pressures for
development of residential, commercial and indus-
trial areaa, roads and other public arrd private fa-
cilities needed to support an expanding American
Bociety. President George Bush announced in 1988
a "no net loss" poliry applicable to wetlands. This
policy encouraged preservation of wetlands or the
establiahment of new wetlands aress to r€place those
that were altered or destroyed.

ReaI estate interests quit€ obviously are aJlect€d
by restrictions imposed on development so wetlands
areaa can be preserved. Questions about the need
and appropriateness of such limitations have gen-
erated response in several areas:

r In 1989 the Corps of Engineers, USEPA,, SoiI
Coneervation Service and the Fish and Wildlife
Service jointly adopted the Federal Manual for
Identifuing ond Delineating Wetlands. As the
title imp[es, this manual is used to determine

the boundaries of wetlands for regrlatory pur-
poses. The manual provides for each regulatory
agency a uniform means of identifying the pres-
ence of wetlands.

Many property owners and others subject to
wetlands regulation have asserted that the 1989
manual inappropriatcly expands the definition
of wetlands, resulting in an expansion of the
types of properties that are subject to wetlands
limitations and regulation. Hearings were held
in 1990 to air concerns about the expansion of
wetlands jurisdiction, and at least one lawsuit
is challenging the validity of the manual. Re-
visions have been developed for the manual and
are expected to be published for public comment
soon. Although these revisions are not yet final,
observers b€lieve that they will reduce the scope
of the delinition of wetlands and the number of
property owners subject to the wetlands regu.
lation by the Army Corps of Engineers and
USEPA.

r Several court cases have raised the issue of
whether denial of a wetlands development per-
mit by the Corps of Engineers or USEPA con-
stitutea a "tsking" of property which, under the
Fifth Amendment, is unconstitutional urrless the
property owner is compensated. One case, Lov-
eladies Harbor v. United States,12 held that de-
nial of a permit constitutes a taking of property
which requires compensation. That case is on
app€al in the Court of Appeals for the Federal
Ciranit, and an appesl to the U.S. Supreme Court
may follow.

r At least two pieces of legislation have been in-
troduced in Congress that seek to eliminate or
modify the Section 404 wetlands regr.rlatory
program and improve wetlands regulation. Rep.
Hayes (D-IL) has proposed a bill that would re-
place the cunent regulatory program with a
scheme requiring wetlande to be classified ac-
cording to their value and ecological impor-
tance. This bill would permit expedient
devel.opment of wetlands that provide little or
no ecological benefits, and it would require
compensation to be paid to owners of wetlands
that were too valuable to be altered or de-
stroyed. Rep. Hayes has Becured a Iarge number
of cosigners for this legislation, and a similar
bill may soon be proposed in the Senate.

Rep. Thomas (D-GA) has proposed a less radical
reform plan which would revise existing wet-
laads regulation by statutorily embracing the
"no net lose" policy, proyiding for wetlands de-
Iineation by a rulemaking process, allowing for
wetJands mitigation banking in connection with
permit applications, requiring mapping of wet-
lands and me[hods for assessing their functions
and values.

Conclusion
Real estate practitioners, owners, lenders and users
can no longer fail to be cognizant of and responsive

LANDFILTS
ABENT AII
BAD:
CONSIDEB.
ATIONS TOB
BEAL ESTAIE
DEVETOPMENT

llf hat? Real estate development on a landfill!
lllr Are you crazy? Well. maybe. Building near
UU or eJpecially"on a landf-ril is a challJnging

idea that requires csreful consideration of complex
issues such as site use, architectural modifrcation,
safety and liability. After describing the basic com-
ponents of a modern lantlfrll and discussing some
common misconceptions about landhll development,
this article addresses issues of interest to the real
estate developer by answering the following
questions:

I Why consider development on a landfill site?
! What types of development work on a landhll?
t When in the Iife of a Iandfill is the best time

for development?
r What architectural issues need to be addressed?
! What liability comes with owning a laadhll

property?
r What does the future hold for landfrlls and their

subsequent development?

Components Of A Modern Landfill
The term "modern landfiLl" refers to a facility that
has been engineered so waste may be disposed on
land at reasonable cost artd with minimum environ-
mental impact. A modern landfiIl dillers greatly from
an open dump because of its planned, engineered
desiga and the daily compaction and covering of waste
materials (see Figure 1).

Solid wastes placed in a landhll undergo a num-
ber of simultaneous biological, physical and chemi-
cal changes that result in the decay of organic matter.

Gases and liquids are generated throughout the
decomposition of organic matter. A modern landfrll
is designed to control these decomposition byprod-
ucts and minimize their envimnmental impacts. The
following paragraphs discuss the tlpical manner in
which gases and liquids in a landfill are controlled.

Gases
Carbon dioxide and methane are the principal gases
produced by the decomposition of orgaaic waste. These
gases are vented to the atmosphere in small landfrlls
or collect€d for use as an energr' source, which is
economical only for large landfills. The movement
of landfrll gases typically is controlled by installing
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Therefore, this study is not a total answer to the
assessment of highway noise pollution as it relates
to market value. Nonetheless, within the broad scope
ofthe methodolory used, the study tended to provide
(what I believe to be) reliable indicators of actual
market conditions at the time. More importantly,
the study provided a logical methodology for study-
ing the actual effect of noise on market value. Any-
one can have an opinion or ajudgment, but the true
test ofnoise pollution is market reaction as reflected

by reliable data that has been analyzed in an objec-
tive manner using a logical methodologr.

NOTES
L At the request of my client, some of the information in Case 1

h6s b€en alt€r€d to prot€ct the confidentiality of the parties.
2. "The EIIect of }lighway Noise on Reeidential Property Values
in Louisiana," Report No. FHWA-LA-7&208D, is available to the
public through the National Technical Information Service,
Springfield, VA 22161.

to legal issues associated with environmental con-
tamination and protection. Today some measure of
environmental review or assessment is part of aI-
most every real estate transaction of significant size.
The legal concerns disanssed in this paper are among
the most significant, although undoubtedly other
problems and issues will emerge in years to come.
Anyone with an interest or involvement in real es-
tate matters will benefrt by becoming familiar with
the legal aspects of current and yet-to-be identified
environmental matters.
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4. 42 U.S.C. t06991-5991h 8nd USEPA legulatioDs at 40 C.F.R.

Part 280 Subparh A.G (1990).
6. Robefis u. Estatc of Barbagello, 631 A2d 1126 Ga Super.

r987).
6. Br@h v. ?arrant,57 Waah. App. 562,789 P.2d, 112 (1990).
7. Stuith u, Rer.aur,564 A2d 188 (Pa Super. 1989).
8. Hoffian u. Co\noll, 108 Ws,. 2d,69,736 P.zd 242 1L987).
9. 152 Car, App.3d 90, 199 Ca.l. Rptr.383 (198,1).

10. Se., Toric Nightoare on Ela St. Negligence arld the R€al
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R€sidential Prcperty, I5 B.C. Env. L. Rev. 5,17 (1988); Envi-
ronrDental Liability of Bmkerg and Other Parties, 19 Real
Est. L.J. 218, 277 (199f); Environhentql Probledg and B!o-
Lers Liebility, 3 Net. Rrs. and Env. 17 (1988). But to the
contrary, see, Home Not-Sc.Sweet Homq Real Estate Broker
Lisbility in the Sale of Previou8ly Contsminat€d Property:
Has Broker Liability Gone Too Far? 21 Rutgere L.J. 111 (1989).
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12.21 Cl.Ct. 153 (D.C.Cir. 1990).
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A CASE FOR
AN ENVIRON.
MENTAL
REAL ESTATE
MABKET

If enuironmental real estate is a
contemporary market, real estate
counselors need to recognize that supply
and. dernand factors influence its ualue.

by Donald C. Wilson

f, s more and more lands with environmentally

Ilnil:Ltrl?llrlliix,li,i;,1,,".,,'ix',i:,:lfi :.
act for the purpose of conservation, a valuation
question arises for real estate counselors: do these
lands, related transactions and transactors consti-
tute a market?

The Significance Of Asserting A Market
If conservation lands, related transactions and
transactors do constitute a market, then counselors
should be able to use comparable sales properly drawn
from the market as valid indications of market value.
If they do not constitute a market, counselors prob-
ably will continue to be asked by public agencies to
appraise these rarely condemned lands by using
condemnation valuation methodology, to ignore
highly comparable sales involving public agencies
ard rely on sales of dissimilar properties bought for
altemative uses in more traditional markets. In short,
counselors will continue to be asked to ignore in
their valuation of conservation lands the most prob-
able use of many properties-conservation-and the
most similar comparable sales-properties pur-
chased for conservation.

Valuation of protected wetlands is an example.
A counselor may be asked to rely on sales of lands
with altemative uses involving private parties, rather
than rely on relatively similar sales of wetlands in-
volvingpublic agencies. The potential for estimation
error, because of reliance on dissimilar comparable
sales, and ensuing transactor conflict is significant.

Pub1ic agencies encourage counselors to apply
condemnation valuation methodolory often because
of policy. This poiiry has four apparent roots:

1. Public agencies have condemnation power; so
even if they are not planning to use it, they appar-
ently think they must follow condemnation va]ua-
tion methods in case they change their minds and
decide to condemn these properties.

2. The historic tendenry ofpublic agencies to use
condemnation po*,er to acquire other types of lands,
particularly for transportation and utility right-of-
ways, has created a habit of valuing other lands in
this way.

3. Public agencies find standardization of ap-
praisal approaches cheaper and easier to deal with;
so they impose condemnation valuation across the
board regardless of its appropriateness.

4. Bureacratic inertia.

None ofthese is a particularly persuasive reason
for continuing the policy, and all fly in the face of

Donakl C.l{ihon is a real estate consultant dt Trerice Toslo
Compdny in Birmingham, Ml. He holds an M.S. degree in
reaL estate and appraisal and inuestment analysis.

Residential subdivisions with similar types of
housing were identified on interstate highways in
the Metairie suburb of New Orleans, in the smaller
sized city ofBaton Rouge and in the relatively small
city of Slidell. In all subilivisions selected, the lots
of the houses backed onto the right-of-way line of
the highway. By searching into sales activity along
the interstate highways in different size cities, I could
determine if there was any variance in the impact
of noise on property values.

The noise levels along the interstate tended to
be higher than along other roads. However, some
local collector roads carry heavy tralfic that is phys-
ically more proximate to the houses fronting them
than to the houses on interstate highways. I selected
a location in New Orleans with homes in the middle
income bracket and another location in Baton Rouge
with low-middle or upper-low income housing. I also
studied garden-t1pe apartment projects along I-10
in both New Orleans and in Baton Rouge because
they offered the opportunity to study rents, occu-
pancy and rent-up time for units next to the high-
way ald identical units to the rear. Furthermore,
the owners/managers were able to provide insight
about any change in these variables over an ex-
tended period of time.

Method Of Comparison-Single Family Homes
Sales of virtually identical home models in a sub-
division were separated by model for purposes of
comparison. Sales of matching models a year before
and a year after the sale of the subject property near
the noise source were used for comparison. Sales were
adjusted for time, using average monthly resale in-
creases in the subdivision. Sales also were adjusted
for lot size differential.

Sales ofthe comparison models were chosen that
had the least amount of difference from sales of sub-
ject property. Generally, about three sales of models
away from the noise source were compared with each
sale of property near the noise source. Differences
in each case were recorded. Individual sales as well
as individual variances and the overall average var-
iances were identified in the report. Anyone \.r'ant-
ing to trouble with the validity of the data or the
comparison method may research the actual sales
used and individua-l comparisons made.2

Method Of Comparison-Apartments
Several garden apartments fronted interstate high-
ways in New Orleans and in Baton Rouge. I re-
searched a number of these to determine if at the
present time or at any time in the past there was a
rent differential between the apartments that fronted
the interstate arld those that were located in the
rear ofthe complexes. Apartment rentals, occupancy
and renters' requests to move were relatively easy
to study because I chose to review apartment com-
plexes that had identical units along the interstate
highway and others far removed from the highway.
If noise was a detrimental factor, it should be re-
flected in rents, occupancies or requests to move in
some or all of the apartment complexes studied.

Conclusions
The study endeavored to find an adverse effect on
property values from highway noise. If I could un-
cover arrd quaatify a diminution noise factor by
sampling individual single family home sa.les and
apartment rentals, this factor would set the limits
of the effect on property values. However, the evi-
dence from the study indicated:

r There tends to be imperfection ofplus or minus
a limit of 1Eo ol the norm of prices in single
family home sales. Some evidence supported a
relatively minor diminution in value of homes
near the noise source; other evidence indicated
homes at the noise source sell for more. I at-
tributed this f'rnding to the imperfection of the
market rather than to any other factor. I con-
cluded that there was no discernible pattern of
dirninution in value as a result of highway noise
in the varied situations studied.

r There was a diminution in value of the houses
that fronted a heavily traveled collector road in
Algiers, a New Orleans westbank suburb. Upon
investigation, I learned that the cause of the
diminution was two fold: (1) In order to get out
of the driveway of the houses, the cars had to
back into heary, fast-moving traffic; and (2) the
street was used by teenagers as a drag racing
strip in the middle of the night.

r Apartments fronting the interstate highway
were often preferred by tenants, particularly
older people. Primarily because of the bright
highway lights and the constant activity, the
tenants found these apartments safer places to
live tharr the rear apartmenk. Many people also
preferred to view traffic rather than other
apartments or parking areas, etc.

Undoubtedly, some people find noise, particularly
high levels of highway noise objectionable. How-
ever, the test on the effect of noise pollution is not
what particular individuals feel or think but what
the market reaction is. The proposition that a home
or apartment located farther from a noise source is
worth more than one abutting the noise source can.
not be supported unless it is reflected in actual mar-
ket transactions.

In the climate of southern Louisiana, people often
are shut off from most outside noise because their
windows are closed while using their air condition-
ing. The terrain in this area typically is flat, which
should produce lower level noise readings than those
produced in hilly country areas in which traffrc noise
can bounce from elevated terrain on the opposite
side of the highway.

Finally, the distance from the rear of the houses
or the walls of the front apartments to the noise
source was such that some extremely high noise lev-
els were partially dissipated by the time the noise
reached the living area. Therefore, noise effect could
occur in other areas where the highway or highway
structure is physically closer to the buildings.
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my report (I was told), the owner agreed to the prior
settlement offer frgure.

Counseling Lessons
Whenever a gasoline spill is found, the natural in-
clination i8 to presume the worst ald, until proved
otherwise, that the market will react in the same
way. Therefore, it is incumb€nt on all concerned to
determine exactly what can and cannot be done with
the property.

Appraisers for the property owner in this case
were told or presumed that the lands could not be
used for anything for 20 years. This information had
been a condition of their appraisals; however, it
proved to be incorrect.

In light of the actual situation, differences in the
highest arrd best use of the property should have
formed the primary basis of the diminution of mar-
ket value, with the psychological factor of market
perception also taken into account.

In this case, I probed until I had suflicient facts
to meaaure the potential diminution in value of the
properff. For the market reaction factor, I endea-
vored to logically compare the price of the subject
lots with their reskictions against the prices of other
lots in the area and to determine: At what point
wou-ld a buyer be persuaded to buy the subject lots
rather tharr pay the higher unit price for other lots
in the area?

On an overall basis, I estimated that the subject
lots would be a good btry at 757o on the dollar, rea-
soning that this price would provide enough incen-
tive to persuade some buyers to purchase one or mone
of the subject lots rather than other lots. The fact
that only three buildings could be built on the four
lots was not evidence of losg in value. My studies
had indicated that, in all likelihood, purchasers would
buy two of these lots rather than one because most
of the building projects located in the area, to date,
were of this nature.

Case 2-Noise Pollution
Environmental factors in residential neighborhoods
prompted the Department of Transportation and
Development (DOTD) of the State of Louisiana to
undertake an investigative study to determine the
effect, if any, of highway noise on adjacent residen-
tial property values. The department requested that
I formulate a procedure that could be followed rou-
tinely to derive a fair measure on the effect of noise
on property value. The methodolory developed was
as important as the results of the study.

Previous studies had endeavored to measure the
ellect ofnoise pollution by various statistical means.
The frrst study used stepwise multiple regression of
dissimilar sales of property. Proximity to highway
noise was but one of 95 variables tested. Inasmuch
as this study included only 200 bona frde sales in
four study areas, the sample size seemed small and
the number of variables large. The second study used
resale of properties that abutted the highway, those
that were in the impact zone and finally those that

were removed from the source of the noise. Multiple
regressions in this study yielded deviations of less
than 4.9Vo from any data. Furthermore, some data
from this study was contradictory to the general
trend. The third study used the average of sale prices
of properties located near to and far from the noise
source. In this later study, two of five study areas
showed no difference in average prices for homes
abutting the highway compared with prices for homes
near or far removed from the noise source.

It was my judgment that the methodologies used
in the three studies were unacceptable for deriving
conclusions about the impact of highway noise on
property value. The basis of my methodolory was
the view that individual properties proximate to a
highway noise source ofgreater than acceptable lev-
ele should be compared individually and anallti-
cally with similar properties away from the noise
source. A suflicient number of these analy.tical, di-
rect comparisons should produce a meaningful trend.

I also endeavored to measure annual resale per-
entage increases of similar houses, which required
inspecting homes and interviewing their owners to
determine if any alterations or rehabilitation had
been done between the original purchase and the
resale. I did not accept sale prices as va.lid criteria
for resale percentage measurements.

I also believed that rentals of apartments in
buildings abutting highway noise sources should be
compared with the rentals of similar units in build-
ings removed from the noise source. In this connec-
tion, I needed to ascertain if there were more
vacancies or longer rent-up times for apartments near
the noise source. I also inquired how mary times
tenants requested to be moved from an apartment
near the noise source to a less noisy location.

Selection Of Properties
With the assistance of George H. Cramer, II, envi-
ronmenta.l engineer with the Louisiana DOTD, pre-
liminary noise level readings were taken at the rear
of houses and apartments in various locations to de-
termine if noise was above acceptable levels accord-
ing to the Federal Aid Highway Prograrr Manual.
In all cases, noise levels were above acceptable lev-
els for houses or apartments immediately adjacent
to a highway right-of-way; however, no noise levels
above acceptable levels were found for houses or
apartments in the next tier. Noise levels diminished
drastically as the distance from the noise source
increased.

Some interesting observations about highway
noise were revealed during this testing. Motorbikes
and motorcycles tended to produce the highest noise
levels. Second to these were the large tractor/trailer
riga moving at high speeds. The noise level of an
ordinar5r passenger car accelerating just a few feet
away from the test machine produced exceptionally
high noise levels. Because ofthe familiarity with the
parisenger car, the noise levels produced by accel-
eration of these vehicles tend to be ignored.

the fact that public agencies rarely condemn con-
servation lands. Experience suggests that most ac-
quisitions of land for conservation purposes are made
by negotiated purchase, with negotiations open to
corqpetition from other public agencies, lald trusts,
wildlife organizations and for-profit entities.l Fur-
ther, many public agencies openly advocate negoti
ated purchases and frequently will delay a transaction
indeflrnitely rather than incur the political and ft-
nancial costs of condemnation. Finally, land owners
frequently negotiate as ifcondemnation were arr un-
likely possibility.

Given these factors, public agencies' reliance on
condemnation valuation methodologr and their dis-
regard for the use of significant, comparable sales
involving public agencies is inconsistent with real-
ity (public agencies tend to negotiate purchase rather
than condemn), frequently unnecessary (it is based
on policy not law) and likely prone to estimation
error arrd transactor conflict (several buyers and
sellers had litigated for decades over disagreements
concerning the value of conservation properties).

Hence, the only valid reason for many public
agencies to continue their policy is if the lands,
transactions ald transactors involved simply did not
constitute a market. This article asserts the con-
trarSr: i.e., that these lands, transactions and trans-
actors do constitute a market, that the basic condition
for estimating market value-the existence of a
market-is met and that comparable sales properly
drawn from this market constitute valid indications
of market value.

Environmentally Significant Land Defined
Environmentally signif-rcant land or conservation
land are accurate terminologies for land that has
environmentally sigrrificant attributes. The former
term is advocated here, since conservation Iand (i.e.,
land protected as it is) is only one tlpe of environ-
mentally sigrrifrcant land. Other environmentally
signilicaat lands include those protected for reha-
bilitation purposes (e.g., a degraded wetland) or those
protected for the introduction of sigrrificant environ-
mental attributes (e.g., an upland graded and flooded
to mitigate destruction of wetlands elsewhere).

Environmental Real Estate v s. Enuironmentally
Significant Land
Environmentally sigaifrcant lald is a resource; real
estate with envirorynentally significant attributes
is space that has been delineated by man, relative
to a frxed geography, to contain an activity for a
period of time.2 The activity may include conserva-
tion, rehabilitation or introduction of environmen-
tally sigrrif'rcant attributes. The period of time may
be perpetuity or a desigaated number of years.

The distinction between land and real estate is
significant becsuse transactors do not value and
transact for environmentally sigrrif-rcant land; they
value and transact for ownership interests in real
estate encompasEing environmentally sigrrificant
attributes. These may be land, flyways over the land,

antiquities buried in the land, events that once hap-
pened on the land, etc. Interests may be full or par-
tial. Environmental real estate therefore is selected
as a suitable term for property rights to environ-
mentally sigrrificant land.

Erutironmental Real Estate Defined
Environmental real estate is a space-time delinea-
tion (e.9., park days, wetlaad acres in perpetuity,
etc.) relative to a flrxed geography that has been de-
lineated by humans to conserve, rehabilitate or in-
troduce attributes of geographical, biological,
ecological, archaeologic€.I or historical signilicance.
It is a subset of real estate-not exclusive of it.

Further, environmental real estate is a spatial
infrastructure much as transportation, sewers and
utilities. Environmental real estate not only serves
a basic function (providing the consuming public with
the environment it is willing and able to pay for); it
also shapes where and how society lives. As society
once controlled and channeled development with
transportation and utility infrastructure, it now may
use environmental real estate.

The Case For An Environmental Real Estate
Market
For environmental real estate, related transactions
and transactors to constitute a contemporary real
estate market, one would expect to frnd consistency
with a basic definition of a market, distinguishable
characteristics of supply and demand, market facil-
itation of pricing and supply arrd signifrcant govern-
mental regulation and subsidy.

Consistency With A Basic Definition Of A Market
"A market," Martin L. Bell says, "is composed of
people, people with money, people with money want-
ing goods ald services; arrd the basic opportunity in
marketing is to provide these people with want-sat-
isfying gpods and services."3 People, it may be added,
may act individually or through organizations to
satisfy their wants.

Looking at environmental real estate transac-
tions in the United States through the lens of this
very basic defrnition, yields a readily recogrtizable
market. The market is citizens (people) with money
acquiring the environmental real estate they want
through public agencies (ta: monies), private not-
for-profrt corporations (contributions and surpluses
from operations) or directly (typically with user fees,
occasionally with fee simple acquisition) in the space-
time unit they want (e.g., a park day, an acre in
perpetuity, etc.). Many segmentations of sub-mar-
kets also are possible.a

Distinguishable Charatteristics Of Supply
Supply in a regulatory context may be desigrrated
(expressly protected by statut€ or poliry) or unde-
sigrrated (not expressly protected, but likely to be if
traditional development were proposed). Properties
outside of these classifications may be actually or
potentially signilicant, but they may not be put to
such use; therefore, they may be distinguished as
tertiary.
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Exhibit I

Selected Tlende in Environmental Real Estate Acquisition

other highways and mejor streets were available at
variable prices per unit; however, there was com-
petition from commercial users or difl-rculties with
utilities, topography or zoning associated with these
sitee. Further, none of the sitee had the office park's
advantagee of proximity to the interstate highway
combined with an identihable motel. Actually, the
office park was a well-conceived project. The lack of
absorption wag due primarily to limited develop-
ment in this small city.

Problem Solving
When I was called back into the picture, I requested
the attorneye meet with the environmental engi-
neers. Thege engineers, along with the attorneys,
believed that the best Bolution to the situation would
be to convince a typical buyer that buildinga could
be construct€d on the property if the foundations
were ventcd. As indicated above, because of mort-
gage loals and insurarlce problems, I did not believe
thie solution to be feasible. Buyers are leery of prop-
ertie8 that require systems to aasure safety; they
fear a breakdown of any system. Also, inasmuch as
there was eo much land elsewhere where buildings
could be constructed (remember, thie property was
on the edge of town), it would be very unlikely that
anyone would buy these properties if he was re-
quired to vent the foundation of any building built
thereon. Thercfore, I was convinced that the prop-
erlr owner's appraisere likely were correct in their
prediction of a total loss in value, at least for 20
yeans, if this wae the only solution.

I requested the environmental engineers to ex-
plain the circunrstances of the bf tration, the deanup
efforts, etc. During their explanation, I learned that
the actual location of the gasoline plume was limited
to an area extending from southwest to northeast.
Since the two service stations were located on top of
the hill, the gasoline spills actually had traveled
down to the water aquifer to a depth of fmm 15 feet
to 20 feet. The spilled gasoline then had talen the
path of least resistance toward the bottom ofthe hill.
Because gasoline is lighter than water, the gasoline
actually sat on top of the water in the aquifer. Shal-
low wells had reetricted the extent ofthe inhltration
of the gasoline (see Figure 2), with areas to either
side of the plume eompletely free of contamination.

The precise location of the plume provided in-
formation on the parts of the four lots that were free
of contamination and the areas on which construc-
tion could take place. Because the area of infiltra-
tion could be identified, the state environmental
agency would allow unrestricted constmction in areas
that were not affected.

At this junctue, I requested that the attorneys
involve capable architects to ascertain what struc-
tures could be built on the properties. It was later
shown that:

r A building could be built on the rear of L,ot A
and part of Lot B that would be almost as large
as two buildings built on these two lots before
the infrltration. The building would have to be

situated toward the rear of l,ot A with parking
in the front of Lot A and over most of l,ot B.

r Buildings could be built on Lots C and D of the
same eize as bui.ldings built before the infiItra-
tion. Buildings would have to be placed at the
front ofLot C. Because Lot D was almost totally
unallected by the inhltration, buildings could
be located arlywhere.

Alter studying the situation in full, I concluded that
the market value diminution was approdmately ll7o.
This figu.re was based on the restriction in the total
size ofbuildings that could be accommodated on lands
to either side of the gasoline plume. Even allowing
for psychological factors, I believed that the dimi-
nution in market value would not exceed 257o of the
total previous value. This f-rgure assumed that the
cleanup operation would continue until a clean bill
of health was given by the state environmental
agency.

Offers in excess of the diminution estimates al-
ready had been made to the owner. Upon receipt of

Figure 2. Location of the Plume
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Figure 1. Location of the Serice Stations and
the Affected lots
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in terms of obtaining frre and extended coverage in-
surance. Therefore, based on this knowledge, the ap-
praisers estimated total market value diminution.

By the time I became involved in the aseeaament
of this pollution problem, the two service station
owners, with the cooperation of the state environ-
mental agenry, had begun remedial action. The tanks
and littingn of both service stations had been exca-
vated and replaced, and gasoline was being ex-
tracted. Two points of interest were revealed
concerning fhs ]gnkpge. First, the leaks at Station
No. I were not from the talks but from the frttings
that discharged gasoline every time the pump was
used. Second, the stations handled different kinds of
gasoline, and both kinds were found underground.

With the assistance of a local appraiser, I came
to a preliminary conclusion about the market value
of the four commercial lots as if there were no pol-
lution. As it turned out, this value and the values
grven by the property owner's appraisers were not
substantially different. However, at this point, I was
asked to delay any further action. I presumed the

delay was because the environmental people had not
hnished their studies.

Legal Delays
Actually, the delay was caused because the property
owner's attorney put in a claim for rental of the
properties for the period of 20 years, the period of
time during which biodegradation likely would take
place. After considerable legal proceedings, the
highest court in the stat€ ruled that the measure of
damages was the dimi-nution in market value. The
court ruled out rent for the damage period as a
criterion.

After a considerable time period during which
the attorneys endeavored without success to settle
the matter, I was brought back into the picture. As
I had reported to the service station owner's attor-
ney all along, I was not sure that the results of my
appraisal would be favorable to his client. In spite
of this warning, he wanted me to proceed.

Highest And Best Use Revisited
The obvious highest and best use of the commercial
lots a-ffect€d by the pollution was for the develop-
ment of small oflice buildings. The office park al-
ready contained small- and medium-sized, one- and
two-story buildings. Therefore, the highest and best
use of the property was for the development of one
to four office buildings on the four lots. It was im-
possible to determine if the site would be acquired
for one large building or for two mid-sized or three
or even four smaller buildings. After checking the
building code and the parking requirements, I de-
termined that a total of 100,000 square feet of oflices
would be used in a one-story building and perhaps
as many as 130,000 square feet in a two-story
building.

All of the land in the oflice park was controlled
by one developer, whose pricing policy had been more
or less uniform per square foot; the location, size,
depth or even time of sale did not make much dif-
ference. Because he developed ma.rry of the struc-
tures on a lease-back basis, the developer was also
the purchaser of his own land. The developer had
venture partner€ in some transactions, and his out-
right sales conformed to price patterns. Comparable
sales therefore were considered to be reliable.

These sales indicated a value of about $2.00 per
square foot. I questioned if the narrow frontage of
Lot A and its longer depth should be discounted;
however, lot A could be developed for some higher
usee than oflices since it was close to the intersection
and across from the motel (see Figure 1).

I wondered if selling three or all four lots as a
unit might discount the price per square foot. How-
ever, sale prices per equare foot in the office park
were the same regardless of size.

I also wondered if a discount for the rate of ab-
sorption might not be in order because the rate of
sales in the park was slow. Research indicated that
competition was scarce. There were no other lots in
an organized offrce park area. Isolated sites along

Desigaated inventory has grown significantly
since the late 1960s, as the escalation in acquisitions
of real estate by public agencies BuggBsts and the
proliferation of conservation land trusts implies (see
Exhibit 1). Undesigrrated inventory is dynamic; it
loses acreage to desigrration but gains acreage as
society continues to develop and pollute and, in turn,
create new categories of land that need protection.

Supply in a regulatory context also may be dis-
tinguished as real estate-specific (a specific parcel
like Yellowstone Park is protected) or attribute-spe-
cific (attributes like endangered species' habitats or
ecosysterns are protected wherever they may be found
and so, in effect, is the real estate they occupy).

Supply may be distingr.rished further by classes
of attributes: geographic, hydrologic, biologic, ar-
chaeologic or historic types. Each of these classes
has many subclasses. The biologic class, for exam-
ple, includes species and ecosystems; the hydrologic
includes oceans, lakes, rivers, streams, waterfalls,
groundwater, etc. Within the geographic class are
mountain ranges, canyons, buttes, etc.; within the
archaeologic class are ancient burial grounds, ruins,
etc. The historic class includes battlegrounds, the
birthplaces of famous p€rsons, etc..

Note: Certain tlpes ofenvironmental real estate
supply (e.g., pristine lands or endangered species'
habitats) can be destroyed and lost permanently
(sometimes called the effect of irreversibility). How-
ever, much polluted environmental real estate sup-
ply can be rehabilitated, and many environmentally
sigailicant attributes may be introduced at new
locations.6

While a full quantitative accounting of the en-
vironmental real estate supply is beyond the scope
of this article, partial figures hint at its magrritude:
forests under Forest Sergice management equal 140
million acres;6 privately owned wetlands potentially
subject to regulatory protection total 70.3 million
acres;? the National Park System holds 79 million
acres;6 the National Wilderness Preservation Sys-
tem holds 79 million acres;e National Wildlife Ref-
uges have 90 million acres;ro wild and scenic rivers
extend 7,363 miles;rr marine sanctuaries cover 2,200
square nautical miles;12 the National Estuarine Re-
search Reserve System has approximately 390,000
acres;r3 and the National Historic Register has nearly
47,000 places.ra Excluding the rivers, marine and
estuarine reserves, which may or may not have dis-
posable pmperty rights, and historic places for which
acreage was unavai-lable, a partial inventory of fed-
erally protected environmental real estate totals a
staggering 458.3 million acres or approximately 207o
of the surface area of the United States. If the hab-
itak of endangered species, and lesser holdings of
the Bureau of Reclamations, Bureau of Land Maa-
agement, etc., were tallied, the figure might in-
crease dramatically. States own another 154 million
acres of real estate. Assuming a protection ratio
similar ta that of the federal government (.44),15 state-
owned environmental real estat€ may be as high as
67.8 million acres.

A distinguishable supply of environmental real
estate clearly exists. The supply is massive; it is

increasing in size; and it is segmented into attribute
a.rrd use tSpes by regulations that result in desig-
nated, undesigrrated and tertiary markets. Owner-
ship, although heavily concentrated in agencies of
the federal government, is divided among marry public
and private sector entities. Of course, the federal
government is a sigrrifrcant landowner in more tra-
ditional real estate markets as well.
Distinguishable C haratteristics Of Demand
Demand may be distinguished as al individual need
(e.g., user fees for experiencing parks) or the collec-
tive need of society expressed through acquisitions
by public agencies, land trusts, wildlife organiza-
tions and, to a lesser degree, for-profit corporations
and individuals. These demand sources buy, trade
ald, in the case of public agencies, land trusts and
wildlife organizations, accept donations. Demand
tends to move ownership of environmental real es-
tate not only from the private to the public sector
but also among public agencies (interagency trans-
fers), Iand trusts and wildlife organizations.

Demand may be distingrrished by the intended
use of property. Generic categories of use include
experiencing environmental real estate, preserving
land for a highest and best use to be determined
later, conserving land to maintain the environment
or exploitirg specihc resources such as oil, timber,
gold, etc..re

Demand may be distinguished further by the in-
tended users of property, i.e., individua-l users (hik-
ers), collective users (the government) and future
users.

Individual demald for use ofenvironmental real
estate has escalated rapidly. In 1965, approximately
100 million visitors experienced the national parks.
By 1986, the number of visitors increased to ap-
proximately 350 million. Collective demand appears
to be increasing also,!? although comprehensive lig-
ures of the dollars spent by the government for ac-
quisition of environmental real estate are not
available. The recent defeat of the Big Green iuiti-
ative in California and the Environmental Quality
Bond Act in New York do suggest, however, a limit
to the public's willingness to subsidize the protection
of environmental real estate. Because these propos-
als involved unprecedented sums of money and, in
the case of Big Green, controversial collateral polit-
ical issues, it is unclear whether voters are losing
interest in environmental protection, are alienated
by collateral political issues or simply want govern-
ments to spend less.

Specific public sector organizations that acquire
environmental real estate include federal agencies
(primarily the National Park Service, the Fish and
Wildlife Service and the Forest Service), public
agencies of the 50 states (one or more acquiring de-
partments per state), and thousands of regional dis-
tricts, counties and municipalities. Private sector
orgalizations include over 900 conservation land
trusts operating across the United Stat€s, which own
approximately 2.7 million acres in 48 states,rs cer-
tain wildlife and wilderness organizations and phi-
lanthropic foundations. An undetermined, but
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probably less signihcant number of private individ-
uals and corporations also participate.

Tracking the monies spent on environmental real
estate is a topic for another article, but a few random
observations may provide some perspective. Accord'
ing to Craig D. Hungerford, a consultant specializ-
ing in envimnmentally sigrificant lands: $3.6 billion
of the Federal La.rrd and Water Conservation Fund
has been expended since 1964; California appropri-
ated $770 mil.lion for environmental real estate in
1989; the Nature Conservanry budgeted S29.6 mil'
lion for acquisitions of environmental real estate in
1987; and the Trust for Public Land had convey-
ances of lands totally $362 million in market value
for the 15-year period prior to 1990.re Rhode Island
(a S147 million budget) and Dade County Florida (a

$100 rnillion budget) also are appropriating siglif-
icant monies for parks and open space acquisitions,
as is Michigan, which allocates approximatcly $100
million per year for such acquisitions. The state of
Florida recently appropriated $3 billion dollars for
acquisitions of environmental real estate over the
next ten years.

Organizations active in the environmental real
estate market may acquire properties individually
or in afliance with others. Alliarrces may take the
form of interim buyer/end buyer (a land trust buys
property and resells it to a public agency), cofrnal-
cier (various organizations pool funds) or adjoining
purchases (individual organizations buy individual
parcels of a protected area).

In conclusion, a distingrrishable demand in en-
vironmentsl real estate exists. The demand is large,
increasing and varied in source, like many real es-
tate markets. Unlike most real estate markets, the
dema;rd for environmental real estate ie extraordi-
narily concentrated in the public sector. However,
public sector demand dominates other accepted real
estate markets (e.g., elderly and low-income housing).

Fadlitation Of Priring
A contemporar5r real estate market acts as a pricing
mechanism, i.e., it is a meaas for people with money
and want and people with goods to agree on a price
in a tEnsaction. In a market, transactors allow their
individual notions of the worth of a good to be inllu-
enced by a consensus on price which has been formed
on the basis of a number of recent transactions and
offers for similar goods-in a spatial cont€xt or mar-
ket area.

From the perspective of markets as pricing
mechanisms, transactors of environmental real es-
tate routinely consider what has been paid and of-
fered for other environmental real egtate when
making their transaction decisions. Hence, trans-
act€rs of environmental real estate exhibit behavior
that is typical of transactors in other contemporaqr
real estate markets.

Fadlitatian Of Supply
A contemporary real estate market facilitates sup-
ply, i.e., it varies production of supply according to
scarcity (due to increased demand or perceived de-
crease in unprotected supply), as demand increases

(which tends to stimulate supply) or decreases (which
discourages supply), assuming a constant cost of
production, as one example.

From the perspective of a market as a supply
facilitator, one finds significant evidence that the
supply of environmental real estate (protected at-
tributes of the environment) has increased sigrrili-
cantly since the late 1960s. In the last 30 years,
demand for environmentaf real estate has increased,
along with environmentalism's surge,2o in popular-
ity (see Exhibit 1) and the perception by influential
elements of society that pollution and development
have reduced the smount of unprotected environ-
mental real estste to undesirable levels.

Presence Of Gouernment Regulation And Subsidy
Considerable governmental regulation and subsidy
are tlpical of most contemporar5r real estate mar-
kets. Regulation and subsidy are used by society to
produce a desired supply of real estate at desired
locations and prices under the assumPtion that un-
regulated real estate markets wil] fail to do so within
acceptable time frames.

Environmental real estste-related transactions
arrd transactors are sigrrificantly shaped by regula-
tion that prevents alternative development, which
may otherwise outbid environmental real estat€ uses.
They also are aflected by government subsidy for the
acquisition and use of property as environmental
real estate. Governmental regulation and subsidy of
the market for environmental real estate is analo-
gous to governmental regulation and subsidy of low-
income housing markets: i.e., without regulation,
neither market would produce the desired supply at
desired prices in desired locations; therefore, the
government intervenes to foster, locate, shape and
stimulate the markets.

Implications Of Recognizing An
Environmental Real Estate Market
The body of environmental real estate transactions
frts the def'rnition of a market and exhibits the char-
acteristics of a contemporar5r real estate market. It
follows, therefore, that a comparable sales properly
&awn from the environmental real estate market
constitute valid indications of market va-lue.

Several significant implications beyond admis-
sibility of comparable sales afso flow from recogni-
tion of an environmentaf real estate market. They
are:

1. Environmental real estate probably will be in-
creasingly viewed by society as a monetized en-
vironmental property having significant market
value; it wiII be viewed less as an aesthetic
natural resource having marginal market value.

2. The market value ofenvironmental real estate,
at any given time, will depend signihcantly on
supply and demaad factors in the market as
they are perceived by transactors.

3. As society allocates more money to the conser-
vation ofenvironmental real estate, society can
expect market mechanisms to increase supply
and,/or raise prices.

ENIIIBON.
MEIITAT
COTINSETING
CASES

Case l-Where's The Plume?
I erhaos the stransest reason I ever received an
p assignment o,*"b*r." two service stations
tl had been leaking gasoline into the under-
ground water aquifer of some commercial lots in an
offrce park at a small city distant from New Orleans.
The attorney for one of the service station owners
solicited a prominent local appraiser to assist him
in the defense of the case. Alter rejecting the solic-
itation, the appraiser advised the attorney that there
was, in his judgment, only one appraiser/counselor
who was crazy enough to accept this sort of assign-
ment and then gave the attorney my name.

As can be noted from Figure 1, the two service
stations were located at the intersection of Offrce
Park Road and East-West Road.t Behind the service
station on the northwest corner of this intersection
was a first class motel. The service stations and mo-
tel were at the top of a small hill: the land sloped
downward from this location to Jimmy Road which
was developed with houses. North of the two service
stations was an offrce pa;"k, 509c of which had been
developed with one- and two-story small oflice build-
ings. The shallow, underground aquifer ran diago-
nally across Ints A, B, C and D; however, only a
small amount ofpotential pollution aJlected the rear
of Lot D. At the time of the original contact, the
precise location of the plume was not known.

The fact that contamination from the two ser-
vice stations had infiltrated into the shallow aquifer
was well known, and the scope of the infiltration
was believed to be extensive because strong gasoline
fumes were present in a home at the bottom of the
hill on which the commercial land was located. The
home was purchased by the offending service station
owners soon after the fumes were discovered.

Furthermore, two appraisals by local, desig-
nated appraisers indicated a loss in value to the four
lots that were aIlected by the contamination. One
appraiser even went so far as to place a negative
value on the property for 20 years of taxes, liability
insurance and snow removal costs. The discounted
worth of the annual costs of holding the property
until biodegradation took place produced a negative
value of more than $50,000.

In defense of the property owner's appraisers, it
is likely that they submitted their valuations with-
out knowing the precise location of the plume. The
appraisers had been told that structures could be
built over the contaminated areas provided the
buildings' foundations were properly vented; how-
ever, such projects would be considered highly spec-
ulative in terms of mortgage availability and risky

Mex J. Derbet Jn, CRE, is prcsident of Mat J. Derbes
Appraisers and Real Estate Consultants, Inc., New Orleans,
LA. A pr@ticing real eitale consultant, he has erperience
in dealing with pollution matters iL Teros, I4uisiana, Ioua
and Michigan. He has contibuted ,o Real Estat! lssuee,
the Appraisal Joumal and othet nolianal publbalions. Much
of his cur.ent practice inuolues large industrial ProPerties

Two case studies illustrate how one real
estate appraiser analyzed difficult
enuironmenta.l pollution problems.

by Max J. Derbes, Jr., CRE
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4. When supply is not consistent with demand,
price inflation may be expected.

5. AB with other monetized real estate assets in
markets with stable to increasing demand, en-
vironmental real estate can expect develop-
ment (i.e., the syst€matic application of skills
and capital by organizations to increase reve-
nues and/or market value) and speculation (i.e.,

opportunistic exploitation of supply/demand
relationships by investors).

Implications 2,3,4 and 5 are subjects for
further research because, collectively, they
suggest a real estate asset that is well-suited
to valuation, development, underwriting and
management by traditional real estate princi-
ples of appraisal, ent€rprise science hnance and
investment.

Summary
Increasing acquisitions of environmentally signifi -
cant lands, in particular, negotiated purchases in-
volving public agencies, raise a valuation question:
do they constitute a market? Assuming they do,
properly drawn sales of environmental real estate
involving public agencies should be valid indices of
market value. Further, public agencies'policy ofen-
couraging the use of condemnation valuation meth-
odolory should be stopped, unless public agencies
intend to condemn and sellers acknowledge that the
possibility of condemnation will alter signiftcaatly
their negotiations.

According to aaalysis, environmental real es-
tat€-relat€d transactions and transactors constitut€
a contemporary real estate market because they are
consistent with a basic market definition; they have
identifiable supply and demand; they facilitate pric-
ing and supply; and they are subject to sigrriftcant
governmental regulation arrd subsidy. Essentially,
the environmental real estate market is people and
organizations with money who price and facilitate
the supply of property that will be used for conser-
vation, rehabilitation and introduction of environ'
mentally siglifrcant attributes according to people's
wants but subject to governmental regulation and
subsidy.

Recogrrition of an environmental real estate
market brings with it several sigrri{icant implica-
tions. Comparable sales properly drawn from the en-
vironmental real estate market should constitute
valid indications of the market value of the real es-
tate. There will be a tendency to view environmen-
tal real estate more as a monetized environmental
asset with a sigrrificant market value that is subject
to influences of supply and demand and less as an
aesthetic natural asset with marginal market value.

Ultimately, a perceived scarcity of desired en-
vironmental real estate, plus increasing demand for
it, likely will attract more governmental regulation,
development and speculation to a market process
aimed at supplying demand, attracting revenues and

enhancing market value. For society, public agen-
cies, relevant decision-malers and real estate coun-
selors to assess effectively planning, acquisition and
valuation decisions, it is appropriate to recognize
the environmental real estate market, admit appro-
priate comparable sales involving public agencies
and sensitize participants in the market to the sup-
ply/demand factors that influence the value of en-
vironmental real estate.
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the cost of a cleanup (and its implication on the value
of the property) but the appraisal should indicate
the presence of such contamination in the proPerty
description and note that the appraiser did not as-
sess the impact of the contamination on the prop-
erty's value.

Almost 507o of the banks did not believe there
was any loss in current value on properties that had
been previously contaminated but subsequently had
been cleaned up; 3770 were unsure of the effect on
value or had never been faced with that issue. Again,
contral/ to common perceptions, only 19% of the
institutions perceived that there was a stigma on
property that had been previously contaminated.

Underwriting Standards Adjusted
On properties with an actual or potential environ-
mental problem, 66Vo of the baaks would require
additional indemnifrcation from the borrower; 467o
would consider adjusting the loan to value ratio; 607o
of the institutions would require personal guaran-
tees (or some personal liability). Conversely, only
2lVo wortld, consider an interest rate adjustment.

The Fleet Factor case, which raised uncertainty
about the exemption of a lender from liability for
cleaning up environmental hazards, is considered a
landmark. Nevertheless, survey respondents were
divided on whether it allected underwriting stan-
dards; 47Vo believed the case did aIlect standards
arl'd 457o believed it did not. Effectively 1007o of the
individuals who were aware of the decision believed
that, regardless of the actual impact, the court rul-
ing had heightened the lending community's level
of concern about enyironmental issues.

Summary
The results of the survey demonstrate a sigrrihcant
level ofknowledge about environmental issues among
lenders. Although environmental contamination does
not appear to discount a bank's interest in lending
on a specific property, in all cases it does require a
signif-rcantly more stringent due diligence process.

As is true in most industries, active involvement
in certain aspects of the business results in special-
ization. Clearly, some banks that are more actively
involved in environmental issues have become more
comfortable with environmental risk, perceived or
actual, than others. Nonetheless, the survey shows
that no single enyironmental issue would result in
a blanket rejection ofa loan on a contaminated prop-
erty by an institution. That, in and of itself, appears
to be noteworthy to us.

NOTES
1. The 25 largest banks were identified in the American Bankers

Association 1991 listing of U.S. banks.
2. The 15 largest banks in California did not include banks that

had previously qualilied a.s nationa.l banks in the book of lists
for San Francisco and California.



f he vast majority of the literature on the val-
! uation of properties subject to toxic contami-
tl nation deals with regulatory background and

valuation theory.1,2 The field has progressed to the
point that numerous actual hands on valuation cases
have been experienced. It is the objective of this ar-
ticle to share four case studies taken from actual
valuation experience. The cases concentrate on "in
ground" contamination because it is the writer's
opinion that several good "in buildingi' valuation
case studies have been published elsewhere.3

When one enters into the field of environmental
appraising, he encounters a whole new vocabulary
of terminologr. A brief list of environmental ter-
minolos/ is set forth in Exhibit I.

Case Study A
This c€se study deals with a toxic contamination
problem that causes a delay in the utilization of the
highest and best use of undeveloped land.

Sam Farmer, and his father before him, oper-
ated a 60-acre vegetable farm at the outskirts of Big
City, U.S.A., for the last 40 years. About ten years
ago, the Super Charged Electronics Company, a sub-
sidiary of a larger multinational frrm, located a
printed circuit manufacturing plant directly across
the road from Sam's laad. Sam observed his neigh-
bors selling off property over the past few decades
and was well aware of development land values in
his neighborhood. Sam's land was one of the few
remaining larger undeveloped parcels in the
neighborhood.

Last year, he signed a purchase agreement with
a major, well-lina-nced development firm that in-
tended immediately to develop the site. Sam was
pleased with the $20,000 per acre sale price, for a
total price of $1 million for his 50 acres. The devel-
opment compsny, in accordance with the lenders who
would frnance the development, retained an envi-
ronmental consultant in order to comply with the
due diligence requirements of the 1986 Superfund
amendments.

Sam was shocked and dismayed when the de-
velopment company decided not to close the pur-
chase agreement because toxic contamination had
leaked from the printed circuit plant to Sam's land.
Environmental tests disclosed that a combination of
toxic contaminants from Super Charged Electronics
had leaked into the ground water and migrated un-
der about two acres of his land. Sam protested that
this land was only a "little bit contaminated" and
wondered why the buyer couldn't develop the re-
maining 48 acres.

Peter J. Pdtc^in, CRE, is president of Petet J. Patchin &
Assxiatze, Inc, a Minwsota-bscd rcal esbfr appraisal and
consulting firm. He has hod eieDsive eaperbnce in the udL-
udtiin of toria wdste-contaminored properties throughout
the United Stales.

TABLE 1

Issues Identified as Greatest Environmental Concerns by Financial Institutions

Underground
Tanks

Unencapsulated
Asbestos

Encapsulated
Asbestos

Groundwater
Contamination

Toxic
Inventories

All are of
Equal Concern

National
Banks
California
Banl<s
Foreigrr
Banks
Tota]

7o

1t

16

0

L2

7o

27

tt

0

74

Vo

0

6

0

2

Vo

44

28

75

47

7o

8

22

0

t2

7o

16

22

19

THE
VALUATION OF
CONTAMI.
NATED
PROPEBTIES

Source: The Hanford.l EeaLy Companies

TABLE 2

Environmental Issues Allecting Lending

Would your institution lend on a property kaowing it had. . .

Underground storage tanks
Unencapsulated asbestos
Encapsulated asbestos
Contiguous contsmination
Toxic inventories
Ongoing cleanup
Previous contamination

Weighted average

# Institutions Yes No Maybe
Represented Responses Responses Responses

No. Vo 7o Vo

54
56
56
55
55

56
56

61
JO
57
38
45
40
84

11
t6
16

20
8

15
Four case studies reueal the methods of
detennining ualue for properties subject to
toxic contamination. Source: HanfordlHeall Appraisal Company

than 847o of the banls reported that they would have
no problem lending on such a project; the perceived
stigma ofprior contamination consequently does not
appear to be significant.

Phase I Audits A Requirement
Seventy-two percent ofall national banks (and 1007o
of all foreigrr ban}s) would require a Phase I audit
on arry loan secured by real property. While only
227o of the California banks would require a Phase
I audit on any loan for real property, TSVo would
require an audit if contamination were known or
likely. (There may be some bias in these responses
as, on average, the exposure to contaminated prop-
erties by California banks may be limited by their
overall smaller size uis-d-uis foreigrr and national
banks.)

Eighty-one percent of the banks would require
a Phase II audit if the Phase I work indicated that
there might be some environmental concerns. The
remaining banls indicated that they would not un-
dertake further due diligence if a Phase I report was
unfavorable.

The national banks were again the most pro-
gressive in Branting loans on properties that were

being cleaned up (other than those that were re-
moving asbestos). Fifty percent of the national banks
reported their institutions made loans on such prop-
erties, compared with 24Ea of the California banks
and 20Va of the foreigrr institutions. Of those insti-
tutions that had loans on properties under remedia-
tion, 6l?o said that their institutions had lent the
money for the cleanup of some of that property.

It appears that the borrower, not the lender, or-
ders the Phase I audit (687o of all responses), re-
ceives the document (667o) and pays for the audit
(857o). However, 807o of the banks required that the
environments-l consultant conducting the audit be
approved by the lender, atd 579o percent considered
using arr outside consultaat to aid in the audit re-
view. The consultant most often identified was an
engineer, and the engineer most often would be in-
volved when mqjor environmental problems were
present or when special technical expertise was
required.

Appraiser's Role
If the presence of contamination was proved, 619r of
the banks would instruct the appraiser to consider
contamination in the appraisal process. The banks
would not necessarily require the appraisal to assess
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48
27
40

3
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EXHIBIT I

Hanford,/Healy Companies' Environmental Risk Survey Questions

Would your institution lend on a property knowing it:
a. Had underground storage tanks.
b. Contained unencapsulated asbestos.
c. Contained encapsulated asbestos.
d. Was surrounded by contiguous parcels with environmental problems.
e. Had tenants that might use toxic materials.
f. Previously had some contaminations but has been cleaned up.
On a I to 5 scale, rank the following environmental issues according to their concern, with 1 being the
least worrisome and 5 being the most worisome:
a. Underground tanks.
b. Unencapsulated asbestos.
c. Encapsulated asbestos.
d. Groundwaterconta.mination.
e. A tenant who stored toxic materials.
Regarding the above environmental issues:
a. Which issue is the greatest concern to your institution?
b. Which issue is the least concern to your institution?
In regard to environmental audits:
a. When is a Phase I audit required?
b. Does the lender or borrower order, deliver and pay for the Phase I audit?
c. Ifthe borrower orders a Phase I audit, must the environmental consultant be approved by the lender?
d. If the lender orders the audit, which banking area issues the order and who is responsible for the

interpretation of the audit?
e. Do you have any loans on property where an environmental cleanup is being conducted-other than

property containing asbestos?
f. If so, did your institution lend the money for the cleanup?
Does your institution hire outside consultants to aid in review of envtonmental audits?
a. What types of consultants?
b. When are they retained (under what circumstances)?
c. Do you hire different consultants depending on the nature ofthe environmental problem?
With regard to appraisals:
a. If the presence of contamination has been proved, do you ask appraisers to consider the known

contamination in the appraisal process?
b. Who is responsible for informing the appraisers of the contamination?
c. In your opinion, have appraisals of previously contaminated properties that have been cleaned up

reflect any loss in value?
Are the following underwriting standards on loans adjusted when a property has a potential or an actual
environmental problem?
a. Loan to va-Iue ratio.
b. Borrower indemnification.
c. Personal liability.
d. Interest rates.
Have your underwriting standards been changed since the Fleet Factor court decision?

Exhibit I

Gloseary of Environmental Terminologr

ACM
AEERA
Attenuatinn byer
CERLCA

Envtonmental Consulting
Reports

Class I

Class II

Class UI

EPA
HRS

M ortgag e dis crimination

Impaired ualue
PPB
PPM
PCL
RAL

Remediation
sdl?A

Stigma
Uni red ualue

Efforts to sell the larrd to other developers failed
as aoon as mandatory disclosure of the contamina-
tion was made. Sam therefore retsined the services
of a law frrm to file suit against the Super Charged
Electronics Company for loss in pmperty values. You
are retained to estimate this loss in value.

Your investigation reveals the following facts
ard/or conclusions:

1. The unimpaired value ofthe site is $20,000 per
acre or a total of Sl million.

2. State laws prevent the suMivision of lands that
have a history of toxic contemination until
cleanup has been completed and approved by
the state's EPA.

3. A review of the environmental studies con-
ducted on both Super Charged Electronics
Company property and Sam's land reveals a
substantial cleanup cost which Super Charged
Electronics ha8 agreed to assume as part of the
cleanup of its own site. Engineers' reports in-
dicate that three years is the minimum rea-
Bonsble time that should be allowed for deanup
before the local EPA could be expected to ren-
der its approval.

4. The highest and best use development of Sam's
land will require over $5 million in borrowed

3

I

1

2

7

8

Asbestos containing materials
Asbestos Hazard Emergency R€sponse Act of 1986
A layer of earth between contaminated soils and the drinking water aquifer
Compreheruive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act approved
1980 and called the Superfund Law

The preliminary report that investigates the history of the subject and the
neighborhood
The actual testing of the site which includes the monitoring of wells, probes of
Boil, etc., and their analysis
The engineering study of the means of cor€ction (remediation) of the site, including
estimates of the costs and time involved
Environmental Protection Agenry, may be state or federal
Hazardous ranking score; a means of quantifying the public health risk of
Superfund sites
The reluctance of lenders to become involved with a contaminated property even
after cleanup is completed
The value of a propert5r subject to toxic contamination
Parts per billion; also expressed as micrograms per liter (ugll)
Parts per million; also expressed as milligrams per liter (mg/l)
Pico curies per liter; a measure of radon contamination
Recommended allowable Iimit for a specific contaminant; expressed in PPB or
PPM
The process of contamination cleanup
Superfund Arnendments and Resuthorization Act of 1986; best known for its
innocent purchaser exemption which requires due diligence
Those losses in property value over and above the costs ofcleanup or remediation
The value of the without consideration of its toxic contamination

5

6

disturbing issue. In fact, when rating the five spec-
ihed environmental issues on a scale of 1 (least wor-
risome) to 5 (most worrisome), 87Vo of the baaks
beliwed groundwater contamination rated 4 or above.

Conversely, 464o of the banks believed that en-
capsulated asbestos was the least worrisome uis-d-
uis the other environmental issues. On the 1to 5
scale of risk, TLVo of the banks rated encapsulated
asbestos at 3 or below.

Less than 407o ofthe banks would consider lend-
ing on a prop€rty located contiguous to a parcel that
was environmentally contaminated (Table 2). Not
one of the foreigl banks was interested in lending

to such a borrower, and only 22?o of lhe California
banks would consider lending on a property with
this risk.

While 617o of the banks said they would lend on
a property with an underground storage tank (Table
2), approximately 66Vo gave the caveat that the
properby must pass a Phase I environmental analy-
sis and be on an ongoing monitoring program. (As
an aside,8l7o of the national banks stated they would
lend on property with underground tanks.)

Finally, and of most sigrrificant interest, were
the survey results related to previously contami-
nated property after successful remediation. More

5

capital. The size of the development indicates
that the most likely market for financing would
be larger regional barks and./or insurance com-
panies. A survey of these lenders reveals a
marked reluctance to lend on a property such
as Sam's, even after cleanup has been com-
pleted. It appears that only a few of the qual-
ilied lenders will even consider the project.
Consequently, these lenders will be able to name
their price within reasonable limits. The best
estimates are that lenders will call for about a
3l4Vo risk premium on the loan. The going
mortgage t€rms are 107o interest, 3O-year am-
ortization with a balloon payment in ten years.
The yield for development land in the area is
abott 127a. Market research indicates that the
market va-lue will grow at 1qa per year.
The land yield rate is the tota.l anticipated
investor return. If the sale of the land is de-
ferred for three years, its owners should receive
a price that is 1.033 times current market value.

Thus: 1.033 = 1.0927
x 3 years present 0.7118

worth factor @
l27o
Net deferred facinr 0.7778
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6. Future monitoring costs on Sam's land, as re-
quired by the EPA, are estimated to be $5,000
per year, with no time limit given.

7. Agricultural ground rent is $100 per acre pre
year, with the lessee required to pay taxes.

Question
What is the value of Sam's land, assuming that Super
Charged Electronics will pay for the cleaaup?

Solution
Unimpaired value

50 acres @ $20,000/acre = $1,000,000
Less: Losses in value from the

time delay for development
3 years factor @ 97o = 0.7718

ThuB: 1,000,000 x. 0.7778 : $777,800
Or $1,000,000-$777,800 in time
loss : $222,200)
Monitoring cost @ $5,000/yea!
capitalized @ 97,9ield.gror+.th) ($55,556)
Interim iacome (agriculture)

S0acres @ S100.00@ Syeare
729o faotor or $5,000 x

2.2832 = $11,416
Mortgage discrimination:

Borrowed capital $5,000,000
Difference ia mortgage

constants between 107a

& lO 314% mortgage x .0067
ExtramortSagepaJ.ments $33,500/year
Assume balloon pa5rment

in 10 year8
Present worth of excess

mortgage paJrments @ 1070

mortgage rate lor 10 yearg
$33,500/year x 6.144 6O7o =

lo-year present worth of one/
annum factor. )

Indicated net value of Bite
a.s conta.minated

Indicated loes in value due
primarily to stigma factors

Uoimpaired value

($205.824)

$522,215

647',t ,78r
$1,000,000

Case Study B
This case study deals with a toxic contamination
problem that forces a change in the highest and best
use of undeveloped land.

For purposes of brevity, this case study uses the
same parcel of land that was descriH in Case Study
A. The contamination situation, however, is quite
different and may be described as follows:

1. The source of the contamination is located on
an adjacent property arrd is far more serious
than found in Case Study A. This contamina-
tion source has been desigrrated as a defrnite
public health threat by the state EPA and has
been assigned a hazardous ranking score (HRS)
of 55, which qualifres the neighboring site as a
national Superfund site. (HRS of 28.5 or above
qualil'res a property as a Superfund site).
Cleanup of this property may tale ten years or

more, and it is not clear at this time ifcleaning
the site down to its recommended allowable
limiLs (RAL) is even feasible.

2. Extensive environmental tests on the Sam
Farmer site to date have revealed only trace
amounts of the contaminants found on the ad-
joining Superfund site; all readings have been
below RAL. Because the groundwater flows in
the direction of Sam's land, the state EPA will
require continued monitoring of the site for an
indef-rnite period.

3. All efforts to sell Sam's property to developers
have failed upon mandatory disclosure of the
neighborhood's history. Prospective buyers cite
lack offrnancing for development as well as the
undesirability of locating next to a Superfund
site as reasons for refusing to consider Sam's
property.

4. Inquiries with lenders indicate no interest in
lending on the property. l€nders state that the
possibility of the contaminants migrating un-
der Sam's land is reason enough for not becom-
ing involved.

5. The only interest in the Iand has been ex-
pressed by few local building contractors who
are not willing to buy the land but are willing
to lease it as a building materials storage site,
at a net rent of $1,000 per acre per year.

6. The market capitalization rate, as indicated in
Case Study A, is 9.07o. However, there are ad-
ditional risks of owning this property due to
cleanup costs and market stigma. The owner
of the property from which the contamination
originates is a large, well-l-rnanced corporation,
and it is unlikely to assume cleanup costs. A
review of what little market data exists indi-
cates that after cleanup and financing prob-
lems have been handled, a residual
discrimination of 20Vo to 307a of value remains.

Question
What is the value of Sam's land now?

Solutinn
Unimpaired value

50 acres @ $20,000/aqre =
Impaired value
Net rent (50 &cxes @ $1,000) =

Vacaacy & credit a.llowance
@ r0%

Effective rent
I€88: Monitoring costs

management
Net income
Capitalization rate

Market rate
Risk premium @

257o additional
Impated capitalization rate

Impahed value:
$39,000 + .1125 :

Indicated loss in value due
primarily to atigma factors

$1,000,000

$50,000

TENDERS'
PEBSPECTIVES
ON ENIIIBON.
MEI{TAT
ISSUES

I n the fourth quart€r of 1990, The Hanford,/Healy
! Companies (HHC) conducted a survey of majoi
I real estate lenders. The purpose of the survey
was to quantify lenders' perceptions of environmen-
tal risks and the degree to which these perceptions
aflect underwriting policy. Individuals from 57 in-
stitutions were interviewed, including the largest 25
banks in the country,l the largest 15 banks in Ca1-
ifornia,2 and the largest five foreign bank branches
in the United States.

It should be noted that more than one person
from some of the larger institutions were inter-
viewed, namely, a lending/credit officer and an of-
frcer from the appraisaVenvironmental services area.
The survey percentages reported in this article con-
sequently do not always reflect the number of insti-
tutions contacted. Survey percentages also vary
because some lenders did not have an opinion about
a specif-rc survey question or felt that more than one
response was appropriate or individuals from the
same institution had differing opinions.

The survey consisted of eight questions, each of
which had multiple parts (see Exhibit I).

Questions 1 through 3 of the survey addressed
the lenders' relative concern about specific environ-
mental issues, such as underground storage tanks
and unencapsulated asbestos. Questions 4 and 5 ad-
drcssed environmental audits and the use of outside
environmental consultants. Question 6 linked en-
vironmental issues to the appraisal process, while
the last two questions focused on underwriting
standards.

The results of the survey were compiled in an
indepth report. As it would be impossible to dupli-
cate all of the results herein, this article highlights
some ofthe more significant responses to the survey
questions.

Groundwater Contamination:
The Greatest Concern
Of all banks responding, 417o believed groundwater
conta.mination was the greatest concern among live
specihed environmental issues: underground tanks,
unencapsulated asbestos, encapsulated asbestos,
groundwater contamination and toxic inventories
(Table 1). Unencapsulated asbestos was a distant
second, with \4?o of the banks ranking it as their
prima4r environmental concern. Not one bank ca-
tegorized groundwater contamination as the least

Potricia R- Healg is a principal of The HanfordlHeoly
Compdnies and is a licensed reaL estate broher in the stdte
of California- Her ocademic activities include guesl lectures
at the Uniuercity ofvirginia and the Atuericon Institule of
Bonking and preuious seruice os a faault! member of St.
Mary's College.

John l. Ilealy, Jr., CRE, is a founding principal of The
HanfordlHeal Companies, a national firm specializing in
real estate appraisal, consulling, asset management dnd
adutsory seruices. He holds professional designations
auad,ed by the Appraisal Institute and the American So-
ciety of Real Estate Counselors.

Enuironmental contamination does not
necessarily discourage real estate lending.

by Patricia R. Healy
and John J. Healy, Jr., CRE

o1991: Patricia R. Healy and John J. Healy, Jr., CRE

$5.000
$45,000
$ 5,000
$1,000

$39,000

9.00v.

ll.251c

$346.66?

$653,333
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,tc ontamination", "the environment", "asbes-
tos" are words seldom heard in real estate
circles 25 years ago. Today they are some

of the most important expressions in our real estate
lexicon. Society's awareness of the environment has
resulted in new laws and the ineyitable legal battles
which follow. These events have added new and con-
fusing components to the real estate equation.

Three Mile Island, the Love Canal, the John
Mansville asbestos case and other major news mak-
ing events not only have heightened our concern of
problems in the environment, but also have made
us quite aware that we are seeing only the tip ofthe
iceberg. The tragedy at Chernobyl and the recent
events in the Eastern BIoc European nations also
have given us a peek at the very, very serious en-
vironmental problems prevailing in that part of the
world.

As a real estate counselor, the CRE has a re-
sponsibility to keep himself and his clients well in-
formed on this important subject. Your editors,
knowing the relevance ofthis topic to the real estate
professional, decided to devote one complete edition
of Real Estate Issup-s t envtonmental problems. The
nine articles selected focus on these concerns from
a practitioner's point of view. While several cite case
studies of real world situations, all have a message
to convey. These topics are not to be taken lightly
nor should they be handled by amateurs.

The Society believes this edition of the journal
can serve as a useful guide and reference to the user
of real estate services, lenders and real estate prac-
titioners. With proper gr-ridance and carefully se-
lected technical assistance, environmental risk can
be mitigated and transactions consummated in a
cleaner, safer world.

Case Study C
About 20 years ago, Joe Jobshop built an industrial
plant to suit the needs ofhis small but growing man-
ufacturing business. His plant was a good quality
industrial building of 40,000 square feet located on
a three-acre site that had been a real bargain-a
former salvage yard site that Joe was able to pur-
chase from a receiver in bankruptry.

Last year, the plaat's neighboring property was
sold arld, under due diligence as required by SARA,
a small amount of groundwater contamination was
found. Further environmental testing revealed that
Joe's property was the source of the contamination.
The nature of the contaminaats intlicated that the
previous salvage yard operation was totally respon-
sible for the contamination. After the nature of the
contamination problem was revea-led in the news
media:

r Joe's business banker informed him that his
credit line for accounts receivalle, inventory and
the like would be discontinued. The banker ex-
pressed fears about contingent liabilities aris-
ing from environmental cleanup costs that cou-ld
possibly bankrupt Joe, whose business was not
particularly good at the time.

! Several of Joe's best customers inquired about
the contamination problem and asked ifJoe could
continue to be a viable supplier. His largest cus-
tomer stopped doing business with him.

r Efforts failed to obtain replacement business fi-
nancing. T\vo bankers responded, in writing, that
environmental concerns were their reason for
refusing.

r Joe has decided to declare bankruptcy.

You have been retained by the receiver in bank-
ruptcy to express an opinion of market value of the
impaired property. Your investigation reveals the
following facts and conclusions:

1. The unimpaired market value is $25.00 per
square foot of gross building area or $1,000,000.

2. Environmental testing indicates that the
cleanup of both Joe's and the neighbor's prop-
erty would cost $2,000,000. The state EPA has
agreed to an alternative, however, that will
allow cleanup efforts to cease at ten times RAL
for a cost of "only" $250,000. (The neighbor's
site would be cleaned to less than one times
RAL.) This cleanup would take about three
years; because the remaining contamination is
ten times RAL, monitoring will have to con-
tinue indehnitely at an estimated cost of $5,000
per year.

3. A survey of lenders indicates that there is lit-
tle, if any, chance of mortgaging the property
now or in the future. Most of the lenders com-
mented that "ten RAL may be OK with the
state EPA but not with us."

4. There is still a strong interest in renting the
subject property at a market net rent of $120,000
per year. The prospective tenants do not want
to be in the chain of title, however.

5. The normal capitalization rate for unimpaired
industrial properties similar to Joe's is
L0 ll27o. As part of this capitalization rate, a
167o equity yield appears to be reasonable. The
property at present has a nonassumable mort-
gage with a balloon paJrment coming due next
year. This mortgage also contains a due-on-sale
clause.

6. The risk premium, inherent in the future own-
ership of this impaired property, is estimated
to be 1Vo. The potential liability to adjoining
property owners is a major factor. It should be
noted that this risk premium is approximately
twice as great as the risk premium in Case
Study B, which did not involve liability to ad-
joining propert5r owners.

Question
What is the value of Joe's plant?

Solution
Unimpated value

40,000 square feet of gross
building area
@ 25.00/square foot $1,000,000
Impaired value

Net rent (per year) $120,000
Less: Vacancy & credit
allowance @ 107o $12.000

Effective net rent $108,00041r.
Lessr Monitoring costs $5,000

management $2.000
Net income $101,000
Capitalization rate

Mortgage OEo x .10 : 0.0000
Equity 10070 x .16 = 0.1600
AppreciatiorVdepreciation 0.0000
Risk premium 0.0500
Indicated overall rate 0.2100

Indicated impaired value:
$101,000 +.21 : $480,952

Less clean-up cost to ten RAL $250.000
Net impaired value $230,952

Say $230,000
The iadicated loss in value may be allocated as follows:

Cost of cleanup $250,000
Stigma factoro $520.000
Total loss in value $770,000

Case Study D
This case study uses the same property that was
described in Case Study C but reverses the positions
of Joe and his neighbor: the neighbor's land is the
source ofcontamination; Joe's property has only small
amounts of contamination.

Joe's business was so strong he had been plan-
ning to move to a larger plant and had sigrred a
purchase agreement for his old property. Everything
was going well until the buyer's due diligence in-
vestigation revealed the contamination. Since then,
the buyer has notifred Joe that the deal was off;
further efforts to sell the property have been unsuc-
cessful; Joe's attorney has f-rled suit against the owner
of the neighboring property.

THE
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Eugene P. Carver, CRE
President
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You have been asked to testify as an expert wit'
ness r€gBrding the diminution in Joe's property value
due to the contamination. Your market research in-
tlicates the following:

1. A mortgage will not be available on the sub-
ject property until cleanup has been completed. SaIe
of the property at the present time requires seller
financing at rates competitive with the general
mortgage market. Such tinancing terms are esti-
mated to be 107o interest, 757o loan to value ,Zi-year
amortization with a frve-year balloon palrnent. An-
nual debt constant is 0.10944.

2. The subject property will suffer mortgage dis-
crimination after the cleanup is complete. Such dis'
crimination is estimated tn be ll2 of 17o interest.
Considering future mortgage discrimination, as well
as other stigma fac{ors, it is reasonable to assume
that a contract buyer will demand at least an 117o

overall capitalization rate versus the market's 10.57o

rat€.

Question
Assumiag that any physical cleanup costs will be
paid as a frst priority by the neighboring property
owners, what is the value of Joe's property?

Solution
Probable price \Yith seller

finaacing:
Net operatirg iDcoEe

(Same aa Case Study C) $101,000
Capitalization rate ll.07o
Indicated selling price:

S101,000 + .11 = S91E,182 Say $920,000
Probable terme:

Cssh dowrr $920,000 x .25 = $230,000
Contract for deed: $920,000 x

.75 = $690,000 priacipal balance
x.1090,14 = annual payment $75,240

In this case, the seller has been forced to substitute
a mortgage rate of l|Vo for his equity yield of L6?a.

In addition, the seller retains a certain amount of
risk due to the contamination itself. A risk premium
of 27o ia eelerl,ed because the risk is minimal; the
subject is not responsible for the contamination it-
self or that of surrounding properties. The total eq-
uity yield, as contarninated, therefore is 187r.

The present worth of the subject property, with its
existing owner, may be measured as follows:

Cash down
5 Yeare of pay'ments @

$7 5,240lyeat x 3.127
(5 year factor @ L87o) =

Present worth of balloon
payment
Prhcipal amount
Principal reduction

@ 0.0584 :
Balloon payment
5 year reversion
fact$ @ l8?o

Cash
Equivalent

$230,000

$235,27 5

$690,000

20
How a Garbage Dump Became a
Post Office
John J. Wallace, CRE

This case study describes negotiations for the
development site of a postal facility on a former
municipal garbage dump located at Albuquerque
International Airport. The study also reviews the
ecanomic justification for the city of Albuquerque
to assume the responsibility for the dump cleanup

25
The Effects on Residential Real
Estate Prices from Proximity to
Properties Contaminated with
Radioactive Materials
William N. Kinnard, Jr., CRE
and Mary Beth Geckler

This research study included all bona fide, arm's-
length sales of single family residences located
within one mile of three Superfund sites in three
adjacent towns in New Jersey between July 1,
1980 and June 30, 1989. Sales properties were
grouped into distance zones, and the effects on
sales prices from proximity to the Superfund sites
were measured after a December, 1983,
announcement that the sites exhibited high levels
of radon gas and gamma radiation.
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44
A Case for an Environmental
Real Estate Market
Donald C. Wilson

The supply and acquisition of property for
conservation by public agencies have increased to
the point that conserved property may constitute a
generally unrecogrized real estate market. The
author articulates terms and concepts to clarify
the nature of conserved property and suggests
possible root causes of public agencies' tendencies
to discourage transactions involving comparable
sales. He also analyzes environmenta-l real estate-
related transactions and transactors.

50
The Valuation of Contaminated
Properties
Peter J. Patchin, CRE

The freld of appraising environmentally impaired
properties has progressed to where hands-on
experiences may be shared in the form of case
studies. In this article the case studies concentrate
on the problems encountered in the appraisal of
"in ground" contamination rather than the
valuation of "in building" contamination with
substances such as asbestos or radon. The
valuation methods used in these case studies
reflect conditions at the present time.
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$283.986
$749,261
$749,000say

Thus:
Unimpaired value $1,000,000
Impaired value $745.000

Indicated dimiaution $251,000

Summary
The foregoing case studies clearly illustrate that the
nature, extent ald circumstances of environmental
contamination have the greatest influence upon the
hnal value of a property. Quite obviously, there is
no quick fix or rule of thumb in estimating the mar-
ket value reduction.

The major problem encountersd in environmen-
tal analysis is the lack of available market data. The
diffrculty in assembling market data is that the sales
that did not occur often are more important than
the ones that did. Knowledge of the reasons why a
particular contaminated property could not be sold
frequently indicates the methodolory for its valua-
tion. As market data expand to include efforts to sell
and/or frnance environmentally contaminated real
estate, more precise valuation techniques will be
developed.
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Current Legal Issues Raised by
Environmental Hazards
Affecting Real Estate
Ralph W. Holmen

Discussed in this article are environmental
problems, conditions and concerns of importance to
those with real estate interests, including owners,
lessees, mortgage lenders and real estate
practitioners. The author specifically focuses on
laws and regulations that have been adopted to
address environmental concerns and the impact of
such laws on real estate interests, usage and
transactions. Regulation of this type is increasing,
and it is likely to have growing sigrrif'rcance on the
freld of real estate.

Rationalizing Environmental
Cleanup
Maurice Freedman, CRE

The scientifrc community is beginning to
acknowledge that it is neither practical nor
necessary to attempt costly and uncertain cleanup
procedures of hazardous or toxic wastes that have
contaminated the soil or groundwater. Instead
they are suggesting common sense restrictions on
land or groundwater use as remediation measures.
This article suggests that public policy arrd
environmental regulations should be modilied to
reflect this scientific thinking.
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I
Lenders' Perspectives on
Environmental Issues
Patricia R. Healy arrd John J. Healy, Jr., CRE

The article summarizes the results of a survey of
mqjor real estate lenders which was performed by
Hanford,iHealy Appraisal Company. The purpose of
the survey was to quantify lenders' perceptions of
environmental risks and the effects of these
perceptions on underwriting policy. The eight
multiple-part questions used in the survey focused
on the lenders' concern about specific issues. The
article also discusses some key enyironmental
issues which furnish insight into lenders'
perceptions of risk.

5
Environmental Counseling Cases
Max J. Derbes, Jr., CRE

Pollution damage to the market value of real
estate comes in many forms. This article discusses
two vastly different forms of pollution in two case
studies. The f-rrst ''\Mhere's the Plume" deals with
an underground water aquifer polluted by leaks
from service stations that affected the market
value of four lots in a commercial, olhce park
subdivision in a small midwest town. The second
case "Noise Pollution" involves noise pollution
from highway tralfrc and its eflect on residential
real estate values.

ll
Landfills Aren't All Bad:
Considerations for Real Estate
Development
Michael L. Robbins, CRE,
Michele Robbim Norman & John P. Norman

Real estate development on a landl-rll is a
challenging venture and a thought-provoking idea
Careful consideration of several development
issues is required. This article overviews modern
landfill design arrd answers six questions of
interest to the rea-l estate developer.

RATIONALIZING
ENVIBON.
MENTAT
CTEANUP

f here is no question that the lives of those who
I establish the potential developmental value of
I tracts of land'have become extremely complex

over the past several years. In determining the
"highest and best use" of land, we must consider not
only traditional market and zoning variables but
also the rapidly eroding "matter-of-right" for the le-
gal use of the land itself. In a sense, the regulatory
climate governing the use of land is in transition.
The ultimate determination of land use is coming
increasingly under the aegis of regulators and the
community, rather than remaining solely at the dis-
cretion ofthe landowner. Although this shift in con-
trol is often diffrcult to reconcile with our society's
assumptions about the vested rights of the land-
owner, it is a reality nonetheless. It is this author's
opinion that, with the heightened public awareness
of often legitimate environmental concerns, individ-
uals'property rights will continue to erode in the
foreseeable future, and this erosion will complicate
the tough economic realities of the 1990s that con-
front both developers and the communities in which
they Btrive to build thet projects.

Environmental Trends
In forecasting the developmental potentials of a large
tract of land over time, the rules by which the de-
velopment game is played are not static but, in fact,
are ever changing. Thus, the pursuit of the highest
and best use of land is much like duck hunting: in
order to hit the target, one must establish an ade-
quate lead and shoot at a point where it is hoped
both the bullet and duck will converge. To establish
such a lead in development planning, one's hnger
must be on the pulse of the regulators and the com-
munity-at-large not only to learn what their atti-
tudes are now but to anticipat€ accurately what those
attitudes are likely to be six months or a year or
more in the future.

Another reality one must acknowledge is the
universality of the environmental movement. Strin-
gent wetlands regulations, initiated in Massachu-
setts in the late 1970s with the Hatch and Jones
Acts, have been adopted in almost every other state,
and many of these same principles have been mir-
rored in federal wetlalds regulations. A review of
two decades of regulation governing the alteration
of wetlands clearly shows a pattern of escalating
stringency: firrst allowing reasonable use, then use
for only limited purposes, then no use and hnally no
use of wetlands ond a substantial fringe buffer zone
ofuplands surrounding the wetlands. Today, serious
discussions are underway to decide whether to re-
strict the use of uplands which some day might be-
come wetlands as ocean tides rise due to global
warming.

Mourice F\ecdnan, CRE, a professional engineer and real
estab counselor, & presidznt of The Freed.man Group, Inc,
a firm epecializi\g it caunseling o^ properties thal haue
difficult dite cond;tions or must eet complea permit re-
quirarna[ls, Buch os uorerfrobls a d mqjor office parhs.

In the dfficult econonlic enuironment of
the 1990s, rational, comnton sense
approaches are needed for determining
when and hout enuironmentally
contaminated sites should be cleaned up.

by Maurice Freedman, CRE
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Other espoused concerns of the populace, such
as "preserving the character of the community" or
NIMBYism (not in my back yard), also are eroding
the rights of property owners. Jack Kemp, Secretary
of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment, recently has documented the inordinate
cost and time burdens associated with often redun-
dant and sometimes extremist environmental reg-
ulations and the degree to which these regulations
inte ere urith the attainment of another vital social
goal-"alfordable housing."r In spite of this govern-
mental outcry, it is unlikely that current trends will
change sigrrilicantly.

Hazardous And Toxic Wastes
An even greater threat dwarfs all other concerns
about the economic use of laad: the linancial liabil-
ity that even an innocent Iandowner assumes with
the purchase of property contaminated by one ofthe
numerous substances on the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's GSEPA) Iong list of hazardous
materials.2 With the invention and widespread use
in the 1970s and 1980s of the atomic mass gas chro-
matograph spectroscope and other state-of-the-art
technolory, it has become possible to detect minute
traces (parts per billion) of substances that may (or
may not) be harmful to mankind. Proving with any
degree of scientihc certainty that a causal relation-
ship exists between the presence of certain sub-
stances and the degradation of community health is
often diffrcult, if not impossible.

Federal and state legislation labels trace amounts
of certain substances as harmful and makes the
landowner financially responsible for cleaaing up
those substances (even if the landowner in no way
contributed to the presence ofthe hazardous or toxic
substances or even knew about it at the time ofpur-
chase ofthe land).3 It is now possible for the USEPA
and state environmental regr-rlators to legally attach
any of the assets of the laldowner as security for
the cleanup costs, even if these costs are many times
the value of the real property itself.

As the truly staggering costs of cleanup opera-
tions are becoming apparent, some members of the
scientific communit5r, cogrrizant of the need for rea-
sonably and rationally prioritizing scarce f-rnancial
resources, are suggesting that a healthy dose of com-
mon sense could save tens of millions of dollars, and
permit dollars spent on costly cleaaup operations to
be reallocated to more urgent needs of much greater
communitlr benefit.r In the highly publicized Wob-
urn case, which USEPA's regional administrator
Julie Belaga called "the single largest settlement in
the history of the Superfund cleanup program," a
$69 million commitment was made by W.R. Grace
and three other companies to an effort for purifying
groundwater on a contaminated sit€ which could take
20 to 50 years.6 However, what public health im-
perative justilies an att€mpt to purify the ground-
water in Woburn, which has been ably and amply
served by other water sources since the groundwater
contamination was identilied in 1979? Further, since
Metropolitan Boston, a region which includes Wob-
urn, eqioys over 40 inches of rainfall aanually and

ca.rr readily serve its static population from the Met-
ropolitan District Commission's (MDC) chain of sur-
face reservoirs, what is the anticipated future use of
Wobum's purified aquifer 20 to 50 years hence? Since
the MDC is presently contemplating costly water
treatment facilities which could be far more rapidly
amortized by a larger usage base, it would be much
more cost effective to connect to the MDC system
those homes in Woburn which, previously had ob-
tained their potable water from municipa.l or private
wells rather than spend $69 million to cleal up an
aquifer which is not vita-l for meeting the needs of
the community. The MDC system could provide
Woburn with totally safe water supplies well into
the 21st Century. Because of MDC's clearly dem-
onstrated water conservation methods and the re-
duction in demand for its water supply from the state's
declining industrial base, MDC's reservoir supply
should be adequate for the foreseeable future.

Rationalizing Groundwater Policy
Hydrogeologists acknowledge that, while the con-
tamination of groundwater is an extremely slow
process (migration of the pollutant plume in the
ground is often calculated in terms of only a few
dozen feet per decade), groundwater pollution, once
it occurs, is virtually irreversible. It is unfortunate
that the American society, through decades and cen-
turies of carelessness, has despoiled most ground-
water resources in its urban areas. However, it is
futile public policy to risk using inherently unsafe
urban gtoundwater or to undertake costly, and no
doubt fruitless, efforts at its cleanup.

Nineteenth century visionaries in cities such as
New York and Boston anticipated problems with
groundwater. By securing, in perpetuity, tens of
thousands of acres of nual land and committing them
exclusively to watershed protection, these vision-
aries created systems that would assure adequate
and safe water supplies for their cities' rapidly grow-
ing populations. It has long been the position of this
author that, in rural areas, where groundwater sup-
plies may be significant and uncontaminated, it is
not only vitally important but also practical to es-
tablish regional aquifer protection districts that will
ensure the quality of critical water resources.6

Recently, the New Jersey Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection (NJDEP) classified its
groundwater resources into four categories. The
lowest category, Class IV, covers extensive, already
contaminated urban and industrial areas with
groundwater that is not frt for human consumption
and that generally is of poor quality. NJDEP pro-
hibits use of Class IV groundwater for at least 50
years, thereby curtailing futile and costly attempts
at its cleanup.? It is hoped that such practical and
cost-effective solutions will become much more
widespread over time.

Rationalizing Priorities For Site
Remediation
Privatization of site remediation, which allows li-
censed and highly qualif-red geotechnical f-rrms to
undertake the cleanup of contaminated sites, will
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/tr eorge M. Lovejoy, Jr.. CRE. chairman and di-
I I rector of Meredith & Grew. Incorporated, Bos-
V torr, has been awarded the 1991 James D.
Landauer Award. He received the award in recog-
nition of his demonstrated outstanding profession-
alism in real estate and for furthering the ideals ol
the American Society of Real Estate Counselors and
its CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) designation.

During his 35-year caneer in rea-l estate, Lovejoy
has acted as a broker, appraiser, manager and con-
sultant. A member ofthe Society since 1969, Lovejoy
served as president in 1982 and has been chairman
of numerous committees. He currently is secretary-
treasurer of the Society's Educational Development
Trust Fund.

In other related activities, Lovejoy is a past pres-
ident of the Greater Boston Real Estate Board, the
Greater Boston Building Owners & Managers As-
sociation and the New England Chapter of the In-
stitute of Rea.l Estate Management. He also is a
member of the International Council of Shopping
Centers and the Urban Land Institute.

In addition to his real estate career, Lovejoy is
dedicated to his great interest in the out-of-doors
and conservation. Much of his time is devoted to
land in New Hampshire which he has assembled
over a 30-year span. The property has been perma-
nently preserved for forestry and wildlife through a
foundation which Lovejoy established. These inter-
ests are further expressed by his chairmanship of
the Fund for Preservation of Wildlife and Natural
Areas and by his presidency of the New England
Aquarium. Lovejoy also serves as a trustee of Rad-
cliffe College and director or trustee of seven Scud-
der mutua-l funds.

The Landauer award is named for the late James
D. Landauer, CRE, who played a key role in the
establishment ofthe Society and the preeminence of
the real estate counseling profession. Other recipi-
ents have included CREs Roland Rodrock Randall
(1986), James E. Gibbons (1987), Roy P. Drachman
(1988), John Robert White (1989) and Boyd T. Bar-
nard (1990).

George M. Lovejoy, Jr., CRE
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SPECIAL
EDITION
FOCUSES ON
THE
ENVIRONMENT
I I v frrst introduction to environmental
IUI -hararris 

in reai estate was botn rucie anri
ItI e*pensiuu. Leaking storage tanks from an
adacent property had contaminated the site my
client was developing. As a CRE (Counselor of
ReaI Estate), my responsibility was to identify the
source of the contamination, determine the extent
of the damage and estimate the cleanup costs,
none of which were part of the development plan.
Public health and safety, re-engineering, Iiability
and recovery of damages were uncommon concerns
in real estate transactions 10 to 15 years ago. At
that time, neither I nor my partner had ary
previous experience with this type of problem. The
mitigation measures which ensued took valuable
time from the construction schedule, and costs
soared as scientific testing, legal fees, re-
engineering, redesigrr and interest costs mounted.

In today's real estate market, contamination
issues are pervasive. Consideration of
environmental hazards is the hot topic of the
1990s for anyone in the industry. To address this
concern the Society's Publications Committee
decided to produce a special edition of Real Estate
Issues. This is the f-rrst time an entire edition of
the journal has been devoted exclusively to a
single topic. And although much has been written
and presented on environmental concerns in real
estate, the focus rarely has been on how to deal
with these problems on a transactional basis. To
Counselors, however, a transactional orientation is
more in keeping with the professional role we offer
our clients.

Lastly, I would like to inform you of the recent
passing of a valued colleague. Malcolm Bryce of
Calgary served the Society as a member of the
ReaI Estate Issues Editorial Board, an ollicer arrd
a member of the Board of Governors. Besides his
tireless service to our Society, he will always be
remembered for the friendship he shared with so
many of his fellow members. Malcolm will be
missed by all who knew him.

Editor in chicf
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reduce dependency on overworked arrd bureaucratic
government officials and offer the opportunity for
rapid, creative and cost-effective solutions to reme-
diation ofcontaminated sites. The decision to permit
private sector intervention occurs during a process
known as "risk assessment". This process is per-
formed after rigorous three-dimensional investiga-
tion of the site soils and groundwater by excavations,
borings and chemical and biochemical analyses to
determine the extent and causes ofpollution and the
specific nature and concentration of the contami-
nants. Once these basic facts have been ascertained,
it is vital for the environmental scientist and the
real estate counselor to explore the interplay be-
tween projected site cleanup costs (such costs are
never known until the work is complete) and the
value of alternative potential land uses. It is nec-
essar5r for both parties to engage in a free-flowing,
give-a-nd-take discussion and determine creatively
the true highest and best use of the land in such
complex cases. The participants in this exercise must
be highly qualified and seasoned experts in their
respective fields, and they must be able to provide
sound judgments and reliable, if rough, quantifrca-
tions of cost and value relationships so that a rea-
sonable and appropriate stratery for land use can
be established.

Many real estate investors are aware of horror
stories concerning the zillions of dollars spent for
remediation. The costs of remediation in fact range
from the simply modest to the truly horrendous, and
they depend largely on the nature and degree ofcon-
tamination. For example, costs for air stripping of
certain petroleum volatiles often are in the range of
a few thousand dollars per acre; costs for cleaning
up high concentrations of toxins such as cyanide,
polychlorinated biphenols or mercury, which typi-
cally entails the removal and detoxif-rcation of the
soil and groundwater, can run to tens of millions of
dollars per acre. Costs of remediation also depend
on the nature of the land use. The residential land
use cat€gory demands the highest level of remedia-
tion, but an alternative land use, such as certain
industrial and commertial facilities, may require only
that the soil be sealed with an impervious mem-
brane or a layer of clay.6

Art innovative method of remediation was uti-
lized by the Hackensack Meadowlands Development
Commission to deal with a noxious and odorous
landfrll in the infamous New Jersey Meadowlands.
In this case, the landfrll was "turned into Iields of
wildflowers alter the ground was covered with a
synthetic liner made from regycled bottles".e The
commission presently operates a trash museum and
environmental center immediately adacent to this
once detested landf-rll.

Conclusion
As a society, we are facing limitations on our frnan-
cial resourres. The mounting national debt, now above

$3 trillion; increasing worldwide economic compe-
tition from the Europear Community and the Pa-
cific Rim nations; failures of major banks and
diminishing governmental support for all sectors are
some ofthe unpleasant realities with which we must
grapple. With the increase in our environmental
awareness and the discovery of greater than for-
merly realized soil and groundwater contamination,
we, as a nation, must set rational priorities for our
environmental cleanup elTorts. It is essential to:

r protect uncontaminated groundwater by estab-
Iishing regional groundwater protection districts

r acknowledge hopelessly contaminated or un-
safe urban groundwaters and write these off once
and for all (or until technological advancements
make their cleanup economically viable)

r intensift research into techniques for cost-ef-
fective groundwater and soil decontamination
when the chemistry ofthe responsible pollutant
or the particular situation are appropriate for
remediation

r establish protocols for appropriate land uses on
sites with contaminated soil and groundwater

r encourage the licensing of qualified profes-
sional l-rrms to carry out remediation efforts
economically and efliciently

A Word Of Aduice
As a real estate investor or analyst, do not be fright-
ened or intimidated by the need to address ration-
ally and practically ever more difficult and complex
land valuation situations. Make sure that you have
highly qualifred, practically minded and experi
enced scientists and professionals to help you with
the tough business decisions and tradeoffs which you,
of necessity, will be facing now and in the future.
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